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Abstract

The New Towns Aot 191*6 was one of a number of

legislative measures which were passed in the Immediate post-
*

«

war period and wbioh can be said to have marked the beginning

of a new era in the field of social policy in Britain. The

Relth Report, which formed the basis of the New Towns Aot was

concerned with all- aspects of development of the new towns,

i.e. economic, physical and social. This thesis concentrates

on certain aspects of social development and examines some

of the assumptions regarding tbls area, which were formulated

in the Relth Report, in the light of developments in the
P

three Scottish New Towns of Glenrothes, East Kilbride and

Livingston.

The Relth Report expected the various statutory and

voluntary organisations (here colleotlvely termed "sooial

organisations") to make a significant contribution to the

welfare of the new town population by providing opportunities

to make full use of the inoreased leisure-time, which was to

be an inherent advantage of living, in a new town; furthermore,

at an "ideological level", these organisations were to be

instrumental in bringing about "social cohesion", the lack of

which was seen to be one of the disadvantages of some of the

inter-war housing estates, which were not to be repeated in

the new towns. A groat deal of information has therefore

been collected about these organisations (for the first time)

in these three new towns.

Although this study draws on the disciplines of

$

4
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Sociology and Planning, it ia a study of aspects of social

policy, as related to new towns, and Is as such firmly in

the field of sooial administration, wbioh has been defined

as "the-study of sooial problems and society's response to

them by statutory provision and voluntary action". One of

the main problems of new towns, particularly in the early

days, has been said to be the lack of sooial amenities and

the absence of opportunities to pursue leisure interests. '

This lack often resulted in dissatisfaction with living

conditions in the new town. But if a new town is to sucoeed

and achieve its population target, it is essential that

existing and prospective residents should enjoy living there.

This study shows that there exist today in these new towns a

great variety of opportunities for purposeful leisure pursuits,

and that the population do make use of these opportunities,
♦

albeit to different degrees. The level of participation

found depends on many factors, including the age-structure

of the population, the time at whloh an organisation was

first started, the sooial stratification of the membership of

a particular organisation and the siting of the meeting places

available. These aspects have been investigated in thla

study in the three towns and the findings compared with each

other.

Slnoe Glenrothes and East Kilbride particularly, have

been built largely on the neighbourhood prlnoiple, certain

assumptions regarding the siting of oommunlty facilities
have been tested in this study. By asking organisations
about their ideal location for a meeting place, and by plotting



the distribution of members' addresses in relation to their

meeting place on maps, it was found that the availability of

premises at neighbourhood or preoinot level is only important
to three distinct groups within the population, i.e. Young

ohildren, their mothers and old people. These were the

three who wished their premises to be within "toddling, pram-

pusbing and hobbling" distance of their homes. For most of

the other organisations in all three towns the need would

appear to be for more central facilities.

Since the role of the Development Corporation in the

provision of facilities, and to some extent the promotion of

social organisations has been regarded by the Reltb Committee

as a central one, the corporations* policy and administration
an this field has been examined in these three new towns. 2h

the early days, due to economic restrictions which determined

government polloy, there were serious limitations on what

the Development Corporations oould do in the field of social

development. Host of these restrictions have now been lifted

giving the corporations powers to contribute to the provision

of facilities, to appoint Social Development Officers, and

through them, to promote social organisations and citizen

participation in them. The extent to whloh each one of these

three Development Corporations has ohosen to exercise these

powers has been examined in this thesis, and where appropriate

recommendations regarding their future social policy have been

made on the basis of the data collected.
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The fooua of this thesis la the study of aooial

organisationa In the three Soottlah New Towna of Glenrothes,
» e

East Kilbride and Livingston*. Since the Rellgb commit toe

expected aooial organlaatlona to form one of the main
vehlclea of aooial development, it 18 the analysis of the

growth and characteristics of aooial organisations, and

their contribution to aooial development, whloh farms the

core of the thesis* Titmuos1 defined social administration

"as the study of the social services whose object is the

improvement of the conditions of life of the individual in

the setting of family and group relations. Xt is concerned
♦

with the historical development of these services, both
♦

♦

statutory and voluntary." Usually research in this field

deals with the development or evaluation of a specific social
2

service*. However, as Donnison put it, social administration

is concerned "with an ill-defined but recognisable territory:

the development of collective action for the advancement of

social welfare." Donnlson^ also saw as the first strand in

the history of the social services "the continuing endeavour

to provide the environment required for industrial purposes."

New Towna are conoerned with "the improvement of the conditions

of life of the individual" and with "providing the environment

1* R.H. Titmuss "Social Administration in a Changing Sooiety"
in Essays on the Welfare State, Unwin University Books,
London, 1958.

2. D.V. Donnison, "Development of Social Administration"
Inaugural Lecture published by London School of Eoonomios,
1962.

3* op.clt*



requirod for industrial progress", and tha social organi¬

sations within than oan ba saan as "oolleotlve sotion for

tha advancement of social welfare." It tbarafora follows
%

that a piaoa of researoh of this kind oan rightly ba

oonsidarad a study in the fiald of sooial policy.

In this thasis tha objective has been to tast as

critically- and as oarafully as possibls tha undarlying

assumptions of that part of tha Raith Report whioh was concerned

with tha area of sooial development in New Towns. These

assumptions provide an opportunity to use sooial researob for

tha purpose of tasting their ralavanoa in tha light of subse¬

quent history. All too frequently in sooial polioy tha

assumptions of Important Government documents have gone un¬

tested and unexamined. Tha result has bean that tha ideas

and tha polioy reoommendations of government committeas

aoqulra an unchallenged position and often fall to ba re¬

stated and re-thought in tha light of changing needs. But

sometimes, suoh ideas stand up to the test of time, and only

relatively require minor amendments in order to oontlnue to

be as relevant today as when they were first formulated.

The main sooial problem whloh faoed the Relth committee

was the laok of sooial balanoe and ooheslon as found in

dormitory suburbs, and inter-war housing estates, suoh as

Dagenham and Beoontree, the continued repetition of whloh

should be avoided as far as possible. The main objeotive

of the committee was therefore the aoblevement of sooial

balanoe and sooial ooheslon in the "promotion of New Towns".
To this end the reoommendations of the Relth Committee



I

placed major emphasis on the need for opportunities of

social participation. The role of social organisations
4

was seen as providing these opportunities and acting "as
a

strong binding forces" in facilitating this general objective.
This thesis is therefore an attempt, not to evaluate

#

the economlo success of the three new towns of East Kilbride,

Olenrothes and Livingston, or their achievement in terms of

physical planning, but to assess them in terms of the "Relth
Committee assumptions" relating to social development, and

in doing so, as Chambert de Louwe^ put itt "...provide
material for deciding on means of establishing new

institutions, or modifying existing ones in order to cater

for new needs".

»

Cbambert de Louwe, P.K. "Voluntary organisations and
planning in response to new needs". Chapter 7> Unesco
Handbook of Social Research in Urban Areas, Paris 1965*

s



PART I

The Reitta Report - The Development of
Glenrothes, East Kilbride and Livingston



X

CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Review of Literature

The Relth Report - Idcaa of social development In new towns

The legislative "foundation stone" for the building

of new towns in Britain, was laid on October 19th, 191*5»
4

when the so-called New Towns Committee was appointed under

the chairmanship of Lord Reith, with the following terms

of reference:

"To consider the general questions of the establish¬
ment, development, organization and administration
that will arise in the promotion of New Towns in
furtherance of a policy of planned decentralisation
from congested urban areas; and in accordance there¬
with to suggest guiding principles on which such towns
should be established and developed as self-contained
and balanced communities for work and living."

The fact that these new towns should be developed as "self-

contained and balanced" communities for work and living"
was particularly emphasized since they were intended to

become the antithesis of the "dormitory suburb";2 of which
#

the inter-war housing estates had become examples, and which
'

now, at all costs, were to be avoided.

Apart from considerations as to the physical lay-out

and the economic life of the new towns to be built, the

final report,^ whioh the Minister of Town and Country Planning

and the Secretary of State for Scotland presented to

1. First Interim Report of New Towns Committee, 19U6,
HMSO p. 3.

2. op.clt., p. 3.
3. Final Report of New Towns Committee, 191^6, HMSO paragraphs

185 - ff.



2

parliament in July 1946, incorporated a number of

suggestions, as to the kind of social life and recreational

opportunities which should be available to the people living

in the new towns.

These suggestions were based on a number of

assumptions, some of which were intended to serve as

desirable policy goals to the bodies responsible for the

development of the new towns. For instance, in paragraph

165 P* 42 the committee observed:

"Of the groups and societies to which men and women
are attached, perhaps the most important, next to the
family, is the local or geographical community. In
great cities and towns the sense of community member¬
ship is weak and this is one of the most serious of
modern urban ills. In a true community, everybody
feels, directly or through some group, that he has a
plaoe and a part, belonging and counting. He cannot
put down roots in, nor become oonscious of responsi¬
bility for a place that does not give him that feeling."

Underlying the statement of this particular paragraph

is the assumption that people need a sense of belonging and

an opportunity for participation. If this assumption is

accepted, it follows that social polioy in a new town should

be directed towards encouraging a sense of-participation

amongst individuals and groups. The next paragraph in the

committees* report therefore deals with the social life in

the new towns, and particularly the function of the voluntary

association as a strong binding force, and the creation of

clubs and societies. Thus paragraph 166 states:

"Social life in a new town has to be built up, and
while this has disadvantages, it also has advantages.
Where so many people are strangers to each other,
there cannot for some time be the social cohesion
of a long-established oommunity, with its known and
tested public personalities and its habits and
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traditions of collective life. All the institutions
have to be created, and errors of popular Judgment
in choosing leaders, officers and representatives are
likely. On the other hand, the small size of the
initial community, and its neoessaxy dependence for a
time on voluntary associations for many purposes are
strong binding forces. The building of the town
itself is a common interest of a novel and compelling
character. And, though strangers to each other, the
habitants will have much in common. They will quickly
select associates, sharing their diverse Interests in
religion, politics, social welfare, sports and games,
study, gardening, and the arts and hobbies; and the
creation from the void of societies and clubs for all
these things is an absorbing interest in Itself. Men
and women coming from districts in large towns where
community life is weak may indeed appreciate its
meaning and value for the first time."

Here the committee presented their vision, of what they thought

ought to happen regarding social life in new towns. The

assumptions on which this "vision" was based could best be

summarised as follows:

a), that social cohesion is a desirable goal of social policy.
4

b) that societies and clubs have a role to play in bringing

about participation, and through it, social cohesion.

Following on from these assumptions, the committee then

recommended that certain facilities should be made available,

as early as possible, by the development corporations. Thus

paragraph 187 states:
I

"It is not possible, and even if it were, it would not
be wise, to prescribe the social and cultural pattern
of a new town. The interests, groupings and cultural
activities of citizens must grow of themselves and may
differ between one new town and another as widely as
between one old town and another. It is this variety
that gives charaoter to towns, and any thought of
standardizing the equipment must be dismissed. There
are however, oertaln facilities that are found in any
fair-sized town in Britain, and that have come to be
regarded as indispensable for a fully developed urban
life. Obviously the quantity and quality of these
facilities depends on the size of the population."
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The committees' assumptions about buildings and facilities*
V

j '

which are contained in the above paragraph could probably
$

♦

best be summarised as follows:

a) that certain facilities are to be regarded as

•essential* and
...

b) that a diversity of buildings is desirable*
♦ ♦ • . *

, • ' • • ^ | •

Tho subsequent paragraph* 188* takes the point about

the desirability of diversity a step further* and relates
. • • . ;

it not only to buildings and facilities* but also.to the
: j . . ' ' '

type of activities and organisations* whioh would use them*

and the different people they would be expeoted to cater
*

for* Thus paragraph 188 states:
4

.

"As the majority of inhabitants will have come .from
urban environments and many of them from the inner -
parts of large cities* they will wish .to have
available* at the earliest possible date* facilities
equivalent to those to which they have .been accustomed*
though not necessarily of the same range or in the
same proportions* In a town where houses and gardens
prevail* where spaoe for outdoor recreation is available*
and where the country is within easy reach* there
will not be the same uses of leisure* Experience in
the new towns built already* confirms however* that
many of the same facilities will be wanted."

The above paragraph contains the assumption; that inoomers
#

into the new towns will come from diverse cultural back¬

grounds* and that the provision of facilities should take

due account of the oulture.that people brought with them.

Paragraph 189 once again returns to the discussion

about buildings* and particularly relates to the character¬

istics of the buildings* which ih the view of the oommittee

are required:

"At the very beginning it is oanentlal to provide a
building containing several rooms* capable of being
used for a variety of purposes. This should include
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at least one large room for sdcial gatherings, dances,
concerts, plays, church services, temporary schools,
lectures, political meetings, and possibly for cinema
shows. There should also be several smaller rooms
for meetings of committees and societies. . The building
should be so placed and constructed that it would remain
useful for a number of years; indeed if the right
situation can be found for it at the beginning it might
be permanent though its multiple use would be temporary."

Once again, the assumptions relating to the buildings as

described in the above paragraph were quite specific, and could
*

♦

be summarised as follows:
*

a) buildings should be multi-purpose in nature, initially, but
4

*

adaptable to single purpose use later; and furthermore,should

contain a number of smaller rooms.

b) the siting of the building is of considerable importance.

The report^ goes on to suggest that permanent buildings

should be provided in advance of full demand, (para 190);

suggestions are made for buildings for theatre, music, the

arts and danoe halls, (paras. 191-196); there should be an

adequate library service, (paras. 197-199); arrangements

should be made for preserving local archives and archaeolo¬

gical remains, (para. 200); speolal attention should be paid

to places of refreshment, including hotels and a variety of

restaurants as well as tea-shops and cafes (paras. 201-201;.);

licensed premises should vary in character and size, and

restaurants serving substantial meals should be able to obtain

licenses, etc. A further five paragraphs are devoted to the

question of licensing laws in new towns.

In paragraph 219 however, the committee returned to a

it. Final Report summary, p. 67 op.oit.
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discussion on.facilities for young people:
• *

"Though schools* playing facilities are the concern
of the local education authority, the provision of
playgrounds and of premises suitable for. boys' and
girls' clubs and for other activities of young people
may be largely a matter for the agency (i.e. develop¬
ment corporation) itself.■ The need must be assessed .

and the means for meeting it planned at the outset."
♦ ♦

\

The committee, In making this specific recommendation, were
*

assuming that young people have special needs, which require
«

special consideration. However, in paragraph 221, which is

complementary to the above one, they make it clear that young
%

♦

people are not their only concern:

"For those who are older, provision must be made for
voluntary activities, complementary to their daily work
in school or factory, and no less important in moulding
character. Their needs are by no means uniform. To
one it is for physical recreation; to another for a
quiet place to read or study; a third demands a work¬
shop in which to pursue some bobby; to a fourth the
team activities of scouts, guides, brigades and cadet
corps have a strong appeal. It is essential to ensure
the provision of suitable ground and buildings for all
these purposes, hot merely for the established organis¬
ations, but for others that will emerge spontaneously
as time goes on."

Onoe again the committee stresses the point about buildings,

in the form of a further assumption, i.e. that there will be a

need for a diversity of buildings in relation to a diversity

of activities.

The committee then went on to emphasise that for certain
#

groups the possession of quarters of their own is essential;

thus in paragraph 222 they state:
e

"We do not imply that it is good for boys and girls to
find ready made and to hand buildings equipped for any
and every enterprise that may take their fancy. There
is virtue in improvisation, and we believe that the
more they can be encouraged to equip, decorate and
perhaps even help to build their own premises, the
better. But we deprecate that variety of "community
building and social centre" to be found in some urban

♦
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areas, in which the same scanty accommodation is made
to serve a long programme of youth and adult services
in turn. Apart from the fact that certain activities,
notably an effective young people*s club, need to be
carried on every night of the week, including Sundays,
such an arrangement is inimical to that pride in
corporate ownership which begets in young people a sense
of oorporate responsibility."

The recommendations contained in this particular paragraph

appear to have as their basis the assumption that certain

groups will only flourish, if they are able to have quarters

of their own.

It is of interest to note that the Reith oomrnittee on

the question of ownership of premises anticipated research

findings of people such as Nicholson,^ Willis,^ Sykes and

Woldman,^ and Morley,® who. all show, together with this

present study, that uniformed organisations especially, be¬

cause of the nature of their programme, prefer to have their

own premises, and that where groups are required to pack up

all their equipment after every meeting to make way for some

entirely different activity, friction arises. Furthermore,

although the Reith committee in the above paragraph stated

that in their view, "there Is virtue in improvisation", there
Q

is, as Nicholson confirms, considerable opposition by some
*

5. Nicholson, J.H. "New Communities in Britain, NC3S,
London, 1961.

6. Willis, H. "Meeting places for Hire in New Towns - a
social survey" Ministry of Housing and Local Government,
London 1966.

7* Sykes, A.J.M. & Woldman, E. "Irvine New Town Area - a
summary and report on leisure activities", Uhiveralty of
Stratbolyde, Occasional paper No. 2, 1968.

8. Morley, K. "Social Activity and Social Enterprise - a
study of voluntary social organisations in the New Town
of Redditch, 1966.

9. Nicholson, J.H. op.oit. p. 127*
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Development Corporations against tbe erection of huts and
♦ 4

small club buildings, both on aesthetic grounds and on
% •

♦

grounds of space.

Having already indicated in previous paragraphs, what

kind of social life the committee envisaged for the new towns,

they then returned to the theme of social development:

"Paragraph 223:states: But from what we have said, we
must not be thought to oppose the principle of community
centres, if established for what we conceive to be
their proper purpose, namely the provision of certain
Important communal buildings to which all social groups,
adult as well as juvenile have access at appointed times.
Although we believe that each group should be encouraged
to develop separately on its own lines, the additional
provision of some common facilities at centres of this
kind seems to us invaluable. Social activities in
which all members of a family can share, help to
strengthen tbe unity of family life by giving it a
oommon loyalty."

This last line states a further assumption about the purpose and
4

potential of social activities.
m

The*above extracts from the Reith report have been

deliberately quoted at some length, since these recommendations .

were closely observed in the New Towns Act, which followed,

and therefore became a kind of blue-print, not only for the

physloal and economic development, but also as a model for the

social development of new towns.

Suntnarv of assumptions:
♦ ♦

a

1) People need a sense of belonging and an opportunity for

participation

2) a) Social cohesion is a desirable goal of social policy.
*

b) Voluntary organisations have a role to play in bringing
about opportunities for participation, and through it,

social cohesion.
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♦

3) a) Captain minimum facilities are to be regarded as

essential in a new town from the' very outset,

b) A diversity of buildings is desirable.

/j.) a) New town residents will come from diverse cultural

backgrounds•

b) Facilities and activities should take due account of

the culture that people brought with them.

3) a) Characteristics of buildings required at early stage:

Need to be both multi-purpose in nature, and contain

a number of smaller rooms,

b) Siting of buildings is important.

6) Young people have special needs, which need special

consideration.
4

7) There is a need for a diversity of buildings in relation

to diversity of activities.

8) Certain groups will only flourish if they are able to have
♦

quarters of their own.

9) Social activities in whiob all members of a family can

share, help to strengthen the unity of family life, by
♦

giving it a common loyalty.

These then are some of the assumptions underlying the Reith

committees* recommendations regarding the social development
♦

of New Towns. This study of three Scottish New Towns will

atteiqpt to test some of these assumptions in the light of
♦

almost 25 years of experience, which have passed sinoe the

deliberations of the Reith committee. Nicholson*® points

10. Nicholson, op.clt. p.79.

#
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out, "that it is possiblo to compare the achievements of the

new towns with the proposals of the Reith committee, what

matters more is the extent to which they meet the needs of
4

♦

those rehoused there". This does not mean to say however,

that these proposals do not provide a useful yardstick,

against which present day provision and policy can be measured.
«

The Reith committee has been criticised for the fact

that its proposals were not based on sufficient research.

This may be true, although one also has to accept that at

the time the social scienoes in this country were still in

their infancy, and that therefore research facilities and

methods were not as readily available, as they are today.

Rirtbermore, Appendix 2 of the Final report** lists the

considerable number of government bodies, looal authorities,

learned societies and learned individuals with whom discussions

were held or from whom written evidence was received, and this

would suggest that the Reith Committee did go to great lengths

in an attempt to have its findings supported by a considerable

body of opinion. Nevertheless, the criticism, regarding

lack of research must be allowed to stand, but should perhaps

be levied at the Ministry of Housing and Looal Government,

whom Lloyd Rodwin acoused of being "penny~wise and pound

foolish" for not promoting socio-economic research.

Apparently the Ministry's attitude at the time was the one

quoted in Town and Country Planning, 191*3-1951 **-* i.e.:
*

11. New Towns Committee, Final Report, op.clt. pp. 70 and 71.
12. Rodwin, Lloyd: The British New Towns Policy, Harvard

University Press, 1956, Chapter 5* P» 61.
13. Town & Country Planning, 191*3-1951* PP. 165-166.
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"research contributing to thought and knowledge about town

planning is primarily the responsibility of universities and
♦

non-governmental bodies. For the ministry and for local

planning authorities, concerned as they roust be to keep

their staff demands to a minimum, the question must always

be whether any particular study makes a direct and demonstrably

useful contribution to their planning administration." This

attitude in Rodwins' view, allowed a dangerous gap to develop.

However, this has to be seen within the context of economic

stringency prevailing at the time, where according to the

ministry's instruction1*4" every proposal for capital expenditure

had to be judged by its contribution to the "dollar earning

and dollar saving projects". The post-war economlo crisis

bad indeed an influence on new towns polioy, which will be

discussed later. What however seems to be more important,

is not whether the committee based its proposals on a great

deal of theoretical research, but whether these proposals

have stood the test of time. Sir William Hart1-* for one
♦

seems to think so and suggests that the report will "repay

reading again".

Apart from anything else, the,speed, with which the

committee produced its reports was exceptional by any standard.

On October 19tb, 19J+5 they were appointed. In March 191j.6
*

they presented the first Interim Report,1^ a month later, in
17

April 191|6 the second Interim Report was put before .

114-. Contained in olroular CMND 82014. ...

15. Hart, Sir William, "Administration and new towns" Town
& Country Planning, Vol. 36, No.1-2, 1968.

e

16. Interim Report of the New Towns Committee, March 19U.6,
HMSO, London CMND 6759.

17* Second Interim Report of the New Towns Committee, April
1914.6, HMSO CMND 67914.
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parliament and in July of the aame year there followed the

Pinal Report,^-®
According to one member of that committee. Sir Fredric

Osborn,the "speed and offioiency with which information was

oolleoted and converted into practical recommendations, was

largely due to the skill of Lord Reith*s chairmanship." But

one also has to point out that he bad the advioe of two

members who had had experience in developing the Garden cities

of Letohworth and Welwyn,* and another member** bad been

resident architect of Welwyn. However, this did not appear

to prevent the oommittee from being objective. According to

Osborn^ "nothing that these members advised, was accepted

on their evidence alone. Every element of policy and praotioe,
4

of methods and standards, was studied ab initio, and examined

in the light of the views of the bodies and persons concerned
4

with the relevant aspect of urban affairs, from religion to

finance, from family life to art, from drainage to lands¬

caping, from work to leisure, from pubs to universities -

in short, from A - 2". Nevertheless, the almost "Idyllic"
vision of the social life and character, which the oommittee

would appear to have had* is closely reminiscent of Osborns'

description of the social atmosphere tfcioh bad prevailed in
PI

Letohworth, and Which he described as follows:

18. Final Report of the New Towns Committee, July 1946, HflSO,
CMND 6876.

19* Osborn, F.J. in Osborn & Whittick "The New Towns" Leonard
Hill, London 1969, p. 101.

20. Osborn, op.oit., p. 101.
4

21. Osborn, F.J. op.oit.p.59.
* W.H. Gaunt and F.J. Osbom
•* A.W. Kenyon.
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"Yet an extremely vigorous and enjoyable community
life sprang into being from very early days. The
absence of commercial entertainment threw people
back on their own resources, and there was no lack
of spontaneous leadership in running a wide variety
of societies and clubs - for music, drama, politics,
religion, sports, rambling, dancing, gardening,
natural history, arts and orafts and serious study."

Ibis was a kind of social life, which clearly the committee

had hoped would repeat itself over and over again, in'each
a

I

of the new towns. A good deal of their optimism and

enthusiasm carried over into the debate of the New Towns Bill

in the House of Commons, which took place on May 8th, 19U-6.

Onoo again, the Minister of Town and Country Planning,the
♦

Rt. Hon. Lewis Silkin put the emphasis on provlding^a better
PP

life: "Many towns have built new housing estates on the

outskirts. These have largely failed in their purpose of

providing a better life for their people and have almost
«

invariably become dormitories consisting of members of one

income group, with no community life or civic sense"
"I am most anxious that the planning should be such that the

different income groups living in the new towns will not be

segregated. ..... When they leave to go home I do not want

the better off people to go to the rlgit, and the less well-

off to go to the left. I want them to ask each other, "Are

you going my way"? .... "I want to see the new towns gay and
e

bright, with plenty of theatres, concert halls and meeting

places. The new towns should provide valuable experience

in the best use of leisure*, a commodity which is, and should
♦

become, more and more plentiful." Another M.P.,

22. Hansard, May 8th, 19i|6.
• Authors own underlining.
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Mr. Wilfred Roberts,2^ reiterated the Reith Committee's

concern for the needs of young people and children2^ when he

said the following: ,rZ look forward to seeing good-looking

towns in which it is possible to live a good life; towns
%

which are well planned for children and young people.
♦

I

Appallingly little thought has been given in the past to the

development of town life to meet the needs of children and
♦

young people". In the House of Lords, which debated the

bill on July 11th, 191*6, the same enthusiasm and good
e

intentions for this new instrument of social policy were to

be found. Thus the Earl of Listowel:2^ "Finally, we want
♦

a community free from the occupational and income snobberies
*

4

of town life to-day. There must be no West Ehds and East

Ends, no suburban villas for the professional and.black-coated
• »

♦

workers, and central tenements for the factory hands. Each
♦

of the neighbourhoods, into which the new towns will be
I

divided, will be planned as a cross-section of every occup-
a

ational and income group in the population."
♦

A slightly more realistic note, (or was it veiled
26

scepticism?) was Introduced by the Earl of Munster, when
he pointed out that the realisation of these plans will take

a great deal of time: . "New towns, like new port, take many

years to mature, and it must be some considerable time before

any new town contemplated under this bill will be provided
a

23. Hansard, May 8th, 191*6.
21*. Reith Report, op.clt. paragraph 219.
25. Hansard (HL) July 11th, 191*6.
26. Hansard (HL) July 11th, 191*6.

I
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with all the essential, modern requirements which will be
t

agreeable to the taste of the multitudes for whom it is to

be provided."

And yet, in spite of all the enthusiasm and good will,

which launched the new towns programme, a good many problems,

particularly in the field of social development, still have
27

to be overcome. Lord Reith himself, in a recent article '

commented: "The new towns were seen as "an essay in

civilization", and the reports set standards of living

conditions appropriate to that aspiration. I am told that

twenty-four new towns have already been started in Great

Britain, and that as a result of British initiative, new

towns are being built or are under consideration in many other

countries; and that these British reports are being studied

all over the, world; This is something to the good,, but
one wonders if this country is moving fast enough, and the

9

standards are high enough. I should be more pleased about
*

*

my part in the initiation if 1 could be sure that the

original intentions and ideals were being regarded and

preserved."* The leader of the Liberal Party,
pQ

Mr. Jeremy Thorpe, in the same journal pinpoints the issue

thus: "In spite of all that the Reith committee had said,

the provision of community buildings was too little and too

late to foster a rapid growth of social cohesion."

27* Lord Reith, "An essay in civilization", Town & Country
Planning Vol. 36, No.1-2, 1968.

28. Thorpe, J. Town & Country Planning,. Vol. 36, No.1-2, 1968,
p. 21.

« Author*8 own underlining.
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In Mr. Thorpe's terms, what did the Relth committee

say? It stressed the importance to people of belonging to

some group or other. It foresaw the necessity for many

purposes, of voluntary associations, and the need for

facilities to be ready at the very beginning. Furthermore,

it emphasised the importance of the right situation of

amenities.' The needs of ohildren and young people were

particularly singled out. The committee showed a great

deal of insight into these needs by underlining the importance

of premises of their own to youth organisations. It also

anticipated the inapproprlateness of the Youth Service age
29

range, (lij.-20 years), as laid down by the Albemarle Report,

which has prevented youth organisations depending on grant-

aid, from doing work with the whole family. The Youth

Service Development Council in only 1969^ "repealed" this

particular.regulation.

But whatever the shortcomings, particularly relating

to the Mark 1 New Towns, they are not necessarily due to

faults in the original concepts of the Relth report, or in

their own master plans, but are partly due to stringent

financial control by the government in the late forties and

early fifties. This has been borne out by comments obtained

from officials of the Development Corporations of the new

Towns of East Kilbride and Glenrothes which, together with
♦

Livingston, are the subject of this study. In a recent report
9

29. Albermarle Report on the Youth Service,-HMSO, I960.
30. Youth and Community Work in the 70's, page 1, para 2c.
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by the Scottish Education Department,^* this financial

stringency was acknowledged as one of the main hindrances
/

to the creation of more community facilities. Thus
♦

♦

paragraph 30, referring to powers in respect of grants reads:

"For some years the prospects were good. However, as a

result of economic difficulties and financial restrictions,

which began in 191*8 only little progress was possible".
Dame Evelyn Sharp in her foreword to Viet's Bibliography on

New Towns^ highlights the problem in this way:

"One of the most difficult problems in the new towns
has arisen over the provision of recreation and
entertainment. All concerned with new towns would
like them to have the best in the way of playing
fields, meeting places, dance halls, swimming baths
and so on; but who is to pay for them? It is a
responsibility of the local authorities to provide
for recreation in so far as private enterprise cannot
do so; but the local authorities of the new towns
are faced with heavy expenditure on educational, health
and welfare services, and while their revenue from
rates is building up, they do not yet feel able to
spend much money on amenities. They tend to think
that the corporations should see to these; but the
corporations are commercial undertakings, trying to
pay their way, and while they will contribute to
the provision of amenities, they will not undertake
the whole cost. In the result, provision lags."

Wyndham Thomas, then Mayor of Hemel Hempstead wrote in an

article in the "Times" in 1959:^
"It is in its social equipment that the town has
lagged. The Development Corporation has never had
the freedom of operation in this field many feel
it should have had. It seems to be preferable
that the authority providing the housing, should
also provide the community buildings."

♦

31. Community of Interests, HMSO, 1968.
32. Viet, Jean, "New Towns" - a selected annotated

bibliography, UNESCO No. 12, I960, page 11.
33. Thomas, Wyndham, "In praise of a New Town", "The Times",

April l*th, 1959.
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Both these highly relevant comments were made in 1959 and

1960 respectively. Since then however, legislative

measures have been passed which now make it possible for the

development corporations and local authorities to get to¬

gether and co-ordinate their priorities relative to community

buildings. The extent to which development corporations

choose to exercise their spending power is a kind of indioator
*

of their social policy and of the priority they give to social

development within that policy. Broady^ illustrates this

point. "Perhaps more typical of present British practice,

however, is the fact that so few sobemes have been developed

that take advantage of the £ ij. per head of population which
sinoe 1963 it has been possible to levy for social development

projects in the new towns; and that this has mostly been

because the development corporations, the public authorities

and local organisations have been unable to find a formula

for co-operation and finance."

This is one of the aspects which will be examined

within the context of this thesis in relation to the three
♦

above mentioned new towns. (See Part V). A further aspeot

is the development and "Availability" of social organis¬

ations, although it is realised that not all social inter¬

course is necessarily organised in formal activity. As

Professor Wilson put its-^ "A good community is not

necessarily one which hums with universal activity" - but

under the conditions which make for a good community he lists

3I4.. Broady, M. "Planning for people" NCSS, 1968, page 71.
33* Prof. Roger Wilson in Lomas' "Social Aspects of Urban

Development NCSS, 1966, pp.29-30.
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lnter~alia: "It should be as easy as possible for

voluntary associations cultural, recreational

and philanthropic purposes. Looal authorities should

appoint community development officers their, function

should ease .into life any promising efforts, even if
«

only temporary, that private citizens may be making for
♦ ♦

utual benefit.". This applies equally to development
• «

e

corporations of new. towns - and again one could consider it
♦

♦

to be an indicator of their priorities whether, or not they
a

t

ient, or social relations
« $

♦ *

officer, such as. was suggested to the
*

• ♦

August

study

y of .Housing and local,..'Govern
*

'
.

#

one of the three new towns in

Xr/290/5/2
/

ent in

► e • ' ♦

in appointed
* oA

Again Broadyt0 comments

on this: "The

Town
4.

no

ing is indicated
«

♦

♦

expanding towns 1

development officers; and even when they have done so,

their department sv have often become the dumping grounds for
\

e

%

residual functions such as public relations, attending to

visitors\ and collecting social statistics". This again is
*>

particularly true regarding the situation in Scotland.
♦ ♦

The Relth Committee (para 189) stressed the importance
•

t. * »'
v

of amenities, such as meeting places being in the "right
♦

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *

situation". So far there have been few studies trying to

evaluate this and thereby test assumptions
«

which deoided upon the location in the first place. Thus,

36. Broady, M. op.oit.
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G. Brooke-Tayloi^tated: "New Towns usually require the
creation of a hypothesis, (for a master plan, is a

hypothesis), which attempts to project forward an existing

social situation and at the same time to forecast a future

social situation. While social science has invented

techniques for analysing present patterns in society, it has

failed as yet to find satisfactoxy ways of predicting

future behaviour. Thus master plans can only he1 based on

hunches and require rigorous testing and analysis." This
thesis is one such attempt.

37. G. Brooke-Taylor: "What price an enlightened social
policy?" Paper given at conference on "Social
Implications of Life in New Towns. Edinburgh Dec. 7th,
1968.
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New towns have been built and old onus renewed since

earliest times. But a national policy of building within

a faw years eoaplsts communities is, aooording to Rodwin1
something quit a unique in urban history. Only in Britain

in 19i*6, with the Report of the Ralth Committee and the

passing of the Haw Towns Act* did this first become official

government policy. But even the Raith Committee was in a

sense only the last of a series of government oommlttees,

whioh intermittently had examined various problems to vhloh

the new towns would seem to provide an answer.

The new towns as such however* do not owe their existence

to any government oommittee or aot of legislation in the

first instance* but to "a man* a movement and a unique set of
o

historical conditions." Bbeneser Howard started the modern

new towns movement when in 1698 he published his books

"To-morrows A peaceful path to real reform"^ end then founded

the Garden City Association4 in 1899. Howards' proposals

were governed by four fundamental principless the limitation

of numbers and area* planned growth by colonisation* variety
and sufficiency of eoonomio opportunities and soolal

advantages* and control of the land in the publlo interest.

1. Rodwin* Lloyds The British New Towns Folloy* Harvard
University Press* 1958* p. 15.

2. Rodwin* Lloyds op.olt. p. 22.
3. Revised and re-issued in 1902 ass "Garden Cities of Tomorrow".
* Now the Town 9t Country Planning Association.
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The concept of the new town resulting from these proposals

was fairly summed up in the definition adopted in 1919 by

the Garden Cities and Town Planning Association:*
"A garden city is a town designed for healthy living
and industry; of a sise that makes possible a full
measure of social life, but not larger; surrounded
by a rural belt; the whole of the land being in
public ownership or held in trust for she community."

4

Host important however, wore not Howards' proposals as such,

but his empirical bent of mind, which led him to develop first
4

Letobworth in 1903 and then Welwyn Oarden City in 1919-1920.
♦

Here were now speoifio examples of Howards ideas for all the

world to see. This meant, When the Reith committee and

indeed earlier government committees were thinking of a

policy of dispersal, and employing the creation of new towns

as an instrument in this policy, they had two examples before
♦

them, and indeed the experience of people who were involved
*

in the building of these towns.

The first government committee to take evidence from

the Oarden City and Town Planning Association and the garden

city companies, was the Chamberlain committee on Unhealthy
a

areasThis committee recommended the restriction of

factory industry in the London area, along with the movement

of some employment and persons to garden oltles where the

inhabitants could live "close to their work in the best

possible conditions"• Although these recommendations were
ti

not Implemented at the time, ft was the first official contem-
4

plation in Britain of the idea that control of the location
I I I

ij.. Report of the unhealthy Areas Committee, HH30, London,
1920.

*

* Now Town & Country Planning Association.
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0

of employment la the key to the redistribution of population.
In 1935 again a departmental committee was set up

under Lord Marley'a chairmanship, of which the then chairman

of Welwyn Garden City Ltd., Sir Theodore Chambers was a

member. This committee once again recommended the building

of new towns with government encouragement in its report.5
No immediate aotlon resulted, but the idea was now, as

OBborn put it,^ nln the political airn.
In the following year the commissioner for the "special

areas" (of high employment), Sir Malcolm Stewart onoe again
0

reiterated the suggestion of the Chamberlain committee of
*

1920, by recommending that London should be placed "out of

bounds" for new factories.

Oaborn oonoludes^ that it was probably a combination

of Welwyn's prestige whloh by then had beoome world-wide
*

among planners, and the ideas of the Marley and Stewart

reports, as well as Chamberlain's own report in 1920, which

caused him, on beoomlng Prime Minister in 1938, to appoint a

Royal Commission under the chairmanship of Sir Anderson

Montague - Barlow, whose report® in 19U.0 raised the problem
♦

of large towns for the first time to the status of a major

public lsaue. The Barlow report onoe again pointed in the
♦

same direction as its predecessors - towards the necessity

of limiting great city congestion and further growth. The

5« Report of Committee on garden cities and Satellite Towns,
HMSO, London, 1935*

6. F.J. Osborn and A. Whittiok, op.clt. p. 86.
7. Ibid., p. 87.
8. Royal Commission on the Geographical Distribution of the

Industrial Population. Report and Evidence, HI-ISO, London,
1940.
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promotion of garden cities* by a new Ministry* for which the

minority report called* was again seen as the answer to the

problem; particularly since by now the new bousing estates*

built in the inter-war years* were seen to produce new and

difficult problems. In paragraph 36, for instance the
P

Barlow report points out that "high prices in the shops are

. one of the common disadvantages of new estates; and the

asbestos and corrugated iron huts* erected with extreme

difficulty by voluntary effort, which still serve many areas
%

for churches and halls* are a standing reminder of the neglect

of the spiritual and social side of those mainly responsible

for development." The Barlow report can therefore be seen

to have concerned Itself not only with economic considerations*

but with social considerations* and problems caused by in¬

sufficient amenities as well. In this respect* it had

become an Important fore-manner to the Reith report.
*

By the time however the Barlow report was published in

January 19^0* war had broken out and it was shelved. In his
O

account of that time* Osborn gives credit to Lord Relth*
4

then Minister of Vorks and Buildings for getting the report
♦

off the shelf again* when he was charged to study and report

to the cabinet on methods of physical reconstruction after
4

the war. As a result of Lord Keith's efforts, the Barlow

recommendations were aocepted in the short space of 11^ months

and in 19^3 the Ministry of Town & Country Planning was

established.

9. op.cit.* p. 89.
4
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Two tnore committees were set up during Lord Reitb*s

period, which need to bo mentioned here for the sake of

completeness of the "lineage" which preceded the Reith report.
10

One was the so-called Uthwatt Report and the other the

Scott Report,11 The terms of reference of tho Scott and
*

0

Uthwatt committees arose directly out of rooommendations of

the Barlow report. These three reports can therefore be

regarded as complementary parts of a single whole.

O.D.H. Cole12 called them "a trilogy of vital importance in

relation to post-war planning." All three are however mainly

concerned with physical planning, and the kind of machinery

required to make plans workable; the issues they covered

were for the most parts issues of means and not of ends.

In 191*3 the interest of the public in planning was given

a further stimulus by the publication of the County of London

Plan,1^ which was prepared for London County Counoil at

Lord Relths' instigation, when he was Minister of Works. This

plan advocated "decentralisation and overspill" of population

into new towns. Chapter two contains the following significant

stat ement:
♦

"The ideal situation for people to live in is within
reasonable distance of their work, but not such close
proximity that their living conditions

10. Expert Committee on compensation and betterment, Pinal
Report, HMSO, 191*2.

11. Committee on Utilieatlon of Land in Rural Areas, Report,
HMSO, 191*2.

12. Q.D.H. Cole, in Brita ins* Town & Country Pattern: Re¬
building Britain series, No. 2, London, Paber & Paber,
Limited, 1953.

♦

13. County of London Plan: prepared for the LCC by J.H. Porsbaw
and Patrick Abercrombie, Hacmillan, 191*3.

♦
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are prejudiced by it; this ideal can be closely
realized when planning a new town of limited size in
which the time, money and energy spent in means of
locomotion are reduced to a minimum."

This statement very closely resembles Howards' Ideals and
#

embodies the n6tion that among the benefits to be gained by

residents is an increase in leisure, through reduction of

travelling time. A year later, in 1944-, Patrick Aberoronibie

published an alternative to the County of London plan, of whioh
♦ ♦

he was the co-author. His Greater London Plan^'Was considered

an Improvement on the previous plan since it made definite
*

proposals for the looation of the "overspill" population and

a corresponding number of industrial jobs. Of the li millions
to be displaoed, 125,000 were to be housed in satellite

suburbs on the outskirts of the conurbation, about 260,000

in additions to existing towns in the Outer County Ring, i.e.

beyond a reserved green belt, another 270,000 or so at a

distance of I4O or 50 miles from the centre, and nearly
♦

♦

& million in 10 new towns for which specific sites were

suggested. This was preoisely the point on which the Greater

London Plan of 191)^ excelled the County Flan of 19I4.3 - it
converted the concept of metropolitan redevelopment into

dear, praotloal propositions.
♦

The groundwork for the establishment of the first new

towns under government legislation was therefore done before

the Relth committee had even submitted its report, and indeed

before the first New Town Act was passed. The number of

proposals and government reports, which were submitted in
a

111. Patrick Abercromble: Greater London Flan, 19U4,
HMSO, London, 1914-5.
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*

the 25 years or so, preceding the Relth report, and which
included in their recommendations the establishment of new

towns, make it clear that the Relth committee did not have
%

to start its deliberations completely from scratch, but was
♦ •

able to build on a considerable body of previous work.

It is also interesting to note that the chairman,
%

Lord Reith, had been involved personally in a number of
♦

developments which culminated in the Relth report and sub-

sequent new town legislation. He was therefore not in any

way new to the idea. But if, as Oole suggested in relation
♦

to the Barlow, Scott and Uthwatt reports, most of the previous

proposals were about means rather than ends, the Relth

report most definitely was about ends. The amount of

specified detail, which went into its recommendations, not

in the least regarding the social development of new towns,

demonstrates that the committee were not merely concerned

with the setting up of the machinery, which would make the

oroatlon of new towns possible, but that they also cared

about the kind of life it should, in their view, become
♦

possible for residents to lead in these new towns.
I

Although the Scottish New Towns were of course establi¬

shed under the same legislation as the £hglish ones, and the
*

Reith report is therefore equally relevant to their situation,
♦ »

the developments and ideas, which led up to their oreatlon

were different. In England* the discussions regarding the
I

creation of new towns were largely following the Abercromble
e

Plan for Greater London, where "dispersal" was the key-note.
%

This was true also of the plan whloh led to the building of
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East Kilbride, but, as we sball see later, is less

applicable to the other two new towns in this study, i.e.

Glenrothes and Livingston.
»

Aooordlng to P.J. Smith,1-* Scottish interest in New

Towns was derived from three sources. In the late war years

regional planning committees were organized in Central

Scotland. Consultants were engaged to prepare plans, and
9

as a result draft versions of those for the Forth1^ and

Clyde1^ valleys were submittod in 1946. In both, quite

independently, new towns were advocated. Since these
♦

committees were set-up by the Seoretary of State for Scotland
♦

in 1943# we can assume that they arrived at their conclusions

independently of the Relth Committee. However, Aberorombie,
who at the same time was preparing his London plan, realised
that Glasgow and the lower valley of the Clyde with its

*

large congested areas constituted a prima facie case for a

policy of dispersal. Concurrently, officials of the

Department of Health for Sootland were giving aotlve and

favourable consideration to the validity of the New Towns

concept for Scottish conditions.

15. P.J. Smith: Changing objectives in Soottlsh New Towns
Policy: Journal of Eklstlcs, Vol. 23, No. 134* January,
1967.

16. F.C. Hearss A Regional Survey and Plan for Central and
South East of Sootland, Edinburgh: The Central and South
east Sootland Regional Planning Advisory Committee, 1946

17* P. Aberoromblo and R. Matthew: The Clyde Valley Regional
Plan, Edlnburgb, HM30 1949.

18. Department of Health for Sootland: Report for period
July 1945 to December 1946* HMSO 1947* PP* 72-74*

♦



In the Clyde Valley plan, Aberorombie and Matthew

were primarily conberned with the accrued physical problems
4

of Glasgow, and of the Industrial towns, which are closely

associated with it in a sprawling conurbation of some two

million people. Their proposals included the enlarging of

certain small towns and the building of new ones, with the

reservation of open country around and between them. One
4

of the sites proposed for a new town was East Kilbride, and

it was provisionally designated by the Secretary of State for

Scotland In the autumn of 191*6, and after a public inquiry

the designation order was confirmed on May 6, 191*7* Whilst
*

East Kilbride's primary function was conceived as helping with

the decongestion of the Glasgow conurbation, the purpose of

Glenrothes was to provide a centre for mining expansion in
m

the East Fife Coalfield, as proposed in the Report of the
19

Scottish Coalfields Committee in 191*1** The implementation

of this programme of development, which was to counteract the

decline of the Industry mainly in the Lanarkshire fields,

pre-supposed a considerable migration of miners and their

families, which of course meant that the problem of housing

commanded a good deal of attention. Sir Ffcrank Mears, who

was a member of the coalfields committee, and was then pre-
♦

20
paring a regional plan for the Forth basin expressed the

21
belief in a preliminary report in 191*5 that new collieries

*

could best be served by completely new, planned towns.
%

19. Report of the Scottish Coalfields Committee, HMSO,
Edinburgh, 191*1*.

t

20. See under 17*
21. F.C. Mears: Interim report on Population trends in

Relation to Industrial development and Housing needs.
Edinburgh, HMSO, 191*5*
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From these examples it can be seen that the Reith

report was an important starting point, since it dlreotly

led to the first legislation on new towns and therefore

signalled the acceptance of ne'

an instrument of social policy

govern: as

But sens

signified a historic in ovement new

towns having k8

Howards' proposals, which In turn

foundation of Letohworth and Welwyn, and a series of govern-

ent reports, which first tentatively suggested new towns,

till finally definite plans like the Greater London Plan
♦

and the Clyde Valley Plan emerged and began to take it for

granted that now towns were

to post-war bu&ding and planning.

important contribution

In a very real sense

it can therefore be said that the Reith report represented
♦

the essential features of most of the.above-mentioned

reports, and then went a step further, by making concrete

proposals# which not only covered the questlons^of economic

and physical &velopment, but those relating to social
r

development as well, thereby adding a new dimension to the

goals of social policy set by earlier proposals.
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CHAPTER ^

The development of the three New Towns of Glenrothes,

East Kilbride and Livingston.

3.1 Glenrothes
*

Glenrothes was initially planned as a centre for

mining expansion in the East Fife Coalfield, as part of the

post-war coal industry development in Scotland.

When the coal-industry was nationalised and the
%

National Coal Board established in 1947* it was found that
%

more than half the Scottish collieries were outmoded or

uneconomic. But the East Fife Coalfield, as one of the

richest in the Forth Basin, was to be developed; Seafield

at Kirkcaldy and the Rothes Colliery were to be an important

part in this new development. It was then estimated that

this programme would create employment for 6,600 additional

miners by 1975-
#

%

Tbe implementation of this programme pre-supposed a

considerable movement of miners and their families, mainly

from the declining Lanarkshire Coalfield. The problem of

housing this additional population was raised in the report

of the Scottish Coalfields Committee in 191+14-.1 The committee,

supported by the miners' representatives and local authorities

recommended however, that the traditional concept of the
♦

miners' village at the pit-head should be abandoned. This

was partly for reasons of amenity, and partly to avoid

subsidence, which was a continuous threat to building sites.

1. Report of the Scottish Coalfields Committee, Edinburgh,
im.
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But above all, it recommended that miners' should be

accommodated in mixed communities, so that more varied
♦

employment would be available to their families, and that

the population would be more socially balanced. The idea

of social balance is of course central to the concept of

now towns, and indeed it was one which was incorporated in
p

Sir Prank Hears report in 191^5* argued that a "balanced

community" should not have more than one miner for every

eigbt persons in the total population. This figure took

account of non-productive population, a full range of

commercial and public services, and some industrial employ¬

ment, mainly for the female members of the miners' families.

P.J. Smith-* however maintains that the term "balanced

community" as used by Hears in relation to Olenrothes, re¬

ferred to the range of facilities and services available to

the miners and their families, and did not entail the idea

of a more broadly diversified economic base. This distinction
is important to an understanding of the original concept of

Glenrothes, and indeed the subsequent efforts to attract

other industries. In other words, the Rothes, and to a
♦

lesser extent the Seafield Collieries, were going to be the

main employer of male labour and there was not as much

necessity, at least as far as could be foreseen at the time,

to attract further Industrial concerns, as was the oase with
•

4

other new towns.

2. P.O. Mears: Interim Report on Population Trends in
Relation to Industrial Development and Housing Needs.
Edinburgh, 191*5-

3. P.J. Smith: Scottish Geographical Magazine, April, 1967*
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From estimates of employment increases and from known

limitations on the expansion of existing towns on the
$

margins of the East Fife Coalfield, such as Kirkcaldy and

Buckhaven-Methil-Leven, it was calculated that-some 3,700

miners would require to be housed in Glenrothes. On the

basis of a ratio of 1:8 it was calculated that a population

of 30,000 should be planned for. Unlike for instance in

the case of East Kilbride, and other new towns, the size of

Glenrothes was determined from anticipated needs and not from

a hypothesis of optimum town size as such. Following Hears*

recommendations, the Department of Health for Scotland agreed

that a statutory new town was necessary for East Fife and

decided that a site in the vicinity of Leslie and Markinch

was the most suitable location. On October 25th, 191*8,

the Glenrothes Development Corporation was established and

work was begun immediately on a detailed version of the out¬

line plan. Construction was to begin in the towns' centre

originally, but in fact In 1950 a start was made at WOodside,

one of the outer oircle of precincts, because this was a
t

site which had road aooess and was already partially occupied

by a County Council housing scheme.*
The purpose of the town was again stated in the first

annual report
%

"Primarily to meet the needs of the expanding coal
industry in the County by providing homes for the
miners, who will be employed in the neighbouring
Rothes Colliery, now in oourse of construction and

1*. First Annual report of Glenrothes Development Corporation
for the period October 191*8 - to March 31st 1950.

9

♦ for. further details regarding the phasing of construction,
see map Fig. 6.1.



in other collieries. In order to give effect to
the aim of having a balanced oomraunity, the detailed
planning of the New Town will be based on a proportion
of one minor in eight or nine of the population. In
this way, a repetition of the faults to be found in
mining communities in other parts of the country, will
be obviated.w

The report does not give any details of these faults, but

mentions as one of the main social problems, which at that
*

time was foreseen the difficulty in achieving a balanced

community.

As early as 1951 the corporation had been notified that
♦

♦

revised estimates now moant that the population of Glenrothes
I

was not likely to exceed 16,000 within twenty to twenty-five
♦

years. Yet the corporation was also instructed to prepare
C

for development accommodating up to 23*000.'' This reduction

had serious implications for the planning of the towns'
♦

growth, particularly since the future was very much in doubt«

Chiefly responsible for much of the controversy and confusion
• •

%

at that time were the National Coal Boards own projections
♦

relating to expansion and manpower needs, which were less
I

than had been expected in the 191+0*s.

The third Annual Report hopefully expected the.Rothes

pit to commence operation in 195U/55* but in 1951*. it was
%

still three years from completion. Nevertheless the

corporation was assured that there was a long term need for

over 3,000 houses in East Fife and Glenrothes was to be the
t

centre for miners within a ten-mile radius. In 1955 it was

5« See Second Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation for year ended 31st Kerch, 1951*

6. Third Annual Report, Glenrothes Development Corporation
for year ended 31st March, 1952.

*
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thought again however, that the population was not likely

to exceed 18,000.7 To counteract the uncertainties

resulting from the changing manpower requirements of the

National Goal Board the corporation now wanted to build

factories in advance of requirements, but at that time were

unable to do so, since this had not become government policy

yet. The report concludes:
♦

"It may be gathered from these pages that from a
material point of view the position of Glenrothes
in oontrast with other New Towns is less than
satisfaotory".

4

The corporation then called upon the Secretary of State to
♦

act in order to "allow reasoned progress". It is interest¬

ing to note that the report emphasised that from the "material

point of view the position was less than satisfactory,
♦

although in terms of social facilities and organisations in

the community, the position was much brighter. St. Margarets
0

Church was dedicated during that year, the Auchmuty and Wood-

side community halls had become available, and a group of
4

volunteers were building another hall, attached to the above
9

ohuroh. Kirkcaldy District Council agreed to make playing

fields available and the Coal Industry Social Welfare
I

Organisation agreed to build a bowling green and tennis courts

Furthermore the recently formed Community Association was

given responsibility for the running of the Auohmuty room

and for the production of a newssheet.
♦

The following year, the "general uncertainty as to the
• •

eventual size and the direction of future planning" prevailed,

7. Sixth Annual Report, Glenrothes Development Corporation,
for year ended 31st March, 1955.

8. Seventh Annual Report, Glenrothes Development Corporation,
for year ended 31st Maroh, 1956.
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and the report onoe again ended on a strong, gloomy note:

"The present difficulties, unseen and unsought by
the corporation will be exasperated by undue delay
in their solution and the social Ideals attendant
on the conception of the New Town of Glenrothes
largely sacrificed".

*

This feeling of economic depression however, did not seem to

affect the development of social activities adversely. Work

on the "self-help" hall at St. Margarets Church was proceeding,

the British Legion had completed premises and a number of
I

other organisations had started up. The community assoc¬

iation was now officially recognised as the voluntary body

representing local opinion in the town vis a vis the develop¬

ment corporation. It is interesting to note in this context,

that in the face of common problems, feelings of solidarity

must have developed along similar lines as were described

by the authors of a study of social relationships on Housing
q

Estates. Similarly, it would appear that once these

pressures ceased to exist, support for the type of

organisation, which was the focal point of co-operative action,

diminishes. This, as we shall see later, also was the

situation in the case of the community association.

Throughout the 1950*s the development programme of
a

Glenrothes was related directly to the National Coal Board
♦ ♦

Manpower needs, but in 1956 the Scottish Council (Develop-
>10

ment and Industry) delivered a strongly worded attack on

the government for its negative attitude toward Glenrothes,

claiming that despite the original policy of a balanced

9. Neighbourhood & Community - Liverpool University Press,
10. The Scottish Council (Development and Industry) Report

of the Fife Working Party, Edinburgh, 1956, pp.26-29.

♦

0

0
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community the town was in practice viewed as na mining

settlement". The council Itself then took a more active

interest in the promotion of Glenrothes and was instrumental

in bringing the first industrial employer to the town in 1957*

It is also interesting to note that the corporation in that
4

4 4

year was approached by a national cinema organisation, who

offered to have a cinema built and completed within two years
4

from February 1956. In the meantime of course there has

been a recession of cinema-going throughout the country.
4

Glenrothes does not have a cinema to this day - and the one
4

which was opened recently in East Kilbride is in fact the
w

first cinema to be built new in Scotland since the end of the
4

war.
4

In June 1957 the Rothes Colliery started working, and

under the new Housing and Town Development Act 1957* the
4

corporation was now authorised to act as a receiving authority
4

♦

for overspill from Glasgow. Table 1, which shows the origin

of immigrants however, illustrates the fact that Glasgow never

did emerge as an important "supplier" of population and indeed
4

4

industry to Glenrothes. However the population now started

to increase again, after a year during which there had been

almost a standstill.*
11

In the annual report covering 1957 it is interesting
^ 4 4

to note that the community association was passing through
4

some difficult times, thus confirming the theory about pressure

4

.

%

11. Ninth Annual Report, Glenrothes Development Corporation -
year ended 31st March, 1958»

*

4

* See also Table 2 attached to this section.
I

t
4

4

4



TABLE 1

ORISIN OF IMMIGRANTS

At At
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At
31.10.67 1.7.68 1.1.69

Glenrothes

Constellation (i.e. Leslie,
Markinch)

Kirkcaldy/Dyaart

Levenmouth

Cowdenbeath Locbgelly District

Dunfermline and S.W.

8-7 9*1* 9-0

North Fife

Lothians, Stirling, Clacks

Angus, Perth, Kinross

Glasgow Overspill

Glasgow Others

Vest of Scotland

Aberdeen, Banff

Highlands, Borders, Islands

Ehgland and Wales

Abroad

11-7

10-9

6-1

5'k

U-3

7. 9

8-0

7*6

V9

5*5

6*0

3*0

2*6

7*0

0-lj.

Total 100*0

11-0

10*7

6*0

5*8

14-*5

7-8

8-lj.

V5

5*1

5*9

3*1

2*6

7'fc

0-lj.

100-0

10-6

10-8

6-0

6-0

8-0

8-2

7-7

k'3

5*5

6-0

3-1

2-6

7*7

0-6

100-0

Data received from Glenrothes
Development Corporation.

♦

group cohesion referred to above. • • During fo1 low lng

year, Industrial expansion continued at a modest but

encouraging rate.
*♦

The function of Glenrothes was now

** For further details of industrial expansion see also
Table 3 attached to this section.
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beginning to change with an orientation towards manufacturing

industries. In the same year* an action committee was formed

among residents to fight an increase in house rents. Glenrothes

Art Club received a special mention in the corporations'
12

report. Sic:
*

"There has been oontlnued growth of social and
cultural activities in the town. In particular
Glenrothes Arts Club deserves a special mention
because of the good work which its members are doing
in encouraging interest in the arts".

♦

In May of that year the playing fields provided by Kirkcaldy

District Counoil were formally opened. And yet, if there

was a shift in economic orientation, it was one which took

effect only gradually. For in 1959 still, the corporation

reported that the ratio of miners to total population was
• ♦

1:7*8, which meant that at that time, it was still clearly

a mining community. However the next annual report^ refers
4 •

to the impending change of polioy, which resulted from a
♦

review of estimates of coal consumption. The population had

now reached 11,500 (See also Table 2) and this was considered
♦

to be the half-way stage. The Recreation Centre and Social

dub, which was erected at the expense of CISVO was now in
♦

operation and was considered a great boon to Glenrothes.
I

Leadership for the various organisations did not appear to be

a problem since the report specifically mentioned that the
I

12. Tenth Annual Report, Glenrothes Development Corporation -
year ended 31st Maroh, 1959.

13. Eleventh Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation - year ended 31st March, I960.

** Coal Industry Social & Welfare Organisation.
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"town was fortunate to have so many public spirited people
*

in its midst Who are prepared to devote a considerable

amount of their spare time to the advancement of societies

and organisations directed towards the general welfare."
The following year was the "first full year of activity

under the changed policy whereby Qlenrothes development was
%

♦

no longer dependent upon the coal industry*s expansion.^ .

This turned out to be a timely change for in the following
I

year the Rothes Colliery closed. Although this was a great

disappointment, few miners were made redundant, since, as

the annual report^ put it, many were "phased out" over the

previous two years. Indeed in June 1962, after the closure

only 424 miners were found to be resident in Glenrothes,

giving a ratio of approximately 1:32.
*

In May 1961 a new local authority, the Glenrothes District

Council was created, with all new councillors living in the

New Town. The new council continued the programme of

recreational facilities provided by Kirkcaldy District Council.

The closure of the oolliery was however not followed by a
%

retrenchment in development plans, but by an increase in the

target population to a minimum of 53,000. The report

covering that particular period^ welcomed this as follows:
♦

"Perhaps the most significant event in the towns
history sinoe its original designation occurred in

14. Twelfth Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation - Year ended 31at Maroh, 1961.

15. Thirteenth Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation - year ended 3lst March, 1962.

16. Fifteenth Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation - year ended 3lst March, 1964*
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TABLE 2

POPULATION GROWTH, 1950-1968 - GLENROTHES
(At end of December)

Year Population

1950
1955
1960

1965

1,000

6,704
12,499
18,579

1970 (Fbb.) 28,523

Data received from Glenrothes Development Corporation

October 1963 with the announcement that the target
population had been raised from 32,000 to a minimum
of 55»000".

During that year, an upsurge of interest in Glenrothes

occurred, and lndded the social development of the town shared

in this new optimism. Glenrothes District Council started
♦

construction of an 18 bole golf course, a ten-pin bowling

centre was under construction and a football club was founded
♦

of which it was felt "that it will have a not insignificant

effect in developing the sense of community in the town".

During the following year the corporation set up its

own research unit, which in the first place was to provide
♦

data for the planners on such matters as requirements for

school places, parking spaces and other facilities. In the

report1^ which described this new venture it was also

regretted that in Scotland there did not exist a central

research or record unit to collect and codify data on problems
♦

17. Sixteenth annual report, Glenrothes Development
Corporation - year ended 3^8^ March, 1965*
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♦

relating to all New Towns. In the same year the former
t

Preston Primary school in Woodside had been converted into

a Youth Centre, The corporation also showed signs that
*

they were aware of further pressures for provision of more

club premises. Sinoe the Secretary of State has to approve

of any capital expenditure on sooial facilities, the report,

which is addressed to him, stresses this need for further

buildings:**
para 27: "The suocess of the local social and cultural
clubs is a special feature of town life, There is how¬
ever a demand from many clubs for premises of their own.
The ideal kind of building has a finish that is robust,
perhaps even rough, so as not to inhibit club activities.
The photographers, the boxers, the drama groups, etc.
need places to which they can fix their equipment and
leave it out for use at any time."

4

In order to facilitate the joining of organisations a system

was instituted during the same year whereby the Housing

Officer informs secretaries of organisations about newcomers
4

who expressed an interest in a given activity.
4

Several West Fife collieries were now closing, which

meant that there was a surplus of male employees in Fife, for

which Glenrothes made strenuous efforts to attract industries.
4

Table 1 which shows the origins of immigrants to Glenrothes
e

in recent years,, demonstrates that by far the greatest number

of newcomers oome from the surrounding County of Fife, rather
%

than Glasgow or any other conurbation. Glenrothes* function

had now become to "take up the slack" in the Fife economy.

* In Scotland, such a unit is now under way. In England no
similar unit exists. This is in fact a recommendation of
the Relth report, i.e. the establishment of a central
authority for new towns, which was not taken up.
See also Part V.
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During the following year these efforts showed remarkable
18

results in that eleven new industries were set up. The

population was now on the 20,000 mark and the 5,000th

Corporation House was opened. The same year also saw the

unveiling of an imposing pleoe of sculpture, symbolising

growth and vitality, in the Town Centre, which was commissioned

after the closure of the Hothes Colliery in 1962, on the
*

premiss that "in the effort to produce the practical framework

for life in the New Town the visual arts should not be
*

♦

neglected." This surely was a courageous and in a sense

prophetic gesture at that time. Since then the town has grown

and developed as an important regional centre, and has become

the most important growth point in Fife. In the following

year this upsurge in the development of Glenrothes persisted.

So for instance, the year saw the highest number of houses

(930) oompleted so far in the towns* history. The Qolf

Course was about to be oompleted and the Glenrothes District

Counoil took over Balbirnie Wool Mill for adaptation for use
#

by various sports and social organisations.

Once again the question of "social balance" was raised

by the corporation, this time not in connection with employment,
e

but housing inthe town. Up to then very few houses were

available for sale, with the effect that people, who were

traditionally owner-occupiers chose to live outside the town.
19

Thus paragraph 24 in the annual report:
♦ ♦

y
18. Seventeenth Annual Report of the Glenrothes Development

Corporation - year ended March, 1966.
19. Eighteenth Annual Report of the Glenrothes Development

Corporation - year ended 3^st March, 1967.
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"One of the moat intransigent problems with which the
New Town is faced is the "five o'clock executive" exit.
In the surrounding County of Fife, with its- cosy
villages and little pantiled seaports, there are within
easy reach of Glenrothes numerous attractive places in
which to set up home. This appeals to many executives,
who have come to work in the town; yet socially there
is a need to encourage such people and their families
to live within its boundaries."

♦

This statement very closely resembles one of the assumptions

contained in the Reith report and reiterated during the

debate on the New Towns Act in parliament twenty years earlier,

namely that social balance is a goal, the attainment of which

should be as far as possible part Town

Development Corporation. It was further assumed that for a

new town to be "successful" in every respect, people had to

be happy living there, and for that, they needed a sense of

belonging.* The corporation would appear to have been very
♦

conscious of this and stressed the point again in paragraph

3if in the same annual report: "The town continues to earn

a reputation for its social activity despite the perennial
♦

a

attempts of journalists to find the 'elusive New Town
«

» •

Neurosis'." Furthermore, as the Relth Committee did, the

corporation acknowledge the contribution voluntary organisations
♦

could make in fostering this sense of belonging. Thus in
♦ ♦

♦ «

paragraph 93 of the above report: "A sense of belonging to

the New Town continued to be fostered by many active clubs
I

and organisations". On the economic front however, the

corporation still felt a sense of grievance since by now
e

Glenrothes, which as the northernmost New Town in the United

*
See also assumption No. 1 on page 8 of Chapter 1*
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* t

r

Kingdom had in their view enough difficulties to overcome,
♦

« •

was now the only new town which had not been granted a
*

» 4

special development order, by the government.
♦ t

*
♦

The following year, as Table 3 relating to the

expansion of new manufacturing industry shows, saw no dramatie
' • ♦ t

♦

• »

increase, but could be considered to have been a period of
. .

consolidation. But progress was reported in the field of
% ^

social development, "on construction or in the planning of

such projects as the golf course and olub house, the town
20

park, Technical college, theatre and swimming pool". The

District Council and the Development Corporation agreed that

tenant s roo in precinct8 under

the formers' sphere of activities. Existing buildings were

therefore transferred to their ownership and supervision,

future projeots will be undertaken The

year ending March
21

as some of its

predecessors, contained again the dual concern of the

over employ on the one

hand, and feelings of government neglect on the other. Thus

in the introduction to the report they state:

"The corporation will oontlnue of course to use every
endeavour to attract new Industry, but at the same time
wishes the fact noted.that while other new towns have
had various types of Government agency directed to them,
no such assistance was ctiven to Glenrothes, where the

patently great it

They were particularly disturbed about the lack of non-manu

facturing industry since this resulted in "too many people

20. Nineteenth Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation - year ended 31st March, 1968.

4

21. Twentieth Annual Report of Glenrothes Development
Corporation - year ended 3lst March, 1969.



TABLE

EXPANSION OF NEW MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

Year No. of
Firms

Total Floor-spaoe
(sq.ft.)

Persons employed
Total

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962

1963
1961*
1965
1966
1967
1968

3
5
6

6

7

7
11

15
23
28

33

38,952
92,612

131,820
341*.#250
226,778
289,590
438,184
638,161

1,015,251
1,096,407
1,213*662

110

483
63O
940

1,030
1,644
2,414
3*984
4*401
4,652

Figures relate to 31st December of each year.
Date received from Glenrothes Development
Corporation.

work ent town

Nevertheless, £he revised Master plan now suggested that the

population target should be raised above 55,000, since site
♦

capability was now put in excess of 95,000.

As lenities were concerned, further

was noted. A start had now been made on the Physical

Training and Recreational Centre

the Glenrothes Technical College

of

This was notable for two

reasons:

"Firstly the variety of excellent facilities which it
will provide, including a swimming pool of inter¬
national standard; and secondly because the project
is an example of what can be achieved when various
authorities come together in single-minded and
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determined co-operation. While the heaviest burden
and future administration will be undertaken by the
County Council, the District Council and corporation
will also make a substantial contribution, thus
making the large scale of the project possible."

In the same year the District Counoil decided to sponsor the

theatre-oum-community auditorium, and apply to the Scottish

y Arts Council for grant aid. In this way, it was reported,

"this local desire to have a theatre came a significant step
a

nearer to realisation". It was also reported that the Little

Theatre Group and Junior Football Club each failed narrowly

to win its respective national trophy. The corporation

particularly commended the enthusiastic support of the towns¬

people, and took this as a sign of further proof of the "town

spirit", which prevailed in Glenrothes. "And yet", so the

report goes on, "despite that town spirit and energetic work,

which goes into the towns' multitude of clubs and societies,

the Festival Society was forced to decide not to hold a

Festival Week in 1969."

Regrettable though this may have been, in a sense it

reflects and sums up the development of the town. The

Festival Soolety found its origin in the traditional miners'

gala day. After the olosure of the Rothes Colliery it
»

sougjht to continue this tradition, and succeeded in doing so

for some time. Now Glenrothes had become, after a radical

change in policy and after surmounting innumerable difficulties,
a centre for the eleotronlos industry. It therefore follows

that miners' galadays and their successors have to be able

to adapt to the needs of the new situation, or become

redundant like the industry it came out of in the first instance.
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This account of the development of Glenrothes New

Town, which was largely based on the reports which are

annually presented by the Development Corporations'
♦

Chairman to the Secretary of State for Scotland, who in

turn submits it to the House of Commons, is by no means

complete. Much more could be said for instance about

economic policy and physical planning; but within the

context of this study it is merely meant to provide back¬

ground information, which is considered to be essential to

an understanding of the discussion of social polioy, foeusaed

on voluntary organisations, which will follow.

3.2 East Kilbride
♦

As has already been mentioned, East Kilbride was

conceived on the basis of the recommendations of the Clyde

Valley Regional Plan.* In the preamble to this plan the
*

authors reiterated the basic intenblons and assumptions
%

♦

expressed in the Reith Report, when they said:

"Physical planning is not an end in itself. The
shape and size of towns and villages and their
relation to each other, the intricate pattern of
roads and bye-ways, railways, canals, harbours and
docks, the use of the land, its exploitation and
preservation, even the very appearance and quality
of urban and rural architecture - all these are

meaningless except as the expression of human needs.
For this reason, and especially so in the Clyde Valley
Region, physical planning to be fully effective should
go hand in hand with economic and social planning."

1. P. Abercrombie and R. Matthew: The Clyde Valley Regional
Plan, Edinburgh, HUSO, 1949.

2. Abercrombie & Matthew, op.cit. p.2.
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On August 8th, 1914.7 the Development Corporation was

appointed, and in their first annual report^ the purpose of

establishing a New Town at East Kilbride was summarised as

being in accordance with the following four principles in

the Clyde Valley Regional Flan:

1) that a planned polioy of decentralisation from

congested urban areas is essential to proper planning

of the region,

2) prevention of a physical link-up of further urban

sprawls by means of green belt areas,
4

3) adequate provision must be made for new industries

I4.) that to give effect to the above principles a planned
♦

policy for reconcentrating population and industry,

decentralised from congested areas in the Clyde

Valley Region, one or more new towns is essential.
%

It can therefore be seen, that from tho very beginning

East Kilbride's purpose differed widely from that of Glen-
%

rothes. The respective policy differences could be

summarised as follows: In the case of East Kilbride the
0

population, which was to be accommodated from congested
» *

♦

areas was the first given factor. Industry therefore had

to be found and attracted to East Kilbride to offer employment

opportunities for the people to be housed there. In

Glenrothes, it could be said, the situation was the other way
*

round. Industry, or more specifically the coal industry

was the first given factor, and people had to be found and

attracted to the new town to facilitate the expansion of this
4

3. Annual report of EKDC covering period August 9th, 1914.7 to
March 3lst, 19i|.9.
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#

industry. This difference, which might at first appear to

be a play on words, is in fact fundamental to the different

development of the two towns. It found its first expression

in the different target population sizes. In Glenrothes

the original figure of 30,000 was based on the then calculated

requirement of the coal industry. The figure of 1(5,000 for

East Kilbride however, was based on a hypothesis of optimum

size. Once that figure was decided upon, the corporation
then had the task of attracting industry commensurate with the

growing population. This meant of course that the East
Kilbride Development Corporation was unaffected by restrictions

and uncertainties such as were experienced by Olenrothes

through being closely linked to a single industry, the fortunes

of which turned out to be different from initial expectations.

Another advantage East Kilbride had over Glenrothes was the

fact that it started with a broader base. The original

village of East Kilbride, together with other populated parts

of the designated area, provided a population of 2,i|.00 in

1950, and with it, a number of social organisations. One

of the first tasks therefore, the corporation faced in the

field of social development was the "blending of old

associations with new ones."**" It was felt that this could

best be done under the aegis of a community association,

which was formed during the following year under the chair¬

manship of the local County Council representative.5
Whilst Glenrothes Corporation repeatedly expressed dis-

1|. Second Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1950.
5. Third Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 3lst March, 1951*
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satisfaction with economic aspects of government policy

related to the town, which kept them dependent for a long

time on the coal industry and restricted their possibilities

of achieving social balance through diversified employment

opportunities, East Kilbride Development Corporation felt that

their efforts to achieve the standards set by the Relth Report

were being thwarted by government restrictions in another

sphere. Thus they wrote in paragraph 26 of the third annual

report:

"The Reith Committee on New Towns envisaged that the
opportunity afforded by construction on a new site
should not be missed, but rather that a high standard
of design should be demanded. The corporation however,
have found that the central control over housing
expenditure and over constructional details is so
stringent that it is hardly possible to find the means
whereby such a standard may be achieved"•

♦

This was the first of many more complaints to come, directed

against the financial stringency, which the corporation felt

hampered their work. It is also interesting to note that

this report contained the first of many reminders to the

Secretary of State, as to the urgency of the requirement of
♦

a modern cinema in the town.

By the end of the following year the population had

increased by 600 to 3,200. 700 workers were now employed

in local industry and 3k3 new houses occupied. Public
£

demand for a cinema was now described as being "clamant".
The Fifth Lanarkshire District Council had provided Tennis

♦

Courts and a pavilion. The economio stringency imposed

by the government and which was commented upon in the

6. Fourth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1952.
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previous report still prevailed and would appear to have

prevented the coloration from implementing its own priorities.
The report therefore concluded:

"The present emphasis on construction of houses excludes
nearly all the other developments tdiich are needed for
the growth of a balanced community. As well as
provision of jobs, it must be remembered that churches,
shops and offices, cinemas and community buildings among
others must have their place in the New Town programme."

0

%

It becomes apparent that the central government restrictions
9

on capital expenditure continued for some time, for in the

following report? the corporation again stressed the fact

that they "are anxious to construct premises for community
01

purposes". The population now totalled 5*1^00, which re¬

presented an increase of some 3,000 since New Town operations

began. Some twenty clubs and societies were now operating
0

and the demand for a cinema continued unabated. The same
.

question about the need for more co-ordination, which was

also raised by Glenrothes Development Corporation, was
0

stressed again by the East Kilbridje Development Corporation

in the conclusion to the report:

"The corporation feel that there could be greater co¬
ordination between departments concerned in implementing
the policy of developing new towns as recommended in
the Reith Report. For example, by the end of 1955 the
population of East Kilbride will reach 12,000 and such
a town will require town centre shops, a cinema, an hotel,
and other amenities. In order to provide the
buildings.by that date it is necessary for the decisions
to be taken now"!

«

This impatience with central government restrictions
*

continued and found renewed expression in the seventh annual

7* Fifth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1953*
* The question of provision of social amenities and the

financing thereof will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 17*



report.® The population (at 3I.3.55) was now 12,000,

but only l4.,000 people were employed in East Kilbride itself.

The pattern of commuting, which is a feature of East Kilbride

due to its proximity to Glasgow and Lanarkshire towns, such

as Hamilton and Motherwell, had already become established.

The central government restrictions on the building of a

cinema had now been removed and negotiations were started.

It was expected to have one cinema ready by the end of 1936.
The corporation still called the need for a cinema as one of

"the most insistent requirements of the people, old and young

However, they also noted that some residents had stated that

now that they bad a Television set, they did not depend on

the cinema any more. Undeterred by these indications of an

impending change of leisure habits, at least as far as

cinema-going was concerned, the corporation continued to

press for at least three cinemas within the next,'l5 years.

The report goes on to mention that still more community

buildings were required, since in spite of willingness to

improvise, the accommodation available was far from able to

satisfy the demand, which was continually growing, as new

societies and clubs were formed by the incoming population.

To overcome this shortage of accommodation for

community purposes the corporation felt that "New Towns ought

to have more power to provide community service halls, and
♦

the impression is that English New Towns are better served

in this respect."* The report goes on to say that,

8. Seventh Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1955
* for more details on this see Part V.

♦
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"The churches have been generous in helping with
their halls but the town itself should be able to
furnish community services to keep pace with the
growth of population."

This last point particularly illustrates the very important

role the churches played in the initial stages of the social

development of each of the new towns.

The policy adopted by the corporation at the time is

summed up in the following statement contained in the same

report:
4

"There has been a big increase in the number of
cultural and mutual-aid societies, and it is the
purpose of the Development Corporation to encourage
the growth of such organisations on the prinoiple
that true self-government means that the citizens
should help themselves as much as possible."

♦

The corporations* resources for providing buildings, and it

would seem staff as well, to support various organisations

in their efforts were obviously limited; the clubs and

societies therefore had to be self reliant, whether this was

official policy or not. To some extent it would therefore

seem that the corporation were making a virtue out of

neoessity. Nevertheless, they once again objected very

strongly to being kept on a tight financial rein by central

government, which prevented them from doing the things they

felt were necessary. In fact they accused central govern¬

ment of apparently having two opposing policies, in the

conclusion to the seventh annual report: "On the one hand

they want this to be a showplace - but put pressure on the

corporation to reduce housing costs, thereby lowering Standards

and eliminating architectural features, that give character

to housing lay-outs."
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In the following year the population rose to over

16,000^ and over 3,800 houses were now completed. Glasgow,
0

as was intended, continued to supply the largest proportion

of the population. (See Table I4.). Once again the corporation

TABLE k

POPULATION GROWTH (at end of December) - EAST KILBRIDE

1950

1955
1960

1965
1970 (Feb.)

3,000
li*,500
32, 000
k5,000
65,200

states that it believes it to be better for self-governing

groups left free to "organise culture and recreation

for themselves". It would appear that here the corporation

were providing a rationale for not employing anyone

specifically to foster and develop organisations of this kind,

such as a social development or social relations officer.
*

The companies, Who only a year earlier submitted plans for the

building of a cinema have now declined to start building on

the grounds that competition from Radio and Television would

require more than a population of 16,000.

By the following year more than 50 "cultural and social

organisations" were in existence in the town. The

population had risen to 18,000, 90% of which were reported

as being under lj.0 yoars of age Furthermore 22% of all the

9. Eighth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1956
* for further details on the role and function of a social

development officer see Chapter 16.
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4

children were under the age of 5. The climate of financial
♦

stringency continued to prevail, to the extent that even the

building of public conveniences was delayed due to government

restriction on capital expenditure.*0
♦

•

The following year marked the tenth anniversary since
♦

designation, a period in which the population rose from

2,500 to 20,000, 5*000 houses were built, five schools and

seven churches opened and eleven industrial establishments
11

were providing employment in the town. 2h their report
J

+

the corporation once again showed concern over their
♦

inability to implement the recommendations of the Reith Report

to the extent they would have wished to, due to the continuing
»

restrictions on capital expenditure. Their frustration over
*

♦

*

9

this was vented in the conclusion to the report which read:
♦ I

♦ ♦

"Two main features of a well provided and balanced
community are a live centre for its social, cultural
and business life, and adequate employment
opportunities. A great deal is still lacking. There
is for. example no sign of any place of public enter¬
tainment, such as a cinema, ballroom, theatre or
concert hall; nor office accommodation for-business or
professional purposes, nor of central accommodation for
community activities, such as meetings of societies,
clubs and similar organisations. The corporation
consider that .in the special circumstances of the rapid
growth of a New Town, provision of the buildings
required for some of these purposes should not be left
entirely to private enterprise or to other bodies. They
hope to be allowed to make their own contribution."

The corporation in raising this problem show evidence
#

•
♦

4

£
that they accepted the Reitb report assumption which

♦

postulated that certain community buildings were required from

an early stage in the town development. By now the

10. Ninth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 3lst March, 1957*
♦

11. Tenth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1958*
* see for instance assumption 3a, Chapter 1.

%

*
4

♦
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corporation bad been In existence for ten years and were

obviously showing signs of impatience because so far they

were not able to do more in this direction due to government

restrictions, and the lack of special provision for what

tbey considered to bo special problems of new towns. In

this they re-iterated Wyndham Thomas1 and Dame Evelyn Sharps'
views which they expressed around about the same time. In

doing so, EKDC also anticipated legislation by some eight

years, which at last made it possible for them to spend

capital on amenities.
12

The eloventh annual report took up the same theme

again. There were now over 60 voluntary bodies, and the

lack of accommodation was an increasing problem. By now it

was assumed that the town had reached its halfway mark with
♦

a population of over 23,000. However it is interesting to

note that at that time only about 50# of workers employed in

East Kilbride factories also lived in the town, a fact which

was largely explained by the discrepancy in house rents between

East Kilbride and surrounding areas. The lack of local

facilities was also given as one of the main reasons which

helped to bring about the formation of a "Burgh Status

Association". At that time the competent local authority

was the Fifth District Council (Lanarkshire) and it was

felt that East Kilbride, by becoming a Burgh of its own, would

be able to provide better facilities, more speedily.

12. Eleventh Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1959*
* See refs.No. 32 and 33 on page Chapter 1.
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The following years' report^ would appear to bear out
the above contention, because the corporation were trying

to build a community building, the government offered to

contribute up to a third of the cost, but "progress was very

slow due to the District Council.On the other hand the
♦

same council took the initiative in showing films in a public

hall, sinoe there was still no cinema. The population was

now approaching 30,000 among which the proportion of teenagers
was considered to be very low. Although the report does not

give actual figures, this would be characteristic of the
♦

age structure of a new town at that particular stage of

development.

In the course of the next year the Secretary of State
♦

announced that the target population figure was now to be

changed from 55,000 to 70,000. The District Council now

decided in principle to provide community hallB in each of

the neighbourhoods, and the Development Corporation welcomed

this decision warmly. However, as it turned out these plans

had to be shelved for another year due to borrowing diffi¬

culties. A Community Centre Association was now formed for

the purpose of promoting the idea of a community building in

thn town centre.^ Members of the corporation together

with representatives of other Scottish New Towns met with

Dr. Nicholson, author of "New Communities in Britain" and

arising out of this meeting "it was considered that more should

13. Twelfth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 3lst March, I960.
111. Paragraph 77» Twelfth Annual Report - EKDC.
15. Thirteenth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1961.
16. Fourteenth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March, 1962.
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be done in tbe way of provision for clubs and facilities".

Once again the corporation emphasised the point that a new

town faces special needs in terms of community buildings,

for which it should be possible to make special provision

They summed up the predicament which to more or less the

same extent applied to towns in paragraph

115:

"Every year that passes there are more young people
in the town seeking outlets for their energies and

ore adults freed
fro
aspirations. Equally there are

the obligations of looking aftor young children,
and therefore are able to participate in community
activities beyond the family circle. Plans must
be made immediately to provide the meeting places
which will be in increasing demand. The town has
shown that even with limited accommodation there are

plenty of activities taking place; it would be
regrettable if tbe future of social development of the
town were stunted through lack of community buildings.
It is hoped that the local residents will make
substantial contributions to the community centre fund
Some help, however, from outside is to bo expected in
a town lacking tbe social equipment which established
places enjoy as a result of past patronage and capital
investment."

The corporation here clearly highlight & problem common to

towns

individually

a new community, which corporately

> face a great deal of initial

expenditure, in providing essential services and furnishing

new homes, is not in a position to raise sufficient capital

for community buildings, particularly since there are no

former members and previous investments which in an established

town counted upon for support. Help from "outside",

such as govern funds, is therefore required.

Throughout these reports, it can be observed how °u

this very theme the pressure on central government is steadily

building up, and, as will-,be seen later, eventually leads to
%
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legislation, which makes such "outside help" possible.

In June 1963, East Kilbride acquired the status of a small

burgh,^ and the first town counoil was elected. With a

population of 39,000 it had become the most populous small

burgh in the country. The Town Council now took over the
«

♦

responsibility for the community hall, which the District

Council began to build at the Hurray. At the same time it
♦

#

took over the recreational facilities for which the District

Council was previously responsible. It would appear that

one of the hopes which the Burgh Status Association had*

when campaigning for East Kllbrides' "independence" from

the Fifth Lanarkshire District Council, namely a speedier

provision of facilities, was justified. This is not
*

surprising, since for a Dlatriot Council, the new town which

happens to be situated within its boundaries is only one of

a number of priorities, which has to be considered. The

special claims of a new town can therefore not be given the
*

special consideration, which it is reasonable to expect. A
♦

.

Town Counoil on the other hand, can concentrate fully on

the development of its own town, particularly, when, as was

the case in East Kilbride, the Development Cozporatlon carries

the deficit on the housing account, but the Town Council

collects the rates.
♦

During the first year of the operation of the town council

plans were drawn up for a recreation oentre at Torrance House,

construction on an Olympic size swimming pool, costing

17. Sixteenth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31s*5 March, 1962;.
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£550,000 was started and the Town Gounoll jointly with the
t

local YI1CA and the Inland Revenue Board built a hostel for

employees of the Inland Revenue Computer Centre, which

also included recreation facilities for the local YHCA.

The corporation reported that they were committed
I

to make grants towards the provision of the following sports
Ifl

and recreational amenities:

£12,000 - towards Football Club, Bowling Club and Youth
Centre

£80,000 - towards Swimming Pool, and

£31,000 - were already spent on greenway recreation
areas and similar features.

♦

The population had now reached U5»000; there were 87 industrial

companies, (over twice the number in existence 3 years earlier).
The Town Council now had become anxious to obtain Large Burch

♦

status, under which they would become responsible for such

functions as Town Planning, Health, Welfare and Ghildrens'
*

Services etc. The report ooncluded that the seventeenth

year had been the moat successful yet in the towns history.

In the following year the population had increased to lj.9,000;
*

12,500 houses had been completed, 18,000 jobs were occupied
19

and the number of Industrial companies had risen to 115*

It is however interesting to note that a third of the people

employed in the town were commuters. Despite the economic

freeze, which by then prevailed again, full employment was

maintained throughout the following year. In the field of

18. Seventeenth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March,
1965.

19. Eighteenth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 3^-at March,
* for further details of East Kilbrides* progress see

Table 5.
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TABLE

EXPANSION OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES - EAST KILBRIDE

Yeap No. of Total floor- Persons
firms. space (sq.ft.) employed

1950 3 100,000 2,500
1955 8 1,000,000 6,250
1960 I4.O 1,600,000 9,500
1965 87 2,900,000 14,800
1970 (Feb.) 189 4,500,000 24,245

Data received from East Kilbride Development Corporation

bousing all previous records were broken and no fewer than
20

1,486 dwellings were completed. Construction on the

swimming pool continued and the corporation and the Town

Council were examining the possibilities of establishing
a number of social olubs, but the lack of suitable sites

created a problem. They therefore deoided to give priority

in their support to those clubs which already served the

"widest cross-section of the community." This particular

reference to the "widest cross-section of the community" is

of interest, since it is the only statement of policy in any

of the new town reports, which specifically mentions the

desirability of clubs which serve as wide a cross-section of

Hillunity take the

particularly worthy of the support of the Development Corpor-
♦

ation, or, as in this case, the Town Council.

20. Nineteenth Annual Report - EKDC for year ended 31st
March, 1967.

* The question of occupational status of the membership
of various organisations will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 11.
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The following year again allowed the EKDC to record

satisfactory progress in the field of housing, where for

the fourth successive year they built more new houses than
21

any other new town in the United Kingdom. Progress in

industry was "steady, but not spectacular", but the "crisis

of business confidence caused by the events leading to de¬

valuation, the gold crisis and higher taxation" somewhat

inhibited commercial development. The town had now become

a large Burgh and the Town Council took immediate steps to

take over the extra responsibility from the County Council.

This also gave them the opportunity to anticipate the Social

Work (Scotland) Act 1969* by appointing a Director of Social

Work, the first one in Scotland, who was responsible for the

creation of a single social work department from the very

outset. The swimming pool was also opened in March

1968, and it is of interest to note that the corporation

states that "an increasing amount of time will also be devoted

to more sophisticated social developments to supplement those

recently completed or under construction."
#

During the following year the town celebrated its 21st

anniversary. With a population of 62,000 it had become

the eighth largest town in Scotland. With a total of 16h

companies, East Kilbride had attracted more than any other

New Town in Britain.22 At last, a cinema, the first entirely

new one since the war in Scotland, was opened, and the new

YMCA hostel, built by the Towns Council, managed by the YMCA

21. Twentieth Annual Report - EKDC - year ended 31st March,
1968.

a

22. Twenty-first Annual Report - EKDC - year ended
3lst March, 1969.
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and partly paid for by the Inland Revenue Board was opened

together with three new community halls In Vestwood, Calder-

wood and Vest Mains. The target population now stands at

100*000, which includes the natural increase on the immigrant

population. East Kilbride can be described a success,

industrially, commercially, and, as will be seen later,

socially as well. According to P.D. McGovern^ this success

is largely due to its geographical situation on the fringes
of the Glasgow conurbation, and within easy reach of the main

#

trunk road from the South. (A 74)• Of the 189 companies in

East Kilbride,4 78 are industrial manufacturers. The other

111 are non-manufaoturing service industries (including ware¬

housing because of good accessibility). Of''these companies

30 came from overseas. Of the approx. 25*000 people employed

in East Kilbride about 50# work in the manufacturing industries,

about 10# in non-manufacturing service industries and a

further 10# work with public authorities. The building

industry absorbs some 5$ and the remaining 23% are employed

in a variety of occupations from agriculture to insurance.

Once again, as was the case with the summary of the

development of Glenrothes, it would have gone far beyond the

result of this particular piece of research, to give a full
♦

account of the economic growth and the physical development
i

of East Kilbride. Nevertheless, it should become clear from
9

this resum£ that East Kilbrldes* problems were different

from those Glenrothes encountered. East Kilbride was

23. P.D. McGovern: Scottish Geographical Magazine, April, 1968.
• ♦

* as per 3lst December 1969.
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unfettered by the kind of government policy Which too

closely linked the future of Glenrothes with the economic

prospects of the coal-industry, which had a restricting

effect not only on the possibilities of attracting other*

more diversified industries but also made the planning and
♦

completion of an appropriate housing programme almost

impossible at times. None of these disadvantages existed

for East Kilbride. One of its main purposes, was to act

as a recipient for Glasgow overspill population. The
I

figures given in Table 6 show how East Kilbride fulfilled this

function over the years. It will be noted that the

proportion of immigrants from Glasgow was at no point less

than 3k'3^ (1952-53) and at one time as high as 68$<» (1960-61).
East Kilbride did not have to undertake a complete change

of policy, as Glenrothes had to, when the Rothes Colliery

ceased to operate. All this does not mean that East

Kilbride did not have any problems to face. There were

many, and not in the least the problem of capital finance

for amenities* which for a long time appears like a recurring
theme through the reports, and which prevented the corporation

from spending money on community buildings to the extent they

appear to have wished to. This only changed, once legislation

had been introduced, which made it possible for corporations
0

to spend up to £lj..-. per head of the target population.

Furthermore, once the Town Council was called into existence,

they had both the funds and the determination to spend

capital on amenities.

* See Chapter 17 for more details.
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TABLE 6

ORIGINS OF IMMIGRANTS TO EAST KILBRIDE

at 31.3*67 at 31.3.68 at 31.3.69

Glasgow 5k'0 52*0 5k'0
Lanarkshire 26*0 27*0 26*0
Rest of Scotland 13*0 13*0 IJ4/O

7*0 8*0 6*0

Total lOO'O 100'0 100"0

Elsewhere

Incomplete though this summary Is, It Is hoped that It
will provide an overall picture of the development of East

Kilbride, and thereby make available the necessary background

information against which the findings of this study should
4

be seen.

3.3 Livingston

Throughout the fifties, with the exception of Cumber-

nauld, no new town was designated in the United Kingdom.

By 1960 however, it had become clear that another.new town

would have to be built to provide for Glasgow's overspill.

Detailed studies were commissioned by the Scottish Development

Department, and the proposals for siting a new town at

Livingston were published in 1962.* The area was designated
on April 6th, 1962, by the Seoretery of State for Scotland,
but it had already been proposed as a possible site, along

O

with Glenrothes in the Mears Plan of 191+.8•
♦

♦

1. Draft New Town (Livingston) Designation Order 1962:
HMSO 1962.

2. F.C. Meara: A Regional Survey and Flan for Central and
South East Scotland, Edinburgh HMSO 191^8.
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Apart from providing acoommodation for Glasgow Over¬

spill it was also intended that Livingston should become a
♦

now industrial growth point in Central Scotland* but away
♦

from the congested regions of Glasgow and Edinburgh. To

investigate how this could best be done, the Secretary of

State commissioned planners from the Universities of Glasgow
%

and Edinburgh* together with representatives of the two County

Councils of West and Midlothian, and members of the New Town

Development Corporation* to prepare an advisory plan for an
t

area of some 80 square miles around the new town. Their

report was published in 1966,^ although advantage was taken

of interim reports from 1961+ onwards. Basically the original

purpose of building a new town at Livingston was similar to

the purpose of building other new towns. But the original

concept of an "overspill town" grew and became the "focus
for a region"* according to the Lothians Regional Plan and

Survey.

In the White Paper: "Central Scotland - a programme for

development and growth",^" the Board of Trade took this

concept a step further* and now saw Livingston not only as a

regional focal point* but "as the centre of economic growth

of a complete region". They therefore revised the target

population to one of 185*000 for the Greater Livingston Area.

This belief in the potential of the area for industrial
♦

development must have been strengthened by the construction

at Bathgate* near Livingston* of a truck and tractor factory*

3. The Lothians Regional Survey and Plan* HMSO, 1966.
ij.. Board of Trade: Central Scotland: a programme for

development and growth, HM30, 1962.
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by the British Motor Corporation* whioh was employing 11,600

workers within three years of its opening in 1961.

In the first Annual Report of the Livingston Development

Corporation^ the purpose of the town was defined as follows:

a) To provide over 1,000 houses per annum from 1965 onwards

to house families displaced by the redevelopment plans

of Glasgow Corporation who cannot be accommodated

within the city boundaries, or by other authorities, who

have entered into overspill agreements with the

corporation.
4

andb) To create a new focus of industrial activity in the

central belt of Scotland and thereby link the

industrial west with centres of expansion in the Forth

Basin, and at the same time revitalise with modern
%

industry an area hitherto largely dependent on the
*

mining of coal and of shale, which has now ceased.

However, the Lothians Report suggests that very little of the

employment needed for growth can be expected to come from

Glasgow, and that some of it may even be attracted from
*

Edinburgh. It also foresees a considerable number of

immigrants to come from Edinburgh in spite of the fact that

the Master Plan^ anticipated about QQ% of the population to

come from Glasgow. As Table 7, relating to the household

origins shows, the forecast of the Lothians Survey turned out

to be essentially correct. It will be noted that at each
♦

$• First Annual Report - LDC - year ended 3lst Maroh, 19614..
See-also, LDC Masterplan, 1963, p. 21j..

6. op.cit., p. 7.
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TABLE

ORIGIN OF IMMIGRANTS - LIVINGSTON

Origin % % % %
Nov. 66 Aug. 67 Dec. 68 Dec. 69

Within Designated
Area 16*0 11*14. 12*5 11*3^

Rest of Midlothian 5'k 7*2 10*0 9*08

Rest of West Lothian 15*6 10*6
♦

23-0 21*63

Edinburgh IV 8 16*14. 17-9 19*51

Glasgow IV o Ill* 1 11*14. 11*99

Lanarkshire 7*0 8*7 6*5 6* OI4.

Rest of Central
-Scotland 13*2 15*6 9*2 10*35

Borders 2'k 2*6 1*8 2*114.

Highlands 3*8 5*2 2*7 2*14.2

North England

Elsewhere

3*2

V6

V0

V2

1*0

3"9

)
)
)

•5-50

Total 100*0 100*0 99*9 100*0

* Remainder: including categories - other new towns, North
of England, Elsewhere, Abroad, not stated.

Figures are quoted from 1968 LDS Household Analysis.
Figures for December 1969 are abstracted from 17 categories
given in 1969 LDC Household Analysis.
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stage of the towns* growth examined, a major source of

immigrants has been Edinburgh and the Lothians, whereas

Glasgows* contribution has been consistently lower than the

expected 60^.
The actual building of the New Town started at Livingston

♦

Station, since it had already an existing population of some

1,14.00 persons from the time when it was a mining village, and

certain rudimentary facilities such as shops, a post office,

a church, a community hall and a pub. But progress was slow,

since the building firm with whom the first contract for

267 houses was placed, failed to honour the agreement and
♦

went into liquidation in the course of the following year.^
In the meantime planning continued for Craigshill,

which was to be the first major district to be developed on
♦

a virgin site, some 2- 3 miles east of Livingston Station,

which continued to be very much an entity of its own,
♦ •

orientated towards Bathgate, rather than towards the remainder
♦

of Livingston. This was not surprising, since out of a

working population of 518, some 2I4.O worked in Bathgate,

at the time of designation.^ Indeed Livingston Station was

to be the main recipient area for workers at the BMC plant,

which were to be housed there.

This tendency towards a westward orientation, i.e. to¬

wards Bathgate and the rest of West Lothian, which would

appoar to prevail at Livingston Station is also illustrated
>

7. Second Annual Report - LDC - year ended 31st March, 19614.*
a

6. See also Table IV, p. 65, in the Master Plan LDC, 1963.
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by Hume*a study of the area.^ Table 8, which is reproduced
♦

from her thesis shows that very few people indeed take part

in any social activities any other New Town

TABLE 8

ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS BY DEANS RESIDENTS (Total Households
74)

A

D

ore than once a week; B = weekly;
onthly; E

C fortnightly;
less than once a month

A B C D E
% of house¬

holders

Husbands

Deans
Other Districts
Elsewhere

Wives

Deans
Other Districts
Elsewhere

2

2

2

1

2

2

4

5

5

1

1
1
2

7

1

2

4

1

2

16-2
1'4

13*5

25-7

6-8

Girls under 16 years

Deans
Other Districts
Elsewhere 1

4 5*4

1-4

Deans
Other Districts
Elsewhere

8 1 12*2

Others

Deans
Other Districts
Elsewhere

2
2
1
1 1

1
1 1

4*1
5-4
4-1

9* V. Hume,"Neighbourhoods in Scottish New Towns",
Edinburgh University Ph.D. Thesis, 1969* Table 16.13.

t
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She also found that the area indicated as "elsewhere" in
0

this table, usually meant Bathgate. The maps, showing the

place of residence of members in various organisations, as

will be seen, demonstrate this lack of communication between

Livingston Station, (which has since been re-named as Deans

District in the fact of strong protests) and the rest of the

new town, notably Craigshill. The reasons for this are two¬

fold. The Livingston Station District was at the time,

when the first planned development started at Craigshill,

some I4. miles (by road) distant from that area. On the other

hand, Bathgate, which is an established town of some 15,000

of a population,* with good shopping and social facilities
I

is also only I4. miles to the west of Livingston Station, and

is readily accessible by an hourly bus-service. Over a

long time therefore, the residents of Livingston Station,

from the time when it was a mining settlement, have always

looked to Bathgate as their nearest centre for shopping and
♦

*♦
sooial activities, and in some cases, work. Furthermore,

the oooupants of the new houses built at Livingston Station

wore frequently old residents, whose cottages, which formerly

belonged to the Scottish Oils Shale Mining Company, and
♦

♦

which were pulled down in the course of redevelopment.
♦ ♦

♦

These residents have lived at Livingston Station for a con-
0

alderable number of years, and therefore followed an established
♦

* Latest estimate published in Rating Review of Institute of
Municipal Treasures and Accountants, March 1970, 11}.,717•

** This was also borne out by J. Pilgrim: Chapter 17
"Some Social Problems" contained in the Lothians Regional
Survey and Plan, Vol. I, published by Glasgow University.

« a

0

0

0

0
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£

pattern of "orientation" towards Bathgate.

In November 1963# the total population of Livingston

Station numbered ll).01# a quarter of which were over 50 years

old.10 According to the latest Household Analysis#11 as

at 31st December 1969 there were I30I people, living in the
♦

Deans District# (which is the same District# but re-named.)

In other words over a period of some six years there has in

fact been a decline in population in that District. This in

Itself is unusual for a new town district: but this situation

is not likely to alter till such time that the planned develop¬

ment which started in the Eastern part of the designated area#

and is progressing along an East-Vest axis# will have reached

Deans District. It also underlines# that in the meantime#

to all intents and purposes# Deans Distriot continues to be

an independent entity# which has little or no interaction

with the rest of the new town. This also applies to the

existing soolal organisations. It is significant that of
♦

the organisations published in the list whioh is being distri¬

buted to newcomers by the Welcoming Committee# and from

which the sample for this study was taken# only two have a

secretary residing in the Deans District. However# too

much Bhould not be made of tbis# since officials of the

Development Corporation and voluntary leaders of various

organisations are confident that in time# as the town grows#

the balance, which prevailed at the time of this research#

is likely to alter.
3 This fact was also confirmed in a private communication

with the Planning Research Unit of LDC.
10, Source: Table 1 Appendix 1# Master Plan LDC 1963*
11. Planning Research Unit# LDC May 1970.
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As part of the "equipment" designed to help the social

development of the town the Development Corporation took over
♦

an 18th century mansion, Howden House, and proceeded to adapt

it as a oommunity centre. Initially this was done with a

grant form Carnegie UK Trust of £12,000. When however in

the following year the neighbouring local authorities declined
to contribute to this, the Carnegie grant went up to £15,000

12
as a contribution to the estimated coBt of £21,000. Up

to the end of the period covered by this report only 22 houses

had been let at Livingston Station. 6 Industrial Companies

were now committed to operate in the New Town (3 in the

building industry sector), and a total of 268 new industrial

jobs were available.

This also marked the end of the initial planning period.

In the field of social relations the corporation reported that

"steps are being taken to encourage organisations, both

statutoxy and voluntary, to provide facilities in the town

at an as early stage as possible." To help to solve the

problem of leadership, "enquiries are being made of all new

tenants regarding any experience they have had in working

with voluntary organisations." It is therefore interesting

to note once again, as in the case of the previous two new

towns, and indeed as suggested in the Relth Report, that the

Development Corporation looked towards the voluntary organi¬

sations to make a major contribution to the social life of

the town.

During the following year the corporation moved into

12. Third Annual Report - LDC - year ended 3lst March, 1965*
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permanent offices at Livingston Village, which tbey felt

"made relations with Local Authorities, statutory bodies,

churches and voluntary organisations easier.Progress

in the field of housing was again slow - 121; houses were

completed and 115 Q? those were let at Livingston Station (at

3lst March, 1966). Table 9, which indicates the growth of

the town in terms of house completions, size of population and

number of Industrial jobs (as at 31st December in each year),
shows that up to the end of 1968 the completion figures fell

considerably short of the planned 1,000 per annum starting in

1965. This table also illustrates the decline, both in

numbers and in proportion of population figures in so-called

"non-Development Corporation Housing", (referred in the table

as Non-LDC population). These figures were mainly made up of

housing at Livingston Station, and to a lesser extent. Bells-

quarry and Livingston Village.

TABLE 9

GROWTH OP POPULATION - LIVINGSTON
House Completions. New Industrial Jobs.

Dwellings Total Non-LDC New
Completed . Population Population Industrial

Jobs

31st Deo. 1961;. 8 18 2,000 20

1965 96 252 2,000 268
1966 707 1.911 1,750 777

1967 1,566 i;,28l 1,500 1,378
1968 2 #195 6,220 1,350 1,691;
1969 3.307 8,560 1,350 2,275

Data supplied by Livingston Development Corporation.

13. Fourth Annual Report - LDC - year ended 31st March, 1966.
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By 31st March, 1966, 7 new Industries were now committed
to operate In Livingston, 1+ of which were actually now in

operation, providing (at 3lst Dec. 1966) 777 industrial Jobs.

The corporation also reported that considerable interest was

shown by voluntary organisations, as a result of their

approaches. Several Youth Organisations were reported "to
be awaiting an opportunity to commence operations when

premises are available and tenants have moved in."
*

Indeed in the course of the following year these plans
4

came to fruition in a number of fields. Tenants now began

to move into Craigshlll, where J427 new dwellings were let.

Riverside Primary School opened, and so did its community
♦

wing, "serving the need of I4.OO families." In the field of

social relations, significant progress was also reported.1**
Thus paragraph I4.7:

"Sooial activities began to thrive soon after the first
tenants arrived at Craigshill. Midlothian County
Counoll appointed a full-time Youth and Community
officer, and the Churob of Scotland appointed an officer
with a similar remit."

The impact these two people had on the growth and development

of social organisations in general and youth organisations

will be referred to in another part of this thesis.* Further-

more the social relations department of LDC "played a part

in this by listing from application forms persons with common

leisure-time interests, by house-to-house visits and by giving
%

advice on all aspects of social development."
♦

+ ♦

lit. Fifth Annual Report - LDC - year ended 31st March, 1967*
e See for instance Chapter 8.
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As far as community buildings were concerned significant
advances were made. Howden House was opened in July* and tbe

Church of Scotland Home Board rented Craigs Farm from the

Development Corporation. As was to be expected initially*

Howden House was made little use of since it was too far

removed from the first housing developments* (About two miles

walking distance along unlit roads) in Craigsbill. With
this in mind* the Church of Scotland took over Craigs Farm*

an all but derelict farm house* with some outbuildings* and

started to convert it into a community centre* largely using
a

volunteers ft»om the neighbourhood as a work force. The develop¬

ment of Craig8hill Farm is described in more detail elsewhere**
but it is of interest to note that in the original master plan^
the corporation proposed to develop the Craigs Farm buildings

for community purposes* but in tbe event this was left almost
♦ ♦

entirely to voluntary effort.

The following year the corporation was able to report
16

"satisfactory progress in all departments." In the course

of the year* 895 houses were completed* making a cumulative
total of 1713 (as at March 31st* 1968).** Craigshill, the

town's first major housing district was now developing into
ah "urban community with its planned quota of public

buildings." The second primary school (Letham) was opened

during the year and the building of the secondary school was

♦ See Part V.

15'Livingston Development Corporation Master Plan, 1965. p.45.
16. Sixth Annual Report - LDC - year ended 31st March* 1968.
** Note that Table 9 gives figures as per 31st December of

each year listed.
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♦

begun, and so was the Church of 3cotland*s new church.

Furthermore, building operations started in the Howden

District. There were now 10 industrial firms working,

providing Jobs for approximately 1,000 male woricera and

350 female workers. As far as community buildings were

concerned, once again Letham Primary was equipped with a so-

called "Youth & Community Wing" which is available for the
use of the community for social purposes. Although the

Development Corporation warmly welcomed the provision of these

Youth wings, their use is not without its problems, as will

be seen later.

Social activities continued to expand. It was reported

that the Social Club, which grew out of the Sunday morning

"Forum", was negotiating for a site to erect its own multi-
%

purpose building. The adaptation of Craigs Farm continued
to progress thanks to "the enthusiasm of.a number of volunteer

workers." Another group, also originating in "Forum" run the

weekly news-sheet, "Newsflash", containing news of all
♦

organisations and events in the town, which is being distribu¬

ted to all households in the Craigshill District. (As an

indication as to how much use is made of Newsflash, it was
%

found in connection with this study, that a number of

secretaries of organisations do not consider it to be necessary

to keep a list of their members' addresses, since they could

always be reached by way of 'Newsflash", if the particular club
9

had any announcements to make.) Furthermore, as a reaotloh to

a particular need in the community, created by the large

number of ohildren of pre-school age, pre-school play groups
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wore set up. Each of these has Its own parents committee,

which Is responsible for the policy, standards of conditions

and conduct of the staff, augmented by the parents of the

children and other Interested persons, who take turns to

provide additional assistance. This In a sense is a classic

case of "collective action being taken for the advancement of
%

social welfare", within the context of a new community and

its special needs.

Livingston's progress continued to accelerate, and It

was therefore with some pride that the corporation referred
17

to this in their seventh annual report. ' Thus they state

in the introduction:
♦

♦

"It Is noteworthy that in the porlod of little more
than four years slnoe buildings began to appear on the
ground, 19 faotories have been completed and occupied,
providing employment for 1»352 male workers and i|.9l|
female workers."

♦

As Table 7 illustrates, however, the contribution Glasgow

overspill made to the growth of the population continued to
♦

be small, and well below the 89# originally envisaged. The
♦

same report also contains a policy statement of the corporation,

which is of particular interest within the context of this

study. Thus in paragraph

"The Board have always been conscious of the important
role of social relations in welding the community to¬
gether and so assisting families to settle down and
take a wider view Qf*|be town. The practical help
which the department has been able to give has un¬
doubtedly been encouraged by the selfgeneratlon of

17. Seventh Annual Report - LDC - year ended 31st March, 1969.
* The study of which has been defined by Prof. Donnison in

his inaugural lecture as the territory of "Social
Administration".

** Of Housing and Social Relations.
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community activity which is essential in this field.
One example last year was the setting up of a welcoming
committee, the main task of whose membora is to visit
all newcomers."

It was this welcoming committee, which under the guidance of

the social development officer produoed the first comprehensive

list of organisations, which also formed the sample in this

study.

However, although economic circumstances differed some-

what from the time when both Glenrothes and East Kilbride were

in their early developing stages, Livingston Development

Corporation too, wore not given permission by the Secretary of

State for Scotland to implement their own plans concerning

community buildings: Thus in paragraph I4.8, they state:

"The corporation regret that it was only possible for
your Department to permit the provision of community
centres such as small tenants' meeting rooms serving
3OO-J4.OO houses. The corporation felt that it would be
more economic and of greater value if in some cases
larger community centres, providing for much larger
groupsof houses could have been permitted, instead of
individual meeting rooms."

The question raised here, as to whether a number of smaller

centres are preferred to fewer larger and more oentral ones,
%

is one which will be dealt with in the course of this study.
♦

*

However, it is interesting to note that in the same report,
*

as if to avoid undercutting their own case regarding these
*

community centres, the corporation emphasise that the Craigs

Farm Centre, which was now administered by the Craigshill

Community Development Project, was designed to "complement"

existing social facilities, and not to take their place.

Their case however is also well supported by the report, which

was commissioned by the Secretary of State himself and which

f
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was published as the Lothian Regional Survey and Plan. Among
4

the principles involved in the provision of recreational

facilities suggested by the special committee on Recreation,
which was Party

above plan stated:.18

"Because of the rapid changes expected to take place
in the population structure of the region, e.g. changing
jobs, places of residence and social affiliations, the
recreation and community facilities will be used dally
to facilitate the integration of families into unfamiliar
surroundings. Recreation and community facilities
must be providedbut provided in an;accessible and
inviting way, to serve as social stabilizers in an area
which will be characterized by accelerated immigration."

Underlying this statement is again the Reith Report assumption
\

about the importance of facilities being made available' early

in the town*s development. The statement further implies

that provision of such facilities should be made for social

reasons, even if it is not justified on economic grounds.
♦

Experience in East Kilbride, Glenrothes and now also in
♦

4

Livingston would however suggest that economic grounds,
\

particularly as related to the rent structure in Scotland,
«

were the stumbling block Towns
♦ •

the respective development corporations from providing the

facilities would It is clearly not
*

possible at this stage iti Livingston's development to assess
♦ ♦

• • -

4 «

* *

success or failure, by whatever criteria, in' the same way as

ight be feasible for East Kilbride and Glenrothes..- At the

time study Just k

ground In that period the

18. Lothian Regional Survey and Plan: Scottish Development

a

Department, op.cit., p. 163*
3c in summary, Chapter 1.
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population in the designated area grew from just oyer 2,000

to approximately 10,000 and some 2,275 new industrial jobs
4

were created*
1<5

P.D. McGovern ohose to evaluate the Scottish New Towns

in terms of the contribution they are making to the govern¬

ments dispersal policy. The curbing of the growth of

population and employment in large cities has been one of the

most important constituent factors in Ebonezer Howards*

concept of the garden oity, and has remained so, in spite of

changing planning concepts, from the garden oity to the

compact "walled town", to the linear-town, as the chief raison

d*etre of new towns. McGovern's choice of criterion is there¬

fore relevant, for if, as he points out, "the New Towns had not

existed, some part at least of tho natural increase of the

population and economic growth which has taken place in them,

would have been added to the congested areas. He further

suggests that New Towns also should be assessed with "reference
20

to the provision made for flexibility and growth. The

early idea was that a new town should be held to a maximum of

50,000 of a population. Today there is less certainty of

what constitutes the ideal size for a town, but it has been

realised that a much larger population is necessary to

achieve any real measure of balance and self-containment; it

is also becoming evident that the growth of a dynamic community
cannot easily be stopped at some arbitrary target population

19. P.D. McGovern: "The New Towns of Scotland" - Scottish
Geographical Magazine, April 1968, p. 1+2.

20. McGovem, op.oit., p. 1+3.
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or date. Thus, as was noted, the targets for Bast Kilbride
and Glenrothes have been intermittently changed. In order

to avoid this, Livingston itself has been given a target

twice the size of the original ideal, and allowance has been

made for further growth in the adjoining area. Livingston
4

*

therefore has been able to benefit from earlier mistakes in

this respect. The Development Corporation were also able to
4

build advance factories, which in the initial stages neither

East Kilbride nor Glenrothes could. Furthermore, because of

its function as focal point for a whole region, Livingston is

able to stimulate growth in the surrounding Bathgate and
$

Calders Area, and also benefit from it. (Vide the BMC plant

at Bathgate, which provides work for Livingston residents.)
♦

As far as the "social development" of the town is

concerned, it is of interest to note that Livingston was the

first among the Scottish New Towns, (and at the time of thiB

study the only one) to include among its staff a sooial develop¬

ment officer, albeit not in accordance with the suggestions

contained in the circular, published by the Ministry of
pi

Housing and Local Government on that subject. * There the

Ministry propose that the person appointed to the post of

sooial development officer should be made a chief officer,

"of sufficient calibre to Join on equal terms In discussion

with professional colleagues."

Similarly, the Gulbenklan Foundation Report on "Community

Work and Social Change"22 in their definition of the role of a

21. Ministry of Housing ft Local Government, Circular NT/290/5/2;
op. o it.

22. Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation Report: Community Work and
Social Change, Longmans, 1968.
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social relations officer, (by which they mean exactly the

same function as the Ministry's "Social Development Officer),

suggest that he should be one of the chief officers of the
£

corporations' staff. However, in Livingston this is not

the case. There the social development officer is on the

staff of the Housing and Social Relations department, and is

junior to the Housing officer, who himself is not a chief

officer. Nevertheless, Livingston, as the only Scottish New

Town have employed a member of staff, whose remit it is to

assist with the social development of the town. This, as

willrbe seen, has had an effect on the growth and diversity

of social organisations at an early stage in the town's

development.

The closeness to Glasgow, in the case of East Kilbride

has frequently meant that certain facilities were late in

being made available to the new residents, and the proximity

to Kirkcaldy, according to McGovern^ makes it difficult to

decide on the appropriate balance of service activities between

Glenrothes and that town; but in the case of Livingston he

feels that the location is just right. Thus, he states:

"The situation of Livingston and the amount of growth
forecast for the town and its surrounding region, make
it an attractive location for firms and families
wishing to be in the Edinburgh area. The economic
advantages are that it is close enough to the city for
firms to tap the labour resources and service industries
to be found there, and yet the town is perhaps just far
enough away and a large enough unit in itself to attract
the balance of age and social groups and range of
social facilities that go to make a town."

23. MoGovern, op.cit. p. I4.3.
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Progress so far would suggest that McGovern's Interpretation
of tbe situation was correct - but a more final verdict can

only be passed in years to come.

Meantime, as in tbe case of East Kilbride and Glenrothes,

economic considerations, and achievements in tbe field of
♦

planning, important aspects though they are, cannot give tbe

complete answer as to whether a town is a "success" or not.

As important a criterion ultimately is whether people are

happy living there. For if this is not the case, they will

move away again, and the flow of applicants, which is essential

for a new town to maintain its growth momentum, will cease.
4

In a democratic society, where freedom of mobility exists,

this would mean that New Towns, which can only entice but not

coerce people to move there, would fall in their ossential

purpose. The development corporations therefore have a

responsibility to provide a framework where the kind of sooial

life can develop which will make people wont to continue

living in the new towns. These considerations therefore

have long-term implications which should not be overruled by

(relatively short-term) economic expediencies, as would

appear to have been the case repeatedly in the Scottish New

Towns.

In order to he able to do this, the corporations need

the co-operation of voluntary organisations, catering for a

great variety of Interests. These groups will then make it
$

possible for residents to achieve a sense of belonging, and

* See Reith Report Assumptions No. 1, Chapter 1, of this study.
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which means, as the psychologist, Reginald Isaacs has put
2k outlook and increased

social values can be promoted by participation in community

life, which can be encouraged by the provision of well

organised cultural and recreational fac

As has been previously stated, it would

and activities."

it of

this study

Towns in t

assure

physical

"success" of the above Scottish New

planning or economic progress.

But an attempt has been made to evaluate how far, within the

framework of government hand, and the

social policies of the respective development corporations

on the other, social organisations have developed* and

thereby contributed towards creating conditions under

which the ideals as outlined by the Relth Report can be

achieved.

2l+. R. Isaaos in "culture and recreational services"
Ann. Am. Acad. Pol. Soo. Sc. 129-139.
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CHAPTER

Methodolo Sample atho of data collection. Response

rate, classification of anisations•

The sample used in study consists of social
*

organisations in the new towns of East Kilbride, Glenrothes

and Livingston, whlob are generally open to membership for

any newcomer to the town. The names and addresses of the

secretaries of these organisations were taken from the

Tenants' Handbook in the case of East Kilbride, from the list

of organisations maintained by the Housing Offloer in

Glenrothes, which is distributed to every newco

list published by the Velooming Committee in Li

and

In oat up to date list available was used. It

was assumed that an organisation featuring in any of the

three documents mentioned above, would generally be open to

town, and grounds

they were included in this sample. Social clubs, which are

attached to specific firms were not included* and neither

were organisations attaohed to specific churches, unless they

were open to wider recruitment Similarly# Trade Unions were

not included# since membership is restricted to clearly

specified occupational groups On the other hand# political

parties were asked to participate, since they seek to recruit

bers from a wide cross-section of the public.

For full organisations see Code Lists in Appendix I.

f
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t

consultation of the Research Section

of the Scottish Development Department, and the Planning

Research Unit of Glenrothes Development Corporation, a

questionnaire was designed, containing three sections,

relating to:

a) Characteristics of the organisations

b) Premises used/preferred, by organisations

c) Characteristics of membership of organisations;

questionnaires to the secretaries of each

organisation together with a covering letter and an explanatory

Appendix 1} Apart from fill in

the questionnaires, secretaries were also Invited to Bubmit

lists of addresses of their members, which

of the "ecological" part of this study

In order to ensure as high possible.

whioh according to Moser,* is not always attainable

questionnaires, an "agent" was appointed in each of the towns

who followed up secretaries, after the first reminder had been

sent out, and who were also able to answer queries on the

spot. Some considerable time was therefore spent with

these agents, till they were fully conversant with the study

The schedule of data collection for each of the new

towns was as follows:

e for specimen copy, see Appendix I.
C.A. Moser, "Survey Methods in Social Investigation,
Helnemann, London, 1958" on page 178: "Mall surveys with
a response as low as 10 per cent are not unknown."
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Glenrothes:

Questionnaire sent by post: 5.I4.. 1968.

Reminder: 15*5«1968.
♦

followed up by individual letters, (particularly regarding

the lists of addresses of members) and personal calls by

the agent, and in some oases also by the author*

Collection of questionnaires closed: 15*8.1968*
onse:

Number of questionnaires sent out: 61

Number of questionnaires returned: 59

No information received: 2

Response rate:

The information received by way of the questionnaires was

then further supplemented by data obtained from the Planning

Research Unit of the Development Corporation. In cases where
#

question XXIII had not been answered in the questionnaire, but

a list of addresses was available, it was possible to deter-
a

ine the socio-economic group of members,by sifting through

data which the Planning Researoh Unit had Just collected on

each household.* Furthermore, 12 visits were paid to

Glenrothes, collecting information, visiting respondents and
♦

discussing matters relating to the questionnaires with the
♦

agent.

At the time, this information had not been processed; the
author therefore spent a number of days in Glenrothes,
sifting through the individual questionnaires* ' This however
was not possible in the other two new towns since at the
time, no such data was available.
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Questionnaires sent by post: 22.10.1968.

Reminder: k.2.1969

Followed by individual letters, end personal visits by

agent•

Collection of questionnaires olosed: 12.3.1969.
Response:

Number of questionnaires sent out:

Number of questionnaires returned:

Number of organisations defunot:

135

89

13

k

29

Number of organisations refused:
4

No information received:

Response rate: 65*9%

In eaob osse listed under nno Information received", tbe agent

paid two visits, after a written reminder, complete with

extra copy of questionnaire and S.A.E. had been sent. Again,

as in tbe osse of Glenrothes, tbe information obtained through

tbe questionnaires was supplemented by population data

received from tbe Development Corporation Planning Section.

Furthermore, 10 visits were paid to East Kilbride, for

consultations with Development Corporation officials, tbe

Provost, and meetings with respondents and the agent.

Livingston:

Questionnaires sent by post: 16.3.1969.
1st reminder 30.14.. 1969.

2nd reminder 13.6.1969.
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followed by Individual letters and personal calls.

Collection of questionnaires dosed:' ij.. 8.1969.

Xt will be notod that in Livingston a 2nd reminder was sent
> •. '

out by post. 'This was considered to be necessary* due to
I

the fact that after an agent had been appointed* this

arrangement had to be changed. The person concerned had
*

in the meantime been offered a permanent full-time post*

and was therefore unable to continue to follow-up non-
a

respondents. After the 2nd reminder* the author continued

to coll twice on every non-respondent. All in all some 12

visits were paid to Livingston* for the above purposes and

for consultations with the Social Development Officer* and

other leaders in the community.
%

Response:

Number of questionnaires sent out: ltf>

Number of questionnaires returned: . 33
4

No Information received 9
%

Response rate: 78*6#
♦

It will be noted that the response rates* although high overall,

differ widely from town to town. 2h Glenrothes the response

rate achieved is exceptional; this may be attributable to
♦

the fact that the agent* who undertook the follow-up collection
of the questionnaires which were not returned by post, was

9

known personally to a great many of the sooretarios conoorned*

who, it can be assumod* were more likely to fully co-operate

* The agents, who participated in the collection of data for
this study* wfcfcere selected* pertly as a result of personal
contacts in Glenrothes or East Kilbride, or on the advice
of the Social Development Officer in Livingston. They
were paid on the basis of the number of questionnaires to
be oollected.
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with him than with a stranger. Furthermore, the list of

addresses was up to date at the time the questionnaires were

sent out, which would account for the fact that none of the

organisations had ceased to exist between the date of

publication of the list, and the time the questionnaire was

sent to them.

In the case of East Kllbrido, this unfortunately was un-

avoidable. The only list of addresses available in October

1966 was published in November 1967. The number of

organisations (13), which in the event turned out to have

ceased operating in the interim period, illustrates the

rapidly changing.scene of social organisations in the new towns

year by year, and also the speed with which such lists get out

of date. Since at the time, no one within the Development

Corporation staff, or the Town Council staff was responsible

for keeping euob a list up to date, the tracing of organi-

sations was very difficult. The thirteen organisations listed
as "defunct" however, have positively indicated, through their

former secretaries that they had oeased existence. It can
♦

however be assumed that among the number, (29), for whom no

information was received, there would be some, who had also

stopped operating. An attempt was also made to try and trace

new secretaries, In the oases where the organisation still

existed, but the officials had ohanged - and in most cases

this was successful.
*

In Livingston it was found, that although the list was

up-to-date, some of the organisations had literally only just

started activities, and were not able yet, to give the

information required.
♦

*
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*

Nevertheless, since even the lowest response rate

was 65*it can be said that the conclusions drawn about

the social organisations in this study should be reasonably

valid; particularly since the statistical tests of
*

significance (Chi-Square) which were done on tables 23, 2k
4

• .

and 25 showed that the probability value in each case was
4

less than '0001#.* It is of interest to note that the
4

response rate in three other studies relating to social
4

organisations were: Willis:'1' 96*5$; Morley66*5^* and

Sykes & Woldman:^ 87*6^.
*

The information gathered through these questionnaires,
was then transferred on to two sets of 80 column ICL punch-

cards, and the organisations themselves grouped into the

following ten categories, according to their purpose and
#

primary activities: 1) Youth, 2) Arts & Cultural, 3) Social
4

Services, k) Wornenrf Organisations, 5) Hobby, 6) Politioal,

7) Sport, 8) Social & Dancing, 9) Old People, 10) Other.

A list of the organisations in each category is attached in

Appendix I, for each new town. In order to facilitate

comparison with the above-mentioned studies, as far as possible,
4

the same categories were used. Secretaries of organisations
4

*

* These tables relate to the size of the population covered
by these organisations. According to advice received from
the Department of Statistics, at Edinburgh Uhiversity, even
allowing for multiple membership, it is not likely that the
findings are In any way chance occurrences.

1. Margaret Willis, "A Social Survey - Meeting Places for Hire
in New Towns'1 Ministry of Housing and Local Government, 1966.

2. Kenneth Morley, "Social activity and Social Enterprise",
Reddltch College, 1967*

4

3* G. Sykes and E. Woldman, University of Strathclyde;
Occasional Paper No. 2, 1968.

A
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were also asked* apart from answering the set questions* to

make any additional comments. These* together with the
♦

information gathered in informal talks and conversations*

were often illuminating*



PART II

Characteriat ics of. Organisations and their
t

Membersh ip
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CHAPTER
i

Datas of Foundation

In this chapter, relating to the dates of

foundation of organisations, it will be shown that as tho

town increased in size, so the number of social organisations

multiplied* Whilot it is not possible to establish an

exact relationship between these growth patterns, neverthe-
♦

less the general trend can be observed. As was noted in

Chapter 3, the size of the population increased rapidly,

albeit at different rates over a relatively short period, in

these three new communities* Furthermore it would seem, that

certain types of organisations will only come into existenoe

once the population of that particular community has attained

a certain size. Herbert Goldhammer illustrated this point

when he described some faetora affecting participation in

voluntary associations* One of these faotoro is the size

of the community:^
"The voluntary association flourishes in a social
setting in which the community oan no longer function
as an all-inclusive social group* When a community
is small and each member is known and accessible
to the other, and iriaen racial, national, religions and
economic differences are absent, the voluntary
association can have but few functions* There is in
such a community too insufficient specialization of
Interest. too little social exolusiveness, too great
a degree of direct communication to provide a basis
adequate for its existence."

»

Raymond Unwin, the Architect responsible for the Dotohworth
«

Town plan claimed on the other hand in 1921 that the range

1. H, Goldhammer - "Urban Sociology" Edited by Burgess &
Bogus, University of Chloago, 1967, p* 138*

t
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of social opportunities was not so much related to the size

of the town, as to the general level of education and
o

intelligence of the population. Thus he stated that:

"There is one point which should not bo overlooked
in regard to size. Tho higher the general level
of education and intelligence, the smaller need be
the oity unit which will give the greatest cultural
and social opportunities. If the whole population
have sufficient education and culture to appreciate
music, the drama and the higher arts of life generally,
a relatively small number will provide the highly
skilled few who can be leaders and Instructors for
their fellows in the different arts and scienoes, and
a small population only will be required to support
the necessary institutions for giving expression to
these arts."

These then are two different emphases as to the pre¬

conditions, whioh must exist, before "specialization of

interest" can take place, in the view of these two authors.

It will be seen later, how far theso points are relevant in

the New Towns under review. At the moment, suffice it to

say, within the context of the present discussion, that from

the evidence (dates of foundation) assembled, there seems to

be a connection between the size of the population, and the

development of social organisations.

East Kilbride

Tho associations were tabulated in order of date of

foundation, in five yearly periods, by categories. It can

be seen that many associations are of relatively recent

growth; overall, 78*1# of all the organisations are known
a

2. Raymond Unwin, in C.P. Purdom: Town Theory and Practice:
"Best size of a town for social life" - Benn Brothers,
London, 1921.



TABLENO.10

DatesofFoundation-OrganisationsinEASTKILBRIDE
TypeofYouthArt
Social

Year Founded
Org

Cult.ServiceOrg.Special
InterestHobby/Politi-SportSocialOld cal

& Dancing
Peopl

Other

Total

No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%
NotknownPre-1950

3

17*6

1

11*-3-

-

1

12*53

21*1*.2

50*02

13*31

50*0

-

—

-

—

1315*9

1950-1951*
2

11*8

-

--

-

1

12*5~

1

33-3

1*V9

1955-1959

2

11*8

3

1*2*91

10*0

3

37*53
.21*1*.1

25*02

13*31

50*0

1

50*0

-

-

1720*7

1960-19614.
2

11*8

1

11*'36

60*0

2

25*06

1*2*8-

-6

14.0*0-

-

-

-

1

33-3

21*.29*3

1965-1969

5

29*1*

2

28*63

O

#

o

1

12*51

7*1~

-5

33*3-

-

1

50*0

1

33*3

1923*2

317*6

17*1125*0

56*1

Total

17

7

10

8

11*

1*

15

2

2

3

82

Note:

Inthisandthefollowingtables,percentagesareshowncorrectto1decimalplace Totalsarenotalways,therefore,exactly100j£.
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to have been founded after 1950; i.e. 25*6# in the period
#

from 1950-1959, and 52*5$ from 1960-March, 1969. This

however is not the result of any even development in all

categories, as will become evident upon closer examination

13 Organisations (13*9^ of the total number of
4

organisations) are known to have existed before 1950. 3 Of

these were Youth Organisations, i.e. the YMCA, and the Boys

Brigade, which both started in 1930 and the E.K. & District

Young Farmers' Club which started in 19Ui|.. Furthermore,

there was 1, the Choral Society in the "Arts & Cultural"
0

.

category, which started in 19U.3, no "social service" group,
♦ »

*

1 womena' organisation, the Auldhouse W.R.I. (1932), 3 Hobby/
♦

Special Interest groups, i.e. St. Andrew Lodge (Freemasons)

(1872!), the Homing Club, (1926), and the Rangers F.C.
0

Supporters* Club (1946). Then there were 2 political parties,

i.e. the E.K. Conservative 8c Unionist Association (1939) and
9

the HI Labour Party, (exact date not known - but pre 1950);
0

4

2 sports clubs, i.e. the Bowling Club (1872) and the EK &
%

Hairmyres Curling Club (1930), and finally, the British
*

Legion (1921) in the category "soolal/dancing".

In this first five year period only of total)
of the existing organisations are known to have been founded;

♦

2 of these were Youth groups, i.e. Boy Soouts (1952) and Girl
0

Guides (1953), 1 womens* organisation, the Ladies Loyal Orange
t

Association, (1953), end the Whltemoss Residents' Association,

(1952).
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In the next five year period a further 17 organisations,

(20*7)2 of total), were founded, spread over all categories.

3 each in category "Arts & Cultural", Womena* org., and
♦

Hobby/Special Interest groups, 2 each in Youth and Sport and

1 addition each in the remaining categories (except "other").
These were: the EK Repertory Theatre Club (1955)# the Rolls

Royce Mole Voioe Choir, (1956) &nd the EK Light Opera Club;

the Trefoil Guild (1956), the Towns Womenfe Guild, (1956),

and the Bosfield Branch of the Co-op Women#s Guild (1957);

the Bridge Club, (1955)# the BK Motor Club (1959) and the

EK Photographic Club (1959)# the E.K. Squadron of the Air

Training Corps (1957)# end the Heathery Khowe Co-op Youth

Club; the W.R.V.S. (1958), the West Maiiis Labour Association

(1956), the EK Old Time & Modern Sequence Dancing Club (1958)
and finally the EX Branch of the National Federation of

OAP's (1958).

♦

This period "produced" another 2)4. (29*3/2) organisations;

it was particularly marked by the growth of social service

groups, Hobby/Special Interest groups, and Sports Organisations.
The 6 "social service groups" were: the Round Table (I960),
the Scottish Society for Mentally Handioapped Children (1962),

♦

the St. Andrews Ambulance Association (1962), the Eduoational

Association (1963), the R.N.L.I. (1963) and the British Red

Cross Society (1961j.). It would appear that by now, the

population (32,000 in I960 , 39,000 in I96I4.) was large enough

to "support" more specialised activities, such as those of
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the Society for Mentally Handicapped children, or the

Educational Association; and there now appeared to be room

for two organisations, which both offered First Aid Training,

such as the St. Andrews Ambulance Association and the Red

Cross Society. Furthermore, it would appear that there were

now sufficient young executives (under I4.O) in middle-management

positions, which made it possible to start a "Round Table".

Similarly, when looking at the new Hobby/Special Interest

groups a trend towards a "more sophisticated" type of activity

becomes apparent. In the period 1955-1959 3 groups in this

category were known to have started; the Bridge Club (1955)$

the Photographic Club (1959) and the Motor Club (1959).
Prior to that, a Freemasons Lodge (1872), a Racing Pigeon

Club (1926) and a Rangers F.C. Supporters Club (1946)

existed (and persisted) in the old village. No other clubs

are known to have been founded, between 1946 and 1955* when

the Bridge Club started. And now, between I960 and 1964
6 Hobby/Special Interest groups were founded, as many again

as had been recorded in this sample hitherto. This is a

reflection of the increased rate of population growth East

Kilbride experienced during this period. In March 1953 &

population of 5,400 was recorded^ which represented an

increase by over 3,000 since New Town operations began. By

MArch 1955 the population bad risen to 12,000.^ By March

I960 the population was said to bo approaching 30*000^ and

by the time the first Town Council was elected in June 1963,

3. Fifth Annual Report - East Kilbride Development Corporation.
4* Seventh Annual Report - East Kilbride Development Corporation.
5. Twelfth Annual Report - East Kilbride Development Corporation.
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East Kilbride bad become the moat populous small burgh in

the country* with a population of 39*000.

In 1961 an E.K. and District Savings Committee was

formed* in 1962 the United Nations Association and Fabian
♦

Society were founded* followed by the Glasgow - E.K. Railway

Development Association in 1963* which is a kind of vigilantes
♦

group* working for the retention and improvement of the rail

servioe between Glasgow and East Kilbride* t&ioh was

threatened with closure. These last three would seem to be

the kind of specialised and "sophisticated" activity* which

need a certain size of community before they can flourish.

(Obviously* it would be Impossible to put an exact figure*

as to the size of population required* but there are indi-
*

cations that size is a determining factor* when it comes to

the degree of social activity as expressed in voluntary

associations. ) Goldhammer's theory would therefore appear

to have been borne out by the findings of this study.

In the field of sport too* the period 1960-1961j. was a

remarkable "growth era". Up to then there were ij. known

organisations in this category: The Bowling Club (1872)*
the EK & Halrmyres Curling Club (1930)* the Torrance Rifle

Club (195^) and the EK & District Badminton Association (1959).

And now* in the period from 1960-1961j., 6 more organisations

are founded. Again* there seem to be two relevant factors

which would appear to be inter-1inked* as was the case with

the Hobby/Special Interest and Social Service groups. The

size of the population has now reached a certain level* which

makes it possible for more specialised activities to find
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sufficient support, such as the Sub-aqua Club (I960),
t

the Hamilton & District Gun Club (1960), the Cricket Club

(1962) (in a traditionally non-cricket playing part of the
I

UK), the Netball Club (1963) and the Ladles Hockey Club

(1963). On the other hand, the increasing pressure of

growing numbers of young people, in this case boys, called

for the setting-up of a co-ordinating body, such as the

Boys* Football League (1962).
1965-1969 (March)

♦

The period 1965 * March 1969 to some extent maintained .

♦

the momentum, gained in the preceding five years. A total

of 19 organisations (23*2/6 of the total) are known to have
• •

been founded then. 5 <of these were Youth organisations and
♦

5 were sports organisations, and a further 3 were social
service groups. The remainder were evenly distributed among

«
♦

the other categories, except "political" and "Social/Dancing".
♦

which show no Increase in this period (as indeed in the

preceding five years.). The new youth organisations., known to

have been started during this period, are the Scouts (one new

troup in 1965, 67 and 68 each - but counting as only one - see

classification of organisations, Appendix I), the South Parish

Youth Club (1966), Baptist Church Youth Club (1968), the

Catholic Youth Council (1968) and the South Park Youth Centre

(1968). Again, this was a period of outstanding population

growth. By March, 1966, the population was estimated to be
6

approximately 1^9,000 - by March 1969, this had grown to

62,5814..^ Although data relating to the age and sex

6. Eighteenth Annual Report - East Kilbride Development
Corporation.

7* Twenty-first Annual Report - East Kilbride Development
Corporation.
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distribution for the population of East Kilbride was not
*

available for the earlier years, it was estimated that as

per 3lst March 1969, 32# of the population were within

the 0-19 age range. It can therefore be safely assumed,

that these above-mentioned Youth Clubs have arisen as a

result of the pressure for more activities for young people,

(see also "reasons for starting", Chapter 6). The five new

sports organisations started in this period were: The E.K.

Amateur Boxing Club (1965) and then in 1967 the E.K. Sports

Club was set up, starting with two sections, the Men's Hockey

and the Tennis Section. The E.K. Sports Club, together

with the Sports Council, which started in the same year, can

both be seen as co-ordinating bodies, trying to bring to¬

gether various sectional interests in an attempt to rational-
♦

ise resources, and combine efforts towards obtaining suitable

facilities. There followed in 1968 the introduction of the

first Rugby Club in East Kilbride. The cultural life

too, received a boost in this period, when the Music Club
a

was formed in 1968 followed by the Whltehllls Group, a

general "Arts Workshop" providing facilities for amateur

drama, opera, films, studio work etc.

$

Glenrothes

Overall, 95# of all organisations are known to hove

been founded after 1950; i.e. 145*7# in the period 1950-1959,

and 14.9*1# from 1960-1968 (August). If these figures are
a

compared with those for the same periods in East Kilbride,



T£3I£NO.H.
Dates

Foundation-Organisations
GLENROTHES

Year

TypeofYouthArt& Org.

Pre-1950 1950-1954 1955-1959 1960-1964 1965-1968

Cult

No.<1No.
SocialWomen'sHobbyPoliti-Sport ServiceOrg.cal
Social&Old DancingPeople
Other

%No.

2No.2No.2No.2No.2No.
Total

2No.2No.2No.2

5

111*1-

4

444*4

-233*3-
-133*3125*0- -133*3---

-3

5-0

-1220

-233*3228*5222*2222*2116*6233*3133*3250*0150-01525*4 -116-6457*1222*2333*3233*3116*6-
228*5350*011V2-

-444*4116*6350*0
-125*0150*01525*4

1423*7

Total

7

6

7

9

9

6

6

3

4

2

59100#

following

percentages

shown

Totalsarenotalways,therefore,exactly10Q2«
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(25*6# and 52*5% respectively), one might be led to think

that the development of organisations in Glenrothes has been

much more even, since the figures for the two ten year

periods [1^5*7% and 14.9*1#) are very similar indeed. However,

if these figures are examined within the context of the five-

year periods, by categories, as given in Table 11 it appears

that their chronologioal development has not been as even

as the overall figures would suggest.

Only 3 organisations (5*0$ of the total) are known to

have been founded before 1950 in Glenrothes, (as compared with

13, i.e. 15*9# of the total in East Kilbride). This

difference might be explained by the fact that East Kilbride

was a village with a population of 2,lj00 when the New Town

started. Glenrothes as such did not exist, but within the

designated area were the villages of Cadham and Woodside,

which by 1950 had a combined total population of 1,000.

The 3 organisations concerned were: The Rothes W.R.I. (1916),
the Alburne Knowe Scottish Country Dance Club (I9I4.7)» end the

"Old Polks Treat Committee" (1914-7)-

By contrast however, the first five year period in

Glenrothes would appear to have been "livelier" than the

equivalent period in East Kilbride, Whilst in East Kilbride
*

only I4. organisations were founded, representing 3 different

categories, in Glenrothes 12 organisations are known to have
9

been founded during that time, spread over I4. categories. 5 df
these organisations catered for Youth, and it- were woroens
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organisations, tbe remainder being made up by two political

parties and 1 organisation in category "Social & Dancing"*

Those for Youth were: The Boys Brigade, (1950), the YM/YWCA,

(195l4,)t the Leslie /Glenrothes Squadron ATC, the Boy Scouts

and the Girl Guides, which were all organisations founded in

I95I4.- would appear from the timing of the start of
• •

these that the needs of women and children were regarded as

the first priority. It is also interesting to note that

these 5 organisations represented 71*U# of all Youth

Organisations in Glenrothes, and that no further groups in

this oategory were known to have started until 1965* The

I4. womens' organisations were: The Glenrothes Vomens' Club,
I ♦

(1950), the Towns Vomens Guild, the Co-operative Guild,

and the Young Wives group of the YM/WCA, who all were

founded in 19514.* The two political parties were the Communist

Party, (1952), and the Labour Party, (195I4.). The population

was now at 5*960 and one in nine of that number was a miner,®
hence this "monopoly" of the left-wing parties. There were

still no new groups in the categories, "Arts & Cultural",

"Social Service", "Hobby, "Sport" and "Old People". There

would appear to be a parallel with East Kilbride here, which

in the same period showed no new groups starting up in these

categories.

a

The next five year period (1955-1959) saw the start
♦

of a further 15 organisations, {25*1$ of total). This time,

6. Glenrothes Development Corporation Planning Research,
Statistical Data, January 1969.
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as compared with the last fivo year period, every category,

(except Youth) was represented, i.e. the spread was now

fairly even, as indeed was the case with East Kilbride for

the same period.
4

There wore no new Youth organisations, but for the

first time, 2 organisations in the "Arts St Cultural" category,

the Art Club, (1955), and the Gaelic Club, (1959). Also for

the first time, in 1957 2 "Social Service" organisations, the

Rotary Club and the W.R.V.3. started in this area. 2 miore
♦

womens' organisations, the St. Pauls & St. Mary's Catholic

Womens* Guild, (1958) and the Mustard Seed Woodside Womens
♦

♦

0

Fellowship, (1959), commenced activities. For the first

time also, 2 Hobby/Special Interest organisations; the

Horticultural Society, (1956), and the Angling Club,(1957),
wore founded. In 1958 a further political group, the

Women's Section of the Communist Party, was inaugurated.

1956 saw the start of 2 sports organisations, the Golf Club,

and the (C.I.S.W.O.) Bowling Club. In 1959, the Glenrothes
♦ ♦

Recreation and Social Club was built, by the Coal Industry

Social Welfare organisation; but since the run down of the

coal industry, and particularly the closing of the Rothes

Colliery in 1962, this has become a general community centre.

Since 1959 no other ouch centre has been built. Two more
♦

old people's organisations, the first since 19ii.7, were also

startod in 1959, the Sunshine Club and the Old People's

Welfare Committee. Lastly, during that period, the community
Association was formed in 1957* In 1955 (December) the

population of Glenrothes stood at 6,70i|, by the end of 1959,
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it bad almost doubled to 11*120.^ It can therefore be said

that the growth of organisations again reflects the growth

of the population. it is also remarkable, how very similar
the development of organisations in East Kilbride and

Glenrothes appears to have been for the period 1955-1959.

The same even distribution oan be observed* i.e. no category

exceeded more than 3 starts, and each category was represented*

(bar one) in each case. Even the total number of organisations

started* was very similar* i.e. 17 in East Kilbride* 15 in
♦ 4

Glenrothes.

The next five year period follows the same pattern as

the preceding one. The total of organisations founded was
♦

again 15 (25*l}$ of overall figure)* exactly the same as in

the previous five years. The distribution too was very

similar* except that twice as many social service organise-

tions were now started. However, there were still no further

new youth organisations. In the category "Arts & Cultural"
a Film Society was founded in 1962* whloh in the absence of a

cinema* filled a gap. (The nearest cinema is in Kirkcaldy*

more than six miles away.) In the "Social Service" category*

I96O-6I4. has been the most active growth period, just as was

the case in East Kilbride. drganlsatlons (57*1# of total)
were founded during that time: in I960 the St. Andrews

Ambulanoe Association started and in 1962 the Red Cross

Society followed. This again was an exact parallel to East

Kilbride, where both those essentially first-aid associations

9. Glenrothes Development Corporation, op.cit.
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wore founded within the same period. Again it can be

assumed tbat tbe population bad now grown sufficiently to
♦

accommodate them both, although their appeal can be

expected to be directed at the same kind of people.

(Population in I960: 12,14.99, in 1964: 16,670).10 The same

could be said of the other two organisations in this category,

which started during this period. Both tbe Toastmaster

Club, (1960), and the Round Table, (1964), look for their
*

recruits to the middle-management executive. Both these

organisations are based in Clenrothes, but draw for their

members on a wider region. (For reasons for including these
two under "Social Service", see classification of

organisations, Appendix I). The category "Ifomens1

organisations" showed the same growth rate in this period,

as in the preceding five years. 2 groups, (22*2# of total)
were started, namely the Auchmuty Co-op Guild, (I960), and

the South Parks Farmhouse Ladies Social Club, (1964). Both

these groups are based in the locality indicated by their

name, although they do not make residence in that part of

the town a condition of membership. However, the dates of

their foundation are a reflection of the dates of completion

of their respective parts of the town. The Auchmuty precinct

was completed in 1959, and the South Parks area in 1964. As

can be seen, the foundation of these two Womens' groups

followed very closely these completion dates. Among the

"Hobby"Speolal Interest" groups, further diversification

oan be observed as more specialised interests were now being

10. Glenrothes Development Corporation, op.cit.
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4

catered for. Thus in 1961 the Aeromodelling Club was

founded* followed by a Chess Club in 1962 and a Bridge

Club in 1963.

The "Political Organisations" too, showed further

diversification during this period. In I960 the Conser¬

vatives started a Glenrothes Branch, (eight years after the
4

Communist party, and six after the Labour Party, which
4

4

hitherto dominated the political scene.). This provides an
4

interesting contrast to East Kilbride^ where the Conservative
4

party has had a branch since 1939; a contrast.which again

could be explained in terms of the difference, Which might

possibly have existed In the original character of the
4 ♦

♦ ♦

villages becore they were designated as NeW Towns. In 1963
the Scottish National Party formed a Glenrothes Branch, and

. •

at the time of the survey, reflected the experience of the
4

SNP, which at that time enjoyed a considerable upsurge up
#

and down the country. The strength of support the SNP enjoy
4

in the Scottish New Towns is an interesting phenomenon, (in

Cumbernaulds' first Town Council for instance, it was the

majority party) and would well merit a separate study* In

the field of "Sport", 1961; was a significant year, in as much

as it saw the start of the Glenrothes'Junior Football Club,

. which was commented upon by the Development Corporation in

these terms:1* "It is felt that this will have a not in¬

significant effect on the developing sense of community in
the town". Only four years later, they reached the final

11. Fifteenth Annual Report - Glenrothes Development
Corporation, March, 1961;.
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of the Junior Football oup competition, an event which again
IP

was featured in the annual report of the Development
♦

Corporation:
♦

"Early in the year (1968) the Little Theatre Group
and the Junior Football Club each narrowly failed
to win the respective national trophy. The skill
and dedication of the participants was matched by
the tromendous and enthusiastic support of the
townspeople. After these events let no one say
that there is any lack of town spirit".

Still within the period 1960-19614. the Old Peopled Welfare

committee opened a new centre for old people in the form of

the Wayside Cottage Club (1963). During 1962, the Rothes

colliery closed, an event which caused "great disappointment".^
♦

In an attempt to alleviate some of this feeling of gloom,

which had overcome the town, the Festival Society was formed,

which would then carry on the tradition of the Miners Gala Day.

This period is not strictly comparable with East

Kilbride, since the collection of questionnaires finished in

August/September in Glenrothes, but went on to Mid-Maroh in
East Kilbride. It is nevertheless interesting to note that

the proportion of organisations which are known to have been

founded in this last period is almost identical, namely 23*2$
♦

in East Kilbride and 23*in Glenrothes. In 1965, for the

first time since 195U- a new youth organisation had been
%

formed. The old Preston School was turned into a Youth

12. Twentieth Annual Report - Glenrothes Development
Corporation, March, 1969.

13. Thirteenth Annual Rpport - Glenrothes Development
Corporation, Maroh, 1962.

4

4
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Centre, by the local education authorities, with the aid of

the Development Corporation. In 1967 the Exit Club was

founded, catering for older teenagers and young people. In

the category "Arts & Cultural", the above period turned out

to be the most marked growth period yet, since it saw the
4

setting up of 3 different organisations (50# of total in this

category). In 1965 the Glenrothes Little Theatre and the

Glenrothes & District Floral Art Club, were formed and in

1966 the Musical & Operatic Society followed. Whilst it
4

would be rash to generalise too widely, it is interesting to

note, that after the change of policy, which was forced upon

the town at the beginning of the sixties with the run down
4

4

of the West Fife coalfields and particularly with the closure

of the Rothes Mine in 1962, the year March 1965-March 1966 had

been hailed as the most successful year in the history of the
4

development of the town so far.^ During that year 11 new

industries were set up, which was considered to be the "most
15

dramatic feature of the towns growth". -J$> The population
had now reached 19,1614. (March 3lst). The ratio of miners to

other persons, which was once 1 to 7*6 wad now 1 to 19*6 and

the proportion steadily decreasing.^ As if to celebrate

this new found vitality a 23 ft. high piece of sculpture was
17

unveiled in the Town centre. Thus the annual report stated:

H4.. Seventeenth Annual Report - Glenrothes Development
Corporation, March, 1966.

15. Ibid.
16• Ibid.

17. Ibid.
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"In tbe effort to produce the practical framework
for life In the New Town* It is right that the visual
arts should not be neglected. Thus in 1962* (in
the midst of the gloom over the closure of the Rothes
Mine)*, the corporation commissioned Mr. Benno Scbots*
the Queen*8 Sculptor-in-ordinary in Scotland to produce
a sculpture for erection in the Town Centre. The
resultant work* an Imposing feature 23 ft. high*
symbolises the vitality and growth of the New Town."

Although it is not within the scope of this thesis* to give
a detailed aocount of the demographic and economic develop¬

ment of these new towns* it can be seen that the growth and

diversification of social activities and opportunities was
r

a reflection of the new-found momentum of the growth of the

town* and to some extent * of the new incoming population*

bringing with itself new* and perhaps more diverse interests.

In the category "Social Service"* one more group was

formed in 1967* the Social Amenities Council* with a view to

co-ordinate efforts for the provision of facilities for old

people. There was no new "Womens Organisation"* but the

category "Hobby/Special Interests" experienced a similar growth

period to the ones in the field of "Arts & Cultural" and

"Sports Organisations". I4. $ew organisations were started*
which represents I4I1sl$ of the total in the Bobby/Special
Interest category. 1965 Saw the start of the Camera Club*

♦

and the Racing Pigeon Club* which had previously existed in
e

nearby Leslie was re-founded in Qlenrothes* and the Greenhouse

Club started as a group splitting away from the Horticultural
♦

Society over a dispute, (see also "reasons for starting"

* Authors own parenthesis.
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Chapter 6). In 1967 the Institute of Advanced Motorists
♦

set up a group in the town. The sane year saw an addition

in the category relating to political organisations in the

form of a Young Conservatives Club. As was the case with

the "Hobby/Special Interest" and "Arts & Cultural" categories,

so also did the one relating to "Sports" undergo the most

marked period of growth. 3 organisations were added to the

existing ones (50# of the total). In 1965 two clubs, the

Amateur Boxing Club and the Archery Club were started and in

1967 a Mountaineering Club followed.

During this period then, although overall it did not

have a more marked growth pattern* than the five preceding

years, there were 3 categories, namely "Arts & Cultural",

"Hobby/special Interest" and "Sport", which at no other time

experienced a more marked growth pattern. It is Interesting
to note that in East Kilbride the latter two categories

experienced their strongest growth during the period 1960-1961*..
The Development in both towns however, seem to confirm the

*

pattern, whereby once the Hew Town population starts arriving,
«

the needs of young children and their mothers are being met

first, and that only after a certain "maturity" of the town,

and a certain level of population has been reached, do the

more sophisticated type of activities bogln to get catered
*

for, thus confirming Coldhansner* a theory mentioned above.

Livingston

Since Livingston New Town is a very much more recent

development, dates of foundation cannot striotly speaking be
4

4
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TABLENO.12

DatesofFoundation-OrganisationsinLivingston
TypeofYouthArtftSocialWomen'sr.Hobby/Politi-SportSocialOldOtherTotal Org.Cult.ServiceSpecialcalftPeople

YearInterestDancing FoundedNo>gNo#«gNo#jgNo#jgNo.jgNo#jgNo#jgNo#jgNo;«gNo>jgNo.jg 196^--150*0----125*0 1965-- 196619*1--133*3120*0-

26-3 39*4

1967327*3--133*3120*0125*01100*0480*01100*0----1237*5 1968654*5150*0133*3120*0250*0--120*0------1237*5 1969 asper31st March'6919*1----240*0

39*4

Total112354151
32
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compared with the other two New Towns. Nevertheless, it

was felt that a year by year account of the number of

organisations, known to have been started might be useful,
as an indication as to whether the needs at the early stages

of a New Town have in any way changed, compared with the

first New Towns. Furthermore, there appears to have been
t

very little carry over from pro-new town days, which might be

explained by the fact that the villages of Livingston and
♦

Livingston Station are at the moment separated by a distance
of about 3 miles from the first area to be developed, namely

Cralgshlil. Host of the new organisations listed at the

time of the "survey" (MSrch 1969 - June 1969) are therefore

organisations which have started up in Craigshlll* This

situation is totally different from the one found in East

Kilbride and to some extent Glenrothes at the time when New
♦

Town operations started there. East Kilbride village was
4

right at the centre of the new development, and even the

village of Woodside in the case of Glenrothes was at the

centre of the first precinct to be built. La Livingston,

even now, the degree of social contact which exists between

those three separated communities is therefore minimal, but

this will no doubt change as the new town develops westwards,

and When eventually Livingston Station and Livingston Village
will become an Integral part of the town. Instead of

therefore grouping the various organisations into categories
in five year periods, it was thought to be more relevant to

give a yearoby year account of the development of new social
4

organisatlong, as beat as was possible from the sample of 32
*

4

4 4
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♦

organisations, which at the tine represented 74$ of all

known groups.

196k:

Of the organisations recorded in this sample only 2

were known to have been founded in 1964., the Livingston
t

Floral Art Club and the Calders Camera Club*

1255=
There was no record of any organisation being founded

18
in 1965* although the annual report for that year, stated
that the scouts had been granted the tenancy of an old cottage

for the use as local headquarters. The same report also .

pointed out that: "Several youth organisations are awaiting
an opportunity to commence operations when premises are

A

available and tenants have moved in." The population in

the whole of the designated area as at November 1963 was

about 2*000, the largest concentration being the community at

Livingston Station, with some 1,400 persons, and Livingston

Village contained about 100 persons, the remainder lived on

farms and hamlets throughout the designated area.By

December 1964* only Id persons were added to this figure, and

by December 1965 the new population numbered only 255* The

first two years or so were therefore marked with a relatively

slow rate of growth.

1966:
20

By December 1966 the new population had reached 2*212

18. Fourth Annual Report - Livingston Development Corporation,
March, 1966.

a

19. Livingston Development Corporation, Master Plan, 1963.
20. Livingston Development Corporation, Statistical Research,

Planning Department.
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an almost tenfold increase over the previous year. Operations

had now started in Craigshill and people were moving in at a

fast rate. Predictably, going by the experience of Glenrothes

and East Kilbride, the first 3 organisations to get off the

ground were, a Youth organisation, namely the Riverside Youth
♦

Wing Over 15's Club; a Womens* Organisation, the Craigshill

S.W.R.I., and a Social Service organisation in the form of a

Citizens Advice Bureau, at Livingston Station.

1262:
*

By December 1967 the new population had almost doubled;'
21

there were now 1^,586 persons. In terms of social organl-

satlons this was also the first real growth period. 12

Different organisations were founded during that year, which

represent 37*5# of the total number in this sample. They

were: 3 youth organisations, i.e. 2 Brownie Packs and 1

oompany of the Girls Brigade, all operating in Craigshill.

There was still no new group in the category "Arts & Cultural",
but a further "Social Service" group was formed, catering
for the needs of young children and their mothers, in the

♦

form of a pre-school play-group association, which set up
4

groups in Livingston Station and Craigshill, thus paragraph
22

ljij. of the annual report for that year stated:

"A gratifying reaotlon of the community to a particular
need was the setting up of pro-school play-groups in
Livingston Station and Craigshill. Each play centre
has a parents committee which is responsible for the
policy, standards of conditions etc."

21. Livingston Development Corporation, Statistical Research,
Planning Department.

22. Sixth Annual Report - Livingston Development Corporation,
Maroh, 1968.
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There was also a further womens organisation, which

started activities during that year, the 3t. Andrews R.C.

Church Guild, and a further Hobby/Speoial Interests group,

the Livingston & District Model Railway Club was formed*

In 1967 also the looal branch of a political party was set up

in Cralgshill by the Scottish National Party.* In the
4

category "Sports organisations" this was also an important

growth year. Out of the activities of the Riverside School

Youth Wing grew a Table Tennis Club, and a Football Club,

and demand for badminton was such, that 2 groups formed

themselves into the Grove Badminton Club and the Riverside

Badminton Club. However, when only one oourt is available,
the number who can get a game during any one evening is

strictly limited. Both these clubs therefore operate a

limit on membership. And lastly in 1967, the Craigshill

Social Club was formed. Again it is interesting to note,

that 7 out of these 12 organisations are specifically aimed

at, and have developed in response to the needs of women and

children.

1968:

This year maintained the same growth rate as the
♦

previous year, namely 12 organisations (37*5# of total sample),
but whilst in 1967 only three categories saw no development,
and the number was fairly evenly spread over seven categories,

%

1968 presented a different pattern. 6 &f the 12 organisations

were in the category relating to "Youth organisations",
0

(5k'5$» of total of Youth organisations in sample), namely, the

a See also remarks about SNP popularity in new towns, above.
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Letham Junior Youth Centre, YM/iWCA, the girl guides

association, the 1st Calders Rangers Unit, the Cub Scouts

and the Latham Youth Wing Under 15*b Club. The Increase in

the population was also of the same order as In the previous

year, and by December 1968 the figure stood at 6,220 which

was divided into three districts as follows: Deans District:

1303 (formerly called Livingston Station - figure almost
ldentioal with that of the original population in 1963),

Cralgshill District: ii.305, (this was in fact where most of the

development has taken place) and Hovden District:2^ 612. As

far as the other categories wore oonoerned, a marked diversi¬
fication of interest could now be observed: In "Arts Jb

Cultural0 the Livingston Choir was added to the one group

which existed in 196J4.. The St. Andrews Ambulance Association

was added to the "Social Service Groups" and the Craigshlll

Co-op Womens' Guild maintained the steady growth of "Womens'

organisations". The Hobbles/Special Interest category

expanded the range of opportunities with the start of a Bridge

Club and a Knitmaster Club and the Livingston & District Rugby

Football Club was added to the existing "sports organisations".
1969 (up till March only)

In the first three months of 1969 another Youth organi¬

sation, the Boys Brigade, and another 2 Womens Organisations,
the Howden Ladles Club and the "Church Womens' Meeting" started.

By now Howden District had sufficiently developed to support

a women's organisation of its own, (see also map, Fig. L.9)#

23* Livingston Development Corporation, 1968, Household
Analysis, Tabulated Results.
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bo once again as was the case with the Auchmuty Co-op Womens

Guild and the South Parks Farmhouse Ladies Club in Glenrothes,

the date of foundation was linked with the date of completion

of a given locality. After approximately five years, by far

the biggest number of organisations was to be found in the

Youth Category (11 organisations) followed by 5 Womens

Organisations, which was a pattern not dissimilar to the

situation after the first five years in East Kilbride and

Glenrothes. Similarly, the range and diversity of opportunities
has not reached the same level yet, as the other two new towns

have, after more than twenty years.

The fact that there does not appear to be an organi¬

sation concerning Itself with Old People may at first seem a

bit surprising. However, at the end of 1968 out of the total

population of 6,220 only 1 • 86$ (116) were aged 65 snd over,^
whlhh may account for the fact that there waa no such specific

group in existence at that time.

2k» Livingston Development Corporation, 1968 Household
Analysis, Tabulated Results.



TABLE1

DatesofFoundationofsocialorganisationsindifferentHowTowns. (or,aaMorlej2^callsit-"Thepersistonceofpresentorganisations") Redditoh2®Irvine2^HewTowns2®GlenrothesEastKilbride
Before19501*3*9*37-6*21*8*5*0*15#9* 1950-195918-7*16-6*i|5'9*k5'7%25*6* 1960-19614.27*3*lk'7%27*6*25'li*29*3# 1965-1967

68

March69

lk'1%

23*7*

9

23'2*

notstated10*1*16*9*k'7%0*06*1/2 Total*100*052100*0*100*0*100*0*100*0* Totalnumber1393195175982
25&26.

Eoterprisesop.cit

+

27.A.Sykes&E.Wolduan:IrvineNewTownArea:op.oit. 28.H.Willis.MeetingplacesforHireinHewTowns:op.cit.
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CHAPTER 6

"Reasons for Startln«'"/Methods of Startin

Secretaries of organisations wore asked to Indicate
♦

as to what they considered to have been the reasons for the

formation of their respective organisation* Although this

was an open-ended question which produced a great variety and

diversity of answers, it was possible to obsorve some trends
0

which turned out to be significant in all three new towns.

01enrothes

By far the most frequent reason given was "to fill a

need in the community" (IS groups, i.e. 30*5# of all respondents)
♦

It is of interest to note that all four organisations

specifically concerned with the welfare of old people gave

this as their reason, together with three youth organisations,
♦

one cultural group, three social service groups, two women's
olubs, two hobby groups, two sports clubs end one organisation

s

in the soalal/danolng category.

The second most frequent reason given Was that "several

people expressed an interest" to start a group catering for

particular groups, i.e. 16*9#
respondents). Here, it was not so much a case of discovering

a

a need in the oommunity, such as oare for the old or concern

young start a given group

a desire to meet with fellow-residents with similar interests.

It is therefore, significant that five of the hobby/special
interest groups should have started for this reason, together

4

with two of the arts/oultural organisations, one women's group

one sport8 club, and one organisation in the sooial/danclng

9
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4 ♦

category Each of these organisations started as a result

of stimuli Internal to the new town.
t

A further eight organisations (13*6# of total) indicated

that they started their activities Glenrothes
'• s - *

result
♦ ♦ 9

their respective national bodies9 policy;to«be represented
• ♦

• . a

every town parties as their
4 • ♦

reason for starting, together with two social service organi-
* • ♦

♦ ♦

sations and 1 youth organisation. All of.the above organi-
sations started as a result of external stimuli. Frequently.

>%

the national body sent a regional organiser into the town, who
4 ♦

would then start a particular group.
♦ •

4

These three are the main categories of.reasons given,

whioh can be abstracted from the answers to the questionnaires,

vhioh can be generalised
4 .

reasons given
• t

were pertinent only to the organisation which gave it. For
#

f *

lnstanoe S5% of the womens* organisations started because they
%

•
-

♦ •

*

felt there was a need for a specific womens9 organisation.
I

4

4

The Air Training Corps started in order "to further an interest
i

in aviation among young people, and the Horticultural Society
to "encourage horticulture". The Festival.Society was

formed by people who wanted to do something "to lift the
4

feeling .of depression in the community when the Rothes Mine
t i

e

closed", and the Archery Club was started by a sports-outfitter
♦ .

who wanted to se-11 his sports goods, and the lack of a cinema

produced a Film Society Finally, three organisations were

already in existence before the new town started - the question

therefore speaking
a

However, it can be seen that the reasons why certain
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*

organisations are started are almost as varied and diversi-

fled as the organisations themselves. There are, however,

three reasons, which would ippear to be more gonerally
*

represented, i*e, -

a. The discovery of a particular need in the community
♦

and subsequent action to meet this need, and
♦

b. the interest in a particular hobby or activity which
♦

can be more satisfactorily pursued in company with

other like-minded people, which again causes.the
#

formation of groups, and
%

c. the policy of a national body, such as a political
♦

party or a national youth organisation, which will

endeavour to be represented in every town in the

country*

Together, these three reasons account for the formation of

61# of all groups represented in this sample.

East Kilbride
I

In East Kilbride, a similar pattern to the one in

Glenrothes emerged* Twenty-nine organisations (35*ij# of

total - 30*5# in Glenrothes) were started as a result of a

particular need in a given area or sphere of interest,

which was noticed by some people, who then set about forming
♦

a group which would eater for this need* Eleven of those

groups wero youth organisations, ten sports clubs, four social

service groups, three hobby/special interests and a residents
assoclation*

*

The second most frequent reason given, again as in the
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case of Glenrothes, was the fact that a given interest was
«

not represented in the town, and the initiative was then

taken by individuals to form groups in which these interests
could be pursued.in association with fellow-enthusiasts. In

this way, twelve organisations (i.e. lit*7# total - 16*9# in
♦

Glenrothes) were formed.
»

Thirdly, there were again a number of organisations which

were formed as a result of outside stimuli, i.e. national bodies

decided to move into East Kilbride and start a branch there.

However, the number, both in percentage of total number of

organisations and absolute figures was considerably smaller than

in Glenrothes. Only five organisations, i.e. 6*0# of total

(13*6# in Glenrothes) Indicated that they started in this way;

these were three social service groups, one youth organisation

and one political party.

However, by contrast to Glenrothes, there were ten

(12*2# of total) organisations, which were already in existence

when new town operations started, and which have successfully
+ ♦

survived. In Glenrothes, thore were only three (3*1% of

Glenrothes total). Three of the groups in this category
♦ ♦

were hobby groups, two political parties, two womens* organis-
♦

ations and one youth, sports and old pooplofs organisation each.

It can be assumed that some of these, had they not already

been in existence, would have come under the third of the above
♦

cat egories•
*

Together, the reasons summarised under (a), (b) and (o)
in Glenrothes, and which were found to be equally applicable

in East Kilbride, account for the formation of 56*1% of all
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♦

organisations in this sample. The remainder of the reasons

given were again of the kind which make them specifically
*

pertinent only to the organisation which gave it. For

instance, the Burgh Pipe Band was started to encourage pipe-
e

music, the angling olub to promote interest in fishing, the

old time dancing club to further old time dancing and the
♦

savings group to encourage saving. One of the women's
♦

groups was started because it was felt that there should be a

women's organisation without church connections, and the

V.R.V.S. was started specifically at the request of the

chairman of the Development Corporat ion. Again* it will
be noted that the reasons for starting are as- varied as the

#

organisations they helped to create.

i

4

Livingston

Again, as in the case of the other two new towns

covered in this study, the same three main reasons were given

for the formation of an even larger (proportionally) number
♦

of organisations.

Twenty organisations (i.e. 62*5% of the total) were

formed in response to what was felt to be a need in the

community. Sinoe this is still a very young community,

with a correspondingly young population, it was not surprising

. to find that nine of those organisations were for young people,

four were sports clubs, three womens' organisations, three

offering social services and one in the social/dancing

category.

Six organisations (18*6£) wore formed as a result of
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*
♦

people getting together, who shared the same interests/
hobbies. Three of these organisations were Hobby/Special

*

Interest groups; furthermore there was one Youth organisation,

one womens' group and an Art Club which all started for this

reason.

Only two (6*3^) of the groups, i.e. a youth organisation

and a political party were formed as a result of a policy

deoislon of their respective national body, whloh led to their

being represented in this new town. Undoubtedly, as the
*

town grows, there will be more organisations taking a similar

step.

The remaining four organisations started for the

following reasons: the choir as a result of an interest

fostered in an evening class; the Rugby Club in order to

give pupils a chance to continue playing the game when they
%

left school, and two womens' groups were formed in order to

help "new arrivals socializing".
The three main reasons indicated above account for

%

8746% of all organisations in Livingston, as compared to

61-0$ in Glenrothes and 56• in East Kilbride. It would

therefore appear, that once again, Livingston as the "youngest

town", displayed characteristics relating to the age of the
\
town. The same degree of diversification of activities has

not yet taken place. At this early stage of the towns'

development, it would appear that the greatest needs are

those relating to young people and women, and these are the

ones which are at present being met with the greatest number
♦

of organisations available. (A trend Which is even more

marked, if sports organizations are included in this.)
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Methods of starting

The secretaries were then asked to indicate as to what

methods had been used by their particular organisation to get

activities started. To some extent these methods used were

complementary to the reasons given which led to the formation

of an organisation. For instance, in the cases where the

parent body had decided to operate in the new town, they
♦

frequently also supplied the area organiser to start activities,

and provide leadership. The oode-llsts* relating to each of

the towns will illustrate the great variety of answers which

were given to this question, which again was open-ended.
a

Thore were however three methods which in each of the new

towns turned out to be the ones most frequently employed* i.e.;

a. advertising in looal press

b. advertising in looal shops/hotice boards

o. calling a public meeting.

Glenrothes

In Glenrothes thirty-one organisations (52*5$) bad

made use of these methods. Some of the other groups developed
♦

>

by using word-of-mouth publicity. One such group was the

Film Society, which (as the map showing the pattern of

membership distribution shows)** depends entirely on this type

of publicity, since according to the rules of the Clnemato-
»

graphic Distributive Trade, which supplies the films, they are
fc

not allowed to advertise publicly in any form. Some of the

* Cols, llj/15, Appendix I.
a

•• See Map 0.11.
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groups were offsprings of existing organisations, which

either split away because the original organisation had now

grown sufficiently to justify the setting up of another

group, or as a result of a.disagreement, auofa as wsb the
case with the greenhouse club, which split away from the
Horticultural Society because, in the words ..of the secretary,

"the committee of the Horticultural Soolety one year "ran a

show and awarded all the prizes to themselves*"
►

t

Bast Kilbride

In East Kilbride, the same three methods, i.e. adver-

tising in local press, advertising in local shops/notice

boards, and calling a public meeting, were used by thirty-
three organisations (ij.0*2S0. A considerable number of

organisations (i.e. 22$) started off as a small group,

which just grew as a result of word-of-mouth publicity.

Some again, were offsprings of existing groups, and some were

started by the parent body sending in an organiser. The
%

remainder of the organisations either used circulars, or

canvassed from house to house, or resulted from the amalgam¬

ation of other groups. Those Which already existed before

the new town was started were no longer able to specify their

method of starting.

Livingston

Once again the same methods, Which were found to have
*

been predominantly used in Glenrothes and East Kilbride, were

. roost frequently mentioned in Livingston. Together, they
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accounted for eighteen, (I.e. 56*3$) of the organisations.

This pattern however, could bo expected; It Is therefore

not surprising that these three methods should turn out to

have been the ones which were most frequently used in eaoh

of the new towns.

The problem of starting a new organisation is largely

one of communication. Information about the alma of a group

has to be disseminated widely, in order to attract new members,

who otherwise oould not be reaohed. All three methods stated,

were methods of communication, whloh, as was noted, play an

important part in the life of a new town. The third method

mentioned, i.e. the Public Meeting, is of course olosely

allied to the first two, since presumably a public meeting,
for it to be a success, has to be publicised as widely as

possible. The importance of such means of communication,

as a local newspaper or a regular news-sheet, is being under¬

lined by the extensive use that was made of them by social

organisations at the initial stages of the development of the

town. This was particularly well illustrated in the case of

Livingston, where it was found that some leaders of organi¬
sations did not find it necessary to keep membership registers,

since "Newsflash", (a news-sheet printed and distributed by

volunteers), gets into every home, and therefore reaohes all
*

their members.

It is also of interest to note that according to the

returns rooeived, relating to the question of methods of

starting, only two organisations4' were found to have been
* V.R.V.S. in East Kilbride and Citizens Advice Bureau in

Livingston.
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instigated as a result of initiative taken by the respective

Development Corporations. Both of these were social

service bodies. This is not to say that there was no help

available or given by the respective Development Corporations -

but this would appear to be the case only after someone else
♦

had taken the initiative to start a particular group.

The record of the Local Authorities concerned, as

Initiators of organisations is slightly better. In Glenrothes,

four organisations* indicated that they started as a result of

Local Authority initiative. 2b Bast Kilbride, the local

authority, i.e. the Town Council, were responsible for the

start of four youth groups, a body for the co-ordination of

sports activities, and a so-called Civics Association,** and

in Livingston the Midlothian County Council were responsible
for the setting up of a Youth Club. From this evldenoe, it

would appear that the respective Local Authority will accept

responsibility for taking the initiative as far as the

formation of youth groups is concerned, since it forms part

of their remit to provide educational facilities, (and the

Youth Service is part of the Education Service), or, as was

the case in Glenrothes it may also initiate some welfare

facilities for old people, which is again part of the local

authority's remit. East Kilbride has its own town council,
4

who, it would appear, are prepared to initiate activities in

a wider sphere.

Nevertheless, the statements by Dame Evelyn Sharp and
0 00

Wyndbam Thomas quoted above seem to apply to these Scottish
* One for Youth, one sport, and two old people's groups.
•• designed to foster civic pride in the town.
**» Chapter 1.
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New Towns as well. In other words the Development Corpor¬

ation look to the Local Authority to provide educational and

welfare services; and the local authorities have to arrange

their priorities In a way In which the new town placed in
4

their area, represents only one of many claims on their

resources, unless, as In the case of East Kilbride, the new
4

town and the local authority area are synonymous*
♦

Furthermore, whilst It is possible to classify services

for young people and welfare services Into the two respective

Local Authority fields of responsibility. I.e. Education and

Welfare, many of the remaining organisations such as womens'

groups and hobby/special Interest groups, which perform Just

as vital a funotlon, are not as readily classifiable, and

therefore do not always got the support of the local authority.

To some extent therefore, it can be said of these groups that

they are "falling In between two stools", between tha Develop¬

ment Corporation and the Local Authority, unless either of

the two, or both are prepared to widen their remit, so as to
%

include the field of social development, part of which would

be the initiating and nurturing of certain social organisa¬

tions, which are considered to be making a useful contribution

towards the life of these new communities.
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CHAPTER 7
0

Affiliations - Frequency of Meetings * membership of

organisations.
*

Affiliations
0

Tables 14* 15 and 16 illustrate what kind of
• •

*

affiliations, the social organisations of these three new

towns have.

It Is of interest to note that in terms of rank order
/

the first two kinds of affiliation were exactly the same in
%

£
each of the towns. In Glenrothes,.51*5# of all affiliations

were with national, and sometimes international bodies, such

as Scouts, YHCA, Round Table, Rotary, etc. The percentage
♦

%

for the same category for East Kilbride was almost identical,
♦

i.e. 51*l£, whilst in Livingston the corresponding figure

was 42*1$. This would suggest that a great many of the

organisations, predominantly in the Youth category, but as

can be seen from the tables, in others too, were integrated

into a wider network of organisations, outside the new towns,

on a national, and in some cases, international level.

The second largest grouping, in terms of rank order,

in each of the three new towns, were those organisations,

with no affiliations of any kind. In Glenrothes these

accounted for 17*6& in East Kilbride for 16* 7!^ end in

Livingston for 36*4#* It is of interest to note how closely
♦

the figures for Glenrothes and East Kilbride resembled each

• It will be noted that the total number of affiliations in
each table exceeds the total number of organisations, since
some recorded more than one affiliation.



TABLEHo. AFFILIATIONS
OLEHROTHES

Typeof7outbApt9sSocialWomen'sHobbyPolltl-Sport CultServiceOrg.Groupcal
SocialOld

Otber

Total

Org.

Affilia tlon
Hoafflli atIon

Church Political org. National/ Inter¬ national County/ Regional Local Authority LocalAffl- 1letIon Total

Ho.gHo.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%
& Dancing Ho.%

People

Rank Order

%

%

2

233*3

323*1330*0

266-7125*0150-01217*6

112-5

1

7-7

22-9

112*5

215*1*-

kl&'k

710*3

562-51*66-77100-0538*5I*1*0-0333*3k66-7133*3125*0150-03551*5 -1

7*7330-0111-1116-7

68-8

112-5

11-5

1

7-7-

111-1116-7-
250-0-

8

6

7

13

10

9

6

3

k

2

L7#1*
68*

*ezceeds59sincesomeareaffiliatedtomorethanoneorganisation.
2 6 3

1

U

7
5
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TABLEHo. AFFILIATIONS-EASTKILBRIDE
Type

Affili-
atIon

Org

YouthApt
Cult

SocialVomen Service

Org.Group
PolIt1-SportSocialOld cal

Hoaffili¬ ation Church Politloal Org. National/ Inter- nationa1 County/ Regional Local

& Daneing
People

OtherTotalRank
Order

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%Ho.£

%

%

14*8457*1110-0111*1526*3-
-150*03100*01616*72

838*1-

111*1-

15*6

111*11
5*3240*0

9142*8228*6880*0666*7947*4360*01055*6150*0150*0-
29*5

315*8

-316*7150*0

Authority14*8

1

5*6

LocalAffili¬ ation

-114*3110*0-
-1

5*3

-316*7-

1010*4 44*2
-4951*1 99*4

22*1 66*3

3

6 1

4

7

5

Total

21

7

10

9

19

5

18

2

2

3

96*

•Exceeds82aincesomeareaffiliatedtomorethanoneorganisation.
o*



TABLENo.16
AFFILIATIONS-LIVINGSTON

TypeofYouthArt&SocialWomen'sHobbyPolit1-SportSocialOldOtherTotalRank Org.Cult.ServiceOrg.Groupcal&PeopleOrder Dancing

Affil¬ iationNo.%No.%No.No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.% Noaffili¬ ation216*72100*0--120*0375*0--360*01100*0----1236*1;2 Church18*3---2l+O'O

39*13

120*0--1100*0

Political Org.----- National/ Inter¬ national758*3--3100*0120*0125*0--214.0*0 County/Regional------------ Local Authority216*7--------- Local Affiliation-------------
26*1I4.

II4.142*14.1 26*1I4

Total1223514.151
33*

♦Numberexceeds32(Totaloforganisationssince1org.indicatedmorethanoneAffiliation)H
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other, whilst In Livingston the percentage figure for those
with no affiliation was more than twice as large as in any

of the other two towns. These figures should be seen as no

more than an indicator, but it would appear that at that

stage in Livingston more groups were "locally-orientated",
wbllat in the other two towns, as the prooess of diversifi¬

cation took place, so the incidence of affiliation of one

kind or another increased.

The third largest group in East Kilbride and Livingston

was found to be affiliated to a given church. (10*and

9*l£ respectively). Although it was stated in the description

of the sample used in this study, that organisations

specifically associated with any of the ohurohes were not

included, in the event, those which were included had in

faot featured on the list of organisations available for the

town as a whole, and thereby indicated that they were open

not only to members of their ohuroh.

As will be seen by comparing the rank orders on the

Tables lit and 15 relating to Glenrothes and East Kilbride,

the patterns in both of these towns were almost identical

with the exception of the affiliations to ohuroh and political

organlaations, which were reversed in rank order; hut the

remainder of the rank order was identical. It is also of

interest to note the inoidenee of local affiliations, i.e.

offshoots of organisations which are affiliated to a local

parent-body rank fifth in both East Kilbride and Glenrothes,

and affiliations to local authorities, (such as statutory

Youth Clubs, run by the Education Authority), rank seventh in
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both of these towns, end were also last (i.e. equal l^th) in

Livingston. This would indicate that the greater number of

organisations were voluntary ones, in the sense that they
%

were not in any way affiliated to a statutory body, such as

a local authority. Voluntary organisations can therefore

be seen to be making the kind of contribution the Reith
ft

1

ReportA assumed they would.

Although comparative figures for the affiliations of
ft

organisations in other new towns do not exist, it is inter-
ft

esting to note how closely the patterns in all three new towns,

and in Glenrothes and East Kilbride in particular, resemble

each other. The high number of organisations, which were

affiliated to national/international bodies on the one hand*
ft

and the comparatively much lower figure for associations with

either no affiliation or a purely local one, would suggest
• »

♦

that many organisations operating in the new towns are part of
a network of national and international contacts, and would

ft
ft

not appear to have beoome exclusively orientated only towards
*

. i

the new town in which they are operating. Or put in another

way, when new residents were faced with creating for themselves
ft

and their children organisations in which they, could spend
4

ft

their leisure time, and to which they oould belong, to a

large extent they formed organisations, which also existed

elsewhere in the country, and with which many would be

familiar. Zt can therefore be said, that the new town
ft

1. Paragraph 186,op.cit.

%

ft
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residents, coning from diverse cultural backgrounds as they
• «

do, brought their culture with them, as was assumed they

would, in the Reith report.2 The list of organisations

represented in this study* will further Illustrate this point,
♦

in as much as there were in these new towns, few if any

organisations, which were not found in other towns up and

down the country. In other words, if there is such a

phenomenon as a "new town culture" then it does not appear to

have created its own specific "new town organisation".

Instead, the people who moved into the now town brought with
them the culture with which they were familiar, and of which

the organisations which they formed were representative.**

Frequency of meetings

It was felt that if an attempt at assessing the contri¬

bution of social organisations was to be made, relating to the

sooial life of a new town, "frequency of meeting" was an

important faotor, comparable to those relating to total member¬

ship and the proportion of members participating at meetings.

Under Question IV in the questionnaire, secretaries were

therefore asked to indicate how frequently their particular

2. Paragraph 188, op.oit.
* See classification of organisations, Appendix I.
** The design and remit of this study only allows for a

"corporate view" of the situation to be taken. It does
not indicate whether Individuals or families have changed
their patterns of leisure activities, since moving into
the town. In order to be able to do this, a different
type of study, i.e. interviews with a sample of the whole
population would be required.
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♦

organisation not.
♦

Tables 17, 18 and 19 show the answers given, by

categories, for the winter months. Generally speaking
"winter" in this context covers the period September - April.

Winter

As can be seen from these tables, the majority of
♦

+

4

organisations met at least once a week during the winter

months. In fact the aggregate figures, (as a percentage
C

of the total number of organisations) for groups which held

meetings once a week, or more than once a week,.were:
4 «

Glenrothes: 57*6#
East Kilbride:Sk*9&
Llvingston: 78*2%

4

Zt will be noted that the aggregate figure for Livingston is

considerably larger than the other two. This is because of

the fact that 56* 3# alone, of all organisations mot onoe a

week, which, as can be seen from the tables is a considerably

higher proportion than is given in Glenrothes or East Kilbride
%

in the same category.

In Glenrothes. all youth organisations met at least
♦

once a week, and so did two-thirds of all sports clubs. The

Arts/Cultural groups, Which met more than once a week were

the Art Club, which has its own premises to which members have

access at any time, and the two groups concerned with the
4

performing arts, (i.e. Little Theatre and Musical & Operatic
*

Society), which met for rehearsals more frequently than once

a week.

As far as the two organisations in Social/Dancing
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TABLENo.1
FREQUENCYOFMEETINGS-VINTER-GLENROTHES cal

TypoofYouthArts&SocialWomen'sHobbyPoliti-Sport Cult.ServiceOrg.
Frequency of

Org.

Social & Dancing

Other

Total

People

Rank Order

Meetings Morethan onceawe

No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.gNo.%
5

Onceintwo/ threeweeks Onceamonth Lessoften thanoncea iontb Occasionally Never

k

50*01lk

-111-1

k66-7266*7125'0
1728*8

Onceaweek228*6-
-228*6777'8333*3-
-133*3125*0150*01728*3

Total

7

228*6

k66*7116*7
-125*0-

6

350*0228*6222*2333*3233*3116*7
150*0llj.23*7

125*0

222*2

11*7 23*1*

6

7

9

9

6

6

3

2

59100

1

1

3 2 5

k
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category were concerned, which operate more tban once a week,

it would appear tbat availability of premises was a major
♦

factor. Both the British Legion and the Glenrothes Recreation
4

& Social Centre, have their own premises, where members can

. call in any evening of the week. Only three organisations,

(5*1$) met less often than once a month during winter, and
♦

of these, one is a committee ooncerned with the welfare of

old people, and the other two are hobby groups, i.e. the

Fi'jigeon Racing Club, and the Angling Club.
♦

*n East Kilbride the pattern was similar to that of
%

Glenrothes. The majority (32*9/6 of organisations) met once

a week, and together with those that met more than once a

week, they accounted for over half of all organisations* (5k'9$)•
%

All youth organisations, with the exception of one. (East
♦

Kilbride & District Young Farmers Club), met at least once a

week, and so did most of the sports organisations, and Arts

& Cultural Societies. But the proportion of organisations,

which met less often than once a month is higher than in
♦

Glenrothes, (13*1$ as compared with 5*1$6). One sports

organisation, the Boys Football League, never met in winter,

which at first appears to be surprising, since football is

normally regarded as a "winter sport". However, in this
*

case, the purpose of the Boys Football League is to occupy
1

boys during the summer vacation, at a time when other

activities are not available to them.

In Livingston however, the pattern is somewhat different
♦

from the other.two towns. Virtually every organisation meets
♦

at least once a month-. In fact, as was seen earlier, 78*2#
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TABLEHo.18
FREQUENCYOFMEETINGS-WINTER-EASTKILBRIDE

eofYoutb
rta&Social Cult.

omen'sHobby
ServiceOrg.

Politi-Sport
Social & Dancing

People

Total

Rank

ofmeetingsNo.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.£No.%No.%No.%No.%No.% More

week953*931*2*9110-0112-5-
-1*26*7-

Onceaweek71*1*231*2-9220-0225*0535*7125*01*.26-7150*02100-0- Onceintwo/ tbreeweeks15*9111**3110-0112*51
7*1-

Onceamontb Lessoften thanonce amontb Occasionally Never

-1*1*0-01*50-0321-1*375*01*26-7- 220-0-

211**2- 321-1*-

1

150-0

-213*3- 6-7

1822-0
-2732*9 56-1

266-72021*-1* 56-1

133.367*3 11-2

3 1
5

2

5

1*

6

Total

17

7

10

6

11*

1*

15

2

2

3

82



TABLEHo.
FREQUENCYOFMEET1903-VIHTBR
LIVIHOSTOH

Cult.Service

cal

Dancing
People

Ho

£Ho.£Ho.
£Ho.£Ho.£Ho.
£Ho.£Ho.£Ho.£Ho
£Ho

£

Fre¬ quency of
Meetings

Ilorethan onceaweak218*2--266*7--125*0--21*0*0-«---721*9 •••
Oneeaweek872*7150*0133*321*0*0250*0--360*01100*0----1856*3 Qnoeintwo/threeweeks19*1----21*0*0125*0----------1*12*5 Onceamonth--150*0--120*0--1100*0-------39*1* Lessoften thanonce amonth-----------.--« a

Occasionallyrrr------rz--"""■ ..,7 Hover----------------
Order 2 1

3
k

Total

11

2

3

5

k

1

5

1

32
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of all organisations met once a week or more. This inoludes

all youth groups (bar one, the Caldera Dlstriot Rangers Unit),
all sports clubs and all social service organisations. All

of these in the other two towns also tendod to be among those

which met more frequently than the organisations in the other

categories.

Summer

Tables No. 20, 21 and 22 indicate the frequency of

meetings held by the various organisations, by categories,

during the summer months, i.e. May - August. It becomes
♦

dear, that the general assumption, that more organised

activity takes place during the eight months from September
♦

to April was correct, in as much as "frequency of meetings"

is accepted as a factor indicating the soale of social activity.

By comparing this set of tables, with the previous three, it
will be noted that meetings during the summer months took

plaoe less frequently, than during winter* Fewer organi¬

sations therefore met onoe a week, or more than once a week.

The aggregate percentage figures for the three towns

were as follows:

Summer Winter

once/more often Glenrothes: 33* 9# 57*6%
than once a week Ea8t Kilbrldej 30*5/6 5V9#

Livingston 53*<# 78* 2#
At the other end of the "scale of frequency", it was found

that those meeting less often than once a month (including

those meeting occasionally or never) accounted for the

following proportion of the total number of organisations:

\
I



TABLEHo

FREQUENCYOPMEETINGS
SUMMER

GLENROTHES

Type Org

Fre¬ quency of

MeatInge Morethan

Art& Cult

SocialWomen ServiceOrg.

Politi-SportSooialOld
Other

Total

cal

& Dancing
People

Rank Order

Ho.%No.%No.%No.
%No.%No.5$No.
%No.%No.%No.%No.
%

onceaweekk57*1-
1Ik'3

222*2

k66*7266*7125*0

Onceaweek1lk*3350*01Ik*3111*1

Ik23*71 610*2k

Onoeintwo/threeweeks1lk*3 Onceamonth-

1lk*3111*1

k66*7-

228*6222*2333*3233*3233*3
-125*0150*0915*33 ---150*01220*32

Leasbften thanonce amonth

116*7

125*0

Occasionally1lk*3116*71lk*3-
111*1

Never

116*71Ik*3555*5333*3
-133*3125*0

2

3*k

6

k

6*0

5

12

20*3

2

Total

7

6

7

9

9

6

6

3

k

2

59100#

-0



TABLENo.

FREQUENCYOFMEETINGS
SUMMER-EASTKILBRIDE

TypeofYouthArta&SocialWomen'sHobbyOrg.

Freq¬ uencyof eetings

Cult.Service

eel

-Spor

Dancing
People

er

ota

Order

No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%
Morethan onceaweek7ljl*2228*6110*0- OnceaweekI423*51114*3--- Onceintwo/ threeweeks------

-1
-1

7*2-

Onceamonth-

-110*0337*5321*14.-
-I426*7-

7*2125*0213*3150*0- 1

6*7

-I426*7-

1518*3
-1012*2 11*2

-266*71315*9
2

5 7
3

Lessoften thanonce amonth

-14.14.0*0112*517*2125*016*7150*0150*0-
OccasionallyI423*51li|.*3220*0112*5321*14250*0213*31 Never

211*8228*6110*0225*0321*14.-
NotStated Total

17

1114*3110*0112*52114*2- 7

10

8

Ik

-1
15

6*7-
2

150*01 2

3

-1012*2
33*31619*5 -12114*6 56*1

82

5
1

k

6

M

CD



TABLENo.
FREQUENCYOFMEETINGS-SUMMER

TypeofYouthArt&SocialWomen'sHobbyPoliti Org.CultServiceOrg.cal
Freq¬ uencyof eetingNo.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%

4

Morethan onceaweek327*3--266*7--125*0- Onceaweek51*5*5----21*0*0--- Onceintwo/ threeweeks19*1---------
4

4

Onceamonth--150*0133*3---- Lessoften thanonce amonth11111111111100*0 Occasionally19*1------- Never19*1150*0--360*0375*0- Total11235ll1
-LIVINGSTON Sport

& Dancing
People

Order

No.%No.%No.%No.%No
%

120*0

721*9

3

21*0*01100*0-

1031*3

1

1

2

3-1 6*2

5

1*

120*0
120•0-

1

2

3*1 6*2

928*1

5

k

2

5

1

32

O
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Summer Winter

Less often than Glenrothes: 30*5# 5*1#

occasionally^ East Kilbride 1+6- 3^ 13*U5«
never Livingston 37*1$ 0*G%

Both sets of figures illustrate the same point, namely that

in winter the frequency of meetings increases, while in the

summer, it decreases. It is particularly interesting to
• «

*

note, in each of the towns, the number of organisations, which

state that they never met in the summer months,
*

Summer Winter
*

%

never in summer: Glenrothes; 20*3% 0*0%
Sast Kilbride: l\^*f>% 1*2%
Livingston 28*1% 0*0%

♦

It is also of interest to note that out of a total of 162
♦

organisations, in all three new towns, only one indicated
that it never met in winter, (0*5#); but 33 (18*1$) Indicated

that they never met in summer. Among those organisations

which never met in summer, one particular category stands

out, namely the worsens* organisations* Out of a total of

22 womens* groups in all three towns, 10 never met in the

summer at all (l£*5%)i and as Tables 20, 21 and 22 show, all

the other categories of organisations have reduced the

frequency of their meetings during the summer.

This is to be expected, since the four months, which '

in this analysis represent summer, also oover the peak holiday

months of July and August, when many members would be absent

from the town anyhow. Furthermore, it is also the period
a

during which the hours of daylight during the evenings are

longer, during which the garden can be tended, and other outdoor
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domestic tasks tackled. There is also time for an evening

stroll, or a game of golf after work. In other words, it

would appear that during these four months, there does not

exist the same need for organised activity, as during the

remainder of the year, although there may bo a call for

special holiday programmes for children, such as the Boys

Summer Football League in East Kilbride. However, within

the remit and design of this particular study, it would not be
a

possible to assess whether suoh a demand for summer activities

existed, or whether certain organisations tended to clore down
I

during this period, because the "demand" fell off. However,

in the Government Survey, undertaken by K.K. Sillitoe, figures
3

are given relating to participation which clearly show that

during the winter months more people actively take part in
various activities than they do during the summer months.

Since in that particular study the sample was divided up into

domestic-age categories, strict comparison with the data for

Glenrothes, East Kilbride and Livingston was not possible,
♦

but the general trend was found to be the same. On the

other hand, data, which is comparable, such as the findings
of SykeS' & Woldmans* Irvine Study,**" not only Confirms the

general trend, but produces a pattern, Which is very similar

to the one found in the three new towns in this study, i.e.

71*8$ of all organisations met at least onoe a week in winter,
as against 40*7# in the summer; 0*9S& never met in winter,

while 28*8# never mot in summer.

.3. K.K. Sillitoe, op.cit. Table 55, p.105, and Tables
A22 and A23, pp. 220/221.

4. A. Sykes & E. Woldman, op.cit. Tables 6 & 7.
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It will be noted that these figures very elosely
1

correspond to the ones given In the preceding tables, a fact
«

which would suggest that there Is a common pattern, as far

as this information la concerned to at least four of the

five Scottish New Towns.
»

» ♦ ♦

Membership of Organisations by Sex

Tables No. 23, 2k» and 25 show the total membership of
#

the organisations covered by this study in each of the new
4

towns. In Glenrothes, this was 6,823 or 26# of the total
♦

population, in East Kilbride 10,51^, or 16# of the population

and in Livingston 1,1^.59 or 21# of the population. However,
♦

these figures conceal a certain number of people who hold

membership of more than one organisation. It would therefore

be more accurate to describe this as the number of units of

membership.* The number of separate individuals this

involves could only be assessed by a different kind of study.

In the present case, the secretaries of the various organis-
♦

at ions were asked to indicate the number of members in their

organisations. Some were also able to give lists of

addresses, but not all. A cross-check to determine multiple
♦

♦

I

membership was therefore not possible. Nevertheless, as in

T. Bottomore's^ "Squirabridge" and in the above mentioned
♦

Irvine study, it was thought possible in the three new towns

covered to assess in this Way the degree of involvement and

participation in organised activities.

* A term which was also used in the Irvine study conducted by
Sykos and Woldman of Strathclyde University.

5. T. Bottoroore, "Social Stratification in Voluntary Organi¬
sations" Chapter VIII in "Social Mobility in.Britain"
edited by D.V. Glass - Rout ledge & Kegan Paul, 1954*

»



TABLE NO.

Membership of Organisations - GLENROTHES

Type
Org.

of Youth

Member¬
ship No.

Art &
Cult.

No % No. *

Social
Service

Women's Hobby
Org. Groups

Politi
oal

Sport

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. *

Social
&

Dancing

Old
People

Other

No. % No. % No. *

Total

No. %

No. of Males 1222 55*8 155 39*7 118 60*8 0. 0-0 J23.7k*5 5&4^573T90*KH .2*f7Tl7 37*2 55*6
No. of \ '/

Females

Total
Membership

No. of Orgs.

969 44*2 235 60*2 76 39*1 329 100*0 110 25*4 500 45*9 57 9*9 586 44*6 158 70*2 11 39*2 3O3I 44*4

2191

7

390

6

194

7

329

9

433

9

1089

6

630

6

* 1311?*
3 4

28

2

6823

59

Average
members per
org. 313 65 28 37 48 182 105 438 56 14 116

* Of that No. Golf Club alone has 44° members.
Remaining 5 clubs therefore share a total of 190 members - average no. excluding Golf Club is 36

** One of the three organisations in this
remaining therefore

egory
'7% o

embers.

total membership.



TABLE WO. 2k

Membership of Organisations - EAST KILBRIDE

Type
of

Org.
Mtember-
sblp Ho.

No.

Art &
Cult.

Social
Service

Women
Org.

t Hobby
Oroup

Politi- Sport
oal

Social
&

Dano ing

Old
People

Other Total

% No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % Ho. % No. % No. %

No. of
Males

No. of
Females

Total
Membership

21*11* 1*8*2 170 51*7 106 31** 3 0 0*0 999 92*2 630 1*8*1 1021 87*7 191* 76*1 160 3l**6 119 62*3 5813 55*2

2593 51*8 159 1*8*3 203 65*7 1*11* 100*0 81* 7*8 680 51*9 11*3 12*3 51 23*9 302 65*1* 72 37*7 1*701 i*!*-7

5007 329 309 1*11* IO83 1310 1161* 21*5 1*62 191 10511*

No. of org¬
anisations

Average no.
of members
per org.

17 7

295 1*7

10 8 11*

31 52 77

1*

328

15

78

2 2

123 231

3

61*

82

128



MwmbershipofOrganisations-LIVINGSTON
Typoof

Member shipN

Youth

Art
& Cult.

Sooial Service
Women*s Org.

BobbyGroups

Polit1-Sport cal

SocialOld
Other

Dane ing

Peo¬ ple

Total

No.

%

%

£No.

£

£Ho.£No.
£No.£No.£No.£No.
£

No.ofHales No.of
Females

Total Membership No.ofOrg. Average membersper org.

3k

812*0818*2
0

1*857-•111073*3li*291-6551*7*8
1*0*5

111365*25988*03681*8211100*036i|2*91*026*7138*1*6052*200*000*086859*5 633
11 58

67

2

3k

1*1*
3

15

211
5

k2

81*

k

150
1

155
5

115

1

21

150

31

115

0
0

0

0 0

11*59
32

0

1*6

\n vn
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Tho above tables also give a breakdown of membership

by sex. Of the total membership in Glenrothes, 55*6# were

males and were females. The equivalent figures for

East Kilbride very closely resembled the Glenrothes ones,

i.e. 55*2# males and U4*7# females. In Livingston, however,

there was a preponderance of females in membership, i.e. 59*5#
as opposed to 14.0*5# males. Both East Kilbride and Glenrothes

showed a pattern which accords with the ones discovered in
6 7

Irvine, Squlrebridge' and with the national pattern
a

(including other New Towns as shown recently in Sillitoe's

study)• Livingston would appear to be the exception to a
♦

general pattern where men outnumber women in. membership of
♦

organisations. In Livingston, the opposite was the case.

It is conceivable that Livingston was the exception to this

pattern at this stage by virtue of being the "youngest" town
♦

Q
of all the examples quoted above. Hume,-7 in her recent study

of neighbourhoods in the towns of East Kilbride, Glenrothes

and Livingston, found that frequently, the pattern in
♦

Livingston was different from the other new towns. (See also
I

age structure of membership, Chapter 8). She found further

that more of the men she interviewed sought their entertain*

ment outside the town than was the oase with women, and also
♦ I

tended to maintain their former social links far longer*

The above figures, relating to Livingston would tend to

support this suggestion.

6. Sykes and Woldman, op.clt.
7. T, Bottomore, op.cit.
8. K.K. Sillitoe, op.clt.
9. V.E. Hume * Neighbourhoods in Scottish New Towns, op.clt.
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A closer look at the sex distribution in each category
4

4 •

shows that there were some areas where the male preponderance

was more complete than in others. As can be seen from the
♦ >

summary table No. 26 which includes the results of the Irvine

study, hobby groups and sport organisations were male domains
new towns On the other hand, old people's

a

groups showed a preponderance of females in all three towns
4

4

where they were in existence. Among the youth organisations
4 •

• .
ft

however, the distribution was fairly even, i.e. in Irvine end
ft

East Kilbride, the male and female proportions almost balance,
a

but in Livingston, there were decidedly more females, and in

Glenrothes, more males* In the category Arts $ Cultural,
4

in Irvine, there was a male preponderance, East Kilbride

again was very in both Livingston and

Glenrothes, the femaleB outweighed the males in numbers.
• . •

Among the social service groups, in Irvine the sexes were
4

» ♦

almost evenly matched whilst in East Kilbride and Livingston,
♦ •

the females outnumber the males, but In Glenrothes
4

4

surprisingly, the situation was reversed. The political
4

4

organisations, on the other hand, were dominated by male

nembers in both Irvine whilst in East Kilbride

the numbers were fairly even and in Glenrothes too, the males

outnumbered the females, but to a lesser extent. The Social
• t

%

and Dancing category again seemed to be a male preserve except

for the Livingston a slightly higher
9

proportion of females in membership.
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The situation in the Scottish New Towns differs from

Bottomore's Squirabridge of nearly twenty years ago in as

much as in Squirebridge, only the arts and cultural

organisation showed a preponderance of female membership

(although he gave no figures for the "old people" category).
It is also interesting to note that the Social Service groups

in Squirebridge showed a biggbr male proportion than females,

and in this, Glenrothes and Squirebridgo (if these two places

are in any way comparable) stand alone.

In Sillitoe*s sample which included eight new towns*

as far as figures can be adapted from Table Ik*1® the

categories where figures were available, i.e. Youth, Social

Service, Political Organisations, Sport and Social and

Dancing, lndioate that, apart from certain exceptions such as

male preponderance in Social Service category in Glenrothes,

the proportions of male and female membership coincide with

those shown in the present study.



CABLENO.26

SUMMARY-MEMBERSHIPOPORGANISATIONS(PercentagesMa16/Female/ Glenrothes M.

%

P

EastKilbride M.

%

P.

Livingston M.

%

P

Irvine
y.

%

p.

Youth

*55*8

UV2

14.8-2

$1-8

3U*8

65*2

51*0

14.9*0

Art&Cult.

39-7

60-2

51*7

14-8*3

12*0

88-0

72-14.

25*8

SocialService
60*8

39*1

314-*3

65*7

18-2

81-8

14.8-1

51*9

Women'sOrg.

-

100

-

100

-

100

-

100

HobbyGroups

71+*5

25*14-

92-2

7*8

57*1

142*9

6V3

15*7

Political

514*1

14-5*9

14-8-1

51*9

73*3

26-7

69*6

30*14.

1

Sport

90-0

9*9

87*7

12-3

91*6

8-U.

89*9

10-1

Social&Dancing
55*14-

1|4*6

76-1

23*9

14-7-6

52-2

70-0

30-0

OldPeople

29*7

70*2

3*4*5

65*1*

-

-

39*6

60-14.

Total

55*6

I4l4-*l4-

55*2

Wr7

14-0*5

59*5

62*5

37*5
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CHAPTER 8

structure •ulation Glenrothes, East Kilbride and

Livingston/Age structure of membership of organisations
above towns/Level of participation.

structure of ulation

It la one of the de features towns

the age-structure of their populations is more youthful than

pattern This from Table 27 which

indicates the age-structure of eight English New Towns, as
♦

1966 sample census. It shows how similar

structure is townB differs

fro pattern "The towns

Cullingworth1 wrote, consisted predominantly of young married

couples with young children. Approximately half were between

kO compared 27# of

England and Vales. Children under 10 years of age formed

about a quarter, 15# for England

Only a small proportion of the newcomers were in the 15-19

group or in the over JL|3 A structure of this

kind produces a large sohool population for the first 10 to

15 years; and during the first ten years a small proportion

of teenagers.

The Tables No. 28, 29 and 30 show that by and large the

age. structures of Olenrothes, East Kilbride and Livingston

1. Cullingworth et al., "The needs of new communities"
HM30 1967* Figures taken from earlier report: "The first
hundred families. HM30 1969.



TABLE27

Agestructures:newtownpopulationsat1966 samplecensus

1

2Age ;roups years) 0- 5- 10-lk 25-39 30-34 35-39 40-44 US-k9 50-54 55-59 60-6465-69 70-74 75+

BracknellCrawleyHarlowCorby
Skeli

All

Ages

10* 11-
9*2 I-16-9 7*8 9*0 7.36-5 5-4 3.7 2*9 2*0 1*6 1-9

*100-0

10-1 11-3 10-6
&

5'6 7.9 9-1 9-36-8 5-0 3-6 2-6 1-8 1-2 2-0

12-9 12-6 10-2
r-a 7*2 8-6 9-0 7.7 6-0 4*o 2-9 1-6 1-5 1-2 1*3

100-0100-0
9-5 10-2 9-4 8-2 5*7 5-5 7-2 8-9 8-2 6-56-1 4*3 3-2 2-6 2-3 2-2 100-0

13*511-2 9*2 8-07*2 7.9 7»0 7*1 6-46-34-9 4*5 3*1 1-8 0-9 1-0

12-9 11-3 9-1 fc'-i 8*2 8-0 9-3 8-6 5*6 3'5 2*9 3-0 1-8 2-0 1-3

100-0100-0
15*1 13*78-6

M

n

7*2 6*5 3.7 3-1 2-1 2*3 2-1 1-1 1-3 100-0

dale 11-8 8-2 5-7 8- 6- 5-1 6*4 7-46-1 6-0 3*9 4-1 2-4 3-7 100-0

Englandand Vales 8-5 7-6 6-9 F?6-0 5-9 6-2 6-7 6-36-6 6-5 5-7 4*6 3-44-6

100-0

Ho.23#71062,68067,92064,13043.85015.85018,33012,01*0 NOTE:Percentagefigureshavebeenrounded addto100percent.

always
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Ago structure of populstlon/age structure of membership
GLENROTHES.
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MALES

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
1*0-14.9
50-59
Over 60
not known

No. in
sle

popu-
lat ion

3137
1965
2091*
1872
1

570
(11*7)

e

Total 11758

% of
total
ale

popu-
lation

Member- Member¬
ship of
organi¬
sations
in each
age
group

ship %
as a

propor¬
tion of
total
popul¬
ation
in each
ago group.

No. of
member-
shipa
per head
of pop-
ulation

approx•
ratio
popu-
lation
to

ember-
in each ship
age
group

26«7 166 5*3 0-05 1:19
16-7 770 39*2 0-1* 1:3
17*8 367 17-5 0*2 1:6
15*9 389 20* 7 0'2 1:5
12 ♦ 1 336 23*6 0* 2 1:1*
5*9 119 17*0 0*2 1:6
1**8 255 !*!*• 7

(11-8)
0-5 1:2

1390

3792

Overall average number of memberships per head of male
population for all age groups:

* not attributable to male or f<
from total

iale. therefore omitted

** percentage of total male population for which age group
is not known.

EMALES

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
1*0-1*9
50-59
over 60
not known

3038
1959
2360
1867
1305
632
793

(11*7)
e

25-1*
16*1*
19-7
15*6
10* 9
5*3
6*6

250 8-2 0-08
1*90 25*0 0*3
173 7*3 0-07.
286 15*3 0*2
281 21*5 0*2
111 17*6 0*2
290 «•

(9*6)
0-1*

1150

1:12
1:1*
1:11*
1:7
1:5
1:6
1:3

Total 11951* 3031

average number of memberships
on for all age groups: 0* 3

Population figures adapted from Household Survey, Glenrothes
Development Corporation, 1968.
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TABLE tfo.

Age structure of population/age structure of membership

10-19
20-29
30-39
1*0-1*9
50-59
over 60

Total

EAST KILBRIDE

No. in
ale

popu¬
lation

% of Member- Member-
total ship of ship %
male
popu¬
lation

organi
s ations
in each
age
group

as a

propor¬
tion of
total
popu¬
lation
in each.
ag« group

No* of
member¬
ships

approx
ratio
popul-

per head ation
of popu- to
lation member-
in each ship
age
group

2102

13*7
11*-9
11*-6

9* 0
6-8

1*70
590
238
361*

not

3091*6

stated790

5813

10*2
13*1
8-5

17-3

0'1
0*1
0*1
0;2

(2-6)

1:11
1:10
1:8
1:12
1:6

Average total membership per head of male population
for all categories: 0*2.

0-9 6656 21*1 996 15*0 0*1 1:7
10-19 51*1*0 17-3 11*62 26' 9 0*3
20-29 14727 15*0 % 5*1* 0*05 1:18
30-39 501*9 16*0 £*3 0*1 1:16
1*0-1*9 1*313 13*7 362 8*1* 0*1 1:12
50-59 2617 8*3 191* 7-1* 0*1 1:13
over 60 271*9 8*7 1*51 16*1* 0*2 1:6

not
stated 661*

Total 31551 1*701 (2*1)

Average total of membership per heacOof female population for
all oategorles: 0*1.
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TABLE No.

Age structure of populit ion/age structure of membership
LIVINGSTON

No.
male
popu¬
lation

% of Member-

male
popu¬
lation

orami
sat ions
In each
«g«
group

0-9 1017 32*7 27
10-19 329 10*6 261*
20-29 799 25*7 1*1*
30-39 51*9 17*6 31
1*0-1*9 227 7*3 30
50-59 101 3*2 18
over 60 76 2*1* 3
not known 13 0*1* 171*

Total 3111 591

Member-
total ship of ship %

as a

propor¬
tion of
total

ul-
onSt!

No. of
member-
sbips
per bead
of pop-
ulation

In eaoh
age
group

2-7
80-2
5*5
5*6

13*2
17*8
3*9

(5*6)
{% of total
male popu¬
lation - not
age group)

0-03
0*8
0*05
0
0

05
1

0*2
0*01*

appro*.
ratio
popu¬
lation
to
member-

in each ship
•g«
group

1:38
1:1*25
1:18
1:18
1:8
1:6
1:25

Average total of memberships
all categories: 0

population

cOT#::*;

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
1*0-1*9
50-59
over 60
not stated

Total

956
338
91*7
1*68
170

83
113

15

3090

31*0
10*9
30*6
15*1
5*5
2*7
3*7
0*5

166
199
1U5

11*
27

160

866

17*1*
58*9
15*3
21** 1
25*9
16*9
23*9

( 5*2 )
(% of total
female popu
latlon (not
age group))

0*2
0*6
0*2
0*2
0*3
0*2
0*2

1:6
1:1*7
1:7
1:1*
1:1*
1:6
1:1*

Average berships per bead of female population
categories:

*
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correspond to the pattern of the other new towns. However*

there were also a number of Interesting variations: In
♦

Glenrothes and Bast Kilbride, the children under 10 years of

age did form just over (26*1#)*, and just under (22*0#)* a

quarter of the total population respectively, whereas in
♦

Livingston they make up almost a third* (31*8#).*
In the age-group 10-19 a similar difference appeared.

This particular age group in Glenrothes formed 16*5#* the

population and in East Kilbride 17*8#*, whilst in Livingston
the same age group only accounted for 10*7#* of the population.

Although it was not possible to single out the teenagers in
♦

an age-grouping oovering ten years at the time, it would
0

0

nevertheless appear that Livingston, which is a more recent

town (designated 1962) than either Glenrothes, (designated

1914.8) or East Kilbride, (designated 191*7)# has a more youth¬

ful population still, and for the time being shows this lack
p

of teenagers mentioned by Culllngworth.

The age group 20-29 again showed Livingston to be a more

youthful town, than the other two new towns. In Glenrothes

this category formed 18*8#* of the total population, and in
£

East Kilbride 11** 3#, whilst In Livingston the figure was

28*2#.* This would again confirm Culllngworths' suggestion
0

that at an early stage of a new towns' development the. groat

majority of Incomers are young married couples with young

children. Sohaffer^ put the same point in a similar way:

* percentage figures are average of male and female
percentages given in Tables 28,29*30.

2. Culllngworth, ot al«, op.cit.
3, Schaffer, Frank. The Hew Town Story, MacGlbbon & Kee,

London* 1970, p. 170.

0
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"For almost a 11 the young couples moving into a'new town,
with a new Job and a new house, the next priority was a new

baby". Xt is also interesting to note that id all three

towns eovered by this study, the femalos in this particular
*

age group consistently outnumbered their male peers, (In
♦

Glenrothes by 266 or 6%, in East Kilbrido by 491; or 6% and
%

in Livingston by 148 or Q%,
w

ibis is a phenomenon, which would merit further

investigation, particularly since it did not occur again in
*

any other age group exoept in the case of the over 60*s,
where presumably female longevity would be the main factor.

One can therefore only surmise that it is more likely that

single women, who woxfe in new towns, also live there, whereas

single men would commute. The incidence of oar-ownership

might well be a factor influencing this, as 3illitoe found in
his recent survey.^ Ee discovered that in the 23-30 eg*

group only 49# of the single females had a motor car, Whereas
in the equivalent age group 68# of the males had their own

motor oars. Xt is feasible that this might be one of the

factors Wbloh could have a bearing on the preponderance of

fomale residents in this age group in the above three new

towns; Clearly there must be other factors, such as employ¬

ment opportunities and availability of bachelor flats, and

possibly other demographic factors, an investigation of which
I »

♦

however would be outwltb the scope of this particular study*

Xn the age group 30-39 the difference between the three

new towns was less marked than in the preceding group, although

4* Sillltoe, K.K. op*clt., pages 10 & 11, Tables 4 & 5*
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the proportion this group represented in the total population

was still fractionally higher In Livingston (16*1$) than In
*

East Kilbride (15*1$) and Glenrothes (15*8#).
In the age group U.0-ij9 however* there was again a

marked difference between the "younger" town of Livingston*

where only 6*1$ of the population fell Into this age group*

and Glenrothes and East Kilbride* where the figures were 11 *5#
and 111*2/6 respectively.

In the age group 50-59, this same trend* (i.e. the more
♦

recent the town - the younger the population)* emerged again.

Here* the proportion* which this category formed of the total
♦

population was* in Glenrothes 5*6£* In East Kilbride 8*6#
and in Livingston 3 m0%.

$

This trend was even more marked in the over 60*8 group*

where the proportion in Livingston* (3^) was approximately half

that of Glenrothes (5 '7%) and nearly a third that of East

Kilbride (7*82).

Nowhere was the deviation from the national age-structure

more marked than in the oldest and the youngest age-groups.
♦

♦

The preponderance of young people is a characteristic of

new towns* as much as the lack of old people. This lack

of old people is due to a number of factors* but none more

so than the selection procedure* aooordlng to which residents

are being chosen. This procedure will be referred to in

Chapter 11. Suffioe it here to say that new towns generally
have a policy of encouraging parents of young couples to move

into the town beside them. This is considered to be

Important* not only from the point of view of a more balanced

4
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age structure* but also, as one new town official put it*
"because it makes babysitters more freely available* which
in turn will allow the towns* social life to grow and flourish".

However* one of the main reasons why this policy has bad only
4 *

*

a marginal Impact on the age structure so far is simply this.
4*

a

Since the major part of the adult population is between 20 and

30* the parents for the moat part are not "old".at all. They

are more likely to be middle-aged* in secure Jobs* and

settled in an area* where they probably have lived for the

last twenty or so years* unless of course they themselves are

affected by slum clearance and are therefore on the overspill
4

list. Once fifteen or twenty years of development have

passed* as is the oase with East Kilbride and Glenrothes,

many of the parents are around retiring age and would probably

be prepared to move - but as Schaffer put it** "pressing needs

of expanding industry meant often that only a small quota

of suitable dwellings could be allocated to parents".

Age structure of membership

Although this is proportionally the most sizeable group

in terms of total population - it was also the age group
♦ ♦

whioh almost uniformly was least represented in membership*
in other words the proportion of members of that age group

4

who have taken up membership of an organisation was Smaller
♦ •

than the proportion who have done so in any other age group

in the three new towns.
9

5. Schaffer* op.clt.* p. 170.
0

4

4
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♦

As can be seen from the table 28* 29# 30 (summarised

below) there were significant differences between each town*

and within each town* between the sexes* as to the
0

*

proportions of that age group* represented in membershipj
0 •

♦ ♦ 0
0

Age Group 0 - 9 - Proportion of population In membership

Glenrothes males 5*3# females 8»2£
East Kilbride tfales 2*1% females 15*0#
Livingston melee Z'1% females 17*1$

At least two questions would appear^to arise out of
»

these flguroo* namely: a) Why was thero generally such a
*

low proportion of the total population in this age group

represented in membership? b) Why was there such a marked
♦

difference between the figures relating to the different sexes

in each of the three new towns? Whilst it would be impossible

to fuznlsh categorical answers to these questions* some of the

following faotors would seem to bo particularly relevant.
0

%

a) This ago group covers the years 0 - 9* yot the earliest
0

any of the children could join any actual youth organisation*
♦

(apart: from pre-sobool play groups and such like)* would be

at the ago of 7&. (Cubs and Brownies). To all Intents and
9

#

purposes therefore only 1& years of the period covering this
♦

age group were effectively included.

b) The organisations which they could join* suoh as cubs and
*

0

brownies operated a limitad intake per group {2l± in the case

of Brownies* 36 in the case of Cubs) and were therefore

highly "leadership intensive". In Livingston for instance*
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a young teacher started one Brownie pack in one school, and

when she left it in order to start another one, in a seoond

3ohool, When it opened, her first Brownie pack temporarily

ceased to operate through lack of leadership.

c) It is not easy to become a leader in the very organisations

which could cater for children of that age, and which tend to
f

be uniformed organisations. The standards of competence and

qualifications these organisations set, are on the whole very

high and recruitment usually takes place from among older

Scouts and Rangers or former members, of whom again there

were not many readily available, since few of the groups

will have been established for a long enough time. This

also applied to other resouroes, such as flnanoe, buildings

etc. Organisations in new towns cannot rely on the help of

a pool of ex-members and contaots which have been built up

over generations and who can help in raising finance and

finding suitable premises. In the new towns, by contrast

most organisations have to start from scratoh. More will
be said about this question later, but the problem seemed

to be particularly acute in this age group.

d) Another reason for the relatively low proportion of

members in this age group, could well be the age limit, which
♦

was imposed by the Albermarle Report on the Youth Service,

and which for purposes of grant-aid was being operated between

111. and 20 years. In other words, a youth organisation
4

wanting to employ a Youth Leader to run activities for children

under the age of U4. strictly speaking could not qualify for

grant-aid from the local authority. Although it is true to
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my that In Scotland anyhow, few organisations have been
£

willing to accept this age differentiation, for purposes of
*

grant aid it has been operated fairly strictly up to very

recently. However, increasingly voices calling for the
abolition of these age limits are being heard. The report,

"Youth and Community Work in the 70,b"^ representing proposals

by the Youth Service Development Council of the Department of
♦ ♦

Education and Sclenoe, recommended:

paragraph 2b) page 1: "In a service designed to meet the

needs of individuals it is neither necessary nor desirable

to lay down bard and fast dividing linos", and under

paragraph 6c) page 3: "The existing age limits of * II4, and 20

should disappear and eligibility for grants should be
$ ♦

correspondingly widened".

e) There would appear to be a further important reason, for

this low proportion, which was mentioned frequently in
♦

conversation with leaders of youth organisations in the new

towns. Some find, that since traditionally their activities
4

are at a peak during the winter months, when the evenings are

dark, many parents are reluctant to let their children go out
e

of the house and walk for any diatanoe, particularly when, as

is the case in the new towns, sometimes roads are unfinished

and badly lit, and buses are infrequent. (See also maps).
All these factors don't account however for the pre-

ponderanoe of girls in membership. Unfortunately there
a

* See paragraph 21, p. 16 in "Community of Interests"
HFSO 1968

6. Youth and^Coramunity Work in tho 70's, HM30 1 969 pp. 1 & 3.
** See also paragraphs 175, 176 and 210 in above report.

I
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were no statistics available which divide participation

according to sex; indeed* since this age range Is outwith

the Youth Servioe age range - there are no statistics

available anywhere. it is however possible to speculate

that there are more female leaders available*, possibly due

to reasons given above* (i.e. "surplus" of single women in

the 20 - 29 age group).

This is the age group which also includes the Youth

Servioe age range (lij.-20 years). However* comparison with
Youth Service statistics was only possible in a limited sense*

♦

since few were available* and those that were available did not

cover the same age range as was used in this study. Further¬

more* once again multiple membership could not be established*

but nevertheless the figures given are an indication of the

degree of participation in formal groups.

As in the previous age group* there were again marked

differences in the proportions represented in membership

between each of the throe towns and indeed between the sexes*!

TABUS No. 12

Age group 10 - 19 - Proportion of population in membership

Glenrothes: males 39*2% females 29%
East Kilbride; male.* ^3% females 26*9%
Livingston: males 80*2$ females 9&*9%

The first general trend which became apparent was that in

each town the boys in membership outnumbered the girls. In
♦ See para. 21 "Community of Interests": "The statistics of

membership of the Youth Service as a whole are approximate*
and in certain respects* uninformative. They do not* for
example, reveal exactly the number of members in each age -
group* or even the number above or below any particular age.
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this these new towns did not appear to differ from any of
%

the other towns In the country which were studied. Pearl

Jepbcott,^ for instance, found that in two areas of Glasgow

(Dennlstoun and Drurachapel) and in the West Lothian town of

Armadale the figures for participation In leisure-time
#

activities, which most closely resemble the activities of the

organisations in this study showed that 63% of boys and

of girls were involved in one way or another. Whilst these

figures are not strictly oompprable due to differences in
♦ 0

sample and survey design, they do nevertheless bear out the

above trend. She also demonstrated that many more girls
fi

did spend their evenings at borne than boys. In answer to

the question "How did you spend yesterday evening" 38# of

the boys and the girls said they wore at home.

Similar figures, at least in as much as they confirmed the

trend among girls of a lower pattern of participation in

club activities, and a higher tendency to spend evenings at

home were given in a Report by the Central Advisory Council
for Education in Ehgland, ^ where it was found that 3k'6^ of

all sohoolboys and 62% of all girls had spent three or more

evenings at home during the week prior to being interviewed.

Pearl Jephcott herself seemed to give a major clue as to
10

the reasons behind these patterns in her report * when she

said that "many of the homo based interests were connected

7. Pearl Jephcott, "Time of one*s own", Oliver & Boyd,
Edinburgh, 1967. Table 19, p. 163.

8. Table 14, p. 161, op.cit.
9. 15 to 18: Report of Central Advisory Council for Education -

England Vol. II HMSO.
10. p. 107, op.olt.
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4

*

with feminine 3kills* such as knitting and dressmaking*
4

cooking and looking after small children at home". The

report by the Youth Service Development Council** under

Appendix 3 drew on the findings of a wide number of
.

committees and showed clearly that a higher proportion of

boys than girls belong to youth organisations. (36# and 25%
t

respectively). Unfortunately the equivalent figures for
4

4

Scotland are not available., However in the recent Government
*

Survey, £ whioh included in its sample eight new towns it

was found that in the 15*18 age range* 55% of the boys and ky%
of the girls were in membership. Although detailed comparison

4

between these different sets of data was almost Impossible*

mainly because of the differing age criteria being used* never¬

theless they did confirm the general trend of male preponderance

in that age group* whloh was observed in Glenrothes * Bast
Kilbride and Livingston.

More specifically* it would appear that the degree of
*

involvement in the new towns was higher than in any of the

other areas quoted above. The figures relating to Glen-

rothes and East Kilbride, although higher than any of those
4

quoted from other studies, did roughly correspond to the

third of young people who. were said to be involved in
4

voluntary and statutory organisations by the Albemarle Report

in I960.**** However, the percentages which emerged for

11. Youth & Community Work in 70's. HMSO 1969.
* Youth Service involvement of Young People in England & Wales.
• e See page 167 of that Report.
12JC3illitoe, "Planning for Leisure".

4
9

For a list of the towns* see page 214.8 of that report.
A figure whioh more recently in "Youth & Community Work"
(p. 172* para. 6a) has been declared as being optimistic.
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Livingston for the same age group were exceptional by any

standard. Whilst it would be difficult to furnish a compre-
4

bensive explanation, from observations end from discussion

with youth leaders the following factors would appear to be
4

#

particularly relevant.

a. Although the percentages are high, (i.e. 80*2# and 58*9#
for males and females respectively) the actual numbers

involved are relatively small, i.e. there were only 329
%

• •

males and 338 females in the total population of Livingston

in this age group. It was therefore reasonable to assume
4

that a great many of the young people would know each other

from school and the neighbourhood and they would therefore
♦ ♦

be under a certain degree of pressure from their peers to
4

Join also.

b. Being a very new town there were few, if any,, commercial
4

alternatives for their entertainment in the town itself
4

which at the time of the survey virtually meant Craoigshill.

c. The premises available in the form of youth wings,

attached to the schools, and the Cralgshill Farm were more

attractive and up-to-date than any other facilities in the

district. This acted both as a disincentive for young
4

4

local residents to go elsewhere, and as an incentive for

young people from the surrounding villages to join new town

organisations.* This last point, i.e. the influx from

outside may indeed have been an important factor which
#

influenced the high rate of membership. Furthermore, being
* For further details on proportion of members whioh come

from outside the town see maps.
** Only 2 of the 6 youth organisations were able to supply

lists of addresses, an exact assessment was therefore not
possible (for these 2 the percentage of incomers was
20£ and 15%).
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within the vicinity of the school premises, the children

would get to know their age group.

d. Fronjian early stage In the town development there were

two full-time youth-leaders working In the town. One of
%

them employed by the Midlothian County Education Authority

and one by the Church of Scotland. Both of them had an'

official remit for a wider area, but were based In Cralgshlll

and made a special'point of issuing a personal Invitation to

every young person as he moved Into the town. Again, as
a

indicated under a) the numbers Involved were such as to

still make this personal contact possible. These are some

of the factors which would help to account for this high

degree of participation which was not found in any other age

group or indeed any other of the new towns studied.

As was to be expected, young men and women in this age
♦

• ♦

group have different leisure habits from those of young
♦

• •

people, five or ten years their Junior. They are very likely
to have left full-time education, and other than perhaps in

a leadership capacity, they will have lost all contact with

youth organisations. Most probably, they will have got

married, moved into a new house and have become parents and

are now occupied with activities centred on the home. This

"home-oentredness" would appear to be a characteristic, not

only of the three new towns studied here, but of others as

well. Ferdynand Zwelg in his very short study of Cumbernauld^
e

13. Ferdynand Zwelg: "The Cumbernauld Study", Urban Research
Bureau. London, 1970.
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went as far as to call,this "an excessive psychological

investment in the family". Nicholson,^ however, did not

see this necessarily as quite such a negative feature, when
i ; • • •

he said: "The retreat to the home, which is sometimes deplored
♦

4

is, at least as a stage, an expression of the satisfaction
%

which the home now gives. Some workers in these communities

speak of a "new culture of the home". Others see in it a

defence against unfamiliar surroundings and unknown neighbours".

Cullingwortb too in his Swindon Social Survey^ found
that the garden and the T.V. set absorbed the interests of

4

at least the adult members of the family. Paradoxically he

found that "there were complainta about the lack of enter¬

tainment in the town, "and concluded that "it is diffioult to

say whether they did not go out because they did not want to -

or because they did not want to because there was nowhere
♦ I

to go."

Be that as it may "staying in the home" for both the

man and the woman of the house is a feature of new

communities, much more so than was previously the case in
9

established communities such as, for instance, Ashton (a
16

mining community) which J. Klein described as a plaoe

where a woman*s plaoe was in the home, the man*s place

definitely outside it. She observed that: "After work the

men go home for a wash and a .meal and then go out again, to

II4.. T. Nicholson: "New Communities in Britain", op.cit*,p.li;.8.
a

15* J.B. Cullingworth: Swindon Social Survey: A Second Report
on the social implications of overspill. Sociological
Review, Vol. 9/19.

16. Josephine Klein: "Samples from Ehgllsh Cultures"Vol. I.
Rout ledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1965, p. IOI4.
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meet their friends at the club, the pub* the corner* the

sportaground." In the three new towns concerned* end

more specifically in Livingston* at the time of the survey
♦ 4

a

there would not have been a pub or a club nor a sportsground

to go to. Quite apart however of the special case of the

new towns, at a national level Sillitoe's Survey*^ has shown

that television and gardening are by far the most popular

leisure time activities even for this age group* and these
18

activities happen to be "home and family" centred* Scheuch
%

in an article in the sociological review suggested that this

pattern of leisure-time spending was prevalent in other parts

of Western Europe too* by demonstrating that in Cologne the

majority of leisure-time spent by adults was spent in the home.

This study is of course not primarily about the

individuals' leisure activities as such* but about the degree

of participation in formal groups. The above brief dis¬

cussion however is relevant* since it would to some extent

account in a general sense for the low proportion in membership
a

in the age group 20-29* e.g.}

TABLE No. 33
♦

Age Group 20-29 - Proportion of population in membership

Glenrothes: males 17*5# females 7*3$
East Kilbride: males 9'0^s females 5*1$
Livingston: males 5*5# females 15*3#

Once again a number of differences between the above three

towns become apparent. Glenrothes had a higher proportion

17* K.K. Sillltoe* op.cit. Tables 9 & 10* pp. U2/k3*
18. E.k. Scheuoh: "Family Cohesion in Leisure-time".

Sociological Review* Vol. 8, i960.

$
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of the male population in memberebip than either of the other

two. On the other band Livingston showed twice the

percentage of females in membership than Glenrothes and

nearly three times as many as East Kilbride.

Livingston* being the youngest town of the three once

again showed characteristics which were not found in the

other two* in as much as the females would appear to be

very much more active in membership in this particular age-

group. Once again these figures cannot be explained totally

but there would appear to be some indicators which are

particularly relevant.

The general question of the influence of the different

stages of the life-cycle and the marital and familial status

has already been briefly discussed. The fact that in all

three towns this age group was the one in the female category

which was least represented in membership would further

oonfirm the notion that a great many young mothers were now

completely absorbed with the duties in their home.*
In Glenrothes twice as many men (as a proportion of the

total population) than in East Kilbride* were members of an

organisation. This may partly be attributable to the fact

that there has been a social club* wftlch initially was a

miners' welfare club* for a number of years. This club had

a total membership of 1^60 male members, some 220 of which

were old age pensioners (the over 60's). For the remainder

of their membership they were unable to give an age breakdown*
* For detailed figures see Tables 28* 29* 30.
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but from evidence given by members in Glenrothes it is
♦ 4

reasonable to assume that a great many of these will be
♦ •

found in the age-groups 20-40. It is therefore possible

that something of the mining community tradition, Which

J. Klein^ described, has survived the olosure of the pits
• » • ^

in and near Glenrothes.

Furthermore, in the very year in which this research
• 4 % *

was conducted in Glenrothes a new golf course and clubhouse
♦

were opened which caused the number of male club members to

rise to 1)10, of which 125 were in the 20 - 29 age group, so

they too would account for a certain number of members in

that age group. It is also interesting to note that the
♦

proportion this age group forms of the total population was
♦

almost identical to the proportion of that group who are in

membership (i.e. 17*3# and 17*5# respectively).

In East Kilbride the picture was different. The 20-29

age group formed a slightly lowsr proportion of the total
♦

population than any other group in the range 0-49 (i.e.
13'1%)• The proportion of membership was even lower, i.e.

9*0#. Contrary to the situation in Glenrothes there did

not appear to be any one organisation, in the sample, such as

the golf club and social clubs, which would account for a
4

substantial part of the membership. Furthermore, since
♦ 4 ♦

Glasgow is only six miles away and readily accessible by
♦

road and rail, one can sssume that a good number of that age
a

group will be able to seek their entertainment there, quite
♦

♦

19. J. Klein, op.clt.
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♦

apart from those who were totally absorbed in home and garden.

Nevertheless there would appear to be room for organisations

in East Kilbride to expand into activities attracting this

age group of either sex* particularly since it was the group

in East Kilbride whioh was least represented proportionally*
%

of all the age groups. i

As already indicated* the pattern in Livingston was

reversed from the one of the other two towns. There were

proportionally fewer men in^jmembership, both in relation to

male membership in the other towns and in relation to
%

female membership in Livingston Itself. On further investi-

gation some of the following factors would appear to bo

significant in the Livingston context.

a. As was noted when dealing with the preceding age group*

at the start of the new town* resources of leadership and

efforts were concentrated on activities for young people*
♦ «

with good results. Since these resources were limited* it

was not feasible* nor some would say* necessary to conoen-
♦

♦

trafee equally hard on this age group.

b. This group is highly mobile and it has been shown that a

great many more men than Women oontinue to keep up social

contacts in their former area of residence* at least in the

initial stages of their "new life"i

• e.g. The author has on one occasion given a lift to a
young roan* in his mid-twenties on his way from Livingston
to Edinburgh to attend a freemasons meeting and was
assured that it was very common for people in that age
group to have moat of their social life based in Edinburgh.
This was later confirmed by other leaders in the community.
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#

c. The largest employer of male labour in Livingston is an

Amerioan iron-foundry firm, and at the time of the survey

men were asked to work a considerable amount of overtime,

which of course curtailed opportunities for. leisure-time

activity. Something of the "process of americanisatlon"
%

20
which Zwelg described in Cumbernauld, seemed to have taken

place in Livingston also.
*

d. At the time of the study some sort of "cohesion" among
♦ •

men in this age group appeared to emerge within the context

of "Forum". The trend, which was observed when discussing
♦

♦

the "dates of foundation" namely, that the more specialised

activities for adults develop at a later stage, certainly

would seem to be borne out in Livingston.
\

As far as female participation is concerned there were

a number of factors which would account for the relatively

high degree of Involvement in Livingston.

a. The total number of women in the population was con-
$

siderably smaller than in the other two towns, the

"coverage" which can be achieved with limited resources was
%

therefore higher. Furthermore, the proportion0 of the total

population in that age group was higher than in the other
♦

♦

two new towns.

b. It is generally accepted that young mothers, who can be

assumed to form the bulk of the population in their age group,

are'less mobile than their male counterparts, and are therefore

to some extent given lees oholee in their social contacts.

20. op.cit., p.
%

•• An open group which started off as a weekly meeting of
new residents and developed into regular platform on which
community affairs are being discussed.

a See Tables 26, 29, 30 for actual figures.
♦

»

♦

4
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c. As was the case in Livingston in the age group 10-19*

which also had a high degree of involvement* professional

leadership was available very early on in the development

of the town. The YM/ZWCA jointly appointed a worker* who
saw her remit as working with young mothers. Furthermore

a district nurse* working and living in the area organised

group meetings for women in her area. As can be seen froi
4

Map Fig. L9 (Howdon Ladles Group) practioally every woman
♦

living in the same street as the nurse was a member,

d. The geographical area in which these workers operated was

still relatively small and clearly defined. It was therefore

possible for them to know personally, and be known by* most

of the residents moving into the new town.

Once again* it would appear that availability of

professional leadership at an early stage of the development

of the town is a most vital factor in the degree of Involve-

ont in organised activities which can be achieved.

As the figures below show* the degree of involvement of

this age group was markedly different from the one observed

for the preceding group* i.e.

TABLE No.

Group 30-39 - Proportion of population in membershi

Glenrothes * males 20*73$ females 15*3#
East Kilbride: males 10* 2# females 6*33$
Livingston: males 5*6# females 2i*.-15^

In Glenrothes the proportion of men in membership showed a
♦

g
small increase over the previous age group but the proportion
* For further details sec Tables 28*29*30.
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of women in membership doubled, thus in a sense confirming
Pi

Sillitoe,s "life cycle theory". In other words, we can

assume that women in this, age group ho longer had small

children and were no longer "housebound", to the same extent.

In East Kilbride the proportional increase in membership

in both sexes was very small, but nevertheless, the faot that
♦

there was an increase at all, would still confirm the general
♦

trend of increased participation with Increased age, after

an initial peak between 10-19 which is then followed by a
*

general falling off towards retirement age and a further
£

increase in participation after retirement.

As in previous age groups the situation in Livingston

was different. Again the proportion of female participation

was higher than male participation (as has been the case

within every age group except the first one). Bu& given
that fact, both the male and female proportion showed an

increase, a minimal one in the case of the men (from 5*5$ to

5*6$) but a sizeable one (from 15* 3% to 24*1$) in the case

of the women. This last figure would again suggest an

increased "freedom" for the women with slightly older children.
«

A number of the more general factors, such as distance to
♦

♦

Glasgow in the case of East Kilbride and overtime at Cameron

Ironworks in Livingston would apply in this age group too.
♦

Perhaps splitting the age groups into ten year spans at
$

21. See page.40, op.clt. v
* Strict comparability with other data is problematic,

since Sillltoe, for instance starts off with spans
of 4 years (15-18, 19-22), then 8 years (23-30) and
then 15 years (31-45, 46-60). Nevertheless useful
since general trends can be compared.
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this level is no longer quite relevant, particularly since
it can be assumed that circumstances affecting one age group,

certainly as far sb men are concerned, do not necessarily

differ radically enough, say between 25 and 35* as to have a.

significant Influence on participation.

This would appear to be the age group which records

a higher degree of participation in all three towns than

any other adult age group except the over 60*s. The figures

for the proportions of membership were:

It can be noted that in Glenrothes the proportion of

memberships among the males was almost twice as higa as in

the other two towns. Once again, it can be assumed that

the Glenrothes Recreation and Social Club and the golf

club accounted for a considerable proportion of all the males

in membership in this age group. It is also interesting to

note that this 23*represented almost twice the proportion

this age group accounted for in the total population (l.o.

12*1/0. In East Kilbride and Livingston the proportion of

male members was remarkably similar. In each oase the

proportion had risen (with both males and females) for the

third successive time starting with the 20*29 eg0 group.

The figures for Livingston were once again untypioal compared

Glenrothes: males 23*6£ females 21 *5#
East Kilbride: males 13*l£ females 8*1$
Livingston: males Xy2% females 25*9#
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with the other two new towns. 25*9~% was the highest proportion
of both male and female membership participation in this age

group. Whilst in both other towns the proportion of male

members oxoeeded that of female ones, in Livingston the

reverse was the case. A comparison with national figures,

such as givon by Sillitoe22 was not possible, since he used

different age groups (31-1*5 and 1*6-60), but it is interesting
to note that in his sample too the same trends appeared, more

markedly so among the females. This trend showed that in

this age group a higher degree of participation took place,

than in any other adult age group. This same trend was

clearly borne out in the three new towns investigated.
♦

(See Tables 28, 29* 30). Onoe again, the stages in the life-
*

cycle would appear to be a relevant factor. The children

were now grown up and in some cases have very likely left
home. Hence the rise in membership which Sillitoe observed

as being a nationwide phenomenon, and which, as was shown,

also applied to the three new towns in this study.
%

It is of oourse arguable whether anything can be gained

by separating this age group from the previous one, however,

having done so some interesting characteristics can be shown.

As can be seen from the figures below, this is the age grotp

in which the proportion of male and female membership

differed least from each other, within each town.

0

22. K.K. Sillitoe, op.clt., pp. 60 St 61.

0
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TABLE No. 36

Glenrothes:

East Kilbride:

Livingston:

ales 17# females 17*6#
tales 5*
tales 17* 8#

ales 1*1$
ales 16 • 955

In the females just slightly the

ales (and then in proportion only, but not in actual figures),

and in Livingston for the first time, (since the 10-19 age

group) proportion of very slightly

of females. This was an age group where the proportion of

emberahips relative to the proportion in. the total population

as significantly higher, in the case of Glenrothes and

Livingston. (See Tables 28,29*30). In East Kilbride, however,
«

the respective proportions are almost identical

e Group over 60

This age group was the one which in the total population

was least represented. This is to be expected in new towns.

already explained 2h

terms of involvement in membership, however, the situation was

different, as the following figures will show:

TABLE No.

over tion ulation in

Glenrothes:

East Kilbride:

Livingston:

isles

tales

1*3$
3'9g

tborshi

tales lik* 1% females 36*6$
females 16*1$
females 23*9^

The outstanding figure here Was the kb'1% male participation

in Glenrothes. Once again the Reoreation and Social Club

seemed to be a most important factor with 100 and

a
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♦

♦

125 female members listed in the over 60*s category* Further¬

more, there were three other organisations co-ordinated by
♦

one body who specifically looked after the interests of old
*

people,
4

In East Kilbride too there was an Old Age Pensioners

Social Club,but it would appear to have been less aotlve

in recruitment. In Livingston, however* at the time at

which the fleldwork was done, there was no specific old people's
s

organisation. Table 30 shows that the total number of people
W

involved was of course small, both in terms of total

population and the proportion thereof which was involved in any

kind of organised activity. Again the proportion of women

involved was significantly higher than that of men* but those

who were in membership were not in specific old age pensioners1

clubs* but were mainly to be found among the members of suoh

groups as the Church Women's meeting.

It was stated at the outset that all the figures quoted

above demonstrate a degree of involvement in formal organ!-
♦

*

sations without being able to account for multiple member-
♦

ship. Few comparative figures were available, which would
+ 4

♦

allow a reliable comparison with other new towns or even
4

other towns In either this country or elsewhere. It is

therefore not possible to say whether .participation in these
♦

new towns was higher or lower than in any other area. What
4

statistics are available relate mainly to the Youth Service

age-range - and where possible, limited comparisons have
%

therefore beon made above.

* See also: T. Bottomore in Glass's Social Mobility in
Britain* op.cit., p. 853* who used the same method* and
Strathoiyde University's Study of Irvine* op.olt.

I
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One factor, however, seemed to stand out above all the

others, I.e. where adequate leadership and facilities were
♦

available participation was considerably higher than in areas

where this was not the case. The 10*19 age group (which

incorporates the Youth Service age range) overall had higher

membership figures than any other age group, and it could be

claimed that this was largely due to the extent to which

full*tlme leadership was available. Similarly, in Livingston
a larger proportion of women was involved in membership (larger

in every oategory except the 10-19 age group). Again this
could be said to be due to the leadership given by a trained

full-time woman worker; The exception, even, (i.e. more

boys in membership than girls in 10-19 age group) would tend

to confirm this rule, since two full-time male leadors have

been available from a very early time in the new town's

development, to further activities for young people.

In Glenrothes too. Where more old people over 60 were

involved in membership than in any of the other new towns,

more facilities would appear to be available for old people,

and indeed a separate oommlttee, which organised activities

for old people. It seems therefore clear that where resources,

in terms of leadership and facilities were available, there

the population responded and membership was relatively high.

What is less clear, however, is as to which was the cause and

which the effeot. In other words, Were there less facilities

and leaders in a given town, conoemlng themselves with a given
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age-group, because there was less interest to be found

among the population; or was there less interest to be

found because there were less facilities available,* The

fact, however, that apart from one or two youth organisations,
no other club had lndioeted that they have a waiting list,

would suggest that on the whole the needs, as far as they

have been stimulated, have been satisfactorily met.

* This is the same paradox Which Cullingworth discovered
when reporting on his Social Survey of Swindon, op.cit.
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CHAPTER 9
♦

Development of membership of organisations over period of

existence: Growth ratlo membership: Population

Secretaries were asked under question XIV to supply

information about the alee of their membership for every year

during whioh their organisation had been In existence. It
♦

was hoped that this Information would give a comprehensive
♦

picture of the growth of various organisations, whloh could
♦ •

*

then be related to the growth of the town as a whole. In
the event however it was found that not all secretaries had

maintained an adequate enough record of membership statistics.

In some cases, no statistics at all were available, and in

others, membership figures were reoorded during only part of
t

the existence of the organisations.

Nevertheless, the Information available was transferred

on to sets of graphs (see below), according to categories of

organisations for each town. These graphs as such do not
0

require further eluoldatlon, but it was decided to supplement
♦

this information by comparing the rate of growth of each

organisation with the rate of growth of each town. Frequently

it was found that secretaries oommented on their increase in
4

membership that this was due to the "growth of the population"
in a general way. By calculating the growth ratio membership:

4

population, it has beoome possible to give an indicator as to

how fast, or otherwise, the particular organisation increased
♦

its membership in relation to the increase of the general

population. This can of course be only a rough indicator, -

but it is more aoourate than the kind of general statement
♦

. •

t

0

0
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*

mentioned above. Aarthermore* in some cases it would

have been more appropriate to relate the growth of member¬

ship of an organisation to the increase in the sector of the

population which theoretically would have been eligible to

Join it. However* since In most cases it would have been

impossible to determine eligibility for this purpose* (e.g.
who is theoretically eligible to join say the Aero-modelling

club?) it was deoided to relate the membership growth to the

general population increase, over the same period* each time.

9.1* Glenrothes

Category Youth Organisations>

Five Youth Organisations (71'1^£) of total)* were able
to supply figures* two of whloh covered the period since

their foundation and the other three for at least part of

that time. The two organisations which were able to cover

the total period of their existenoe were the Air Training

Corps (N0.I4.O) and the Girl Guides (No.58). Both started in

1954* In the period 195^-1968 the increase in the population

of Glenrothes was 335*5/^• During the same time the Girl
Guides inoreased by 2610£; in other words* taken over the

whole period* they* as an organisation* grow almost eight
♦

times as fast as the town. On the other hand* the Air Training

Corps in the same period only increased by U2#» i.e. almost
• eight times slower than the general population growth rate.

♦

It is of interest to note that both secretaries in their

questionnaires indloated that they were increasing their

membership nas the town was growing".

#
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The YMCA/YWCA (No. 35)» although founded In 19314-*

was only able to give figures for the period 1960-1967*

During that time the population growth recorded an increase

of 89*1$. The YMCA/XWCA on the other hand showed an

increase in membership of 655*5#* In other words its

membership grew seven times faster than the population of
♦

the town itself. The particularly steep increase in

membership between 1962 and 1963 was accounted for by the

fact that a new YMCA building was opened during that year.

The Boys Brigade (No. I49), although in existence
a

sinoe 1950, were able to supply figures only starting in 19614..
Prom 19614-1968 the towns' population increased by 55*7#,while
during the same period the membership of the Boys Brigade

increased by 181*8#, i.e. over three times as fast as the

population of the town.

Similarly, the Soouts (No. 52) commenced activities in

I95I4, but were only able to give membership statistics for

the period 1964-1967* During that time the population

increased by U2# and the membership of the Soouts by 17*8#,
In other words the Increase in membership was two-and-a-half

times slower than the growth of the population. As oan be

seen from the graph in Fig. 1, and indeed from the growth

ratio figures given in Table 38, every one of the youth

organisations had increased its membership over the-period

of existence, although two had had temporary set-backs

during which the membership actually dropped. The general

tendency however would appear to be for the youth organisations
to increase their membership as the town continues to grow;
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TABLE No

Growth ratio membership: Population Youth Organisations
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation Population^ Member- Growth
# inorease ship ratio

195U~68 U-0 Air Training Corps 335*5#

ship

i*2*8#
195U-68 No. 38 Girl Guides
1960-67 No. 35 YMCA/iWGA
1961*-68 No. 2*9 Boys Brigade
I96J4.-67 No. 52 Scouts

335*5# 2610*0#
655 * 5#
181*8#

17*8#

89*1*#
55*7#
1*2*0#

0*13
7.78
7.33
3*26
0*1*2

* Based on population figures at end
Glenrothes

Chit

of December
ent Corporation,

some however, as Table 38 illustrates, did so at a rate which

exoeeded the proportionate growth rate of the tc*m This

however a pattern which one would expect to find, bearing

the youthfulness of a new towns' population in mind.

Category Arts& Cultural Organisations:

organisations In this category 7#

were in a position to supply membership figures over the

whole period The oldest one of these

was the Film Society, (No. 16) which started in 1962 and

was able to give figures up to 1967* As can bo seen fro:

the graph, this soolety experienced a steep fall after the

first and after membership from 196L.-1965* a

further fall took place, but this decrease latterly showed

signs of levelling out. It is of interest to note that

during town

** See also "Age structure of populations" Chapter 8.

4
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grow by 66*6£ the Film Society experienced a dooreaae of 60$.
The secretary of the sooiety commented on this development

as follows:

"The trend is typical of most Film Societies, falling
sharply in the first few years, and then stabilising*
Large numbers Joined in the first year who perhaps
did not appreciate that the objectives of the Film
Society are not merely providing entertainment, suoh
as is available from the commercial cinemas *"

» fr

This point illustrates the "vulnerability" of an organisation
t • «

• •

of this kind* The choice of films is an.area in which

conflict can arise readily, and if that choice does not find

wide approval, then members will leave* hi a town like

Glenrothes, where there is no commercial cinema, there must

be, almost inevitably a divergence of demand among members,

between those wishing to see the more specialised films, which
a

are aimed at societies as a specialist maricet, and between

those who will want the society to perform the function of a

commercial cinema* From the secretary's remarks, and from

the evidence of the graph, it would appear that the view,
which was in agreement with the objectives of the sooiety as

stated by the secretary, prevailed, but that as a result many

members have left the sooiety.

The Little Theatre Group (No. 33) started in 1965, and

were able to furnish membership figures up to 1968* During
that time the population increased by 39'1%, but the membership

of this group increased by 166# over the same period, i.e.

over four times as fast. As the graph shows, however, there

has been a slight decrease in membership during the last year.

The secretary of the group commented on this by pointing out

that the rate of membership depended on whatever production
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the group were preparing. To some extent therefore the

question of preference of taste was a factor whieh had.a
♦

bearing on sise of membership, just as it did in the ease

of the Film Society, Where the choice of films appeared to

be an important factor. However, in the ease of the Little
♦ I •

Theatre Group the ohoice of production would also determine

the number of members whieib can actively participate, which

again oould be a factor determining the sise of membership.
*

The Floral Art Olub (No. 51) also started in 1965, and

supplied membership figures up to 1968. As was noted above,

during that time the population rose by 39*7#, and the Floral

Art Club recorded an increase in membership of 15% t whieh
*

meant that it grew almost twioe as fast as the remainder of

the population. Zt is particularly interesting to note

that for the first three years the membership remained static,
4

till they changed their time of meeting, from an afternoon to

an evening, and then the membership increased markedly.

At the time this study was undertaken, the Musical &

Operatic Society (No. 13) had only been in existence for

just over one year; it was therefore obviously too early to

try and assess the trend of membership. However, it is of

interest to note that during that period, (i.e. 1966-67) the

population of the towngrew by 8*1$ and the membership of the
*

MUsloal & Operatic Society by 19#, just over twice as fast.

Comparing the set of graphs in Fig. 2, and Table 39 with the

preoedlng ones, two factors will be notloed. None of the
♦

organisations in this category bad the size of membership,

whieh is found with the Youth Organisations, nor were the
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Growth ratio memberships Population Arts & Cultural
Organisations - GLENROTHES
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Period Organisation population member- Growth
% Inerease ship ratio

1962-67
1965-68

1965-68
1966-67

Ho. 16 Film Society
No. 33 Little Theatre

Group
No. 51 Floral Art Club
No. 13 Musloal &

Operatic Society

6#

39*7#
39* 7#

8*1*#

0%

166*0#
75*0#

19*0#

-0*90

if* 18
1*88

2*26

increases steep. The growth whole

smaller and order of the ratios found for

instance with the and the YMCA & the

growth ratio relating to the Film Society was found to be

negative, whereas not one of the Youth Organisations listed,

showed a negative growth ratio.

Cate s Sooial'Service Organisations:

Five organisations (71*k# of total in this category),
were figures

iborshlp In

relating to the growth of the

one of the oases, the figures
existence graphs in Fig. 3

representing these five organisations show that on the whole

have lembershlp Not more than kO

embers - and only one had a membership of under 20

The oldest group was the Rotary Club

(No. 11) which started in 1957* Unfortunately, however, no

exact annual membership records were kept, which meant that

the sooretary was only able to indicate the initial membership
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figure as It stood In 1957, of 25 members, and the figure

ten years later, i.e. I4.0. Although the graph shows a

straight line, information does not exist as to whether there

have been any significant changes in the membership in.any

one year. Rotary did not have a limit on membership as suoh,
• I t

but only men belonging to certain professions, (no more than
% t

two in any one), were being invited to join, which in. 1 town
» 1 ♦

the size of Glenrothes, and in the surrounding district, made
♦ » ♦ ♦

it unlikely that this figure would increase greatly. The

total increase over the period of existence was 60#, whilst

tho towns* population grew by 163*4#» that is almost three

times as fast as the Rotary membership. However, as indicated

above, slnoe strict criteria as to who can Join were being

applied, the value in this Instance of comparison between the

population growth and tho growth of membership, is strictly

limited. It is nevertheless interesting to note that in

this category, Rotary recorded the highest growth rate.

The Toastmaters* Club (No. Ij5), which had been inoluded

in this category for the same reason as Rotary and the Round

Table, followed in I960, and was able to furnish the. member-

ship figures for every year up to 1967. In that period the

general population grew by 89*14#, whilst the membership of

this particular club actually fell by 9*7$, over the same period.
The reason given for this was twofold) a) the moving away of

members from the town, and b) the change-over of members to

Rotary and Round Table.

In 1962 the Red Cross Society (No. 15) was founded, but

during the first two years no membership rooord was being kept.

Tho figures given therefore relate to the period 1964-1967.
* •
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During that time the population Increased by \&%t Whereas

the membership of this society grew as well, but only by 33*

Slnoe the Red Cross Society wished to recruit members from

all sectors of the population, It la of Interest to note

that Its Increase In membership did not keep step with the
%

lnorease In the general population over the same period.
♦ «

However, as will be seen from the Table 40# this society

nevertheless reoorded the second highest growth rate of all

organisations In this category.
♦

In 196i|, there followed the Round Table (Mo. 7), Which

proportionately recorded the most substantial drop In

mei&ersblp In this category, I.e. 21*l£. The general

population Inoreased by over the same period, namely

from 19614.-1967.
♦

However, as Fig. 3 shows, the actual numbers involved
were not very high. In fact this drop of 21*1% only repre-

sented 8 members. The reasons for this trend were given by

the secretary as followst

"The pattern of high initial membership followed by a
drop and some indifference is common to many tables
following charter membership; as the table finds Its
own character and sorts out its Identity. Membership
being confined to professional and business executives
to a large extent means that the members often move
about the country; a new table takes some time to learn
where and how to look for replacements for them and
for the drop out."

♦

To that explanation needs to be added that Round Table operated

an upper limit of I4.O members, and also an upper age limit of
*

I4.O. In other words, there were certain restrictions, which

In an area with a relatively small population such as Glen¬

rothes might well make- it temporarily impossible for them to

fill all vacancies.
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♦

Lastly, in this category, there was the social amenities

oounoll, (Mo. 19) Which was only in its second year of

existence at the time of the study. From 1967 to 1968 the

general population increased by 9°6£ and during the same

time the councils' membership grew by 25#, The reason for
♦

this growth rate was given by the secretary with the

following oomments "This increase shows that the council did
a good job of work during the first year and were therefore

joined by people willing to help." The graph shows that again
the actual number of people involved was small, and indeed it

was probably too early to arrive at any conclusion about the

success of this particular group, but it is of interest to

note that in this category this was the only group, which grew

faster than the general population over any period.

TABLE No. 40.

Growth ratio membership: population Social Service Organisations
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratlo

Percentage increase

1957-67 No. 11 Rotary Club 163*4# 60*0# 0* 37
1960-67 No. 45 Toastmasters Club 89*4# - 9*7# -0*11

196i+-67 No. 15 Red Cross Society 42*0# 33*3# 0*79

1964-67 No. 7 Round Table 42*0# -21*1# -0»50
1967-68 No. 19 Social Amenities

9*6# 25*0#Counc11 2*60

The above table illustrates that overall.the growth
♦

ratio membership{population was very small in each case,

with the exception of the Social Amenities Counoil, and there

the period measured was probably too short to be in any way
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oonoluslve. Moreover, In the oase of two organisations, tho

Round Table and tho Toastmastors Club, the relationship

between the growth of the population and the growth of their

membership was In fact an inverse one. In other words, as

the population of the town lnoreased, so their membership
♦

actually decreased, for tho reasons indicated above.
*

Four of the womens* organisations, (l^*^ of total)
were able to give information relating to their membership

figures over the period of their existence. The oldest of

these was the Glenrothes Womens* Club (No. 56), which Btarted

activities in 1950. As will be noted from Fig,
♦

membership increased steadily over the first eight years to a

peak of 80 members, and from then on the general trend was

a downward one, till in 1967 this club had 30 members•left.

The reason given for this by the secretary was the fact that

onoe it had become possible for women to find evening work,

the membership started to fall off. Nevertheless, taken

overall, the Womens* Club recorded a 50# increase in member¬

ship for the period 195U-1967* Although this represents the

highest growth rate in this category, this figure is*somewhat
v • •

thwarted by the growth rate of the general population, which
*

♦

for the same period was 2267#* It is therefore of interest
• •

to note that in 1950 this club had a share of 2# of the total

population, by 1967 this share was reduced to 0*12# of the

total population; it is therefore in this light that the

growth rate of 50# has to be seen over this length of time.
The Towns Womens Guild (No. li) was formed in 195^4-* with a
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membership of 63. Aa the graph Illustrates this figure

almost immediately began to drop and by 1967 membership

had levelled out at a figure of 30 members. Over the total

period this represents a decrease in membership of 52*1$,
while over the same time the population of the town rose by

297*l£. The reason whloh the secretary of the guild gave

for this decrease was the fact that their group met at
0

Voodslde Community Hall, which in the early days was the

centre of the town since building was started at Voodslde.

But now, since they continued to meet there, they really were

at the outskirts of the town from which they felt it to be

difficult to attract members from all over the town. This
♦

reason was no doubt valid enough, but it ignored the fact that

membership already, as the graph shows, started to deoline
♦

after the first year, i.e. 1955$ at .which time, as Fig. 02
0

shows, building had not proceeded sufficient eastwards to

place Voodslde at the outskirts. Other factors therefore

must have been responsible for this. One of them might be

related to the fact that three out of four womens* organi¬

sations represented in Fig. I4. met at Woodslde Community Hall,

and that it could therefore be assumed that a condition of

oversupply in that particular precinct existed. Only one

of these three had in fact recorded an increase in membership,

and that increase was not big enough to account for the loss

of the other two organisations. Possibly the age structure

of the present membership might be another factor. Hardly

any of the members in the two organisations which showed a

decrease were under 30} most were in faot l+O years of age
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or over* whioh one oould assume to indicate that they had

failed to attraot the young mothers, which demographically

are a dominant feature of new town populations.

The Womens* Co-op Guild (Woodslde) (Mo. 17), in-fact

would appear to have undergone a similar experience. Although

no annual membership records were kept, their secretary was

able to confirm that when they started in lQ5lj.» they had a

membership roll of 100, and by the season 1967/68 this figure

had Increased to ij.0. (Hence the dotted straight line on graph).
The secretary suggested as a reason for this trend the fact

that women were working so-called "swing-shifts" (i.e. from

3 p.m. to 9 p.m.), whloh for many would make attendance at
*

meetings impossible. Once again this illustrates the point
a

about the influence of meeting times on attendance. However,

a further reason, as mentioned above, might well have been a

failure to attract younger members. In this particular group

over half the members were in the I4.O-6O age group and none

wore under 30 years of age. These factors, it would appear,

might help to aooount for an overall decrease in total

membership of 60# during a period in which the population

increased by 297*1#.
The South Parks Farmhouse Ladies Social Club was formed

in 1961i. As will be seen from Fig. Gl, South Parks is among

the more recently built preolnots of the town. This particular

group started with a membership of I45, and over a period of

three years this number was lnoreased to 63, which represented

an overall increase of UU.*li# during a period in Which the

population increased by I42#. Ih other words, this was the
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only womens' group represented wbioh actually grew faster

than the general population Zt is not likely however that

It will maintain this growth momentum, since they stated that

65 Is the maximum II Miiodation could

TABLE No. kl

Growth ratio membership: Population "Women's" Organisations
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation
♦

population member- Growth
ship. ratio

percentage Increase

1950-67 No* 56 Womens Club
1954
19514.

No. k Towns Womens Guild
No. 17 Co-operative

Womens Guild

2267* 0%
297*1%

1%
I96I4.-67 No. 29 South Parks Farmhouse

Club 1|2-0%

50*0% 0-02

U% -0*17

6% -0*20

1*06

On the ovidenoe it would appear that

this oategory is not one In whloh considerable growth

embership has taken place,

o allow for non-ellptlb11 It

(Even If the ratios were doubled.

approximately half of the population to which these figures are

related). Two of the groups deoreased in also as the towns'
♦

♦

population increased, one showed a very nominal growth rate,

and only one inoreased its membership in

proportion to tho growth of the general population in Glenrothes

Cate : Hobby/Special Interest oups:

Six of the groups (66*7#) In the above oategory were

record me

over the period of their oxistenoe. The oldest among these,
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and the one, as Fig. 5 shows, with the most "dramatic"

decline in membership was the Glenrothes & District Horti¬

cultural Society (No. 20). At the end of its first year

(1956) this society had 730 members and at the end of the

1967/68 season it had 150 members left. However, this
was not the result of a steady deoline. It has not been

♦

possible to account for the fall during 1 <5.9, but the decline

in 1963 was explained by the secretary as having been due to a
• a

rise in the subscription rate, (albeit only from 2/- to 2/6d.).
In 1965 the Society went through a crisis of leadership and

a

as a result temporarily collapsed. Apparently the committee

had organised a flower show and had awarded all the cash prizes

and trophies to themselves. Out of this crisis emerged two

things: a) A new committee, which if membership figures since

1965 are any indicator, seems to be more competent, as every

year has shown an increase since then, and b) a new society,

the Greenhouse Club, which was formed as a splinter group.

Overall, this development has meant that there was a decrease

of 79*5% over the initial membership figure, during a period

in which the population of the town has grown by 22li*l£.
The following year, (1957)* the Glenrothes Angling Club

(No. 53) was formed. It started off with a membership of

100, a figure which remained steady over a period of four

years. But as the pits closed around the area, and in 1962

the Rothes pit itself, more and more members, many of whom

were miners, left the town. Since then the club has declined

further till in the 1967/68 season only ten members were left.

This represents a decline of 90% over a period during which
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the town grew by 188*9^. The secretary of the club commented

that this was ndue to the fact that there is extreme pollution

in the River Leven, where there are hardly any fish left."
»

On both of these counts, i.e. leaving of miners and pollution

of river, the decline of this particular club reflects part
*

of the history of the development of this town.

In 1961 the Aeromodelling Club (No. 8) was formed, but

records were available from 1962 onwards. It started
♦

activities with 15 members, and by 1967/68 had increased this

figure to 2li, i.e. by 60$. Over the same period the

population increased by 66*6£, which means that this particular
«

club almost grew at the same rate. However the secretary

felt that the Aeromodelling club would have been able to grow

more rapidly, had it not been for the lack of suitable premises.

In 1962 the Chess Club (No. II4.) was formed, but member-
#

ship figures were available as from 1963 onwards. As can be

seen from Fig. 5, this clubs' membership fluctuated and

recorded the same number of members, i.e. 12 at the time",of

this study, as when they first started. Overall the growth

rate of this club has therefore been nil, although the popu¬

lation increased by 57# over the same period. The secretary

offered an interesting explanation for this. He felt that

membership was "at its highest, when his own enthusiasm was

at it8 highestH, and that therefore the membership figures

fluctuated parallel with his own enthusiasm. With a relatively

small club, devoting itself to a special interest such as chess,

this would appear to be quite feasible, although it would be

difficult to decide whether increase in membership causes an

increase in the secretary's enthusiasm, or vice versa.
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In 1965 the Rothes Invitation Club, (Racing Pigeons)
(No. 30) was started, after the original olub had been dis-

*

♦

♦ •

banded for some tine. The above club then linked up with a
9

group of pigeon fanciers in Leslie, to form a new club. Since
♦»

•
,

at the time of this study it had only been in existence in its

new form for two years, it would be too early to come to any
9 »

conclusion about its growth rate. However, it is of interest
, « •

to note that in that period it had increased its membership by
4 9

lk'3%* while the population grew by 27'1$.
\

1 4
t ' .

The same applies to some extent to the Greenhouse Club

(No. ij.8) which was also formed in 1965 as a result of the

crisis in the Horticultural Society, which was previously

referred to. In the time however from 1965-1967 this olub

recorded a I4.OOS6 increase in membership, while the population

increased by 27* 1$. Although the actual numbers Involved
0

were relatively small, since it grew from 10 to 50 members

only, the growth rate nevertheless is of interest, particularly

when seen against a background of some of the hobby/special
interest groups declining or showing no growth. The secretary

himself felt that they would have more members, if they did

not insist on "active participation", which entailed helping

those newcomers who never owned a garden prior to their

arrival in the new town. Furthermore, it is a condition of

membership of this club, that a member must own a greenhouse

or a coldframe.

Table No. [\Z illustrates the widely differing develop¬

ments which have occurred with the various organisations in

this category. Two organisations show a negative growth rate,
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rABLE No.

Growth ratio membership: Population Hobby/Special Interest
Organiaations: GLENROTHES

Period Organisation population membership Growth
percentage increase ratio

1956-68 No. 20 Horticultural
Society

1957-68 No. 53 Angling'.dub
1962-67 No. 8 Aeromodelling Club
1963-67 No. 11* Chess Club
1965-67 No. 30 Rothes Invitation

Club

1965-67 No. 1*8 Greenhouse club

221*- 1# -79*5# -0-35
188-5# -90•0% -0-1*8
66*6# 60-0# 0-90

57*0# 0-0# -

27*1+# 11*-3# 0-52

27-14# 1*00-0# 11*- 60

where the during in

population increased by 221*- 1# and 188-9# One

organisation, the Aeromodelling Club, increased its membership

at approxi same ratio as the percentage increase of

the population over the same period. The Chess Club on the

other hand, showed no increase overall, therefore the

calculation of a growth ratio was not possible. And lastly,

the Greenhouse Club recorded the growth

so far not even some of the Youth Organisations achieved.

However, the period over tdaich this increase took place was

relatively short, as compared with fourteen years over

which.the Girl Guides for instance recorded a growth rate of

7-70*.

Cat oso: Political Organisations:

Pour political organisations, (66*7# were

able to furnish records, ext ending

period of existence in sll cases except one. These are
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represented In Fig. 6. The oldest of these was the Communist

Party (No. 55) which started to operate in Glenrothes inl?1952
with 5 members, and by 1968 had grown to 78. Whilst in

terms of absolute numbers this did not represent a very high

figure, in terms of percentage inorease it was considerable,

namely 114.80# over a period during which the population

increased by 713*3%, Their secretary commented that the
I »

party grew in membership, as the town increased its population.
I

Proportionally* as the above figures illustrate, it has in
• % +

fact grown twice as fast. It is of particular interest to
• l

note that the closure of the Rothes Pit, where the party

maintained a so-called "industrial branch", did not appear

to have had any effect on the membership, as the graph in

Fig. 6 illustrates.
*

The Glenrothes Branch of the West Fife Conservative

Association, (No.6), was formed in I960 - but records only

started to be kept in 19614.. In the period from 1961|01967»
the party grew from 85 to I4.86 members, which represented an

increase of 14.71*6#. Again, as in the case of the Communist

Party, the secretary commented on this increase as being a

parallel development with the growth of the town as such. In

fact the Conservative Association grew more than ten times as

fast. The steep increase in membership in the last two

years was accounted for by the branch secretary, by increased
*

interest being shown in the party's activities, which was due
♦

to the fact that the branch were sponsoring candidates for

local elections.

In 1963 the Scottish National Party, (No. 9) entered the
♦

✓

political arena. It started off with a membership of 20,
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and within five years increased this number to 250, re¬

presenting an increase of 1150$. During the same period

however the town grew by 72*1#, which meant that proportionally

and over the same period, the SNP grew nearly sixteen times

faster* However, as the graph in Fig. 6 illustrates, this

even growth In fact in 1966 the membership

fell by half, which was due to a leadership crisis, which

lasted fro 1966 trend

rapidly rising membership however, was considered by.the

secretary to be

in SNP activity.

upward

Fina lly, 1967

for Glenrothes They

45 in the first year and

(No. 50),

ember-

figure into

the second year. However, it was considered to be too soon

to txy and assess the growth rate or otherwise, on the basis

of this one year.

TABLE No.

Growth ratio membership: Population Political Organisations:
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation population
ship

percentage increase

sober- Growth
ratio

1952-68

1964-67

1963-68

1967-68

No. 55 Communist
Party 713'3% 1480•0% 2* 07

No. 6 Conservative
Association 42' 0% 471•6% 11*23

No. 9 Scottish National
Party 72*lg 1150'0%

♦

16*00

No. 50 Young
Cons ervat ives 9-7* 0-0%
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It is of interest to note that of those political
*

organisations, which were able to furnish membership figures,

each, (except one where it was too early to say) has maintained

a growth rate which was considerably in excess of the rate of

increase of the population. The oldest one, the Communist
♦ ♦

Party, grew more than twice' ais fast as the population for the
%

same period, and the Conservatives eleven times as fast.

The Soottish National Party however established a growth ratio,

unequalled by any other organisation in any other category so
• # • ♦

^

far. In terms of categories, only the Youth Organisations
so far showed no decreasing ratios, but even there the ratio

figures were not nearly as considerable as would appear to

be the case with the political organisations.

Category: Sports Organisations:

In this category, every organisation represented in the

study, was able to supply a record of their membership

figures over the period of existence. The oldest one of
♦

these is the Qolf Club (No. 36), which started in 1956.

As the graph in Fig. 7 illustrates, this club started with

20 members, and grew steadily. But.^in the last two years

the membership rose from 160 to 500. This sudden increase
*

was due to the opening of the golf course in the town. To¬

gether with a new clubhouse. Previously there was no golf
• «

course in the town as such, and members had to play on courses

in the surrounding district. Over the total period, in which

the club existed it increased its membership by 2I4.O/&, whilst

during the same time the population of Qlenrothes increased
♦

by 2214.* 1%, In other words, overall the club grew Just

slightly faster than the rest of the population.
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In 1958 there followed the C.I.S.W.O. Bowling Club,

(No. 28), which la, as Ita name Implies, attached to the

C.I.S.W.O. Centre. Its initial memberahip was recorded as

being 100; however, as the graph illustrates it steadily

declined up to the year 19614., and from then on it has been
a

rising again, without so far reaching its -original figure.
Overall there has therefore been a decrease of some \f>% as

compared with a population increase over the same period of

135^be secretary commented on this trend as follows:

"As mining members left Glenrothes, membership has fallen, but

over the past few years the increase in population is beginning

to make up for these losses.

In 196I4. the Glenrothes Junior Football Club, (N0.5I4.) was

formed, but membership figures were only available for the

period 1966-67* During that time the club increased its

membership by 9*l£, while the population increased by 8*1$
over the same period. Again, as was the case with the Golf

Club, the growth rates of the town and the club almost

coincided. The secretary however felt that the else of

their memberahip largely depended on the playing suocess of
1

the team. In this sense they were "vulnerable", not unlike

the Film Sooiety, albeit, in a different sphere of interest.
%

In the following year the Arohery Club, (No. 12) was

formed with an initial membership of 26. By 1967 this number

had deoreased to 6, which represented a drop of 76* 9$, while

during the same period the population of the town had
*

increased by 27*U%» According to written comments on this

trend, by the secretary of the Archery Club, there would appear
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to have been a good deal of fplot ion between the founder/
president of the olub and the members* and this be considered

a

to have, been a major cause of the decline of membership.

Apparently the founder/president was a professional sports

outfitter* who insisted on members buying expensive equipment

. from him. The secretary then added further oomments* which

are reproduced verbatim* partly because they explain the

deorease in membership* and also because they Illustrate the

kind of difficulties suoh an organisation may encounter:
• »

"I can only say that had our olub been started by some¬
one who wanted to promote Archery as a sport and not
as a commercial proposition* we oould have had a member¬
ship far in exoess of 30. When the olub first started
the ground used was just a piece of waste ground* owned
by Beokman Instruments Ltd.^ average we would have
ten members at practice; more often than not we just
had to return home as the president did not turn up
with targets. Despite that we had good turn-outs.
Application was then made by me to Beckmans Ltd. for
storage facilities for targets and stands. I was
informed that a "lean-to" had already been offered to
the president and turned down by him* unknown to the
committee. (The president kept the targets in his own
lock-up). We then accepted storage, and the olub
began to pick up again. But two months after that we
moved to the excellent Auohmuty Sports field* which we
could only use at night * and our shift worker members*
some of whom were our best marksmen* could not shoot
when they were on backshift; this coupled with the
swearing (J) one had to endure caused another fall away."

It is of course understood that the needs of an Archezy Club

are somewhat special* particularly since a good deal of equip¬

ment is involved* and safety is an additional factor which

has to be taken into consideration when choosing facilities.

Nevertheless* the above account gives an interesting insight

into the many factors* suoh as availability of suitable

leadership from the very start* expense of equipment required*

storage facilities* meeting plaoe* time of meetings, and even
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discipline and behaviour of members, which can all affect the

failure of an organisation

In 1965 ateur Boxing Club, (No. 3)

was formed, with an initial membership of 25, whloh, as the

graph illustratea, at first slightly increased and then

dropped to 20, whioh over the total period repreaents a drop

of 20* st a time when the population increased by 27*1|*.

Lastly, in 1967» • Mountaineering Club was formed with

a membership of 12 in the first year and 24 in the seoond year

In other words over a period of two years the megib&rship

increased by 100*, while the population lnoreaaed by 9*7*.
Albeit on the evidence of two years only, the mountaineering

club, proportionately, would appear to be the faatest growing

aporta organiaatlon in Glenrothes. (Although taken for the

1967 Golf 8*)

TABLE No.

Growth ratio membership» Population Sports Organisation
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship

Percentage increase
ratio

224• 1*1956-68 No. 36 Golf Club
1958-67 No. 28 C.I.S.W.O.

Bowling Club

1965-67 No. 12 Archery Club
1965-67 No. 3 Amateur Boxing Club 27*45^
1966-67 No. 54 Glenrothes Junior

Football Club 8*4#
1967-68 No. 46 Mountaineering Club 9*7*

135*4*

27-4*

240*0*

9-1*

1-07

-16* 0* -0*12

-76*9* -2-80
-20*0* -0*73

1*08

100-0* 10*30
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It is of Interest to note that half the sports

organisations showed a decrease in membership, albeit at

varying ratios, compared with the increase in population.

Thevway the Golf Club developed would suggest that the building
of the Golf Club House and the new courso, created an additional

amenity for which there was a ready-made demand. (See rise in

membership in Fig. 7)- On the other hand the growth ratio
of the mountaineering club has to be regarded with caution,

t

since there is insufficient evidence available to show whether

this club would be able to maintain its growth momentum over
+ *

a longer period.

Category: Social/Dancing Organisations:

Two organisations, (66*7# of the total) represented in

this category were able to supply membership figures from their

records covering the period since their foundation. However,

as will be seen from the graph in Fig. 8 in the case of

organisation No. 21 it was necessary to divide the membership

figure by 3, if its development over the years was to be

plotted on this particular graph. To arrive at the actual

number of members, it is therefore necessary to multiply the

figures indicated by 3.

The British Legion, (No. 32) was formed in 1953* with

6 members, which increased to 60 in the first two years, and

then after the acquisition of premises, the membership con¬

tinued to rise more steeply still, till in 1967 it stood at

14,13. Although it would probably bo unfair to suggest that
the rise in popularity of this organisation was entirely due

to the fact that it incorporated in its premises a comfortable
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bar* in a dietriot where there is only one public house* at
*

some distance away* nevertheless this cannot be ignored as a

factor. The membership* aocording to the organisations'

statutes* must consist of 60# ex-service personnel* but since
« 4

the Markinoh Branch closed* and the Glenrothes Branch is lnt-fehe
/ . • . *

precinct nearest to Harkinch* it can be assumed that a
. .

considerable number of members do come from Harkinch. How

many exactly however* was impossible to indicate* since the
a •

secretary was unable to give the members' addresses. ,
i . • • 1

♦

The Glenrothes Recreation Centre 9a Sooial Club* (No, 21)
' •

was opened in 1959* as part of the Miners Welfare Organisation

(C.I.S.W.0.) in the first instance. Indeed it turned out to
♦

0

0

0

be the organisation in Glenrothes* the development of which was

probably more olosely linked to the fate of the coal industry

in the town* than any other. For the first four years member-
, ' •

ship stood at 1500* since every miner could automatically

become a member by paying a so-called noff-taxn subscription
at the oolliery where he worked. The ratio of miners to the

rest of the population at the time* was approximately 1:7*
►

and so was the ratio of members of the C.I.S.W.O. centre to

the rest of the population. However* after the closure of

the Rothes Pit* there was a rapid decrease in membership*

indeed by June 1962 there were only l\2k miners counted in

Glenrothes itself. However the membership of this centre

did not drop as low as that* for two reasons: Firstly

beoause miners from surrounding mines were still allowed to
continue their membership* and secondly* the centre acoepted -

into membership any adult in the population* provided he did
4

not have have na bad reputation* or was a drunkard". Hap
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Fig. 035 relating to this organisation illustrates that

because of latively central position, this club con

tinued to be popular, particularly since apart from providing

a hall and facilities for games, it was able to offer

alcoholic refreshment in a congenial atmosphere, in a district

where there was only one other licensed establishment.

Although overall there has been a decrease in membership, this
has to be seen against a background very initial

emberahip, for whioh there were,specific reasons, such as the

link with employment in a specific industry.

TABLE No.

Growth ratio membership: Population Social/Dancing
Organ iaat iona: GLENROTHES

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship

percentage increase

1953-67 No. 32 British Legion
1959-67 Ho. 21 Reoreation &

Social Centre

iair6#

112* 9# -1*1* 0%

ratio

6763*3# 16*36

-•36

From the above table one might assume that the two

organisations have developed in completely opposite directions

However, if the total membership figures, as they stood in

1967 into consideration, it becomes clear that this

is only true when an overall view over the total period is

being taken. However, the Recreation Centre, although pro¬

portionately its membership has fallen, from an initial high

figure

total

IA3>.

reasons given still has more than twice the

Legion (885 as compared with

Nevertheless it is interesting to note that in terms of
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growth ratio membership population, the British Legion has
I

recorded the higiest increase of any organisation in Glenrothes,
*

for which this information was available. From evidence
I

received from members of the community in Glenrothes, it would

appear that for many the attraction of membership of one of
» ♦

these two clubs is the opportunity which they afford to have
4

4

a drink with onefe wife and friends, in an atmosphere away from
V

*"

the traditional pubiio house (where one wouldn't take one's

wife), and away from the cocktail bar and additional expense

of the local hotel.
4

Category; Old People's Organisations:

Only one of the organisations dealing with old people

(25&1of total) was able to provide a complete record of

membership. The Wayside Cottage club was started in 1963

by the Glenrothes Old People's Welfare Committee with a
9

v ♦

membership of J4.O, which has since risen to 57, representing an
*

increase over the period 1963-67 of 1^2*5%. During that time
%

# '

the towns' population grew by 57£* However, since the member¬

ship was then considered to be fully subscribed, due to lack
4

of accommodation, this cannot be regarded as an indication as

to whether the organisation is successful in attracting
4

members, "as the town grows". In fact, this was one of the
♦

few groups which had an actual waiting list (10 in this case).
4

Potentially the membership could therefore be higher, if the

problem of accommodation could be solved.
♦

4

4

%
4

♦

T ♦
4

*

4

4

4
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TABLE No

Growth ratio membership: Population Old People's Organisations
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship

percentage increase
ratio

1963-67 No- 18 Wayside Cottage
Club 57*0# U2-5* 0-75

Cate Other Organisations:

In Glenrothes this category consisted of so-called

Community There were two In this category

but only one was able to give figures over the period of its
exist enoe.

The Festival Society (No. 2) was started in 1962* as a
♦

direct consequence of the closure of the Rothes Pit, and as

an attempt to replace the traditional miners' gala day.

started off with 1^.0 members, and after the first year this

They

figure started to fall, and, graph in Fig. 10 illustrates,
has been decreasing practically every year, till by 1968 8
members only were left. This represented a deoreaae of Q0%

♦

over a period during which the population increased by 82*7^
Although possible reasons for this develop already

been given elsewhere, it is of Interest to let the seoretary

comment on herself, as she did in the questionnaire

"To begin with the Festival was a lively affair - well
supported by bankers, traders, local industrialists
and organ laat ions within the town - from whom the money

Several of the committeeneeded was forthcoming
members at one time being people of some standing in the
town. Interest has gradually waned, until last year
so few people attended meetings to form a new committee
that it was rested for a while - and then revived last
year with a committee of thirteen - five of who:

t
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dropped out after a few weeks. In my opinion the idea
of a Festival Society should be abandoned until it can
be taken over by an authoritative body - and fully
supported by the large number of social clubs, also by
the schools and ohurohes, all fund-raising happily to¬
gether for the good of the town - and not as at present -
a few volunteers trying hard to liven things up and'
being baulked at every turn."

Although it oould be said that here speaks the voloe of a
♦

disillusioned and disappointed person*' this account would' appear

to illustrate a nurabor of points, a) The days of this type of
♦

♦

gala day may well be counted* as all over the country gala-day
committees are struggling to find sufficient volunteers to

help organising such events. b) If it is considered to be

of any value to have an ocoasion* which provides a focal point
for the whole community, even only temporarily, (suoh as

victory of the looal team in the F.A. cup sometimes does),

then it cannot be left to volunteers entirely, to organise

such events, o) Although the Development Corporation provided

a meeting room free of charge in its own premises, more positive

leadership, such as a full-time social development officer
• e

^

would be able to give, and resoucew which he would have at his

disposal* might have been able to ensure continuance of an

activity such as this.

TABUS NO, hi

Growth ratio membership: Population "Other Organisations"
GLENROTHES

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

percentage inorease

1962-1960 No. 2 Festival Society 02-7# -00*0# -0*97
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9.2 East Kilbride

Category: Youth OrganisatIons:

Six Youth Organisations, (35*3# of total number in this

category), were able to make membership records available,

giving an indication of their growth during the period of
g

0

their existence.*
The Scouts (No. 60-69) formed the first group in 1952,

after a lapse of Sooutlng in East Kilbride of lilfjr00?8* They
re-started with 30 members and, as the graph in Fig. 11 shows,

have increased their membership every year except for the

period 1963-61}., when one group ceased to operate, due to
♦

difficulties in obtaining suitable leadership. Two groups

were added in 1958-59, a further two in 1960-61, a further
• 1

one in 1962, and another group in 1965 and 1967 respectively.
The start of these additional groups was refleoted each time

by steeper increases in membership in each of the above-

mentioned years. As maps Figs. EK3 and *^1 illustrate, the

individual Soout groups, which together made up the E.K. Scouts

Association, were on the whole based within given localities,

i.e. they operated within a neighbourhood and drew the bulk

of their members from that neighbourhood, and the immediate
♦

surrounding district. As the town therefore grew, and new

districts were added, so the number of Soout groups increased.

This trend is refleoted in the growth ratio membership to town

* Again, as was the case in previous tables, in order to
achieve a degree of comparability with Olonrothes, the
Scouts and Guides were featured as one organisation re¬
spectively, although the Soout groups, which together form
the E.K. Soouts Association have submitted individual
questionnaires. The figures given are therefore
aggregates for the E.K. Soout Association.
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population, which is Is 11*. In the period 1952 to 1968 the

Scouts increased their membership by 191j.6*7/&» whereas the

towns* population-increased by 1711'7# over the same period*
*

It. can therefore be said that the membership1 of this organi¬

sation increased almost at the same rate as the population

from whioh it. drew its membership.
•

•

The Girl Guides Association (No. I37) started- in 1953

with a unit, of 30 members and by the. end of 1968 the E.K.

Division of the Girl Guides Association comprised^1799 members.

In a similar way to that of the Scouts, new units were added

as the town grew; Unfortunately Headquarters were not able
#

to give detailed information as to the dates when new units

had been started. - Their growth has therefore, been repre¬

sented on the graph as a dotted line, linking the starting •
♦

figure with that at the. end of 1966. Taking these two
♦

figures however, an increase in membership of 5896*7# can be

recorded over the period 1953-1968, during which time the
♦

towns.' population increased by 1059*1#. The Girl Guides

Association oan therefore be said to have grown over five times
as rapidly as the population from which it draws its

*

membership.

The Air Training Corps Squadron (No. lip.) was started

in 1957 with a membership of 20. In the first year this

increased to 30, and in the following year to 35. As the

graph shows this was a peak, which was not reached again till

1965. In fact, as can be seen, over a number of years the

membership remained static, but in 1966 it started to increase
*

again, and by 1968 the membership figure was 56. This
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lnorease was largsly due to^the fact that the age-limit .was

lowered to 13 from 15, Whioh made it possible for younger boys

to join. Overall, this organisation increased its membership

by l80j6 whereas the towns* population increased by 236*5#
over the same period, i.e. 1957-1968.

The Heathery Enowe Co-op Youth Club (No. IJ4.6) also started

in 1957* but records were only available as from 1959. At

that time it had a membership of 20, which tqp to the end of
♦

1968 increased to 210, that is by 950#. Staring the same

period the general population inoreased by 152*7#. In other

words, the Heathery Enowe Co-op Youth Club increased its

membership six times as fast as the towns* population grew.

However, as the graph illustrates, this was not the result of

an even growth, since in the year 1967-68 alone the membership
was doubled. The leader of this club, (who is employed on a

part-time basis) accounts for this increase by the fact that

during that year modem danolng was added to the clubs

activities. It is also of interest to note that during the
♦ ♦

same period the South Parish Youth Club, whioh operates in the

same neighbourhood. The Hurray, has experienced a rapid decline
in membership. (As map Pig. EE9Cillustrates the Heathery Ehowe

Youth Club draws the great majority of its membership from that

particular neighbourhood.)
The Dunoanrig Youth Club (No. 103) was started in 1962

by the Lanarkshire County Further Education Committee.

Membership records however wore only available as from 1966.
At that time there were.16 members in the club and by 1968
this number had increased to 280, i.e. by 1650)6, whilst

during the same period the towns* population increased by
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21*7#. Over the period of these three years then, the

Duncanrig Youth Club had increased 76 times faster than the

general population. This figure, startling though it is,

has however to be considered in the light of certain special
4

circumstances. Whilst it is true to say that the towns'

population had increased by 21*7# from 1966-68, during the
• •

period of the total existenoe of this club the population of
a

♦ ♦

Westwood neighbourhood, from which according to the leader
%

90# of all the members were drawn, has quadrupled. Further-
♦

a

more, since this club was specifically started because there

were no recreational facilities in the area, the inorease in

membership, particularly during the last two years on record,

would appear to have borne out the assumptions under whioh
♦

this club was started. It is also of interest to note that

at a time when Youth work philosophy and practice advooate
*

an unstructured setting, with few if any formal demands on

the membership, 'and few structured activities are offered,

let alone made compulsory,* an organisation such as this

should in fact be able to increase its membership in this way.

Lastly in this oategory, the South Parish Youth Club

started in 1966. It was started because it was felt that there

was a need for a club for young people in that area, because,

(in the words of the leader) "many of them could not afford the
0

fare to Glasgow". It started with^a membership of 120 in 1966,
which over the next throe years dropped rapidly to a figure

* It is in fact a condition of membership in this olub that
one of the following activities must be attended: Boys
or Girls Physical Training, Drama, or Arts Class.
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of 20, which represented a decline of 83*3$ over the total
♦

period. Although the loader was not able to account for
this trend, which as Fig. 11 illustrates, is atypical of

I

this category, there would appear to be a number of factors
4

which have a bearing on this situation. This olub started
*

up in an area, where there was already a Youth Club catoring
*

*

for the same age group, and although the South Parish Youth
e

Club started off with a high membership, it would appear that
it was unable to sustain this number. During the same

period, the neighbouring youth olub, at Heathery Knows School,

experienced a steep lnorease in membership, which pes

accounted for the by the leader on grounds of new activities
in the programme, such as modern dancing, Wbioh were not

available at the South Parish Youth Club. It is therefore
0

reasonable to assume that some of the members who left one,

Joined the other Youth Club. Furthermore, the South Parish

Youth Club only meets onee a week, whilst the Heathery Knows

Club operates during several evenings each week, which is an

additional advantage. It would therefore appear that both,
0 *

♦ |

a more attractive programme, and more frequent meetings at
one Youth Club in the same neighbourhood, could well have

*

meant a rapid deollne in membership in the other.

Both Fig. 11 and Table I4.8 would suggest that the general
trend among Youth organisations was to grew as the population

%

of the town increased. In four out of the six organisations

represented in this table, the growth ratio measured over
0

the overall period of existenoe, has been faster, whilst in
%

only one case it was aotually slower, and in one, the ratio

was negative, i.e. the membership actually deoreased. When
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TABLE No. ii8

Growth ratio membership: Population "YouthJ'Organ isat ions
EAST KILBRIDE

♦
• 4

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

percentage (increase

1952-66 Nos. 60-69 E.K. Scouts
Association

4
1711*7# 191+6 • 7# 1*11+

%

1953-68 No. 137 Girl Guides
Association 1059*1# 5896*7# 5*57

1957-68 No. 11+1 Air Training
Corps 236*5# 180*0# 0*76

1959-68 No. 11+6 Heathery Knowe
Co-op Youth Club 152*7# 950* 0% 6*22

1966-68 No. 103 Dunoanrig Youth
Club

*

21*7# 1650*0# 76*00
1966-68 No. 81 South Parish Youth

Club

•

21*7# -83*3# -3*81+

comparing the above set of figure relating to East Kilbride
with the Table 36 for the same category in Glenrothes, it is

of interest to note that in both cases the Girl Guides

recorded the highest percentage increase in membership, over a

period of 21+ years and 25 years respectively, of all Youth

Organisations, for whom information was available. Also, in

each case the Air Training Corps showed a growth ratio of

under 1*00, which indicates that there has been an overall

growth in membership, but at a slower rate than that of the

whole population. The growth ratio of 76.00 recorded by the

Dunoanrig Youth Club, is higher than that of any other Youth

Organisation, but by the time the club was started in 1966

the rate of percentage growth of the towns* population was

slowing down, as the town moved nearer to its population

target. Nevertheless the percentage increase of 1650# is
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remarkable. Equally remarkable however, within this context,

is the. faot that one Youth Organisations' membership recorded

a decline from the very first year of its existence, as the
*

South Parish Youth Club did* This is remarkable, since in

no other youth organisation, either in East Kilbride or
*

Glenrothes, for which membership records were available,
• ♦

this had happened.
4

Categorrt Arts & Cultural Organisations:

Four organisations (57*1# of total in this categoxy),
were able to give information about the development of their

• •

membership over the period of their existence, and these
« •

are shown in Fig. 12.

The Repertory Theatre Club (No. llj.9) was started in '

1955, end membership figures were available as from 1956 on-

wards. Since then, membership rose from 12 to 56. The

Secretary of the club accounted for this increase of 366*7j£
0

in two ways. Firstly, the population of the town had grown

sinoe the time they started their activities, (By
and secondly, be found that more and more people looked upon

this particular group as a way of "participating in the towns'
0

activities." As the growth ratio illustrates, this club
has in fact"grown" just slightly faster than the towns'
population, from which it seeks its membership.

♦ ♦

♦

In the following year, 1956, the Rolls Royoe Male Voice
*

Choir (No. 814.) waa started with a membership of 3I4., and as

the graph illustrates, for the next ten years this figure

remained more or less the same, till in 1967* the rule that a

member of the choir had to be employed by Rolls Royoe was

dropped. This resulted in an immediate lnorease in membership
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in that year* However, during the following year,' due to
f

"inter-factory transfers" of staff, the membership decreased
♦ ♦

again,almost to the previous level. Overall,' therefore", the
increase has been relatively small, i.e. 6*d£, during a time

in which the town grew by 281j.'8£» However, sinoe up to 1967
4

♦ ♦

membership was restricted to employees of the firm, a oompari-
*

son with the growth of the town as a whole is not strictly
%

relevant. Furthermore, it was too early to say whether the

relaxation of conditions of membership are likely to have a
4

%

lasting effect on membership figure.
♦

In 1957# the Light Opera Club, (No. 60)'was started with
an initial membership of 30. In the period up to 1968 this

figure had risen to 55, which represented an increase of

83*3# over the period. During that time the towns' population

had increased by 236*5£# Which means that the Light Opera Club,
overall recorded a growth rate which is approximately a third
of that of the towns' population. However, although there
has been a steady increase in membership, as the graph

illustrates, mainly because aooording to the secretary more
♦

•
|

and more young couples Joinod, since they could take'this up

as a Joint interest, there were certain constraints, which
4

would appear to explain the relatively moderate growth rate.

Firstly, it is a condition of membership, that an applloant

must be able to sing, dance or aot. Secondly, the club

itself operates an upper membership limit of 60, which al¬

though it has never been reached yet, acts as a constraint on

reoruitment. However, since this limit has not been reached

so far, together with the fact that there is no waiting list,
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suggest able to meet the existing

demand for this type of activity.

Lastly in this category, in 1963 the EK Burgh

Band (No. 91+) was started, and membership figures were

1968 During

embership from 16 25%» whilst

towns* population during the same period Increased by 32*9^*
The graph illustrates that the inorease in membership has not

been evenly distributed.
*

explained this by the fa

The leader of the Pipe Band

that at the end of eaoh season "a

few members are being lost to Higher Grade Bands in the area
11

TABLE No.

Growth ratio membership} population "Arts & Cultural"
organisations - EAST KILBRIDE

Period Organisation

1956-68 No, llj.9 EK Repertory
Theatre Club

1956-68 No. 81+ Rolls Male
Voice Choir

1957-68 No. 80 Light Opera Club
1965-68 No. 91+ Burgh Pipe Band

Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

percentage increase

281+* 8$ 366*7% 1*29

281+* 5% 6-3% 0*02

236'$% 63'3% 0*35

32'9% 25'0% 0*76

Prom the above Table 1+9, and the graphs in Fig. 12, it
can be seen that the membership figures of these organisations

♦

gonerally tended to be small, and taken over the. period of

existence, have not changed dramatically. Of the few organi¬
sations represented, not one has ever bad more than 60 members

s

In two cases,

were given. Liribt

explicit reasons for this

applied an upper membership

limit of 60, and the Rolls Royce Male Voice Choir up to very
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recently, only accepted members who were employed by the Rolls

Royce Company. Furthermore, since each of the four organi-

sat Ions pursue activities which offer a high degree of active

participation, and also demand a high degree of skill, it is

reasonable to assume that the optimum number of members which

each of them can absorb probably has been reached in some

cases. In other words, it could be said that it is "in the

nature" of this type of activity, that the number which can

actively participate is not unlimited, (e.g. such as the

oast and supporting team required to put on a play or a light

opera, the number who can sing in a male choir, or play in a

pipe band).

A similar trend could be observed in the same category

in Glenrothes. There, none of the organisations, which

offered active participation had a membership of over 75 in
♦

numbers. The exception to this was the Film Society, which

in a sense is non-participant, and which had a declining

membership. So it would appear that the trend towards re¬

latively limited numbers in membership is similar in Glen¬

rothes and East Kilbride, at least as far as organisations,

which offer active participation in pursuits such as acting,

singing, dancing etc., were concerned. There is a further

interesting parallel which emerged out of a comparison between

the organisations in this category in both East Kilbride and

Glenrothes, relating to the size of the population at the

time of their respective foundation. All four organisations

in this category were started during the period between 1962
and 1966. During that time the towns' population increased

from llj.,000 to 18,000. In East Kilbride, three of the four
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organisations recorded in the above summary table were

started between 1955 and 1957* during which time the popu¬

lation grew from approximately 12,000 to 17,500.' In other

words, in each oase, the population of the town had reached a

similar level before it had become able to support more
t

specialist activities of this kind.*
%

Social Service Organisations!

Five of the Social Service Organisations (50£ of total

in this category) were able to give information regarding

their membership reoords over the period during which they

have been in existence in East Kilbride. These are repre¬

sented in Fig. 13. The East Kilbride to District Round Table

(No. 117) was the first to be started of the ones for which

tho above information was available. It started in 1961

with a membership of 22, and by 1968, it had increased to 34,

whloh represents an overall increase of 5k'S% for a period

during which the population had grown by 92%, However,

there were-certain self-imposed constraints, which would

acoount for the reasons why over the past three years, there

has been a levelling out of numbers. Firstly, a new Round

Table was in the prooess of being formed at Uddingston in

Lanarkshire, and latterly, all potential new recruits were

being directed towards this new group. Seoondly, Round Table

operate an upper age limit of I4.0, and restrict membership to

two representatives of each of the same profession. There

were implicit constraints on the size to which the group can

grow - but the seoretary also gave an explicit one, wh$n

* For further details on "dates" of foundation see
Chapter 5«
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%

ho commented on the present number as being "just about right"
In size for a Round Table, The growth ratio membership/

population was therefore an Indication which, in this

particular Instance, did not give an accurate reflection of
4

the membership trend because of the above-mentioned

Inhibiting factors.

In 1962 there followed the St. Andrews Ambulance

Association (No. lllj.), which started a section in Bast

Kilbride. Membership figures were available from 1963 on¬

wards when there were 25 members in the group. As the

graph illustrates, the membership began to deoline within the

first two years. However, according to the commandant,

the further drop in 1966 was due to the opening of another

branch of the Association in East Kilbride. Although the
♦

figures, therefore, indicated a decline of 1^.0% over a period

during which the town's population grew by 63*lj£, resulting

in a negative growth ratio, thlB cannot be considered to be

an accurate reflection of the trend in membership numbers.

Unfortunately, however, no information was available relating
to the second branch, which split off from this one, and which
would make a more reliable interpretation of the membership

trend possible.

In 1963, the Ladies Life Boat Guild (No. 133) was formed,

which is basically a Committee which concerns itself with

raising funds for the Royal National Life Boat Institution.

It started with a membership of 13 which was gradually, and

deliberately inoreaaed to 20, in the secretary's own words:

"In order to spread the load of the work". Recruitment took
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the form of co-option of friends onto the Committee. The

increase of 53*8# over the period was* therefore, the result

of a more deliberate policy rather than an indication of the

response to a more general kind of recruitment, and it is in

this light that the growth ratio, which was almost the same

as that of the town at large, has to be interpreted.
*

The following year, the Red Cross Sooiety (No. 128) was

started, and membership figures were available as from 1965 to

1968. In that time, the membership increased from 12 to

3k» i.e. by 183*3#, whilst during the same period, the

population of the town grew by 32*9#. In other words, over

the same period, the Red Cross Sooiety developed over five
times as rapidly as the town. However, it is important to

remember that the aotual numbers involved were relatively

small, i.e. 314. members, and during the last year on reoord,

there seems to have been a slowing down of recruitment. The

commandant of the East Kilbride Branch named two main factors,

which she felt accounted for this inoreased difficulty in

recruitment: firstly, the lack of a central meeting place,

and the difficulty of access to the premises (Rolls Royce

Bowling Club for first aid, Hairrayres Hospital for other

training) by public transport, since these places are on the

outskirts of the town. Seoondly, she felt that more and more

women were going out to work during the day, and found it

difficult, besides their other duties, to fit in the required

training session in the evenings.

Lastly in this category, the Inner Wheel (No. 123) vas

formed in 1966 and has had a fairly static membership since
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then. They started with 29 members and by 1968 , 27 were

left, which represented e decline of 6*9*, whereas over the

same period, the town had grown by 21*7*. However, again,

in this particular case, the growth of the towns population is
of only Indirect relevance, since only wives of members of the

4

Rotary Club are eligible for membership of this group, al-

though, of oourse, the size of the constituent population

does have a bearing on the size of the local Rotary Club.
♦

The Rotary Club was unable to furnish information about .its

barship which would have given an indication as to

whether the membership trend of the Inner Wheel was a

reflection of the trend of its "parent" organisation or not

TABLE No.

Growth ratio memberships population "Social Service"
organisations - EAST KILBRIDE

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

percentage increase

1961-68 No. 117 Round Table

1963-68 No. 111*. St. Andrews
Ambulance Ass.

1963-68 No. 133 Ladies Life
Boat Guild

1965-68 No. 128 Red Cross
Sooiety

1966-68 No. 123 Inner Wheel

92*0% 5k'5% 0*59

63-1* -k0'0$ -0-63

63*1# 53*8# 0*85

32*9* 183-3* 5-57
21* 7# -6-9* -o* 31

As the above table illustrates, the growth ratio of

the Social Servloe organisations, with the exception of the

Red Cross Society was small. In two oases in fact there was

a negative ratio. Since both the sizes of membership and

the growth ratios were similar between Glenrothes and East
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Kilbride, it can be assumed that it is in the nature of this
a

type of organisation to function with a relatively small

membership. By comparing the graphs for this category for

both these towns (See Figs. 3 and I3),it is of interest to

note that their characteristics are almost identical. In
%

each case, four of the five organisations have membership

figures between the 20 and I4.O mark, with the exception of
♦

one in each case, which falls below 20. Similarly* there

was hardly any notable fluctuation in numbers over the years.

Category; Women's Organisations:

Four organisations (5Q# of total in this category) were

able to give information, which was reproduced in Fig. lij..

The oldest of these is the Auldhouse V.R.I. (No. 118) which

started in 1932, and always had a membership numbering

between lj.0 and 50. It was started in the village school at

Auldhouse, immediately to the south of East Kilbride. How¬

ever, only 10 of the ij.8 members actually live in East Kilbride

(see also map Fig. EK 20). In the words of the secretary:

"This organisation la rural, and according to our constitution,
one cannot be formed in a town, but we do welcome members from

the town, and indeed have quite a few members who live in

town, (i.e. East Kilbride)." However, it would appear that

the number who have responded to this invitation has not

increased over the years. Taken over a period from 1952

(when the first population statistics of the new town became

available) to 1968, during which time the population of the

new town has increased by 1111*7/6, the membership of this

group has remained constant. This, however, is not surprising,



 



since it. is reasonable to assume that newcomers to the'town

would wish to Join a women's group which would get them into

contact with fellow residents of the town* rather than move

out of town for this purpose. It is*.therefore, of interest

to note that those menders who live in East Kilbride either

live in the Murray* i.e. the part of the town which is closest

to Auldhouse* or in the area of the original village of East

Kilbride. In other words* they either have good aocess '.to

Auldhouse* or live in the pre-new town part of East Kilbride.

In 1960* the Calderwood Ladies Club (No. 96) was started

and Information regarding membership was available as from

1961.. This Club started with a membership of 1*5 and-within

three years* this number increased to 65* Thereafter* that

is in 1961j.* a celling was imposed at the level of 85 members;

this was a factor.which accounted for the levelling off of

mentoersbip which is evident on the graph. Taken over the

total period* however* and regardless of the imposed limit

on numbers* the membership has increased by 88$, whereas*

over the same period* the population increased by 92$.
I

In the same year, l*e. I960* the Professional and

Business Women's Club (No, I2I4.) was started* and membership

records were available as from 1961 onwards. These show
♦

that the Club increased its membership from 20 to 1^5, i.e.

by 125$ over a period during which the town's population
a

increased by392$. The seoretary considered this Increase
4

to have been entirely due to the growth of the population,

although* as can be seen from the growth ratio of 1*36* the

membership in fact inoreased faster.
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Lastly in this category, there is

Guild (No. 132). Although this group

berahip figures were only available

Towrfs

started

from 1965 As

the graph illustrates, there has been some fluctuation in

membership during that period, and the overall trend was

downwards. In fact, in 1965» there were 77:h«nembersf and

in 1968, there were 71, representing a decrease of 7*8$,
4

during a time in which the population grew by 32*9#. The

growth of this organisation therefore a negative
taken over the porlod for which were

available.

TABLE No.

Growth ratio membership: population ,tVomen,sn organisations -

EAST KILBRIDE

Period

1961-68

1961

1965-68

Organlastion

1952*-68 No. 118 Auldhouse
W.R.I.

No• 98 Calderwood
Ladles Club

No. 121). Professional
& Business
Women * a Club

No• 132 TownsWomen's
Guild

Population Member- Growth
ship ratlo

percentage Increase

1711*7#

92*0#

92*0#

32*9#

0

0#

0#

-7*8#

0

96

1*36

-0-21).

It is of interest to note, that as was the case in this

category Glenrothes, where growth in an

organisation, it was on a moderate scale. There are also a

number of other interesting parallels between the two sets of

♦ Was actually started in 1932.

a
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organisation in this category in the towns of East Kilbride
4

and Glenrothes. For instanoe, as the respective graphs
♦

illustrate, the membership figures for all organisations,
♦ #

I

(i.e. East Kilbride and Glenrothes jointly) are to be found
%

on a scale of between 25 and 85 members. In other words,

not one organisation for whiob these figures were available,

has more than 85 members, and none leas than 25. More
•

«

specifically, of the four in tbo Glenrothes sample, two were
s

s

shown to have a negative growth ratio, and in East Kilbride,
4

one has a negative growth ratio and a second one, a growth

ratio of nil. (It is also of interest to note that co¬

incidentally, the one organisation with a negative growth

ratio inO«ach town was the Town's tfomens Guild. ) Only one

women's organisation, in eaoh of the samples had a growth ratio

of more than 1, i.e. had grown faster than the town's

population.

Hobby/Special Interest Groups:

Nine organisations (i.o. 6k'3% of total in this category)
were able to furnish information about their membership records

over the years (see Fig. 15). The Bridge Club (No. I3I4.)
*

started in 1955, and details about membership were available

as from 1936. They started with some 35 members, and as the

graph illustrates, within two years, increased this figure to
0

kS members, and for five years, it remained oonstant, till in

1962, as na result of a sohism" as the secretary put it, the
%

numbers started to deollne till in 1968, they were just

slightly below the figure with which this group started.

Overall, this represented a drop of 8*6£, during a period in
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which tbe population of the town increased by 281).* 6^. In
1

1959 followed tbe Photographic Club (No. 129) which, up to

1967 would appear to have bad a constant membership of 25 end
♦ ♦

then, due to recruitment effort through increased advertising,
• «

the number of members increased to 59, i.e. by 136*0^. Taken

over tbe total period of its existence, this Club increased
*

its membership at a slightly lower rate than the overall
t

population increase for the same period, which was 152*7^.
However, if this was measured just over the year 1967~68,

I
4

during Which this increase took place, it would be found that

during that time alone, the Photographic Club has grown

sixteen times faster than the town. (For the purposes of this

study, however, in order to ensure a degree of comparability,

ratios were calculated over the total period of existence,
♦ •

rather than for periods of increased growth only.) Neverthe¬

less, it is interesting to note that in this case, the
a

overall membership increase was concentrated in one year only.

In the same year, the Motor club (No. 139) was started
♦

with an initial membership of 109. In the next two years,

this figure dropped to I4.0, and then further to 20, where it
4

stayed till 1966, and in 1968, the membership had gone up

again to 50. Overall however, this represented a drop of

5i4.* 1% in membership between 1959 and 1968, during which period,
the town's population increased by 152*7/6. According to the

secretary, the "low membership between 1962 and 1967 was

entirely due to the lack of suitable premises".

In 1961, the East Kilbride & District Savings Committee

No. (115) was formed, and membership figures were available
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as from 1962. This committee started with a membership of

16 and has since increased to 16 (i.e. by 12*5/6). Since

this is a committee, which only meets about three times a

year to discuss matters of policy, it is not likely that this
%

group, because of the nature of its activity, will want to

expand in membership, over and above what they consider to be

a good working number.

In 1962 the Fabian Soolety (No. 113) was formed with an

initial membership of 28, which within the first year dropped

to 20, Where it remained, except for one or two minor variations.

In 1968 the membership comprised 21 people. Overall this

represents a drop of 25#, during a period in which the

population at large increased by 73*U#. The secretary himself
♦

*

commented on the trend of the membership of his organisation
as follows:

"I always feel we should be able to attract more members,
but we seem, apart from the first year, only to maintain
our membership, although these are not always the same
people. Those who become members are the type who find
themselves Involved in various other social and
political activities, and are not always available."

♦ i

In the same year the Uhited Nations Association (No. 107)
was formed with a menbership of 67 and, as the graph

illustrates, has met with varying fortunes ever since. Within

the first year this figure dropped to 12+, then rose to 33,
4

4

dropped again to 7 and in 1968 was at 31. The secretary,s
own comments on this situation were: "This branch will never

bo large, and needs hardwark to keep going at all." It would
♦

appear that since there are no other office-bearers, that this

was very much a one-man operation, which went well when the
4

secretary's enthusiasm was high, and declined again, when his
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enthusiasm waned. However, an additional reason is given

by the secretary during further comments about his organisation.
He felt that "A wider spectrum of people would be attraoted,

if members could actually do something in the interests of the

UN or its subsidiary organisations." It would therefore
/

appear that lack of scope of activities was also a factor in

the overall deoline of this association, which between 1962

and 1968 amounted to 53*7#.

In 1963 the Angling Club, (No. 70) was formed with a

membership of 107* Within the first year the membership

started to decline and by 1967 total membership was down to

50; but between 1967 end 1968 it had increased again to 58.
Overall however, the membership has decreased by U5'8£. This

trend was accounted for by the secretary, as being due to the

lack of good fishing waters locally. Apparently this club

bad intermittently asked the local authorities concerned for

permission to use their reservoirs, which so far has not been

granted. The secretary felt that this was a factor which
has been detrimental to the development of the club.

In 1963 also, the Glasgow-East Kilbride Railway Develop-

ment Association was formed, with an initial membership of 20,

with the object of publicising and improving the train

service between these two towns. Shortly afterwards, it

gained strong impetus by the announcement in 1961; of closure

proposals for this line. What was therefore a group which

initially only had a kind of special interest in this line,

became a pressure group. Immediately the membership rose to

I4.OO, which represented an increase of 1900#. According to

the secretary, after the initial increase, the membership
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figure levelled off. This ra&y have been due to the fact that
the closure threat is no longer imminent, *or possibly because

the number of commuters to Glasgow, to whom the closure of

this lino would be an immediate inconvenience, is limited.

In character this organisation was somewhat different from the
♦

other groups in this category. It did not have regular
♦

meetings, other than the annual general meeting, and its

"activities", consisted particularly at times when the threat

of closure seemed to have receded, of support given by way of

a subscription to a cause rather than active participation in

a hobby/special interest group.

Lastly, in this category, the Rangers F.C. Supporters

Club (No. 144), was started in 1946, but membership figures

were never recorded prior to 1966. Between 1966 and 1968

this club in fact experienced a slight decrease in membership,

from 152 members to 141. (i.e. 5*9$). However, no significance
y

can be attached to this since, taken over the total period of

existence, this could be no more than a minor fluctuation.

It is interesting to note from Table No. 52 that, as

was the case in Glenrothes, there has been very little growth

among the organisations in this category. In each case only
+

one organisation actually grew faster than the population at

large. (The Greenhouse Club in Glenrothes had a growth ratio

of 14.6O, and in the Table 52 the EK Railway Development

Association one of 30.11, which was brought about by exceptional

circumstances, i.e. the threat of closure to this particular

line.) In each town again, only one organisation recorded a

growth ratio which roughly approximated the rate at which the

4
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TABLE No©

Growth ratio membership: population "Hobby/Special Interest"
groups EAST KILBRIDE

Period

1959-68

Organisation

1956-68 No.134 Bridge Club
No.129 Photographic

Club

No.115 Savings
Committee

1962-68 No.107 United Nations
Association

1963-68 No.70 Angling Club
1963-68 No.93 Glasgow^EK

Population Member-: Growth
ship

percentage increase
ratio

284.896

152.796
1959-68 No. 139 Motor Club 152.796
1962-68 No. 113 Fabian Society 73.496
1962-68

73.496

73.496
63.1%

8.6%

136.0%
-54*1%
-25.0%

12.5%

53.7%
45.8%

1966-68 No.144 Rangers F.C.
- -..

Supporters Club 21.7% 5.9%

.•I 0.03

0.89
0.35

0.34

0.17

0.73
0.73

Railway Dev.Ass. 63.1% 1900.0% 30.11

0.27

population of the town grew. (Glenrothes: Aeromodelling

Club ratiojO.90, East Kilbride: Photographic Club 0.89).
All the other organisations had a very much smaller growth

rate, or indeed were declining in membership. !t is of|)
interest that of the nine organisations represented in the

above table six had a declining membership, i.e. 66.7% of

total, and in Glenrothes 50% had either a static or

declining membership. A comparison on an organisation by

organisation basis between the two categories in East

Kilbride and Glenrothes is not possible, since both samples

consist0>f different organisations, except in the case of
Angling Club, which recorded a declining ibership

towns namely the absence of
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suitable fishing waters In the area* It is nevertheless

of interest to note that the overall trend would appear to

be the same in this category in both towns; i.e. very little
e

%

growth where any growth occurred, declining membership in most

organisations, making for small or even negative growth ratios,

with one notable exception in each sample.

Comparing the two sets of graphs (i.e. figs. 5 and 15),
relating to this category in both towns, it is also of interest
to note that, except for one or two organisations respectively,

♦

every organisation recorded a membership of less than 60 at
♦

the time of this study. This is particularly interesting,
*

since the various organisations represent a wide spectrum of
♦

Interests and activities, and yet it would appear to be a

common characteristic among them, to have a membership which
♦

does not exceed 60, irrespective as to whether^they arrived
%

at this point on the "scale" by way of a declining member-

ship, or by an increasing one.

Political Organisations:
♦

Of the four political parties which returned the

questionnaires, only one, the Conservative Association (No.
♦

72), was able to supply information about the development of

their membership over the period during whibh the organisation
4

existed (see Fig. 16). The Conservative Association stairfced

in East Kilbride before the Second World War. However, for

the purposes of this study only the period 1952-1968 was taken
*

account of. According to the membership records, there were

350 members on their list in 1952, and by 1968 this number

had grown to 800, representing an overall Increase of 128.6#
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over that period The secretary accounted for this increase

as being due to the growth of the town, which over the same

period has increased its population by 1711.79$.* ' This in a

sense illustrates the purpose of comparing population growth

with growth of membership of organisations, since the

calculation of the growth ratio between these two, gives an

indicator as to the measure of membership growth in propor¬

tionate terms. A membership increase of 128.696 as such,

represents a good increase, but When measured against an
\ 1

overall increase of population of 1711*796, it becomes less

significant. Or, put in another way: According to the above

statistics, in 1952 one in nine of the population of East

Kilbride was a member of the Conservative Association. In

1968, although the membership had steadily Increased overall,

only one in seventy-four of the towns' population, was a

member of the association, which represents a considerable

reduction in the proportion membership: population, even when

allowing for the fact that the age-structure of the town has

changed also*

TABLE

Growth ratio membership: population "Political" organisations
EAST KILBRIDEc "b

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship

percentage increase
ratio

1952-68 No. 72 Conservative &
Unionist Ass* 1711*796 128.696 0.075
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4

Unfortunately, no other organisation within this

category was able to make membership statistics available,

which would have made comparison within East. Kilbride possible.
a

However, comparing the above figure with the Glenrothes summary

Table No. 43 for political organisations, it is of interest
a

%

a ♦

to note that only one organisation* the Young Conservatives
•

.

had a smaller growth ratio, over a very much shorter period.
♦

.

The Conservative Association in Glenrothes however, f had a growth

ratio considerably in excess of that of its fellow^ party in

East Kilbride, albeit over a shorter period. However, even
•• •

the Communist Party, for which figures were also available
• ♦ ♦

from 1952 onwards, had a growth ratio exceeding theabove one.
V

Sports Organisations:

Nine organisations (60# of total in this category);
a

were in a position to give information about the development
• *

*

*

%

of their membership over the period of their existence (see
«

Fig. 17).
a

The oldest of these was the E.K. and Hairmyres Curling

Club (No. 140), which was founded in 1830. For the purpose

of this study however, only the period 1952-1968 was taken
♦ •

account of.* During that time this club increased its member*-
\ ♦* - '• ♦

w

ship from 69 to 98, representing a percentage increase of
a

a ♦
*

♦ • ♦ •

42.0#. Considering however that over the same period the
+ #

a

towns population increased by 1711.7#, this was a slow,
. ♦

albeit, steady growth rate, as the graph illustrates. How-
*

« «

ever, the club, having reached this figure, were considering .

closing the membership.
+

* Statistics for East Kilbride (New Town) were not available
prior to that date.
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t

1

In 1956 the Torrance Rifle Club (No. 135) was started,

with an initial membership of 24, and by 1968, after a few
• ^

,

variations in the number of members, was still 24. Overall
♦ /

therefore there was no increase in membership. This may

have been partly due to their admissions policy, according
♦

# %

to which, anyone wishing to become a full-member, had to be
♦

♦ M

an employee of the EK Development Corporation, the EK Town
%

%

Council or the National Engineering Laboratory. Associate
♦ ,

membership was open to anyone, after he had been accepted by
«

♦ ' . '
*

the committee, and after a minimum of five visits to the club.
9 4

This, it could be argued, was necessary, to prevent the misuse
4

of firearms, certificates for which are only Issued to bona

fide members of shooting clubs such as this. Hence it would
4

be unusual for such a club to pursue a more active recruit¬

ment policy.
4

%

In 1959 tire EK & District Badminton Association (No.
4

78), was formed to co-ordinate activities between the various
*

badminton clubs in the area. It started with a membership

of 6 and by 1968 this had Increased to 12 members, (i.e. 100?$

over a period during which the whole population increased by

152,79$. It should be noted however, that these are repre¬

sentatives of individual clubs in the association. The
♦

S

actual figures relating to the number of members playing bad-0
minton in each of the clubs were not available. According to

the secretary of the association the general trend was for
0

one club per year to join the association. However, he

pointed out that some clubs refrained from joining tiVeJ
4

association, since it was unable to solve their accommodation
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4

problem. The finding of suitable halls to meet the

increasing demand is a major problem, and one which he

felt was preventing badminton from developing further in East

Kilbride.
4

4

The Boiling Club (No. 148) was the second oldest

organisation in this category* having been founded in 1872,

but membership figures were only available from 1959 onwards.
+

$

t

Since then, membership has been restricted to 120 male and
• .

•
.

4

40 female members. There is a waiting list for both cafce-

gories, and a, further restriction on eligibility to "lady-
p

»

associate-membership" is the fact that applicants must be
• '

•

% 4 m s

4

members of households in which there is a male member of the

club. Due to these restrictions on membership, there has
•

%

therefore been no growth in numbers.
«

In I960 the Sub-aquae Club (No. 136) was started with a
* ,

membership of 25 and by 1968 this had dropped to 17, i.e. by

52% during a period in which the towns' population increased
4

by 111.096. This was due mainly to two factors: a) according

to the secretary the club always lost members after they

completed their training. In other words the club is being

used by some as a place to learn the technique of sub-aqua

swimming, and after this introduction to the sport, they

pursue it on their own and outside the sphere of the club,

b) The club was not able to develop as rapidly as they thought
*

f s

they could, because they have no permanent accommodation

which they can use regularly, which in turn prevents them
%

from pursuing a more active policy of recruitment.
4

.

In 1962 the Boys' Football League (No.73) was started

4
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in order to fill a gap in boys' leisure activities during

the months of April to September, when most Youth Clubs do

not operate, the school holidays take place, and during

which time it is also the football "closed season". Member*

ship statistics were available as from 1963 onwards. At

that time there were 160 boys participating in various leagues

and tournaments organised under the auspices of this orgeni*

satlon. Since then, as the graph in Fig. 17 illustrates,

the number of participants has increased every year, and new
0

*

leagues were added till in 1968 the number of participants

had risen to 600. This represents an increase of 275# over
*

0

the period, during which time the population increased by

63.I#. In other words, this organisation grew over four

times as rapidly as the population from among which it drew

its membership»

During the same year also, the EK Cricket Club (No. 119)•
* I

was started, and membership statistics were available as from

1963 onwards♦ At that time the membership comprised 35

members, and, as the graph illustrates, after some minor

fluctuation, by 1968 it stood at 31 members, which represented
4

a drop of 11.4#. According to the secretary this was due

to two main factors: a) the lack of practice and coaching
0

facilities, and b) the lack of fixtures which were available

for Juniors. The second reason in a way illustrates the
♦

respective popularity of Cricket and Football in Scotland.

It would qapear since so many of the boys play football during

the summer as well, that there must be a lack of boys wanting

to play cricket, resulting in the difficulty of arranging

*
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fixtures, which the secretary referred to*

In 1963 the Ladies Hockey Club (No* 125) was founded

with a membership of 16* By 1966 this number had increased

to 20, i.e. by 25#. However, as the graph illustrates, the

increase was not evenly spread over the period, but mainly

occurred in the last year, when for the first time* according

to the secretary, the club was able to interest girls leaving

school in continuing to play hockey.

Lastly in this category, the Ladies Netball Club

started in 1963$ but membership figures were available for

the period 1964-1966. During this time the membership grew

from 10 to 29* which represented an increase of 190#, for a

period during which the towns' population incroased by 50.4#*

BABLB No.54
Growth ratio membership: population "Sports" organisations

EAST KILBRIDE

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

percentage increase

1952-68 No.140 EK & Halrmyres
Curling Club 1,711.7# 42.0# 0.02

1956-68
•

No.135 Torrance Rifle
Club 284.8#

+

0 0

1959-68 No.78 Badminton Assn, 152.7# 100.0# 0.65
1959-68 No.148 Bowling Club 152.7# 0 0 .

1960-68 No.136 Sub-aqua Club
♦

111.0# -32.0# -0.29
1963-68 No.73 Boy's Football

League 63.1# 275.0# 4.36
1963-68 No.119 Cricket Club 63*1# -11C*#

4

-0.18

1963-68 No.125 Ladies Hockey Club 63.1# 25.0# 0.39

1964-68 No,75 Ladies Netball Club 50 • 4# 190.0# 3.77
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It is of interest to note from the above summary table

that four organisations in this category had either a growth
I

ratio of nil* or a negative one. In' the case of each one

of these organisations* there were certain constraints on

the growth of membership,. In the case of the Torrance Rifle
*

♦

Club and the Bowling Club* which both had a growth ratio of
» ♦

4

nil* these constraints were self-imposed* in as much as they
4

4

both restricted membership to certain categories of eligibility
4

+

%

and to a certain maximum figure respectively. In the case of
0 •

the sub-aqua and the Cricket Club* these constraints were
0

Imposed by factors which were external to the club * such as

inadequate facilities and lack of suitable accommodation.
«

*

Lack of accommodation would also appear to have been an
4 «

inhibiting factor in the growth of the Badminton Association, 0
*

4

where the lack of suitable halls was given as the reason

for the relatively slow growth rate in proportion to what
+ 4 *

this association considers to be the potential demand for
%

badminton. The slow growth rate of the Curling Club could
*

' • %

be accounted for by the fact that the club itself was not
* •

%

pursuing en active recruitment policy and was considering^)
• •

imposing a limit on membership. On the other hand there
♦

♦ ♦

♦ ♦ »

would appear to operate no such Constraints, as are mentioned
%

above, on the development of the Boys' Football League;Q
♦

♦

which recorded the highest growth ratio in this category, and

the second highest* if the equivalent figures for Glenrothes
♦

are included in the comparison. The growth ratio for the

Ladles Netball Club is the only other one in this category*

which is higher than 1.00* i.e. recording a faster growth



rate for the membership of an organisation relative to the

general population growth. But it also has to be noted that

this club started with a considerably lower membership figure
4

than any other club in this category, except Badminton
4

Association.

Comparison on an organisation by organisation basis
♦

with Glenrothes was once again not possible; but it is inters

esting to note that the overall trend regarding the growth of

organisations in this category was very similar. Furthermore,

as the Figs. 7 and 17 illustrate, with the exception of three
«

organisations, the 1968 membership figures tended to be bunched
*

on a scale between 12 and 35 members.
4 4

%

4

Category: Social & Dancing Organisations;
♦ * •

♦

Two organisations returned questionnaires in this
♦

♦

*

category, and both were able to give information about the

cfevelopment of their membership (see Fig. 18).
The British Legion EK Branch (No. 110) was established

in East Kilbride in 1921, but membership records were only

available from 1964 onwards. In 1964 there were 26 members,
♦

and during that year negotiations were started to obtain
♦

licensed premises. In anticipation of new premises and a

licence* membership rose every year up to 1967. But' when by

1967 these negotiations had still been inconclusive, a con-c^

siderable number of members ceased to subscribe to the

organisation. However, the British Legion kept a record of

"lapsed" members as well, hoping that once the license had
been granted, they would re-subscribe. The situation there¬

fore, at the time when the questionnaire was returned was

that, although 340 members were on the membership list, only



 



160 were fully paid up. However, the 160 members which had

failed to pay their subscription were kept on the roll as

members in anticipation of the license being granted in the
•

» ♦

subsequent meeting of the Burgh Licensing Authority.*

The secretary of the organisation therefore distin-
4

guished between an approximate membership of 340, and a "true"
♦ *

membership of 160, which is indicated on the graph by a

dotted line. It is of interest to note this causal link
*

4 t

between the prospect of obtaining a licence and the actual
♦

. #

number of members registered. Up to 1967 membership rose
I

steeply, and in fact doubled between 1966 and 1967, but after
4

that tailed off markedly, and since the licence has been
%

granted, is said to have increased again. Overall the

branch had grown by 120796 between 1964 and 1968, while the
*

population of the town increased by 50,496.
%

In 1958, the Old Time and Modern Sequence Dancing Club

(No. 131) was started, and membership statistics were avail-
t

able from 1962 onwards. In 1962 there were 48 members on

the roll, and by 1968 this number had grown to 83, repre¬

senting an increase of 7796. During the same time the
♦

population increased by 73*496. This club therefore grew
♦

just nominally faster than the population, from which it
«

draws its membership.

* Soon after the questionnaire had been returned the licence
was granted, and the branch is said to be thriving. It
was therefore decided to use the larger of the two member¬
ship figures.
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Growth ratio membership: population "Social & Dancing"
organisations - EAST KILBRIDE

Period Organisation Population Member-, Growth
ship

percentage increase
ratio

1962-68 No. 151 Old Time &
Modern Sequence
Dancing Club 73.4% 77*0% 1.04

1964-68 No. 110 British Legion 50.4% 1207.7% 24.00

4

9

It is of interest to note that the membership of the EK Branch
.

%

of the British Legion only started to keep a record of its

embership, when the prospect of obtaining a licence became

; and then the membership began to grow quite rapidly.

till in 1967 it appeared as if these efforts were being j

frustrated. Between 1967 and 1968, as the graph illustrates,

growth, according to the "official" set of statistics was
%

4

♦ • ♦

only minimal, and according .to the secretary a considerable
♦ I

number of members decided not to renew their subscription

eanwhile
*

But since shortly after the auestionn

returned, was awarded ibership did return

previous number almost immediately. In Glenrothes also, the
• -

fact that the British Legion branch had its own licensed

premises an important factor in the membership

appeal of the organisation Furthermore, in both towns

British Legion, as a social club, had one of the highest

growth ratios

Cate Old People1 anisations:

the two organisations represented in this

category was able to give membership statistics over the
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period of existence (see Fig. 2$). The East Kilbride

O.A.P. Social Club (No. 82) was started in 1966 with a

membership of 200 and by 1968 this had grown to 212, showing
an increase of 696 over a period during which the towns

population grew by 21.796 certain

straints which limited the recruitment of members to this club

Firstly, the club operates a maximum membership limit of 200,

which they have actually exceeded, but which nevertheless
*• •

♦ *

eant that an active recruitment policy was not being pursued.

Secondly, the section of the population from which they draw

their

ore thant6% of the total population.

account
♦

*

potential members is therefore limited.

The supply of
••

♦

The growth rate of

an organisation such as this can therefore only be compared
♦

with the growth rate of the rest of the population in a

limited sense. It would therefore appear that when their

was otarted, it real and most of the

Old Age Pensioners who were able to and wanted to join, did

so during the first year Although a maximum limit is being

imposed, there is no waiting list, and it can therefore be

assumed that demand is being fully met.
Cv
,-iUTABLE No.

A
Growth ratio^membership: population "Old People's"

organisations - 8AST KILBRIDE

Period Organisation Population member- Growth
ship

percentage increase
ratio

1966-68 No. 82 EK O.A.P.'s
Social Club 21.796 696 0.28

Average age of population on 31st March 1969 * 29.08 years
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It Is of interest to note that In Glenrothes too, the

organisation representing this category had a growth ratio

of below 1.00, which means that the membership overall in¬

creased in absolute terms, but increased more slowly than theQ>
population of the town. In New Towns however, with their

markedly youthful age-structures, this is to be expected.

Category: Other organisations:

Two organisations in this category (66.796 of total) were

able to give information about the development of their member-
I

ship. Both of them were Residents Associations, relating to
♦

a specific area of the new town (see Fig* 20).
The first one of these was the Whitemoss Residents

Association (No. 105), which was started in 1953 and is open

to membership for residents of the Whitemoss Estate only.

This estate was the first one to be built as part of the new

town and comprises 108 dwellings. The association was

started in 1953 over the specific issue of the running of the

District Heating Scheme, to which ell Whitemoss Estate Houses

are connected. 20 members Joined at that time and that

figure rose to 50 within five years, and then did not increase

for another ten years. In the words of the secretary, "the

association was moribund for a number of years", till the

residents were given a new cause, which once again related

to the District Heating, (change of fuel system - increased
4

cost) and also to the proposed sale of Development Corporation

Houses. Since these were issues which affected every resident
♦

in the estate, they responded to the call for a meeting by
the residents association, at which every household was
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represented. Consequently membership increased. Again ££>
as the secretary himself put it: "This proves that if there

is sufficient reason for calling a meeting, we are well

supported". It also illustrates fthat has been shown to be

the case with residents or community associations elsewhere

with similar remits threat

grievance which brought

instance is removed, members tend to become apathetic and. the

organisation becomes "moribund", - but if it has a specific
*

♦

cause, and operates in a sufficiently limited area, with

which residents are clearly able to identify, it can achieve

a membership, which involves every household in that area.

It is also of Interest to note that the Whitemoss Residents

Association was initially formed, because it was felt that
♦

the community association which then existed in the village,

was not sufficiently interested in the running of the District

Heating Scheme, which did not affect the village. This would

tend to illustrate the point about specific issues being

required to stimulate and maintain the interest of residents

in such an association.

The second organisation in this category, the East

Mains Residents Association (No. 121) was formed in 1966,

after a previous tenants* association had ceased to operate .£*

Agoing as with the above association, membership was confined

to a specific area of the town, the East Mains neighbourhood,
which comprises approximately 1500 dwellings. Potentially,

it could therefore have that number of members. However,

+ ♦

when this association was founded, it had 79 members, and since
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then this figure has been slightly reduced to 75* The
♦

secretary himself commented on this development as follows:

"The association has been faced throughout by general apathy
on the part of the residents, which is extremely discouraging

to those who are trying to make a success of this-venture". (In
fact in May 1967, it nearly folded up altogether).

It is of interest to compare the development of this

association with that of the Whltemoss Residents Association,
%

which basically would appear to have the same aims and

objectives, and yet developed in a different way. There must

be a number of factors, which have affected the success, or

lack of it, of the East Mains Residents Association, and some

of the following would appear to be relevant. First of all,

the geographical area is a much wider one than that of the

Whitemoss Estate. Secondly, the association was started

because someone thought it was a good idea to have one, anck?

not as a result of a specific issue. The inaugurating

meeting was therefore poorly attended, presumably because

the residents did not see sufficient reason to meet. Thirdly ,£?

the result of the association was perhaps too widely framed.
*

(i.e. fostering community spirit and co-ordination of all

efforts to improve East Mains). These are some factors,&

which may account for the apathy which this association

meets, and which the secretary himself deplored. Similarly,

this association serves to illustrate the need for a

specific cause or issue, about which residents feel suffic-

iently strongly to be motivated to band together.
%
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TABLE NO.

Growth ratio membership: population "Other" organisations
EAST KILBRIDE

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

Percentage increase

1953-68 No. 105 Whitemoss
Residents Ass. 1059*1# 450# 0.42

1966-68 No. 121 East Mains
Residents Ass. £21.7# 5# 0.23

Since both of these organisations limit their membership to

residents in a strictly defined geographical area, it was

felt that the Increase of the population of the town as such,

was not relevant and neither was the calculation of a growth

ratio (although they were both calculated). Furthermore,

both organisations were founded when the housebuilding in

their areas was substantially complete. The development of

these associations has already been described above, but it is

interesting to note from the graph relating to the Whitemoss

Residents Association that the increase of 450# did not take

place steadily over a long period, but was largely due to a

substantial increase in membership between 1967 and 1968,

which took place for reasons already described above.
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9.3

the time of this study, Livingston New Town was

only five years old, and during the first two years, there
was very little population growth, as Table 9* containing

the population statistics for the period 1964-1969 illustrates

Furthermore, the first new development under the auspices of

the Livingston Development Corporation

Craigshill, where by November 1966, the population consisted

of 730 people. Since most of the social organisations
I

featured in the Welcoming Committee's list originated in
♦

Craigshill, the development of that part of the town is

closely linked to the development of social organisations.

The period of existence in many cases was therefore too

brief to allow for the calculation of a comparative growth

ratio between the membership of organisation and the popu¬

lation of the town. Nevertheless, some limited comparisons

with the various categories of organisation in East <QKilbride
and Glenrothes were possible*

Category; Youth Organisations:

Eight of the youth organisations (72,7% of total) were

able to give information about their membership statistics

for the period during which they had operated (see Fig* 21).
The first one to start was the Riverside Youth Wing over 13* s

Club (No. 161)* It was formed in the autumn of 1966 with

* See Chapter 3.3.
«* See also "dates of foundation" Chapter 3

0
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an initial membership of 130 teenagers. At that time* there

was no other provision for teenagers in the town, and a

considerable number of the members were over 18 years of

age. However, during the following year the first public

house opened in Craigshill, which immediately became a social

focal point for those members who were over 18, with the

result that the membership of the Youth Wing dropped by a

third* However, in the course of the next year, a considerable

number of younger teenagers joined this club, with the result
that by the session August 1968-Spring 1969, the membership

had risen again to 140, Viewed over the total period since

inception of the club, however, there has been a decrease in

membership of b.7% over a period during which the population

of the town increased by 115i9%» (and that of Craigshill

specifically by 474.096), A further reason, why the
*

leader felt it was not possible to hold the Interest of

the older age group (the over 18's) once the licensed premises
%

opened, was the fact that lack of leadership made it very

difficult to incorporate a sufficient variety of activities InQ
the programme. The Youth Wing had, therefore* become a

useful meeting place, but was not able to follow up and

maintain the special Interests of some of the young people,

with specific programme activities. It is, therefore, in

this context, of interest to note that both in Glenrothes

and East Kilbride, the most successful non-uniformed youthO

organisation, such as the YM/YWCA (No, 35) and theliDuncanrlg
t

V

(No, 103) and Heathery Knowe Youth Club (No. 146), were those

which offered, apart from being a meeting place, the oppor-*
e

tunity of pursuing specific activities and interests.
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In 1967, the Girls' Brigade (No. 154) was started,

which also meets in Riverside School. Initially, there were

24 members, and by April, 1969, this number had Increased to

50, representing an increase of 108#, over a period during

which the town grew by 62.5#* This increase was mainly due

to the fact that after the first year* there were enough

leaders to allow them to open a further section.
*

In August, 1967, the 1st Riverside Brownie Pack (No.

156) was started at the Riverside School, by one of the

teachers, at the suggestion of the headmaster. This group
*

started off with 24 members, and by April, 1969, this figure

had risen to 30. According to rules, as they relate to

Brownie Packs, the maximum number of members per pack may not
*

exceed a given limit, 30 in this case. If, as a result of

this limit, an appreciable number of children are prevented

from Joining, wherever possible, a new Pack will be started.

Although it can be noted that the membership of this group

has increased by 25# over the period August 1967 to April 1969,

growth rate in this case was not a relevant factor, since a
*

maximum limit was being operated,and shortly afterwards a new

Brownie Pack was started by the same teacher at Letham
*

Primary School. However, it is also an interesting illus¬
tration of the fact that groups, such as these, are highly

e

dependent on qualified leadership, since for a time, the
Riverside Brownie Pack was in danger of folding up, as a

result of this teacher having moved to Letham School to start
another Pack.

*

The 1st Letham Brownie Pack (No. 155) was started early
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1 n 1963, and was immediately fully subscribed. It started

with a membership of 36 children and by April* 1969, this

figure was still the same* and in the meantime, a waiting

list with 12 applicants was formed* Strictly speaking,

however, this group, over its brief period of existence has>&
had no growth rate, since it recorded the same membership

figure at the time of this study, as when it started* Howe-

ever, if membership figures of the two Brownie Packs* the

Guide Company and the Rangers unit are combined* then it is

possible to demonstrate that* similarly to the other two new
4

towns, the Girl Guides Association shows a considerable

growth rate, i*e* 425$, during a period in which the town's
*

population increased by 62.3/6*
In March 1968, the Cub Scouts (No* 150) were formed*

with an initial*membership of 18 boys and by April 1969* their
number had increased to 42, i.e. by 133*3#* while during the

same period (February, 1968-March, 1969) the towns' population
e

increased by 25*9#* The comments of the leader of this group

can be considered to be typical of this kind of organisation

catering for this age group (i«e« 8-12 year olds as Brownies

also do), which was particularly prevalent at an early stage

of t new town's development** His remarks were: "It is

difficult to hold numbers down to manageable limits; given

a number of leaders sufficient for the work, and with effort

given to recruitment, it would be possible to run three packs

of 24 Cubs at present in the tew town". Once again, the

See also Table 30* relating to age structure of town.
0
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problem of adequate leadership resources would appear to be

the main impediment to further growth*

Zn spring, 1968, the IMCA/YWCA appointed a part-time

leader who started an informal once-a-week club (No* 152), out

of which a whole range of activities, such as pre-school

playgroups, Cuke of Edinburgh Awards Scheme for Girls etc*

developed* By April, 1969, it had a membership of 70*
0 ♦

However, like some of the other groups meeting in the Youth
• ♦

Wings of the two primary schools in Craigshlll, it did not

have a formal membership, but operated as na completely open

club". In other words, whosoever was free on a Wednesday

afternoon and cared to go along, was welcome* Accordingly,
there was no membership fee other than on a per meeting basis,

and no record of membership was being kept* It is, there¬

fore, not possible to calculate a growth rate as such, but
a

according to the leader, the number attending had bean in(H
the region of 70 from the very start* The programme too

4

was very Informal, and was more or less decided upon on r r;

an ad hoc basis* In the event, since meetings took place

on Wednesday afternoons, few teenagers were able to attend,
4

and it has become much more a meeting place for young mothers,
#

who bring along their children*
0

Also in 1968, the first Calders District Rangers Unit

(No* 158) was set up, in order to make it possible for Girl

Guides, once they were over 14 years of age, to continue
to be associated ..with the Guide movement* However, as

the. name implies, this group was not intended to serve only

^However, since it is "being sponsored" by a youth organi-
sation, it was decided to incozporate it in this category*
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the new town as such, but also the surrounding Calders

District. It did not hold its meetings in Livingston,

but in nearby Mid Colder, but also attracted members from

the new town area. This group started, with a membership

of 20 and at the time of this study, this was still the

membership figure. It was therefore too early to try and

calculate a growth rate. In October, 1968, the Latham

Junior Youth Centre (No. 153) started activities, again in

the premises of the Latham Youth Wing, which is attached to
the primary school. It was started by the youth worker,

employed by the Church of Scotland, who started this Club

for the 12-15 age group, because there was no other "open-door-

type" Club available for young people of that age range. As

an "open-door-club" it did not have a membership system, and

was open, on a once a week basis to young people in the New

Town and surrounding areas. Although no records were being

kept, according to the estimates of the leader, about 60

young people attended regularly. He further estimated that

since there were at that time about 180 children in the

12-15 age group attending the local high school, about one

third of the young people in that age range in the town
4

attended this particular youth club, although, as Map Fig.

L3 Illustrates, most of them tend to come from the immediate

vicinity of the centre.
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Growth ratio membership: population "Youth" organisations
LIVINGSTON

Period Organisation Population Member1- Growth
ship ratio

Percentage increase

1966-68 No. 161 Riverside
Youth Wing
over 15*8 Club

1967-69**
No. 154 Girls* Briggde

1967-69 No* 156 1st Riverside
Brownie Pack

1968-69 No, 155 1st Latham
Brownie Pack

1968-69 No. 156 1st Calders

1968^69
Rangers Chit

No. 150 Cub Scouts

1968-69 No. 152 7MCA/YWCA
1968-69 No. 153 Letham Junior

Youth Centre

114*1#
62*3#

•*

62.3#

25*9#
25.955

6.7# -0.05
108#

425#

133.3#

1.73

6.82*

5.15

Although the periods of existence of most of the above

organisations were very much shorter than all of the youth

organisations in Glenrothes, and most of those in East Kilbride,

some comparlsons, which are of interest can be drawn

Those Livingston Youth Organisations which recorded

increases in their membership showed growth ratios which,

in some instances, were very similar to those recorded for

* Refers to session 1968-69.
** Calculated on population fi

November, 1966-December, 19

4
x

STs available from

this case with the remainder of organisations
in this category, 1969 means April, 1969
March, 1968 population figure.
Combined figure for Brownies, Guides and Rangers, which
together form the Girl Guides Association.

%



the equivalent organisations in the other two new towns.

For Instance, in Glenrothes, the Girl Guides achieved aO

growth ratio of 7.78, in East Kilbride 5.57 and In Livingston

6.82. On the other hand, the growth ratio for the Cub

Scouts In Livingston (i.e. 3*15) was considerably larger

than those recorded for the Scouts in Glenrothes and East
*

Kilbride, which were 0.42 and 1.14 respectively. The
• •

Riverside Youth Wing over 15's Club (No. 161) was the only
»

other organisation, together with the South Parish Youth Club
in East Kilbride, in all three towns, which had a negative

+

growth ratio, and for very similar reasons, i.e. lack of

programme facilities and leadership. Xn addition to that,
e

the Riverside Club had a special reason for losing many of

its membership which were over eighteen years of age, namely

when the first public house opened in the town. Furthermore,

by the time the collection of data was completed, this
e

particular Club had all but made good the drop in membership
*

of the previous year. It is also of interest to note that

the two last organisations in the above summary table, the YM/YWCA
and the Letham Youth Centre would appear to be the only

organisations (in all three towns) to have departed from the

traditional youth club system, which offered specific
activities in the first instance. The leaders of these two

clubs (who incidentally are married to each other) see the
function of their respective clubs as meeting places, where

e

the new residents can get to know each other, without any

membership obligation attached. In this sense, they were

organisations, which have emerged in this specific way in



response to what the leaders considered to be specific new

town needs, at an early stage in the town's life* Due to

the shortage of time during which most of these organ!cations

existed, the graphs as such (Fig. 21) turned out to be not

particularly illuminating, but it is of Interest to note that

the sizes of all of these groups (with one exception) fall
e

into a range of between 20 and 70 members, and have not had

time yet to develop to the extent some of the organisations

have in the larger new towns of East Kilbride and Glenrothes.

One of the two organisations in this category was able
to supply membership statistics (Fig. 22). The Floral Art

Club was started in 1964 in the Deans District (thencalled
*

Livingston Station), but membership figures were available^
as from 1965. Initially, there were 20 members, end wi^Ehih^the
first year, as the graph illustrates* this figure was doubled,
but by July, 1969, it had decreased again to 36. Overall,

however, this represented an increase in membership of 80#, for

a period during which the town's population increased by

256.6#. However, it has to be noted that most of that

Increase took place in the District of Cralgshill, since

during that period the population of the Deans District in¬

creased by only 15.4#. For the purposes of calculating the

growth ratio however, uniformally, the total population was
*

used* zt is, in fact, of interest to note that this club

decided to move its meeting place from Deans to Howden House

in July 1969, which is nearer to the centre of population
*

growth* Another factor, apart from the location of the
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meeting place* which would appear to have affected the

development of the group, was its age structure. Approx¬

imately half the members were in the 30-39 age group, while
♦

the other half were over 60.. The age structure of the female
♦

population however, for the whole of the town was such, that

only 7# and 1.9# respectively were in this age-group, whilst

the 20-29 age group accounted for 14# of the female population.
♦

It would, therefore, appear that if this club wished to extend

their membership, as they state, they hoped to, they would have

to try and attract members of that age group as well.

TABLE NO. 59

Growth ratio membership: population "Arts & Cultural"
organisations - LIVINGSTON

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

Percentage increase

1965-69* No. 166 Floral Art
Club 256.6# 80# 0.31

It is of interest to note that the Floral Art Club in

Glenrothes, which was also started in 1965, recorded a very

similar percentage Increase, i.e. 75# in membership, to the

above-mentioned group. However, in Glenrothes over the same

period, the rate of population growth had slowed down markedly

by 1965 with the effect that the growth ratio population/

membership was more favourable, than in Livingston where over

the same period the population growth had gained considerable

momentum•

*
July.

♦
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%

Category: Social Service Organisations:

Two organisations (66.796 of total) were able to give
♦

information about their membership over the period of
♦

existence, (see Fig. 23). The Citizens Advice Bureau (No.

167) was started in 1966, on the instigation of the Develop¬

ment Corporation, by the Social Development Officer. However^
in 1967, it was forced to suspend activities due to a lack of

suitable volunteers who were prepared to train as counsellors.
• 4

In 1968, it resumed operation with a compliment of 10 couns-
v

ellora and by March, 1969* this number was increased to 16.
No figures for the earlier periods were available, the member¬

ship percentage increase of 6096 has therefore been calculated

for the period 1968-69* during which time the town*s popu¬

lation Increased over the same period, by 62.^6. Like some

of the other organisations in this category, such as the

Social Amenities Council (No. 19) in Glenrothes and the

Ladies Life Boat Guild (No. 133) in East Kilbride, the

Citizens Advice Bureau is primarily made of a group of people

who put their services at the disposal of the community, but

are not concerned with recruitment to membership of a general

kind. Nevertheless, it is of interest to note that recruit¬

ment to this service has, at least over the period for which
*

records were available, kept step with the growth of the

population.

The St. Andrews Ambulance Association (No. 168)

Livingston Branch was started in 1968, and by the time the

questionnaire was returned in March, 1969, it had 8 registered

members. However, insufficient data was available to

calculate a growth rate.
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TABLE No. 60

Growth ratio membership: population "Social Service"
organisations - ClVINGSTON

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

Percentage increase
NO« JLOf

1968-69 Citizens Advice
Bureau 62.2# 60# 0.96

Two of the organisations (409fr\of total) were able to

give information about the development of their membership.

The Craigshill Woman1s Rural Institute Branch (No. 169)
started in December, 1966, In the seme year during which the

first families moved into the Craigshill District. Initially,

there was a membership of 70, but by 1968 this had decreased

to 45, and by March, 1969, there were 90 members. Overall,

there has been a decrease of 28.6# in membership. The

secretary commented upon this trend as being due to the fact
*

that a number of members had left the town again, and others

found it difficult to find babysitters. It would, therefore,

appear that once again, as it was found with other women's

organisations in East Kilbride and Glenrothes, that the time

(of? the meetings is an important factor influencing the number
of members that are being attracted. Furthermore, W.R.I,

meetings were only being held once a month, which might well

be considered to be too infrequent for a housewife, newly

moved into the town, who is anxious to increase her social

contacts. Although it was only possible to speculate about

this, it would appear that the W.R.I, had a high initial
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membership when it started, and was the only women's organi¬

sation available, but as others, such as the Wednesday after¬

noon club, where mothers could take their children, started

the need to increase social contact was being met and member¬

ship of the W.R.I, decreased over a per
4

general population increased by 129.8%.

during which

In 1967, the Roman Catholic church started its own

i Guild, the St. Andrew's Church Guild (No. 181).

Membership figures were available as from 1966. At that time

there and by March, 1969* this number was

still the same, whilst the general population increased by

3% However, comparison with the general
not too relevant a factor, since only 13% of all households

are Roman Catholic, and it is a condition ibership

this group that members should be Catholics. The meetings

were held once a week in the priest's house, and it was felt

by the secretary that the smallness of the room available was

a major inhibiting factor to the growth of the group.

TABLE No. 61

Growth ratio membership: population "Women's" organisations
LIVINGSTON

Period Organisation

1966-69 No* 169 Cralgshill
W.R.I.

1967-69 No. 181 St. Andrews
R.C. Church
Guild

Population Member- Growth
ship

Percentage increase

129% 28.6%

62.3%

ratio

-0.22
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4

As was the case in this category in Glenrothes and

East Kilbride, there has been very little growth recorded,

at least as far as the formal women's organisations were
*

concerned. In Glenrothes two out of the four women's groups

recorded a negative growth ratio of a similar order of the

Craigshill V.R.I., as shown above, and one of the organi¬

sations in East Kilbride also had a growth ratio of nil.

It would, therefore, appear from the evidence of the samples

of women's organisations in the three new towns, that the

formal women's organisations, with a relatively fixed pro-
a

gramme, and evening meetings is not particularly well suited

to- the needs of the majority of women who, as the predomin¬

antly youthful age-structure shows are young mothers in the

20-30 age group. This seems, therefore, a prima facie case

to Illustrate that traditional-type organisations, such as

these women's groups cannot be readily transferred from

established communities, without adaptation to the specific

new town needs, that is, bearing in mind the predominance of

young mothers who, because of their household responsibilities,
and perhaps their more youthful Interests, were not readily

able or willing to Join in groups of this type.
4

Category: Hobbv/Special Interestt

Only one organisation (25# of total in this category)
was able to give information about the growth of its members

I •

(see Fig. 25)• The Calders Amateur Camera Club (No. 175)
was formed in February of 1964 with an initial membership of

28. Over the course of the next two years, the membership

dropped to 22, and by March 1969, the figure had risen again
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to 25. Overall, however, this represented a decrease in

ibership of 10.7#, over a ;

population increased by 298#

during which the town's

first glance, the fact that

this group started so early in the town's life would appear
«

to contradict Goldhammer's theory, since it would be unusual

for a relatively sophisticated activity, such as photography

to gain a foothold in a new town at such an early date,

closer examination however, it was found that most of the

On

members at that time, and still at the time of the study, were
4

resident in the Calders Area, and at Broxburo/Uphall, to the

West and South West of the town. However, now the club meets

in Howden House, which is in the new town and offers better

facilities than any other meeting place in the area. This

was therefore a case where the new town offered facilities

which were not found elsewhere in the vicinity, and therefore

acted as a focal point for members to come into the new town
4

from outside. Because of the fact however, that most of the
*

members up to now have been recruited from outside the new

town, the growth rate of the town's population is not as

relevant as it would be, had this been a specifically "new

town organisation Nevertheless the area on which this
• a

draws for its membership has increased its population through
the new town; and still the growth ratio is a negative one.

TABLE No. 62

Growth ratio membership: population "Hobby/Special Interest"
groups LIVINGSTON

Period Organisation ship
e increase

ratio

1964-69 No. 175 Calders Amateur
Camera Club 298# 10.7# -0.03

* See also "dates of foundation", Chapter 5.
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Although the basis of comparison is somewhat narrow,

since the other Hobby/Special Interest organisations in

Livingston are of such recent origin that membership statis-
I

tics were not available yet, it is nevertheless of interest
«

to note that the above club followed the pattern of the

majority of organisations in this category in the other two

new towns. That is, membership as a rule did not exceed 50,

and in some cases was falling; growth ratios, over the total
♦

period were negative or very small, with one or two exceptions,

which were accounted for by special circumstances.,
4

Category: Political Organisations;

The Scottish National Party was the only party which
4

returned the questionnaire. It was also the first party

which established a branch specifically for the new town,

in Craigshill. (The other party in existence at the time,

was the Pumpherston & Craigshill Labour Party, which unfor¬

tunately was unable to furnish any information) • The SNP

Cj^aigshill Branch (No. 176) was established in 1967, and by
the beginning of 1968 it had 100 members; and, as the graph

shows (Fig. 26) during the following year, it rose again to

150 members. This represented an increase of 5096, over a

period during which the towns' population increased by 62.296.
If one however considered that 4396 of the population* were

I

under the age of 19* it becomes clear that although the growth
*

ratio was slightly below 1.00, the growth of this organisation
has well kept pace with the growth of the town.

*
At the end of 1968 and 1969, according to LDC statistics.
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TABLE N

Growth ratio membership: population "Political" organisations
LIVINGSTON

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship

Percentage increase
ratio

< ♦

1967*69 No. 176 SNP Craigshill
Branch 62.3# 50)6 0.80

Although the growth ratio of the SNP in Livingston

was not nearly as spectacular as that shown by the same party

in Glenrothes, it is nevertheless of interest to note that
*

*
♦ ♦

this party should have such a strong base in Livingston at

this early stage, thus bringing it into line with some of the

other new towns, such as Glenrothes and particularly

Cumbernauld.
#

♦

Every organisation (100$) represented in this category

was able to give information about their membership statistics,

over the period during which they had operated in Livingston.
♦

As the graphs in Fig. 27 illustrate, they all started in 1967,
with the exception of one, which did not commence activities

till 1968.

The Riverside Table Tennis Club (No. 159) was started
«

as part of the Youth programme which was run in the Youth wing

Riverside initial M*' ibership during

the session 1967*68 was 10, but during the session 1968-69,
this figure rose to 20, i.e. by 100#, whilst during the same

* In Cumbernauld, the first elected Burgh Council consisted
almost entirely of SNP councillors.
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period the towns' population increased by 62.3#* The leader

felt however that potentially this could be a much bigger

group, Pwhich could help to foster good relations with young
*

people of surrounding villages, by way of table-tennis
«»

matches etc*, if only sufficient leadership were available.
% a

In the same year, the Riverside Youth Wing Football

Section (under 15's), (No. 162) was formed. This section
f ^

started with a membership of 12, which rose steadily to 30,

i.e. by 150$. Once again, the leader commented that his
. •

club grew as the town grew, which it did - at more than twice
*

the rate.

The Grove Badminton Club (No. 177) was also started in
♦

1967, with a membership in the first year of 15, which in¬

creased to 19 during the following year, i.e. by 26.6#.

Although this club had not reached that figure yet, theye were

intending to impose a membership limit of 25 members, which

would suggest that they were not likely to pursue an active

recruitment policy. It is in the nature cf this particular

game that only very few people can play at the time (four
at most), and premises available, such as school halls do

not usually provide more than one court. So, if all members

are to get a game during a club evening, it is necessary to

keep the numbers admitted to membership down to a given level.

The same applied to the Riverside Badminton Club (No.

178), which as the name suggests, uses the hall at Riverside

school. This club started with a membership of 12 in 1967,
but by June 1968 some of the members left, reduoing the

membership temporarily to 5, which subsequently rose again
#

%
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to 16. Overall there has been an increase in membership of
♦ e

33- 39^5 but the club also indicated that they will stop re-
t

cruiting new members, for the following reasons, which were

given by the secretary: "As we have now as many members as

the hall can really hold for one court, it would be unfair to
*

the present members to recruit more, because at present there

is approximately a AO minute wait before one plays another
• I

game*" This statement clearly illustrates the special
♦ "

difficulty badminton clubs encounter, particularly if only

one-court halls are available.

In 1968 the Livingston & District Rugby Club was
9

started with a membership of AO and by November 1969, this

figure had risen to 70, i.e. by 75#. The secretary felt

that this increase was due to the increase in the towns'

population, and also to the great interest the club managed

to create In the town, in the short time it existed.

It is of interest to note from Table 6A that every

one of the sports organisations has shown a positive growth

ratio, whereas in Glenrothes and East Kilbride, some

organisations in this category were shown to be on the decline,

or at least have a growth ratio of nil, whereas in Livingston

they all had a positive growth ratio. Furthermore, it would

appear from the respective tables AA, 5A and 6A that the out¬

door sports, such as football and rugby in Livingston, football
and mountaineering, and Golf in Glenrothes, and football

again in East Kilbride, show a greater propensity tocgrowth
than indoor pursuits, such as, for instance, Badminton, Table

Tennis and Rifle shooting in an indoor range.
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TABLE No. 64

Growth ratio membership; population "Sports'1 organisations
LIVINGSTON

Period Organisation

1967-69 No. 159 Riverside Table-
Tennis Club

1967-69 No. 162 Riverside Foot¬
ball Club (Under
15»s)

1967-69 No. 177 Grove Badminton
Club

1967-69 No. 178 Riverside Bad¬
minton Club

*
1968-69 No. 182 Livingston &

District Rugby
Club

♦ ♦

« *

Population Member- Growth
ratio

Percentage increase

62.3%

62.3%

62.3%

62.3%

30*3%

100.0%
* ♦

♦ «

150..0%

26.6%

33-3%
a.

75.0%

1,60

2.40

0.42

0.53

2.48

An important factor in this would appear to have been

the restrictions Imposed on expansion by the limited avail¬

ability of premises Clubs such as football and rugby clubs,

can pursue a very active recruitment policy, since theore-
♦ ♦

♦ ♦

tlcally at least, there is no limit to the number of sides
«

such a club could field, and therefore to the number of

members who could participate. On the other hand, as was

noted in the oase of badminton for instance

which can be accommodated during any on

number

evening is strictly limited.

The Cralgshill Social Club (No. 179) was

1967,

joyment"

Denotes

e "there was no source of organised social en<

Initially there was a membership of 105 which
all the other figures in this

category relate to March
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then rose to 126, and at the time of this study, was at 115*

Overall this represented an Increase of 9«5#» for a period

during which the towns* population Increased hy 62.396* The

meetings of the club were held once a week In the Youth Wing

of the Riverside School, but at the time of this study,

(April 1969) the club were awaiting the completion of a Club

building, with a 7-day licence, which was being built with
the aid of a brewing firm. As was the case with certain

organisations in this category In the other two new towns,
4

it is of interest to note the importance of a licence as a
9

factor in the success of social clubs of this type. From
♦

information received, it would appear that a building of its

own, with a licence was the aim of this club from the very

outset, and they achieved this .aim in a remarkably short time.rp

Although exact membership figures were not available, it is

understood that since the opening of the clubs* own premises

membership has risen by several hundred; the growth ratio

indicated below is therefore not an Indicator of the trend in

membership of this club for any period after the date of this

Period Organisation Population Member- Growth
ship ratio

Percentage increase

1967-69 No. 179 Craigshill Social
Club 62.3# 9.5% 0.13
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9*4 Summary: All Three New Towns
*

Although the findings of this particular part of the

study have been summarised intermittently after every

category had been described in detail, a summary is here

given of some of the observations contained in the above

chapter, drawing together some of the parallels, and differ-

ences, which appeared to exist in all three New Towns* For

instance, as was already noted in Chapter 5, most of the

Youth Organisations were started at the beginning of the

development of the respective New Towns. With only two

exceptions, they all showed a positive growth ratio. In

East Kilbride and Glenrothes, it was found that the traditional

Youth Clubs, with programmes based on specific activities

were the most successful ones. On the other hand, in

Livingston, new avenues were being explored by some of the

Youth Clubs, which moved away from a strictly membership-
orientated programme, to an "open club" where no commitment

was required. The problem of lack of leadership also would

appear to have been more marked in Livingston than in the
other two towns. The Arts and Cultural organisations in

both Glenrothes and East Kilbride were all growing, albeit

not spectacularly. Significantly, in terms of Goldhammer's
♦

theory, they all started some ten and fifteen years after the

New Town started, and the population had built up. In

Livingston, only one organisation was represented in this

category, thereby confirming the above theory, i.e. at that

stage Livingston was still "too young" for this type of

organisation to have had time to build up.
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The Social Service organisations in both Glenrothes

and East Kilbride, shoved similar characteristics. Their

membership numbers were between 20 and 40. Over the years,

there has hardly been any fluctuation.in the membership,
«

after the initial build up, and in both towns, they were

started in the early and mid-sixties. In the case of

Livingston, only two organisations in this category had been
%

»

formed, and for these, too^ little data was available to make

comparison meaningful. Again, in the case of the Women's
«

organisations, it is also of interest to note the similarities

which emerged in the pattern relating to Glenrothes. and East

Kilbride. Most organisations would seem to have ceased

recruiting on a significant scale, but have now settled down

to a fairly stable membership. In fact, some of the

traditional women's groups, such as the Town's Women's Guild

had a declining membership. This was also found to be the

case in Livingston, where, in spite of the fact that it was

a town with a high proportion of newcomers, looking for

opportunities of social contact, it would appear that the

traditional-type women's group, such as the W.R.I, was not

able to attract the young housewives into its ranks.

The Hobby/Special Interest groups in both Glenrothes
and East Kilbride, were all started in the late fifties and

early sixties. However, with one exception in each case,

there would now seem to be very little growth of membership

after a given membership figure had been reached initially -

in fact, in both towns, some of the organisations in this

particular category had a declining growth rate. Membership
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in all three towns, as a rule, did not exceed fifty.
The political parties, as far as they were able to

provide the relevant data, would appear to have developed

differently in these three towns. Although they all showed

positive growth ratios in Glenrothes, these ratios were

significantly greater than in either Livingston or East

Kilbride; in fact, in Glenrothes, the membership of every

party grew proportionately faster than the population of

the town.

The Sports organisations in Glenrothes and East Kilbride,

compared as categories, rather than individual Clubs, showed

a similar pattern - some had a negative growth ratio, some

had a (self-imposed) growth ratio of nil, and those which were

increasing their membership were doing so very slowly. In

Livingston, on the other hand, every organisation had a

positive growth ratio. However, the two Badminton Clubs

will not be able to expand in the same way as, for instance,

the two outdoor sports clubs, (i.e. Rugby and Football) since

the accommodation available to them is strictly limited, as

each of the two school gymnasia available at the time,
contained only one court.

From the development of the organisations in the

category Social/Dancing, it would appear that one of the

most important considerations, determining the success of

such a Club, was whether or not it managed to obtain a licence

to sell alcoholic drink on its premises. The British Legion

in Glenrothes and East Kilbride were an illustration of this,

and so was the Craigshill Social Club in Livingston who
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managed, successfully, to build a Club with the aid of a

company of brewers. At the time of the study, the premises

were not completed, hence the relatively modest growth ratio*

The Recreation and Social Centre in Glenrothes was an
t

*

exception, which, in this case, confirmed the rule, in as much
1

as it was originally reserved for miners, who were all auto-
♦

* ♦

matically members - and as the mining industry declined - so
•' i

*

1

did its membership, although numerically, it was still larger

than any of the other Clubs in this category*

In the category relating to Old People, (in which there
>» *■ i

was no group in Livingston) it would appear that once a given

size of membership had been achieved, there was likely to be
4 ♦

4

little further growth thereafter. Considering the youthful '
*

age-structures in New Towns, this represented a pattern which

was to be expected*

Finally, as far as "community organisations" such as

the Festival Society in Glenrothes, and the Residents*

Associations in East Kilbride are concerned, it would appear

that what they need to flourish, is a Common "cause". In the

case of the Festival Society, the original "cause" was the

alleviation of a general depressive mood which had overcome
the town after the closure of the Rothes Mine, That parti¬

cular £lause has now been removed with the passage of time,

and it seems, has not been replaced by a new one* The two

Residents* Associations in East Kilbride illustrated this
4

further, particularly Since, in theory, at least their ob¬

jectives were the same* As was noted above, the Whitemoss

Residents* Association found a specific cause around which to

h
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rally their members* whereas the aims of the East Mains

Residents have remained so general as to be of little

Interest to the ordinary resident.

It can therefore be seen that* in a general sense* it
\

4

is perhaps true to say of the membership of organisations

that it grows as the town grows* but that this growth is
♦

4

subject to changes which are not* in any way* related to

changes in the size of population,
1

For instance* a Floral Art Club found that its member*
\

ship went up because they changed from an afternoon meeting-

time to an evening session* to make attendance possible for

people who work during the day On the other hand*

the advent of a new shift-system, which made it possible for
t

women to work from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. was found to seriously

cut attendance of a Women* s Co-operative Guild, which

traditionally started its meetings at 7*50 p.m. Sometimes*

there was an economic change* a change in the nature of

available employment in town, as was the case with the

miners in Glenrothes. As a result* a number of Clubs, which

mainly recruited members of that industry* such as the Angling

Club* the Racing Pigeon Club and the C.I.S.W.O. Social Club
found that their membership was declining* although the

town's population as such* was increasing. Sometimes* a
4

change in leadership did affect the growth in membership of

a Club, or lead to a crisis* as was the case with a number

of organisations. On the other hand* a changethe

leader's own enthusiasm did affect recruitment* as for

instance, the secretary of the Chess Club in Glenrothes end
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the secretary of the United Nations Association in East

Kilbride pointed out.

It would also appear from the evidence in this chapter,
♦

that a change in the activity of a particular organisation

can also result in a change in the number of members. For
. S

instance* the number of members Joining the Conservative

Party in Glenrothes suddenly increased in 1966* because*

for the first time, they were sponsoring their own candidates
♦

in local elections. These changes* particularly in the case

of political parties* did not always originate locally* but
4

can sometimes be a reflection of a trend which is observed
%

#

nationally* as was* for instance, the case with the Scottish

National Party* which around 1967 was enjoying a particular
« ♦

upsurge of popularity all over Scotland. Similarly, a change

of programme* adding modern dancing in the case of the

Heathery Knowe Youth Club * resulted in an increase in member-
A

ship. On the other hand* certain activities restricted the
» • *

growth of membership* either becauseW>f lack of accommodation*
or because the nature of the activity required certain special

talents, such as being able to dance* sing or act. The

picture, which therefore, emerges is one which is not* in any

way* uniform, but one of continual evolvement and change.

In a sense it is* therefore* true to say that an attempt to
4

take a still picture of what is a continually changing

situation, cannot ultimately do more than observe trends

over a period of time; trends however* which, particularly

if they are also observed in other new towns* are neverthe¬

less significant.
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CHAPTER 10

Further Aspects. of Membershi

10.1
*

Secretaries were asked to indicate whether at any

point their particular organisation had actually been forced

to suspend activities, due to lack of sufficient members or

leaders. The emphasis obviously must be on suspension,

which implies temporariness, for if the suspension of

activities had not been temporary, an organisation would

presumably have gone out of existence altogether. It

was, therefore, only possible to comment on the situation in

% ♦♦

the case of those organisations which had overcome a temporary
t

setback and then persisted in their existence.
»

t

Glenrothes

In Glenrothes, only one organisation suspended

activities due to lack of leaders and members, namely the

Festival Society, in 1967. The decline of this particular

organisation has already been described. Three organi¬

sations have had to suspend activities at one point due to
«

♦

a lack of leaders, or what in two cases would be more
✓

accurately described as a "crisis in leadership" • From 1961

62, the Boy's Brigade had to suspend operating one company,

because they were unable to find a suitable leader. In

1965, the Glenrothes & District Horticultural Society under¬

went a leadership crisis, which would appear to have resulted

* Question XV in Questionnaire.
** See also "Dates of Foundation" Chapter 5.
*#* Chapter 9.1.
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♦

from a curious incident, whnh according to the present

Secretary, "the committee ran a show for themselves and won

all the prize money and trophies"* This incident not only

caused the resignation of that particular committee, but also
•

.

created a new club, the Greenhouse Club. However, the '

Horticultural Society, after a brief lapse, continued with

new leadership. In 1966, the Scottish National Party also
« ♦ ♦

was forced to suspend activities temporarily, "due to lack0
of organisation and the shift of people away from the new

town". The "leadership crisis" in this case was therefore,

of a slightly different nature from that of the above
a

organisation. "Lack of organisation" does suggest a degree

of incompetence, but the movement away of people is not un¬

common in the new town situation, and if such movement in¬

volves the leaders of an organisation, then this, as was seen,

can result in a temporary difficulty. Finally, one organi-
%

sation was forced to disband and amalgamate with another one
♦ •

♦
.

«

through lack of members. The Glenrothes Racing pigeon Club
♦ ♦

had steadily lost members, till in 1965, the club ceased to

be functional. In 1966, it therefore combined with the
+

% *

Leslie Club, to form the Rothes Invitation ClUb. I There would

seem to be a causal connection between the decline of the
«

Glenrothes Racing Pigeon Club, and the decline of the Coal

Industry in this town, which has already been referred to.
«

. ♦

Pigeon-racing is a hobby which is traditionally associated
A

with 'miners - and as they left the town, the respective club

eventually was forced to disband, which in a sense, marked

the transition of the town from a mining town to an important
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centre of the electronics industry.
♦

TABLE No. 66

Continuity of membership/leadership - GLENROTHES

54 91.5# Organisations never had to suspend
activities at all.

1 1.7# Had to suspend activities due to lack
of leaders and members.

3 5.1# Due to lack of leadership only.
1 g>l»7* Due to lack of members only.

Total 59 100#
organisations

East Kilbride

Xn East Kilbride, two organisations only were forced

to suspend activities. Significantly, these were the Scouts

and the Guides, where intermittently, a group or a company
♦

lost its leader and had to suspend activities till a re-
*

placement was found. The comments on this by the Division
$

Secretary can, therefore, be regarded as fairly typical in

this situation:

"Very occasionally, a Unit has been suspended because
a leader ha6 left to get married or has left the
district. However, we eventually managed to get
new leaders and the Unit starts up again",

Zt is of interest to note that in Glenrothes too, the only
♦

youth organisation which was forced, through lack of leader¬

ship to temporarily suspend operation, was the Boys9 Brigade.
♦

♦

In East Kilbride, again the two organisations facing this

problem from time to time were also uniformed ones. On the

whole, uniformed organisations do not only lay down very high

standards of leadership, they also make vigorous demands, in

« See also Chapter 3*1.
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skills and training on their leaders, which makes

them difficult to replace As the comment from the Guide

Division Secretary illustrates, at times, they prefer to

temporarily close a Unit, rather than let it continue with

inadequate leadership.

Two organisations were forced to suspend activities
♦

through lack of both leaders and members. The East Kilbride

Educational Association, by 1965, found that its support had
t

waned away to such an extent that it ceased operating.
• i

then re-constituted itself but found that some of the

It

difficulties still remained. Thus the secretary commented:

"This organisation finds it extremely difficult to
attract the average parent to our meetings even
allowing for some of our meetings not being suitable
for some. We find that the general public just are
not interested".

♦

The second organ!sation, which also had to suspend activities

through lack of both members and was the Ea

Labour Party Apart from acknowledging that this

has occasionally happened however, they were not able to give

any further information. Lastly, the East Kilbride Labour
4

Party (Westwood Ward) in 1968, also found it necessary to

abandon activities temporarily, through lack of members.

However, "they hope to resume fully in 2-3 years

TABLE No.

77

2

2

1

82

Continuity of membership/leadership - EAST KILBRIDE
0# Organisations never had to suspend

activities at all

Had to suspend activities due to lack -
leaders and members

Due to lack of leaders only
Due to lack of members only.

4#

2.4#

100#

.1

*

t
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Livingston

So far, only one organisation, the Riverside Brownie

Pack was forced to temporarily suspend activities due to lack

of leadership. In this instance, circumstances were such

that the leader, a local school teacher, started another pack
*

4

in Letham School, and whilst she temporarily abandoned her

original pack, it stopped operating. Once a new leader for
♦

the second pack was found, she was able to continue to work

with her fonner pack. The second organisation which was forced

to suspend activities due to a lack of leaders (committee in
. *

this case) and members (volunteers) coming forward to train as
• •

counsellors, was the Citizens' Advice Bureau, during the

session 1966/67*

TABLE Wo. 68

Continuity of membership/leadership - LIVINGSTON

30 9496 Organisations never had to suspend activities
at all.

1 3% Had to suspend activities due to lack of
leaders and members

1 396 Due to lack of leadership only.
32 10096

It is of interest to note that out of a total of 173

organisations, which make up the sample of this study, 9396

(161) never had to suspend activities at all throughout

their period of existence. It is, however, significant
that youth organisations and political parties together made

up nearly 6096 of all organisations, which for one reason or

another had to suspend activities* As far as youth organ!-*

sations are concerned, the problem of leadership, particularly
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as it relates to uniformed organisations has already been
• .«

it"
TU

discussed. It would, however, be wrong to assume that none
>> .

I

of the other youth organisations find it difficult .to recruit

leadership. Again and again, secretaries/leaders commented
#

on the fact that if only they had more leaders, they could do
v ; "

so much more. This was particularly the case in Livingston,

where most residents have newly arrived and are busily
*

engaged in establishing themselves, making their new home,
I

*

tending a new garden, and in many cases, working overtime,b
%

which leaves little time to give to the community by way of
#

providing leadership in say, a youth organisation. As far

as political parties are concerned, the reasons are less
\ * * * • > \ K

obvious, but it would appear that they have/a kind of "life-

cycle" which closely relates to elections, at both national
«

and local level, which tend to dominate the activities of
♦ ♦

parties at given times. The intervening periods tend to
/ 1 *

be a "bit slack" unless a party manages to maintain the

interest of its members through active participation in a

whole range of issues. V
•• .

% ♦

It is also of interest to note that of the ten cate-
* *

♦ .

*

gories, into which all 173 organisations have been grouped,

only four (i.e. Youth, Political, Social Service and Hobby/Q
♦

Special Interest) were represented among the organisations
. ♦

which indicated that they have had to suspend activities at

one point or another. As will be noted under 10.4, only a
• ♦

few of the leaders working within these organisations were

either full-time paid, or part-time paid, the remainder were

voluntary workers. The fact that so few of the clubs and
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♦

organisations represented in this, sample have ever been
*

forced to suspend activities through lack of leadership,

gives credit to a great many people for, what in the light

of this, would seem to be a series of remarkably well-

sustained voluntary efforts.
*

10*2 Methods of Recruitment of Membership

Under Question XVI, secretaries were asked to

indicate what methods their organisation used to recruit

members, Since this was an open ended question, a great

variety of answers were received. These answers were then

categorised, but in the case of Glenrothes, this still left

23 different methods, which were being used by 59 organi-

sations. In East Kilbride, 22 different methods emerged

from the 82 organisations listed; and in Livingston, 12

methods emerged which were used by the 32 organisations listed.

Although some organisations indicated that they used more than

one, a considerable number of these methods were only being
•

*

used by one or two organisations at the time. It was, there¬

fore, decided to enumerate the first three methods in each

of the towns, according to the number of organisations which
I

stated them as their method of recruitment.

Glenrothes

In Glenrothes, the most frequently used method was that

of the personal contact, whereby "a friend introduced a friend"
and subsequently enrolled him as a member. This was

♦

*
See also code - list I cols, 48-50 in Appendix I,

4

|

f
I
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particularly so with regards to youth organisations and

women* s groups, where practically ^everyone of them indicated
this as one of their methods of recruitment. The majority of

sports organisations also relied on this personal introduction
«

of friends for their recruitment. Some 22 clubs in all

(37.3% of total) largely relied on this method.

The second most Important method of recruitment was by

way of a scheme, which the Glenrothes Development Corporation
V *

Housing Department administered. Every organisation is listed
«

♦

♦

on a hand-out which is given to every new tenant, who then
♦ ♦

ticks off the organisation he is interested in, returns this
♦

form to the Housing Manager, who in turn passes the name and

address of a prospective member to the club secretary. An
♦ ♦ ♦

*

(^existing club member will then contact the newcomer and
«

invite him to go along and Join. 10 Organ!satlons (16.9# of
«

total) named this scheme as an important recruitment source

for membership •

The third most frequently used method was canvassing
«

4

from door-to-door. As was to be anticipated, every one of

the six political organisations relied on canvassing for its
4

recruitment, and so did the Film Society, since by law, it is

not allowed to advertise its programmes publicly or insert

announcements in the local press. It therefore distributed

leaflets and canvassed from door-to-door throughout the town.

The Auchmuty Co-op Guild also used canvassing as its source

of recruitment, but in an area which geographically was more

limited. 8 Organisations (13*6# of total) relied on

canvassing as their main method of recruitment.
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Methods of recruitment
(In order of frequency of use)

GLENROTHES
4

No. of Percentage of
orgs. ' * "

4

(1) Personal Introduction
(2) G.D.C. Housing Manager's

22 37.3#

Hand-out

(3) Canvassing

10

8

16.9#
13.6#

67.6#

As can be seen from the above summary table, AO organisations

(67.8#) of total made use of these three methods. Only two

other methods were stated more than twice. In four instances

(mainly groups with a nationwide organisation) members had

transferred their membership from another area when they
♦

moved into Glenrothes. Furthermore, three youjjh organisations
made use of publicity in schools in order to attract

children into membership.

most frequently mentioned method of recruitment, which was
%

used by twenty-four organisations (39*3# of total). Among

those were again most of the youth organisations, and some

of the Social Service, Women's and Hobby/Special Interest

groups. Closely following the above was "regular publicity

in local press" which was being used as a way of recruiting
*

members by 23 organisations (26.0# of total) which again were

found in most categories, but more specifically in the Arts
and Cultural, Hobby/Special Interest and Sports categories.

* ♦

In these, it was found that organisations could readily

East Kilbride

In East Kilbride too, "personal introduction" was the
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Attract the attention of newspapers, which would describe

specific events and publish results of matches etc., and
4

thereby give these groups useful free publicity.* Thirdly,

seven organisations (8.5# of total) made use of notices in
t • •

local factories in order to recruit members. Three of those
%

were in the Hobby/Special Interest category and the remainder

fell into a separate category each (Sports, Youth, Arts &
4

♦

Cultural, Y/omen's Organisations).
*

TABLE No. 70

Methods of recruitment - EAST KILBRIDE

(In order of frequency of use)
♦

(1) Personal introduction
(2) Regular publicity in local

press

(3) Notices in factories

♦

A total of fifty-four organisations (65*8# of East

Kilbride sample) made use of the above mentioned three

methods, and it is of interest to note that "personal intro¬

duction", as was the case in Glenrothes, figures as the most
♦

important method of recruitment. It was very closely

followed however, by "regular publicity in local press", which

illustrates the important and useful part a local paper can

play in the life of such a community* Apart from these three,

there were only two more methods, which were used by more

* Advertising - I.e. groups putting insertions in the
press for which they paid, was listed as a separate
method.
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♦

than three organisations at the time. Seven Organisations

did not actively recruit members, but instead prospective

members would apply themselves, and their application would

then be vetted by the committee, and once their suitability
4

was assessed, they would be admitted to membership. Finally,

five organisations advertised in the press for new members.
♦

*

The remainder of the methods were only used by up to three

organisations at the time.

♦

In Livingston too,* as in the other two new towns,

"personal introduction" was listed as the most frequently

used method of recruitment. Twelve organisations (i.e. 37.5$
of total) indicated that this was their way of getting new

members. This method was again closely followed, as was
♦

the case in East Kilbride, by "regular publicity in local

press", which was used by eleven groups (i.e. of total).
"Local press" in Livingston included a regular news-sheet,

♦

which was prepared by volunteers and distributed free of3>
#

charge into every home in Craigshill. The third most

frequently used method was what could loosely be termed

"word-of-mouth publicity". In other words, prospective

members were not necessarily being introduced by an existing

member to a club, but somehow, they heard about it informally

from neighbours and then decided that this was a group they

would like to join. Eight organisations (25% of total)
indicated that this was a "method", (if it can be called that)

e

whereby they attracted their new members.

4
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TABLE No.

Methods of recruitment - Livingston
(In order of frequency of use) No. of Percentage of

(1) Personal introduction 12 37.5
(2) Regular publicity in local

press 11 34.4
(3) Word-of-mouth publicity 8 25.0

31 96.9

can be seen thirty-
♦

organisations (96.9% of total) made use of the above three
%

methods. Looking at the summary tables for all three towns,

it is of interest to note that "personal introduction" ranks

first in every one of them. "Regular publicity" in press

ranks second in both Livingston and East Kilbride, whereas
♦

in Glenrothes, the Development Corporation, through its

e, administered by the Housing Manager, plays an

important role in the recruit The impli

cations of these findings would, therefore, suggest that for
recruitment purposes, there is no adequate substitute for

members inviting their friends and acquaintances to join,

and introducing them to their club. In spite of improved

communications, by way of local press, hand-outs, leaflets

etc., this would still appear to be the most frequently used

methodT^ However, the case of Glenrothes also illustrates
a

the valuable contribution the Development Corporation, as the
«

authority which comes into contact with almost every new

resident, can make, in spreading information about organi¬

sations, and by acting as a kind of "broker" to link interest
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parties, i.e. prospective members and organisations willing
to receive them. Both East Kilbride and Livingston serve

to illustrate that the Reith Report assumption about the
♦

importance of local newspapers/information sheets was

correct. In paragraph 252"^ it stated:

"It is most desirable that there should be a weekly
newspaper - existing or new - which would encourage
the formation and record the doing of all the
essential social, cultural and recreational
activities; which would help to foster the growth
of community pride and community spirit".

In all three towns, such a paper existed, but it would
*+ 4

appear that in Livingston and East Kilbride, it played a
%

4

4 •
.

more important role in recruiting, by way of reports of
4

events than in Glenrothes. In Livingston (Craigshill), in
4

addition to the weekly paper, there was a regular information
«

4

sheet, "Newsflash", which was started before there was a local

paper, and now continues to perform a useful function*
y

4

Again the Reith Report foresaw the importance of such a news*
♦ ♦

sheet, but envisaged that it should be published by the De¬

velopment Corporation, rather than by a group of volunteers.

10.3 Methods of appointing office-bearers/leaders
4

Glenrothes

Thirty-eight organisations (64.496 of total) elected
%

their office-bearers at their Annual General Meeting, after

nomination by members. In five organisations (8.5%), office-

bearers were not elected by members, but appointed by a

1. Pinal Report of the New Towns Committee, op.cit
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committee and a further five organisations (8.5%) did not

elect office-bearers, but asked for volunteers from among

members, and the community at large. Two organisations

(3.4%) co-opted members of the community to act as office-
*

bearers, and a further two (3*4%) organisations were
♦

♦

f

governed by their parent body, on which in turn they were

represented. Seven organisations (11.9%) were not able to

supply any information.

East Kilbride

In East Kilbride, the pattern which emerged was very
%

similar to that of Glenrothes. Sixty-twarorganisations

(75.6%) elected their office-bearers by members at the
0

Annual General Meeting. Eight organisations (9.8%) relied

on volunteers from among their own members, and the community,
4

and in the case of six (7.3%) organisations, the office-bearers

were appointed by a committee. Four organisations (all
uniformed youth organisations) promoted their own members to

positions of leadership. Only one organisation (1.2%)
Indicated that it co-opted its leaders from the community at

large. One organisation (1.2%) was unable to give any

information^

4

In Livingston, once again, the pattern of appointing

office-bearers/leaders varied somewhat from that of the

previous two new towns. A significantly smaller proportion
0

of organisations elected their office-bearers at an Annual
General Meeting, although, within Livingston, this still

emerged as the method most frequently indicated. Seventeen

organisations (33.1%) elected their office-bearers, by members.^
at an Annual General Meeting. A further eleven organisations
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(34.396) however, depended on -volunteers from among the

community and their own membership, to provide leadership.
+

In one organisation (3.196), the committee appointed office¬

bearers, and another had no office-bearers at all. Two

organisations were unable to give any information (6.2%)

TABLE No

Methods of appointing office-bearers/leaders

Glenrothes East

No. 96

Election at A.G.M. 38 64.4
Appointment by Committee 3
Volunteers

Other Methods

No information

Total

5
4

8.5
8.5
6.8

7 11.8

59 100.0

Kilbride
No. 96

62 75.6
6

8

5
1

7.3
9.8
6.1

1.2

82 100.0

Livingston

No. 96

17 53.2
1

1

2

5.1
11 34.4

3.1
6.2

32 100.0

It is of interest to note that in each of the three
♦

towns, the majority of organisations would appear to be run

along democratic lines, in as much as in most of them, the

embership elected the office-bearers at the Annual General

Meeting It is, however, significant that the pattern in

Livingston differs from the other^two towns in one major way
%

In Livingston, over a third of all the organisations depended

volunteers (in not even the organ!

sation) to provide leadership. In other words, a consider¬

able number of the clubs at this particular stage in their

history were not yet in a position to elect leaders from

within their own ranks this was

*

1

I
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4

whoever was willing to take on an office was likely to get

it, simply because there were insufficient people willing to

take leadership. This is a fact which particularly in

Livingston was mentioned over and over again, and one which

would appear to have been confirmed again by the above

figures.

10.4 Status of Office-bearers

It is an important aspect of voluntary organisations

that, in the main, they rely on voluntary helpers to provide

leadership in their work. Very few, as a rule, have full-

time paid, or even part-time staff to run their affairs.

This was also the situation in the three new towns in this

study. Tables 73» 74 and 73 summarise the situation in each
4

of the three towns.

One of the most striking features to emerge from these

tables is probably the fact that overall, the 173 organisations

which made up the sample in these three towns had only 8 full-

time workers. Four of these were in the field of Youth

Work (3 in Glenrothes, 1 in Livingston) and four in the field
*

of Social Service (i.e. Family Planning Association Clinic in

East Kilbride). A further 33 leaders (6 in Glenrothes, 28

in East Kilbride and 1 in Livingston) were available on a

part-time paid basis. This usually took the form of the

local authority providing an instructor for a specific

activity, most frequently in a Youth Club, on a sessional

basis. The exact number of voluntary helpers was not known,

since a considerable number of organisations were not able



TypeofYouthArt&
Office Bearers

Org.

No.

Cult No.

Socia1Women'aHobbyServiceOrg. No.

No.

No.

No.ofOrg¬ anisations statingthat allleaders arevoluntary withoutgiving actualfigures Responding Organisa- tions

3

k

5
1

6 1

6

1

5

k

Fulltime Parttimepaid Voluntary

3

5

67

9

6

12

23

Total Ratio: Vol.helpers/Org.

RankOrder

75 18*7:1
1

9
9:1

5

6 6:1 7

12 12:1 3

23 5*8:1 8

Ml

9

9-5:1 k

11*.:1 2

8-5:1 6

10-2:1



TABLENo.
OfficeBearers
EASTKILBRIDE

Office

Type of org.

YouthArt&SocialWomen'sHobbyPoliti-SportSocial No.

Cult.Service No.

No.

Org. No.

No.

cal No.

No.

& Dancing No.

Old People No.

Other No.

Total No.

No.oforga¬ nisations statingthat allleaders arevoluntary withoutgiving actualfigures
2

Pull-time

0

Part-timepaid26 Voluntaryhelpers
Total

273 299

Vol.Helpers/ Org.

RankOrder

1
0 2

35 37

3

3

3

4

8

0

4 0

0
0

0
0

N.A N.A

0 0

0
0

0
0

0

42

46

39 39

105 105

N.A

46
46

29 29

24
24

20:15.8:1
6.5:17.8:19.5:1
6.5:114.5:112:1

1

8

7

6

4

7

2

3

1

0 0

16 16 8:1
5

25

4

28

609 641 11.2:1



TABLENO
OfficeBearers

Office Bearers

Typeof Org.

No.oforgani¬ sationsstating thatallleaders arevoluntary withoutgiving actualfigures Full-time Part-timepaid Voluntaryhelpers
Total

YouthArt&Social Cult.Service
No.

No.

No.

Women's Org. No.

3

2

2

1

1
1

56 58

0 0 0 0

0
0

3
3

0 0

25 25

Vol.Helpers/Org RankOrder

7.3:1
3

3:1
7

6.3:1
4

LIVINGSTON HobbyPoliticalSportSocial&
Dancing

Total

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

0 0 7 7

0
0

15 15

0
0

26
26

0
0

24
24

3.5:1 6

15:1
2

5.2:1
5

24:1
1

1
1

156 158 7.2:1
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to give any figures for their helpers, but indicated that

they were all voluntary* Those 102 organisations which

were able to give exact figures, however, listed 1,034

voluntary leaders and helpers between them, i.e. on average
«

10:13 per organisation. Taken, however, individually, it

is of interest to note that whereas Glenrothes and East
4

Kilbride have a ratio of 10.2 and 11.2 leaders per organi¬

sation, the figure for Livingston is somewhat lower* i.e. 7.2

leaders per organisation. These figures can, of course,

only be taken as approximate indicators, since they do not
4

take into account various factors such as the size of the
4

organisations, but nevertheless, it is of interest to note

that it would appear that in Livingston, a relatively
*

smaller number of helpers and leaders were available to the

organ!sations•
ft

Furthermore, it is of interest to note that both in
ft

I

Glenrothes and East Kilbride, the Youth Organisations were

those with the highest ratio of leaders per organisation,

i.e. 18.7 and 20 respectively, whereas in Livingston, the
♦

ratio for the same category was 7.3. This would, once

again suggest that, for reasons previously discussed, it is

more difficult, especially for Youth Organisations, in the

early stages of a new town's life, to find sufficient

leaders and helpers who are willing to give of their time to

help to run and organise activities. Nevertheless these

tables illustrate that in each of these three towns there

are to be found a great number of people who are involved

in giving of their time and effort in providing leadership
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to these various organisations, and thereby helping to

meet the needs of their fellow-new-town residents*

Whilst no comparative data on leadership in any of

the other new towns in other^ parts of the United Kingdom
has been found, it would, nevertheless, appear that

Dame Evelyn Sharpy's dictum does not apply to the same

extent, at least to Glenrothes and East Kilbride, as it may

to some of the other New Towns, possibly including Livingston.
2

In fact, writing almost ten years earlier, L.E. White also,

like Dame Evelyn Sharp, saw "social balance" as the key to

the availability of leadership, when he wrote: "Lack of

leadership, which defeated so many promising ventures on

the older estates, is less likely to trouble the new towns,

provided they really do attract a balanced population".

The question of "balance of population", as it relates to

the towns of Glenrothes, East Kilbride and Livingston, will

be discussed in Chapter 11.1. It would, however, appear,

from the evidence of these tables, and as witnessed by the

fact that so few organisations were ever forced to suspend

activities due to lack of leadership (see also 10.1), that

sufficient leadership was available to satisfy the needs of

most organisations in these three New Towns.

1. Dame Evelyn Sharp: foreword to Viet's Bibliography on
New Towns, U.N.E.S.C.O. No. 12, I960, p. 11. "The
prime need is for leadership; such new and young
communities, drawn almost exclusively from the artisan
class, do not easily provide it.

2# L.E. White: New Towns - their challenge and opportunity,
1951, NACOSS, p. 75.
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♦

10.5 Conditions of Membership

In order to determine how far social organisations

are able to meet existing needs, it Is relevant to know

what kind of restrictions, if any, are being Imposed on

membership. Secretaries were, therefore, asked to state

the conditions of membership as applied by their organi¬

sation. The results of this enquiry were tabulated separa¬

tely for each of the three new towns, on Tables 76, 77 and 78.

Although the question was an open-ended one, it was possible

to categorise the conditions of membership as being related

to a person's age, sex, place of residence, politics,

profession or religion. Furthermore, an organisation may

have conditions of membership which were directly related to

its policy, rather than the person of the applicant. It

may therefore state, that an applicant, in order to qualify

for membership, must have an interest in the Gaelic language,

must make the scout/guide promise, or must have na belief in

the usefulness of the United Nations" etc. Conditions such

as these were summarised under "Policy" in the summary tables.

Glenrothes (Table 76)

Thirty-three organisations (i.e. 55.9# of total number)
state no conditions at all, and can, therefore, be assumed

to be open to all applicants. However, it is feasible that

in some cases, where no explicit conditions were stated,
* Question XVII in questionnaire.



TABLEHO.76
ConditionsofMembership-GLEHROTHES

TypeofYouthArts&SocialWomen'sHobbyPoliti-SportSocialOldOtherTotal Org.Cult.ServiceOrg.oal&People
Con-Danelng ditions ofm'slfc relatingto:Ho.%Ho.#Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.%Ho.% Age228*6116-71IV3----116*71IV3--125-0--711*9 Sez---1IV3--------11*7 Residence--125'0150'023'1| Skill/ experience--116*7-----1IV3------23*U Politics---350-035*1 Profession----228-6--------133*3"-"-35*1 Religion------111*1------------11-7 Policy228*6228*61IV3111-1--116*711V3813*6 Hocondition statedk57*1350*0228-6888-9888*9350-0233*3--125*0150*03355*9 Other----1IV3--111*1--1IV3266*7125*0--610-2 Respondentswereaskedtostateallconditions,hencenumberexceeds59. Butpercentageswerecalculatedonbasisofactualnumberoforganisations.



TABLENO.
ConditionsofMembership-EASTKILBRIDE

TypeofYouthArts&SocialWomenTsHobbyFoliti-SportSocial&OldOtherTot Org*Cult*ServiceOrg*calDancingPeople
Con¬ dition

ofm'ship Relatingto*No*%No*̂No*5®No*̂No*%No*%No*95No*%No*̂No*̂No*$ Age529*U--110.0--21U.3--213*3--150.0--1113*h ♦•♦
110.0--------------11*2

* •f

Residence- .-----------16*7----133*322*h 4+%#
Skill/ experience--228*6110.0--------------33*7 Politics--------17.1125*0--------22.U Profession----110*0112*5~---16*7150*0—---k1+.9 4

Religion211.8----112*5------------33*7 Policy317*6228.6220.0337*561*2.8--U26*7------202I*.U
Nocondition stated952*931*2.8660.0h50.061*2.8375.071*6.7--150.0266*7U150.0 *

Other------------213*3150.0----33.7 TOTAL197129151*1722390 Respondentswereaskedtostateailcondx Butpercentageswerecalculatedonbasisofactualnumberoforganisations
OJ

o



TAHL5NO

Conditionsoflieiaber
LIVINGSTON

Tjrpeof Org

Con¬ ditions
ofm'ship Relatingto Age Residence Skill/ experience Politics Profession Religion Policy-

Nocondition stated TOTAL

Youth 654
11

Arts& Cult.

Social

'.Vonen1sHobby Org

Politi cal

Sport

Social&Total Dancing

No.ft■No 5U5.5

ft

No

5$

No

ft

No.-ft

133.3

No.ftNo.ft 1100.0240.0
No

ft

133.3

125.0

1100.0

120.0

133.3

21+0.0

2100.0133.3480.0375.0

No.ft 928.1 2

1

6.3 3.1

1
3

3.1 9.4

240.01100.01959.4

2

4

5

4

2

6

1

35

Respondentswereaskedtostateallconditions,hencenumberexceeds32. Butpercentageswerecalculatedonthebasisofactualnumberoforganisations
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there might he implicit ones, which were not stated simply

because they were being taken for granted. So, for instance,
♦

no women*s organisation stated that members had to be female,

nor did every old people's group specify an age below which

membership was not possible, nor did all the youth organi¬

sations give an upper age limit. In each of these cases,

it was assumed that the typification of the organisation
was self-explanatory, and conditions of membership therefore,

need not include aspects which were entailed in the name and

obvious purpose of an organisation. The most frequently
%

mentioned conditions related to the policy of organisations

(13,69^) of all organisations.) So, for instance, the Scouts
and Guides in the youth category insisted on an applicant

making the Scout/Guide promise, or the Musical and Operatic

Society insisted, not so much on the skill to perform but on

"an interest in the fostering of intelligent participation

in musical shows"• And among the political organisations,

the Communist Party only accepted members who "showed a

willingness to work for the party".

The next most important restriction in operation was

that of age, which was given by seven organisations (11,996 of

total). In the case of the youth organisations &nd old

people*s groups, this is self-explanatory. The Filto Society
sA'

Insisted on a minimum age of 16 years, in order to fulfil

the stipulations of the law in this respect, and Round Table,

which were part of the Social Service category, enforced an

upper age limit. Finally, the Mountaineering Club only

accepted adults for membership.
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+

4

Under "other", which was the third largest category

(10.296 of total), a number of different conditions were

found. For instance, to become a member of the Bowling Club,

one also had to be a member of the Recreation Centre, which
$

is the parent body. To become a member of the Recreation
i

Centre however, one had to undergo "a character assessment"
4

♦

by the committee. In the same category, the Alburne Knowe
4

Dancing Club only accepted members who have been given an

invitation. The Archery Club, presumably for reasons of
4

safety, only enrolled members whom they considered to be of
4

responsible behaviour. As can be seen from Table 76, the

other categories of conditions applied only very sparsely

and have, therefore, not been singled out.

East Kilbride

In East Kilbride, 41 organisations, (i.e. 50,096 of

total) did not state any conditions (see Table {jj). Again,
as was the case in Glenrothes, the most frequently imposed

conditions related to the policy of a given organisation.

This applied to twenty organisations (24.496). For instance,CD

some of the youth organisations specified that any members

wishing to Join must enroll in a given activity, such as

handicrafts or drama. Organisations in both the Arts and

Cultural, and the Social Service category stipulated that

members were required to have a more than passing interest
4

in the purposes of their particular group. Some of the

women* s organisations, such as the Trefoil Guild and Women* s

Co-op. Guild insisted that their members should be members of

the respective parent body, whereas the Ladies Loyal Orange
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Association only accepted candidates Into membership after
*

their "character had been assessed by the committee".
♦

Similarly, some of the Hobby/Special Interest groups stated

that their candidates for membership should fulfil certain

conditions* For instance, the Bridge Club expected members
#

to be able to play bridge, the United Nations Association

expected members to have "a belief in the usefulness of the

United Nations", and the Fabian Society expected members to

be also members of the Labour Party. In the field of sports
%

organisations, again it was not necessarily skill and

experience which was laid down as a condition, as might have

been expected, but medical fitness in one case, and interest

in the promotion of the particular sport in the case of the

others. Some of the reasons given in this category might

well be regarded as being self-evident, but the fact that

the secretaries felt they were worth stating would suggest

that a certain amount of emphasis is being put on them, and

therefore, they have beBn reproduced here.

The second most important set of conditions, related

to age, as was the case in Glenrothes. Eleven organisations

i.e. (13-4% of total) stated this as one of their conditions.
t

Almost half of these were youth organisations, and the

remainder occurred in the categories Social Service (Round
♦

Table - upper age limit of 40) Hobby, Sport and Old People.

Conditions relating to membership of a given profession
*

applied to only 4 organisations (4.9% of total) but neverthe-
*

less, this made it the third largest group of conditions.
«

These were, the Rotary Club where (a) only professional men
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are accepted for membership, and (b) then only two from each

type of profession; the Business and Professional Women's

Club, which, as the name implies, only draws on members from

certain occupations. Among the Sports Clubs where profession

was a criterion was the Torrance Rifle Club, which only

accepted members who were employed by the Development Corpor¬

ation, the Town Council or the National Engineering Laboratory.

In this case, however, it would seem that it was not so much

the type of occupation, than the actual employer which deter¬

mined eligibility for membership • Table 77 illustrates that

all the other conditions only applied to one or two organi¬

sations at the time.

Livingston

In Livingston, nineteen organisations (i.e. 59.4#)
4

stated no conditions at all. As Table 78 illustrates, in

two of the categories, i.e. Arts and Cultural and Social and

Dancing, none of the organisations listed stated any

conditions. Nine organisations (28.1%) stated that age was

a criterion in their conditions of membership. Five of these

were youth organisations which set out to cater for a given

age group at the time. Similarly, the pre-school play group

association (in category Social Service) set out specifically

to cater for the under 5's, whereas the Scottish National

Party did not accept members below the age of 16. Among the

sports groups, the Riverside Under 15's Football section

accepted only members below that age, and the Grove Badminton

Club, as a way of keeping membership figures down, did not

accept children below 16 years of age.
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Three organisations stated certain conditions, which

were best described as forming part of the policy of that

group. The St. Andrews Ambulance Association required

anyone wishing to become a member to attend classes in first
4

aid. Members of the Rugby Club must show an Interest in the

game, and members of the Under 15*s football section must

undertake to adhere to the rules as laid down by their own

committee. Finally, two organisations (6.3% of total) stipu

lated a certain degree of skill. The St. Andrew*s Ambulance

Association required a member to not only attend first aid

classes, but also to pass a test. Similarly, whilst not

setting an actual test, the Bridge Club requires members to
, i

be able to play Bridge before they can become members. As

Table 76 illustrates, three sets of conditions, i.e. those

relating to sex, residence or profession were not explicitly

mentioned by any one of the organisations, (although it is

safe to assume that women's organisations are open to women

only).

Summary: Conditions of membership, ranked according to
frequency of occurrence.

Glenrothes•

(1) Policy
(2) Age

13.6%
11.9%

(3) Other conditionsO 10.2%
No condition stated 53.9%

East Kilbride.

(1) Policy
(2) Age
(3) Profession
No condition stated

24.4%
13.4%

4.9%
50.0%
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28.196
9.496
6.3?6

59.456

It Is of Interest to note from the above table that In
»

all three new towns between 3096 and 6096 of all organisations
♦

had no conditions restricting membership. Furthermore, in
*

all three towns, age was a restricting factor for some organ!

sations - in Glenrothes and East Kilbride, the second most

frequent one, and in Livingston, the most frequent one. As

far as conditions summarised under "Policy" are concerned the

ranking order is reversed, i.e. "Policy ranks first both in

Glenrothes end East Kilbride, and second in Livingston. In

other words, in all three new towns, "age" and "policy" were

among the two most important factors restricting membership.

This, together with the fact that the percentage of organi¬

sations with no restrictions on membership was very similar

in each case (i.e. 55.996 in Glenrothes, 5096 in East Kilbride

and 59.496 in Livingston), would suggest that there exists

a remarkable degree of consistency between the practices

regarding conditions of membership among organisations in

each of the new towns.

(1) Age
(2) Policy
(3) Skill/experience

4

No condition stated
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10.6 Limitations on Membership bv Numbers
♦

Glenrothes

Forty-eight organisations, i.e. 61.4# of the total

sample did not impose a limit on the numbers they would

accept for membership. On the other hand, 11 organisations,

i.e. 18.6# had stated limits, as Table 80 illustrates,
♦

varying from up to 40 to over. 150. Those organisations

which Imposed a limit, however, were only found in five of

the ten categories, i.e. Youth, Arts and Cultural, Social

Service, Women's Organisations and Old People's Clubs.

Among the Youth organisations which found it necessary
♦ »

to Impose a limit on numbers, was the Exit Club which could
* •

not cater for more than 200 members during the regular dance

evenings, and the Girl Guides, who limit the numbers to 36 in
*

each company as a matter of principle, and due to lack of

leadership could not, at the time open another company. The
♦

*

three Arts and Cultural organisations which limited their
«

numbers were the Musical and Operatic Society, who felt that
*

♦

60 members were as many as they could "employ" in.theirI -
I *

productions, and the Film Society, who, accordingv to the fire
4

t

+ «

regulations, as applied to the biggest hall available, would
♦ ♦

not be allowed to admit more than 230 members to anyone of
«

their film shows, and lastly, the Floral Art Club, which also,

for reasons of accommodation imposed an upper limit of 150.
4

The two social service organisations, which limited their
4

members, were the Round Table and the Toastmasters Club,
«

who admit 40 and 30 respectively into membership at any one
r

time, in accordance with their own club policy. As for the



Typeof Org.

Limit
onMem¬ bership Nolimit stated

Upto • 4
Upto

ko

60

Upto-120 Upto-150 Over.150 Total

TABLENO.80 »w

LimitonMembership-GLENROTHES
YouthArts&SocialWomen'sHobbyPolitI-SportSocialOldOtherTotalCult.ServiceOrg.cal&People

Dancing

No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%No.%Noi%No.%Noi%No,!%No.%
«4

571-1+350-0571-lj.777*89100-06100-06100-03100-0250-02100-0J+881-JLj.
9

11^3--228-6111-1-----46-8 -116-7------------125*0-23'k
-----111-1--------125*0--2yk -116-7----------------11-7

1Ik'3116-7----23'k 76799663k259100#
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two women's groups, which imposed limits on numbers,
»

again accommodation would appear to have been the major

reason. Both the South Parks Farmhouse Ladies Club and

the Glenrothes Women's Club stated that their respective

meeting places oould not accommodate more than 65 and 40

members respectively. The same reason also applied to the

two old people' s groups, the Wayside Cottage Club and the

Sunshine Club, which operated an upper limit of 60 andg)

120 members respectively.
*

4

It is of interest to note that seven out of the
♦ « «

eleven organisations which restricted numbers confined their

numbers to a given maximum due to limitations of accommodation.

But only two organisations out of the total sample of fifty-
*

nine (i.e. 3 •**■%) stated that they had a waiting list. These

were the Wayside Cottage Club, which, as was noted above,

limited their numbers due to lack of accommodation, and the
%

Girl Guides, who at the time could in fact have operated

another two companies, had qualified leadership been

available, since they had a waiting list of 70 children.

However, the fact that only two organisations indicated that

they had a waiting list, coupled with the fact that 81.496 of

all organisations did not have an upper limit to the number

of members they could accept, would suggest that the existing
4

*

organisations, at least as far as numbers were concerned,
♦

were able, by and large, to meet the existing demand.

East Kilbride
%

Sixty-five organisations, i.e. 79»3?6 of the total

sample did not impose a limit on the number of members who
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could be accepted into membership. The remaining seventeen

organisations (20.790, which did impose a limit were found
s

in every category except the one covering political organi-

satlons. Table 81 illustrates that the organisations

imposing limits were distributed fairly evenly among the

remaining categories) since only one (Youth) had three

groups with a limited intake, and the rest had either one or

two such groups. Among the youth organisations limiting
their intake, the Scouts and Guides and the Air Training Corps

all did so for reasons of policy. As was noted before,

Scouts and Guides in particular and uniformed organisations

in general make high demands in tenns of qualifications of

their leadership. If this leadership is not available, a

new group will not be started, or an existing one even

suspended.

Of the organisations in the "Arts and Cultural"

category, there were two which restricted their membership.
♦

These were the Light Opera Club, which as a matter of policy

restricted membership to sixty, (which incidentally was the

same upper limit as was being applied by the Musical and

Operatic Society in Glenrothes), and the Whitehills Group, r

which runs an Arts Workshop on a farm, and feels that they

cannot accept more than one hundred members.

Both Social Service organisations restricting member-
s

ship were committees, representing a national organisation

in the new town, and which mainly organised fund raising

events in the town on behalf of their parent body. For

this purpose, the Royal National Life Boat Institution felt

I
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they did not require a committee of more than 20 members, and

similarly, the Royal Scottish Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to children considered a committee of 15 members to
♦

be sufficient for their particular needs. The two women's
*

organisations, which imposed an upper limit of 80 and 85

respectively, were the East Kilbride Towns women's Guild and

the Calderwood Ladies Club. It would appear that in both

cases it was felt that the accommodation used could not cope

with more members than the above limits. However, neither

of the two groups had a waiting list, and in the case of the

Towns Women' s Guild, the membership at the time of this

study was short of the imposed limit anyhow. It would,

therefore, appear that the demand for membership of these two

groups did not exceed the number which could be accommodated.

In category "Hobby/Special Interest" groups there were

again two organisations, which for different reasons limited

their membership. The East Kilbride and District Savings

Committee is the co-ordinating body for all the various

savings groups, that are attached to schools, offices and

factories. On grounds of policy, they felt a committee of

20 members was sufficient to perform its function. The

Calderwood Rangers F.C. Supporters Club, on the other hand,

restricted their membership to 100, since the accommodation

where their social meetings took place could not cope with

more than that number.

Injcategory "Sports Organisations", there were again

two clubs, which imposed a limit on their membership. The

Tennis Section of the East Kilbride Sports Club set an upper
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limit of 160 members on the estimated basis that there will be
* .

*

four courts available, and the norm accepted by tennis clubs
4

allows for 40 members per court, hence their upper limit of
%

#
#

160. The same figure was given by the Bowling Club, which

limits its membership to 120 males and 40 females.

In category "Social/Dancing" Clubs, the British Legion
• \

♦ ♦

indicated that although there was no limit to branch ber-

ship, an upper limit of 240 was imposed on the membership of
1

the Social Club. However, the secretary indicated that it

was only likely that this limit had to be enforced, once they

were being granted a licence
*

• •

Both Old People's Clubs, who
> x

. ":
• ♦

imposed a limit on membership, did so on the basis of the
♦

*

capacity of their respective meeting places (i.e. 200 and
♦ ♦

280 respectively). Lastly, the East Kilbride Civics

Association, which limited its membership to twenty-five, is a
%

♦

.

co-ordinating group, which seeks the co-operation of all local
*

organisations to co-operate in certain ventures,, usually

aimed at promoting civic pride
V <1

In this' senses they ,are a
. *

♦ •

• *

committee like some of the above ones, which limited the size

of their membership on grounds of policy rather than because

of lack of accommodation.
4 m:

Although seventeen organisations (20.7%) altogether

imposed.'a limitation on the numbers which they would accept
♦ ♦ *

4 '

into membership, what is perhaps more relevant is the fact

that only five of these (or 6.1% of total sample) had a

waiting list. The Scouts, distributed over the eight

groups had a total waiting list of 266 and could, therefore,

* For further details, see Chapter 9«2
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given enough leadership, operate more groups. The Air

Training Corps had a waiting list of five, the Old Age

Pensioners Social Club one of eight, and the Bowling Club

thirty-two, and the Freemasons, which did not have an upper

limit, had a waiting list of ten members. It is also of

interest to note that nine of the seventeen organisations

which limited their memberships did so mainly because their

accommodation could only cope with a given number of members.

On the other hand, eight organisations did so as a matter of

policy, for reasons already described above. Overall

however, it would appear, as in the case of Glenrothes, that

with one or two exceptions, organisations were able to meet

the existing demands for membership.

Livingston

Twenty-one organisations (65.696 of total sample) stated

no limit on the number of members they would accept. As

Table No. 82 illustrates, however, eleven organisations
♦

imposed an upper limit, and these were found in categories
♦

Youth, Arts and Cultural, Social Service and Sport. None

of the other categories had organisations imposing a limit.

Six of these eleven organisations were in the category Youth.

This was partly because, in the other two new towns Scouts/
Cubs and Guides/Brownies were counted only as one organisation

each, but in Livingston, each pack was listed separately,

because headquarters for the overall organisation had not

been set up. Whilst this slightly distorts the percentage

of youth organisations which imposed a limit on membership,

as compared with the other two new towns, it also serves to
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♦

illustrate a point which has been previously made regarding
♦

relative scarcity of Q^dg£§2 In a "new" new town.

Four of the six youth organisations which are listed
♦

9

as operating an upper limit, were uniformed organisations

(i.e. two Broxmie Packs, one Guide Company and a pack of

Cub Scouts). Each one of these, as a matter of policy

restricted the number of members it accepted to 36, and

each, with the exception of one had a waiting list varying

from 9-13 in number. It could, therefore, be said that if

more leaders were available, the organisations could develop

faster - on the other hand, they do not appear to be prepared

to compromise, but rigidly enforce the policy of their
+

organisation, which states this upper limit. The other
9

two organisations in this category were the two "open-door"

type Youth Clubs which operated in the Youth Wings of River¬

side and Letham School. These wings would appear to have

been designed to have a maximum capacity of 180 members,

so this was the upper limit these groups would admit. Since

they, however, had no waiting list, it would appear that this

problem has not yet arisen.

The Floral Art Club has indicated an upper limit of

60 members, apparently for reasons of policy - but since the

current membership was 36, and the maximum membership they
♦

have had so far was 40, this would appear to be a somewhat
✓

9

theoretical limit. The pre-school play group association,
4%

which ran a daily play-group each morning, had to restrict
the number of children admitted to each session to thirty.

*

This was partly due to accommodation, but partly also for



reasons of policy (i.e. available resources of leadership
%

and helpers on one hand, and accommodation used, on the other

could not cope with more than that number). The waiting list

in this case, however, contained forty children, therefore,

as soon as more leadership was available another group could

be started. The Riverside Table Tennis Club also stated an

upper membership limit of 30, which, as in the case of the

Floral Art Club, was more in anticipation of possible future
«

$

development, than a reflection of the present pressures of
♦

membership. On the other hand, the other two organisations
in the Sports category, the Grove and Riverside Badminton

Clubs closed their membership lists at a level (23 and 16
♦

respectively) which they considered to be their upper limit.

Significantly, the one with the lower number of members,

the Riverside Club, had a waiting list of 10. In the case

of these three sports organisations, accommodation was

clearly the chief limiting factor, and in the case of the
♦

Youth Clubs which use the Youth Wings attached to the two

primary schools in Craigshill, again the potential member-

ship figure was determined by the size of the accommodation
♦

available. It can, therefore, be said that in Livingston,

in the case of five organisations (15of total sample)
v

accommodation determined a limitation on membership, whereas

in the case of six organisations, matters of policy (and lack

of leadership) caused a limitation on membership to be

introduced.
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Glenrothes East Kilbride
No. of % of No. of 96 of
Orgs, total Orgs, total

sample sample
(59) (82)

Livingston
No. of 96 of

Orgs• total
samo

(32)
le

Accommodation 7 113996 9 11.096 5 15.696
Policy (incl.
lack of
leadership) 4 6.896 6 9.896 6 18.896

Total 11 18.796 17 20.896 llQ 34.496

Waiting lists 2 3.496 3 6.196 5 15.696

It is interesting to note from the above table how,

once again, the figures relating to Glenrothes and East Kilbride

were broadly similar. As far as Livingston is concerned, the

figures were slightly distorted by the fact that instead of

listing only two organisations, i.e. Scouts and Guides, four

separate groups featured in this sample, and as it turned out,
each one of these operated an upper membership limit and three

of them had a waiting list, thus giving a bias to the Living¬

ston figures of organisations which had to limit their intake.

However, it would also appear to illustrate usefully, the

fact, which was mentioned before, that in a "young" new town,

suitable leadership is very much more difficult to find than
♦

in a more established new town. This aspect is borne out by

the higher proportion of organisations in Livingston that
had a waiting list, and the higher proportion of those who

found that they had to limit their intake through lack of

leadership. The overall impression for all three new towns
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♦

however, remains that with the exceptions which were

mentioned In this (and the previous) chapter, the great

majority of organisations were open to anyone to join, and

it would appear that by and large, existing demands were

being met by the variety of organisations which were

available and offered their services to the community.

10.7 Membership Fees

A further factor relating to the navailabilityn of

organisations, apart from conditions of membership and

limitations In terms of numbers, Is the amount of membership

fee a club levies. Secretaries were therefore asked to

indicate how much their respective clubs charged their

members. The results of this particular enquiry have

been summarised In Table 84 for each of the towns.

There are a number of aspects which were of particular

Interest in this connection. This table demonstrates that

It Is relatively cheap to become a member of most organisations.

In Glenrothes, for Instance, In the case of thirty-two

organisations (I.e. 54.2#) it cost one pound, or less per

annum to become a member. Even accounting for the fact

that some organisations may levy a yearly subscription, plus

a weekly contribution, it could not be said that the public

are being discouraged from participation in the life of most

of these organisations by high membership fees. In East

Kilbride and Livingston too, in each case the largest single

category of membership fee was made up by the organisation

charging one pound or less. (39% and 18.8$ respectively).
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Furthermore, of those organisations which levied an annual

subscription, only four (6,7%) charged £3 or more in Glen-

rothes, five (6,1%) in East Kilbride and one (3*1%) in

Livingston, It is also of interest to note that out of

173 organisations, only one (a youth group in Livingston)
levied a membership fee on a monthly basis* With all the

other organisations, the pattern was that of an annual

subscription, or weekly subscription, or a combination of

both being charged. A further interesting point was the

relatively large number of groups in each of the towns, which
did not charge any membership fee at all. The most signifi¬

cant number of these in each case was found in the category

"Social Service" organisations, presumably on the premiss

that if members were being asked to give of their time and

render a service to the community, they could not be asked

to pay a membership fee as well. In order to illustrate

the relative similarity of the patterns of membership fees

levied, the first three most prevalent amounts charged in
♦

each of the three towns have been ranked and are given in

Table 84. As already mentioned, one pound or less per annum
♦

was the most frequently quoted membership fee in all three

towns. Furthermore, as can be seen, "no fee" ranks second

in two and third in one of the towns, and "£1 - £1.19/- is
*

second in one and third in two of the towns. There would,

therefore, appear to be a remarkable degree of "consistency

of practice" among the various organisations in these towns.

* The notable exceptions to this in Glenrothes are the
Rourxf) Table and Rotary who charge a membership fee of
£6 or over per annum.
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TABLE No. 84

Summary: Membership Fees
Glenrothes•

1.
2.

£1 or less per annum
No fee

3. a) £1 £1.19/- per annu

54.2#
15.3#
10.2#

b) 1/- per week
89.9# of all fees levied

East Kilbride.

1. £1 or less per annum
2. a) £1 £1.19/- per annum

b) 6d per week
3. a) No:fee

b) £2 - £2.19/- per annum

39 #
14.6#
14.6#
7.3#

82.8# of all fees levied

Livingston.

1.

2.

£1 or less per annum

1/- per week
3. a) No fee

b) £1 - £1.19/- per annu

18.8#
15.6#
12.5#

59*4# of all fees levied

It would also seem that the whole question of finance as it
«

relates to social organisations, would merit further research,

but for the purposes of this study, it was felt that the

above information was sufficient to illustrate whether -
0

cost of membership could conceivably act as a disincentive

to people Joining organisations. The fact that most of

these fees were relatively low, would suggest that this
would not appear to be a restricting factor.

10 • 8 Average attendance

Tables 85, 86 and 87 indicate the percentage of

members attending meetings of organisations in each category

These percentages were based on figures for average
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TABLE No. 85

Average attendance by category of Organisation in
percentage of total membership - GLENROTHES

No. of Weighted Rank
organisations Average Order
responding

Youth 6 out Of 7 l\X*2% 7

Arts & Cultural k ft ft 6 63'# 3

Social Service 7 ft ft 7 70*3# 2

Women*a Organisations 9 II ft 9 1

Hobby Groups 6 (1 ft 9 57*6# 6

Polltloal 6 ft ft 6 2k'2$ 8

Sport 6 tf it 6 60*5$ k

Social & Dancing 3 II it 3 58*65? 5

Old People k It ft k 83*72
Other 2 ft ft 2 1002

Average of all (55)
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TABLE Mo. 86

Average attendance by category of Organisation in
percentage of total membership - EAST KILBRIDE

No. of Weighted
organisations Average
responding

Rank
Order

Youth 13 out of 17 72.2% 1

Arts & Cultural 7 " ft 7 67.2J6
1

3
♦

Social Service
♦

8 « If 10
w

62.996
♦

4

Women*s Organisations 8 a It 8 68.596 2

Hobby and Interest Groups 10 11 ft 14 34.896 7

Political 4 « II 4 5.596 8

Sport 11 » tf 15
0

50.096 5

Social and Dancing
*

2 " ft 2 47.196
•

6

Old People 2 « fl 2 94.196

Other 2 « ft 3 62.8

Average of all (67)
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TABLE No

Average attendance by category of Organisation in

percentage of total membership - LIVINGSTON

No. of Weighted Hank
organisations Average
responding

Order

Youth 11 out of 11 79.5ft 1

Arts and Cultural 2 ii n 2 77.6% 2

Social Service 2 it it 3 63.8ft 5

Women's Organisations 5 n ii 5 63.5ft 6

Hobby Groups 4 it ti 4 64.3ft 4

Political 1 n it 1 10. Oft 8

Sport 5 n it 5 65.8ft 3

Social and Dancing 1 it it 1 34.8ft 7

Average of all (31)
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attendance given by the respondents as a result of their

own assessment, and not that of a precise check. In some,
p

the percentage figures may appear to be remarkably high,

but there was no other evidence available either to confirm
*

or refute the figures furnished. However, in order to

avoid distortion which might arise due to the varying sizes

of organisations, the average was weighted according to the

number of members involved in each organisation. Further*-

ore, it has to be noted that not all organisations were

able to answer this particular question. In each of the
*

tables, therefore, the number of respondents for each

category is listed. The various categories were then

placed in rank order, according to average attendance.

TABLE No. 88

Summary: Rank order - according to average
attendance

Rank Order Category Glenrothes East Livingston
Kilbride

Youth 7
Arts & Cultural 3
Social Service 2

Women's Organisations 1

Hobby/Special Interest 6

Political Organisations 8

Sport 4

Social/Dancing 5

1 1

3 2

4 5
2 6

7 4

8 8

5 3
6 7

As the above table illustrates* there were a number
t

of interesting parallels, and divergencies between the

three towns. For instance, both in East Kilbride and

* Ranking was arranged on a scale 1-8, since in Livingston,
only eight categories were represented.
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Livingston (on the rank scale 1-8) the Youth Organisations

recorded the highest average attendances of 72.2% and 79,5%

respectively, whereas in Glenrothes, the figure for Youth

Organisations was 41.36. On the other hand category Arts
I

and Cultural in all three towns showed a certain degree of

consistency in as ouch as it is ranked third in two of the

towns and second in the third one. The actual percentage

figures on Tables 85, 86 and 87 illustrate, however, that in

Livingston, the average attendance was significantly higher

than in the other two towns (77.6#, as compared with 63*996
in Glenrothes and 67*36 in East Kilbride). Social Service

Group8 in Glenrothes and East Kilbride have a relatively
»i

high average attendance, partly because they Include Round

Table and Rotary (both in Glenrothes, only Round Table in

East Kilbride) which are organisations where members are
f

expected to attend every meeting. Women's Organ!sations-P;.
e

4

recorded a higher average attendance in Glenrothes and East

Kilbride than in Livingston. This would appear to be a

function of the age structure of the respective towns. As

was previously noted (chapter 8) the population in Livingston
*

had a higher proportion of young mothers, who were "tied" by
small children. However, as Table 87 shows, although

women's organisations in Livingston were ranked in sixth

place, the average attendance was still 63.596. (Indeed,
in Livingston, rank order places 3-6 were only separated by

ft

2.396). Political organisations had the lowest average

attendances in all three towns. It would, therefore, appear

that attendance at meetings does not form as important a
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part of membership of a political organisation as it did

with other groups. Overall, average attendances were high.

This is particularly true of Livingston where the average

attendance for all thirty-one organisations, which were

able to furnish this information, was 63.696, followed closely

by Glenrothes with 62.4% and East Kilbride with 36.596. If

the figures for the political organisations were to be dis¬

regarded, the average attendance ^figures, weighted according
%

to the number of organisations represented in each category,

would be higher still, namely 69*996 in Livingston, 67.196 in

Glenrothes, and 59*896 in East Kilbride.

Comparative data relating to average attendance at

meetings of similar organisations in established towns dees

not appear to be available - it was therefore not possible

to ascertain how these attendance figures in the three new

towns compared with other areas, and whether or not their

level of attendance was higher.
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CHAPTER 11

Occupational Status of Membership/Leadership

11.1 The concept of Social Balance

Some of the most Important aspects In the creation

of the new towns are expressed In the goal that they should

"be self-contained and balanced communities for working and

living."1 As their report shows, the Reith Committee had

very definite assumptions about the desirability of mixing

the different social classes. The idea of "self-containment"

was seen as being straightforward. The new towns would not

simply contain residential areas, like some of the inter-war

local authority housing estates, but were to be designed to

encompass within their boundaries "all of the requirements
2

for day-to-day living". In this respect the idea of a

self-contained town has certain enalogous features with the

neighbourhood concept, in as much as that within the same

small residential area there should be provided shops, nursery

and primary schools, and a limited range of other facilities.

Self-containment can of course only be a matter of degree,

and it would be unrealistic to expect that the "local

facilities should be able to meet all of the requirements

of all of the residents all of the time."'' The idea of
*

a balanced community, to which the Reith committee devoted

1. This quotation is from the terms of reference of the
New Towns Committee - see final report of the New Towns
Committee CMND 6876, London, HMSO 1946*

2. R. Thomas, Londons New Towns PEP No. 310, London 1969,
p. 381.

3* R. Thomas, op.cit., p. 382.
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a great deal more time and attention, is much more complex

than that of self-containment, though, as Thomas points out,

the origins of the two ideas are partly intertwined. To

some extent a town can only be self-contained if it is

"balanced". Ideally the level of population should more or
• •

I

less match the level of employment or there will be commuting

in and out. Similarly the composition of employment must not

be dominated by a single industry or occupation, or it will
♦

not be possible to attract a sufficient variety of residents.
4

#

These factors, and many more, are usually subsumed under the
4

heading of a "balanced community" and to that extent the term

is almost synonymous with a self-contained community. In
4

their plans for the new towns however the Reith Committee took

the idea of a balanced community much further than could be

attributable to a desire for self-containment alone. The

concept, which they held up as an ideal to be followed was
U -

that of "social balance". Thus the report reads:

"So far as the issue is an economic one, balance can
be attained by giving opportunity for many sorts of
employment which will attract men and women up to a
high income level. Beyond that point the problem is
not economic at all, or even a vaguely social one, it
is to be frank, one of class distinction. So far as
these distinctions are based on income, taxation and
high costs of living are reducing them. We realise
also that there are some who would have us Ignore their
existence. But the problem remains and must be faced;
if the community is to be truly balanced, so long as.
social classes exist, all must be represented in it.
A contribution is needed from every type and class of
person; the community will be the poorer if all are
not there able and willing to make it.
Where possible therefore, businesses and industries
established should include not only factories, shops,

*

4. Final report ofi the New Towns Committee, op.cit., p. 10.
* Writers own underlining.
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and the businesses and services meeting local needs,
but head offices and administrative and research
establishments including sections of government
departments and other public offices. It is most
desirable that proprietors, directors, executives
and other leading workers in the local industries
and businesses should live in the town and take cart
in its life.
wri

any proxessionaj. men ana women,
ers, artists and other specialists not tied to a

particular location should find a new town a good
place in which to live and work. So also should
retired people from home and overseas, from everyO
kind of occupation, as well as people of independent
means. All these should find interest and scope in
laving their Dart in the development of the social.
olitlcal

own
istic and recrea

,5According to Thomas*v however, much of the motivation

for balanced communities was more hard-headed than idealistic,

since a fair share of higher income groups was thought to

generate the kind of success which was particularly important

because of the aim of a symbiotic growth of population and

employment How far the various occupational classes were

found to be "playing their part" in the development of the

social, political, artistic and recreational activities of

the towns of Glenrothes, East Kilbride and Livingston will

be discussed below under 11.2. Before doing so however, a

further examination of the concept of social balance would
«

#

appear to be appropriate at this stage.

Lewis Mumford in his introduction to the 1945 edition
g

of Howards * "Garden Cities of To-morrow" expressed the same

sentiment as the Relth Committee did (see above) a year later,

but for a different reason, when he stated:

3. R. Thomas, op.cit., p.

6. Hbenezer Howard, "Garden Cities of To-morrow" Faber &
Faber, London, 1943.
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"Meanwhile, the need for balanced communities has
deepened, for the task of our age is to work out an
urban environment that will be just as favourable to
fertility, just as encouraging to marriage and
parenthood, as rival areas still are."

He obviously wrote this at the time under the immediate post-
♦

war impression of the threat, as it was then seen, of a

declining population. Lewis Sllkin, the Minister who had

been responsible for steering the New Town legislation

through parliament in 1946 again committed himself to the

idea of a balanced community on social grounds, when he wrote
• ►

7
two years later;'

♦

"I am very concerned, not merely to get different
classes living together in a community, but to get
them actually mixing together - unless they do mix
freely in their leisure and recreation, the whole
purpose of a mixed community disappears."

The re-iteration of this principle, after building had barely

begun with the first of the new towns following the passing

of the New Towns Act in 1946, seemed to have been important

at that time, since even Lord Reith himself, in his first

report as Chairman of the Hemel Hempstead Development
♦

Q

Corporation confessed that he began to doubt whether the

object of developing a balanced community could be "more than

an elusive but inspiring concept." It would appear that

Lord Reith was not alone with his doubts as to the practica-
Q

bility of this concept. According to Schaffer, "most
♦

corporations started off with the intention of mixing the

various types of houses and avoiding any suggestions of

7. Lewis Silkin: Journal of the National Institute of British
Architects, 1948.

8. R.D.C. 1948, p. 63.
9. Schaffer, Frank: op.cit., p. 166.
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"class segregation". But It didn't work out. Harlow for

example, soon found that "middle class families" liked either
♦

to he somewhat isolated and to have big gardens, or to have

a larger number of their neighbours drawn from similar

income groups."1'0 Other corporations reported much the

same experience. To many, this was a matter of regret,

because it seemed to represent the failure of a philosophy.

But this does not necessarily follow, "for people stillQmingle
on equal terms in the towns' activities. (At least so

Schaffer claims - but it will be seen below how far this is

so - at least as far as the three towns subject to this
• • •

p

♦

study are concerned.) He also pointsclout that although it

has not been possible to overcome social distinctions and

segregation by income groups, nevertheless the new towns

can claim to have a "socially homogeneous society". A

comparison with national figures, as presented by Schaffer*1
bears this out.

Some people, notably Ruth Glass in an article published
12

in 1955, saw sinister implications in this attempt at

achieving social balance. She in fact suggested that this

was a "device for securing middle-class control under the

guise of leadership, thus avoiding a threat to the established
•yx

order." However Schaffer dismissed this view as being naive,

since he didn't think that political power was exercised

through the "local community hall, with its bingo and chess

club."
♦

10. See also R.D.C. 1954, p. 147*
11. Fig. 1, p. 168, op.clt.
12. Ruth Glass: Urban Sociology - Current Sociology No. 4,

1955, pp.14-19#
13. Frank Schaffer, op.clt., p. 167.
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There were others, notably Peter Mann, who were

critical of the idea of social balance, particularly as it
14

related to the neighbourhood unit. In his view, Clarence

Perry, who popularised the idea of the neighbourhood unit,

rather naively assumed that "propinquity produces pals" when
15

he stated: "when residents are brought together through

the use of common recreational facilities they come to know

one another better, and friendly relations ensue". This
16

idea was taken up in Britain, first in the Dudley Report

and then in a booklet entitled: "The size and social structure

of a town", which was published by the National Council of

Social Service,1^ who incidentally were also one of the bodies

which gave evidence to the Reith Committee. This booklet

made a case against pre-war housing estates on the grounds of

lack of social balance. The group which wrote it argued
♦

that "class distinctions have been emphasised to an undesir-

ablSeextent by the segregation of rigidly divided income

groups into separate residential districts. The consequence

of this segregation was that the new municipal estates

contained relatively fewfpeople with varied experience in

social leadership. The group further argued that social
♦

barriers will only disappear if people "in different grades

find a unity in common Interests and purposes". This develop-

14. Peter Mann: "A socially balanced neighbourhood unit"
Town Planning Review No. 29, 1958/59^

13. Clarence Perry: "Housing for the Machine Age" New York,
1920.

16. Design of Dwellings, HMSO, 1944, Ministry of Health.
17. Size and Social Structure of a Town: National Council

of Social Service, London, 1943*
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ment, they felt, could be accelerated by the provision of

adequate neighbourhood facilities* Furthermorethey
.

, . i
argued that the problem of social leadership (and particularly

i
the lack of sufficient numbers of leaders) could be overcome

%

by the integration of a number of social groups into one
*

organisation, i.e. a community association. Marin is critical

of this approach. The concept of the socially balanced

neighbourhood unit, in his view was based upon an erroneous

analysis of the social structure of urban society. He felt
. •

t •

that this was an ideal, which was unlikely to be attained
■

without a complete change in the structure of our society. He

therefore suggested that we should "bury it quietly (the ideal

of social balance) and begin to think again from a sociolo¬

gical rather than an ideological basis."
18

More recently Heraud argued too, that class segregation
#

had been a feature of town life ever since the onset of rapid

urbanisation in the 19th century. He suggests that with

the development of municipal housing after the first World

War, and the building of housing estates for the working class

on the outskirts of large cities, the process had been
%9 *

carried a stage further, and social segregation took on

almost an official stamp with the advent of state intervention
4

in housing. However, in due course the view gained

prominence that one-class communities were socially undesir-
* •

able because the presence of large numbers of people with the
♦

same life styles, educational expectations and expenditure

patterns would have a narrowing effect. Exposure to a
« ♦ A

4

18. B.J. Heraud in "Urban Studies" Vol. 5, Mo. 1 Feb. 1968^.
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mixed environment would, it was argued, enlarge peopled

horizons and so benefit the community as a whole. Such

views were reflected by statements such as the one during

the debate in the House of Commons on the New Towns, in

which the Minister of Town and Country Planning, Mr. Silkin

stated: "We must not make them towns inhabited by people of

one income level, and that the lowest. A new series of

Becontrees would be fatal.

The idea of balance was by now widely canvassed amongst

town planners, largely due to the governments' increasing

assumption of responsibility for housing and planning.

Planning was to be the new instrument for mixing different

classes together. However, as Heraud points out, the ideal
♦ ♦

of a socially mixed society should not be confused with the

notion of a classless society. Indeed, social balance as

defined by the Reith Committee explicitly recognised the

existence of social classes, but sought through physical

proximity and the common use of facilities, such as community

centres, to induce them to mix socially. It is of interest

to note in this context that in the early days of Stevenage

New Town a leading local communist dismissed the whole idea

of a socially mixed community as "not in line with communist
20

principles of a classless society." Another important

argument, which was mentioned, among others, by both Heraud

and Mann, was the notion that one class communities would

19* House of Commons Debates, Sessions 1945/6 Vol. 422,
col. 1086, 8th May 1946.

20. H. Orlans, Stevenage - a sociological study of a New
Town. Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1952.

%
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develop a kind of social inertia, and particularly would lack

the leadership, which it v/as thought the middle-class would

provide. This view was said to have gained prominence by

the National Council of Social Service report, already

mentioned above. Heraud suggests that there can be little

doubt that the Reith Committee, and thus the subsequent

development of the New Towns were strongly influenced by such

views, particularly since both the Town and Country Planning

Association, and the National Council of Social Service

gave evidence to the Reith Committee.

A mixture of values thus underlies the concept of

social balance. A common feature is the belief that the

new communities must contain those members, who can bring

with them and disseminate certain cultural elements, con¬

sidered necessary for the foundation of civilised life.

Social balance as such, has been defined in various ways,

but generally it has been conceived of as a reproduction
e

of some standard or average demographic, social and economic
21

structure. The following quotation, taken from the

Master Plan for Livingston New Town, will serve to Illustrate

the way in which the idea of balance has generally been
22

intezpreted by the New Towns Development Corporations.

"The type of town Livingston will become, will largely
be decided by its population and employment structure -
therefore, maximum diversity is planned and a positive
effort will be made to achieve a b&lance of population
in relation to age groups, family structure and
employment."

21. Smailes for Instance (fefines a balanced community as one
with a representative economic or social structure,
i.e. "one which conforms to that of the country as a
whole". in "Balanced Towns". J.T.P. Inst. Vol. 32, 1945.

22. Livingston Master Plan, 1963, p. 74.
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This of course is a statement of intent, according to which

a Development Corporation hopes to develop the town as a

whole, but as far as creating social balance at neighbour¬

hood level is concerned, it is more difficult to see how

this could be achieved, in a free society, where mobility

exists. The neighbourhood unit, originally was to be the
%

cornerstone of planning in the New Towns. This was dictated

by certain physical, as well as social factors. The road
♦

system of most New Towns was to be designed on the radial
f

system, which would have the effect of physically defining

certain areas. With the addition of facilities such as

primary schools, shops and meeting places, these areas could
♦

be given social significance as the basis for community life.

The neighbourhood was, in the words of the Reith Committee,

"a natural and useful conception"• (The maps described in

Part IV, particularly those relating to Glenrothes and East

Kilbride illustrate the way in which this concept has been

applied, particularly in the so-called Mark 1 New Towns,

and will also, at least as far as membership of social organ!-
4

sations is concerned, show how far the neighbourhoods form

"a basis for community life".) The neighbourhood also seemed

the appropriate vehicle for the attainment, on a local basis,

of "social balance". It appears however that a degree of
•

•

social segregation is a concomitant of most housing develop-
2"3

ments. Thus Peter Collison summed up the matter as follows:

23* P. Collison - "Neighbourhood and Class" Town and
Country Planning, July 1953, p. 337*

0
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"although planning policy may do something to
modify the degree of (class) segregation, It cannot
he expected to eliminate It completely nor can It he
expected of Itself, to bring about any profound changes
In the social structure. If attempts are made to mix
the social classes in close proximity it seems likely
that these attempts will he resisted, and, as more
dwellings become available, increasingly ineffective."^

According to Heraud, "there has been a gradual slipping away
t

♦

from an ideology which stressed reformist ideas and aims into
*

*

one which accepted and adapted to what was believed to be a
24

middle class desire for social segregation." Indeed
♦

«

Nicholson, in his study of housing policy in the New Towns

concludes that "most New Towns now accept, though sometimes
♦

with reluctance, that an attempt to promote social mixing by

building so-called managerial houses, scattered throughout

the town and its neighbourhoods, without the alternative of
♦ ♦

25
such houses built in groups, has failed." Some further

4

points emerged from Herauds study of social class and neigh¬

bourhood, which are relevant, to the discussion of social

organisations in the New Towns, and which are briefly

summarised below.

If the New Town neighbourhoods have differing class

characteristics, then in view of the fact that the social

classes have widely differing patterns of social activities,

any one single form of local social provision is unlikely to

be successful. The need would appear to be for a variety of

forms of local social provision, including opportunities for

more informal association with more specialised activities
#

24. Heraud, op.cit., p. 54.
25* J.H. Nicholson, op.cit*, p. 132.
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based on the town as a whole. One of the main aims of

the whole "social balance policy" has been the invigoration

of social life, through the presence of leadership provided

by the middle class, and the mixing of classes through local

clubs and associations. In a study of this kind one also

has to accept of course, that the number of organisations

alone is not in itself an index of social health in a

community, since a great many of the social activities are

being pursued outwith the formal structure of an organisation.

However, discussions about the necessity of stimulating

"community life" in the New Towns have centred almost entirely

on the type of activity accepted and approved of by the

professional and middle class in particular, the community

associations. However, as was seen above (Chapter 9) this

would not appear to be true in Glenrothes and East Kilbride,

since in each of these towns the community associations as
♦

such have ceased to make a significant contribution to the

life of the community. Heraud further suggests that community

associations do not really constitute the kind of "cross-

cutting alliances"which might in fact bring the classes to¬

gether, because they are not typical of working class
##

culture. He adds that there is little evidence from else-
♦

where which would suggest that the degree of class - mixing

in clubs and associations is very high. In all this he sees

a kind of ideological thread connecting the present New Towns

with the notions surrounding the eighteenth and nineteenth
* See also finding of this present study on preference of

locality for clubs, etc. Part III.
** He does so on the basis of his study of Crawley quoted

in Urban Studies, Vol. 5, No. 1, February 1961.
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century model settlements and overseas emigrations.

Traditionally leadership was the responsibility of the upper
r*

and middle classes, thus creating the need for "balanced"
*

%

groups of migrants. Only in this way, it was thought, would
«

a "healthy community" together with a degree of social control
v;

be built up. Such a notion, he suggests, is in the present
♦ * ' ♦

day so far from reality that the whole concept of a balanced
«

community based on such arguments must be called into

question. The desire to avoid a new series of Becontree

was understandable in the context of the 19AO's, but one can

question whether in the sixties and seventies the concept of

the socially balanced community as a planning principle had
t

♦

a future, particularly since because of the nature of
• • »

industry moving to new towns "fears of a large working class
*

population were unfounded". However, as will be seen in

Chapter 11.2, whether the concept of social balance is still
«

viable as a planning principle or not, it remains a fact that
V 0.

the upper and middle classes continue to provide leadership

to a degree which in most cases far outweighs their propor-
*

tion in membership of the various organisations. H.J. Gans,

sense, both sums <ud the Question of social balance

previously discussed, and also provides an answer to Herauds
26

point. He argues that in any society with clear cut social
* ♦

9 #

divisions, of class and (as in America, race) such divisions
«

should be minimised, and this can be effected partly through
«

the medium of town planning. For example in a heterogeneous

26. In H.J. Gans - "The Balanced Community - Homogeneity or
Heterogeneity in Residential areas". J. of the Amer.
Inst, of Plan. Vol. XXVOCnS>.3 1961.
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community, the financial advantages of high rate assessments

can be spread to members of all classes in the form of improved
educational and other facilities. In his view too therefore

the desirability of a balanced community is not merely based

on an evasive ideal, but also makes sound economic sense.
r

* • • «• % % f*

In this, Gans' view coincides with that of the Reith Committee
*

to whom has been attributed hardheaded economic, rather than
4

solely idealistic motivation as the main spring of their

desire to create balanced communities.

11.2 Occupational status distribution of membership/leader¬
ship of organisations.

As was noted above, the Reith Committee assumed that

"social organisations could be expected to make a major
%

contribution towards the "mixing together of the different
27

social classes". In order to try and establish how far in

fact this assumption has been borne out in the case of the

three new towns in this study, the secretaries of the various

organisations were asked to indicate the breakdown of their
¥

membership into-occupational groups. The data obtained was

then organised as follows: The membership breakdown of each

organisation into five occupational groups is shown in bar-

charts for each organisation, according to categories. In

order to ascertain how far the leadership of the organisations

27. See Final report of New Towns Cttee, op.cit., p. 10,
para. 23*

* These figures were based on the secretaries records. In
the case of Glenrothes it was possible to corroborate the
figures given by the secretaries with the aid of address-
lists, with the results of a household survey which the
GDR conducted at the time.

4

t



was distributed among the various status groups, wherever

possible separate bar-charts were drawn relating to the

leaders of the organisations.

These two sets of figures, (i.e. occupational status of

members and leaders) were then compared with each other, and

the results of.these comparisons, expressed in chi-square

values (Tables 89, 91* 93). Furthermore, bearing the

definition of "social balance" in mind as given by the Reijfeh
Committee, and by Heraud, (i.e. "reproduction of some standard

•'

or average demographic, social and industrial structure"),
the distribution of occupational groups among the membership

of organisations was then compared with the distribution for

the particular town as a whole (Tables 90, 92, 94). However,

not every organisation would appear to maintain a membership
4

record, consequently some secretaries were unable to give

figures relating to their membership/leadership. The

occupational status distribution for the three new towns
♦

concerned and the population of Scotland as a whole are

illustrated by bar-charts in Fig. 29.

Glenrothes

Youth Organisations - Fig. 30.

As can be seen from the bar-charts shown under the above

figure, in this category every organisation had members from
%

every occupational group, albeit to a different extent. It is
* The chi-square comparison Leadership/membership was possible

for 61.0# of the Glenrothes sample, 47.6# of East Kilbride
sample and 43.8# of Livingston sample. The proportion of
organisations for which comparison membership/towns popu¬
lation was possible is as follows: Glenrothes: 79.7%,
East Kilbride 53.7%, Livingston 46.9%.
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of interest for instance in the case of the Preston Youth
♦

Club (No* 22), that groups 1 and 2 were barely represented.

(See also Map* Fig* G4. which might help to explain this in

terms of the clubs location). On the other hand the three

uniformed organisations, i.e. the Boys Brigade (No. 49)»

Boy Scouts (No. 52) and Girl Guides (No. 58) would appear to

have been able to attract a larger share of children, whose

parents were in occupational groups 1, than the other three

organisations. However, as can be seen from the respective
\

bar-charts, these were also the three organisations with the

highest proportion of representatives of occupational group 5.

The graphs in Fig, 30 relating to the leaders show that there

was a considerable difference between the proportion of

members and leaders respectively, in the various occupational

groups. The Boys Brigade (No. 49) for instance had 16#
of its members in occupational group l, but 37% of the leaders

were from that group. More marked still was the difference

within the Boy Scouts (No. 52) where 20# of the members, but

50# of the leaders were in occupational group 1. In the

case of the Girl Guides (No. 58) the difference was less

marked, in fact the proportions of leaders and members in

class 1 was equal, with 20# in each case, but on the other

hand groups 4 and 5, which together accounted for 20# of all

members were only represented by 5# of the leaders coming

from group 4. Group 5 was not represented at all. Whilst

it is not possible to compare these figures item by item with
28

Bottomore's findings, it is of interest to note that the

28. T.B. Bottomore, op.cit., Table 5t p. 558.
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general trend, which he observed, of "over-representation" of

occupational group 1 in the leadership in relation to the
*

proportion they make up in the membership, is being confirmed

in this study as well.

As far as a comparison between the distribution of

occupational groups within these youth organisations, and the

distribution within the town as a whole is concerned, it is

of interest, to note that[the non-uniformed organisations, i.e.

the Exit Club (No. 22), the Prestion Youth Club (No. 26) and

the YW/YMCA (No. 35) are showing a pattern of distribution,

which more closely resembles that of the town at large, than

any of the other organisations in this category (see Table 90).
♦

Arts & Cultural organisations - Pig. 31

As the bar-charts in Fig. 31 show, in three of the

organisations in this category, i.e. the Art Club (No. 5), the
♦

Gaelic Club (No. 10) and the Musical & Operatic Society
j

(No. 13) all five occupational groups were represented, and,

as a comparison with Fig. 29 illustrates, groups 1 and 2 formed

a larger proportion of these organisations than they did of

. the total population. Two groups, the Film Society (No. 16)
and the Little Theatre (No. 33) bad no members in group 5

and the Floral Art Club (No. 51) consisted entirely of members

of occupational groups l-3» This club also had the highest

proportion (43%) of members in group 1. Where figures for
♦

the occupational group distribution of the leadership were
*

available they once again illustrate that groups 1 and 2, but

particularly group 1 provided proportionately a greater number
♦

♦

of leaders than any other group represented in the membership.
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In terms of "representativeness" of the total population, it

is of interest to note that the occupational class distri¬

bution of tiie Gaelic Club (No. 10) most closely resembles
♦

that of the general population, followed by the Art Club

(No. 5) and the Musical & Operatic Society (No. 13). On the

other hand, membership of the Little Theatre (No. 33) and to

a lesser extent of the Floral Art Club (No. 51) and the Film

Society (No. 16) would appear to attract predominantly

members of occupational groups 1 and 2 (see Table 90).
Social Service organisations - Fig. 32•

In this category only one organisation, the Social

Amenities Council (No. 19) had members from all of the five

occupational groups, and as Table 90 shows is therefore also

most "representative" of the general population. As can be

seen from the bar-charts in Fig. 32, all the other organi¬

sations only embraced three occupational groups, i.e. the

St. Andrews Ambulance Association (No. 34) and the Toastmasters

Club (No. 45), or two, as the Round Table (No. 7), or are

made up of members of only one occupational group, as Rotary

(No. 11) and the Red Cross (No. 15). In the case of Rotary

and the Round Table, the composition of the membership is

clearly a function of their respective recruitment policies,

which have already been referred to, and to some extent the
*

same would appear to apply to the Toastmasters Club as well.
The bar-charts relating to the composition of the leader-^

ship illustrate again the "dominance" of occupational group 1.

This was particularly true of the Red Cross, where the

committee consisted entirely of members of group 1 and the
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members as such, (who were all said to be in group 2) were

not represented. In a sense, it would appear to be true as

Bottomore put it, "that those who can afford to dispense

charity - are the leaders of charitable organisations". In

terms of "representativeness" of the general population, it

is not surprising that Rotary and Round Table least resemble

the composition of the general population, since, as was

pointed out above, membership of these organisations is by

invitation only. On the other hand, the Social Amenities

Council most closely followed the occupational distribution

of the towns* population, from which it seeks its "represen¬

tatives". (see Table 90).

Womens* Organisations - Fig. 33

As can be seen from the bar-charts in the above figure,
♦

not one" of the womens' organisations drew its membership from
%

all five occupational groups. It would therefore appear

that these organisations attracted members from certain
<' ♦

occupational status groups only. The exception to this were

the Co-operative Guild (No. 17)» which because of its

political affiliation, could be said to have at least as

part of its purpose the elimination of differences based on
t

occupational status; and the Catholic Womens* Guild (No. 24),
♦

which was the only organisation specifically for catholic

women and would therefore presumably accept any member who

fulfilled the primary conditions for joining (i.e. be a

catholic woman) without any further differentiation on grounds

of status.
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The bar charts illustrating the composition of the

leadership are particularly interesting in as much as they,

perhaps more than in any other category of organisations,

reflect the composition of th& membership. The exception to

this was the Catholic Womens Guild (No. 24) where groups 1

and 2 accounted for 209$ of the membership, but for 509$ of the

leadership, and, at the other end of the scale, the 409$ of

members said to be in group 4 were not represented at all.

However, this exception within this category would tend to
*

confirm the "rule" found almost everywhere else, regarding

the prevalence of higher status groups among the leadership,

in disproportion to their numbers in membership.(see Table 89).

Comparing the occupational composition of these organisations

with that of the town as a whole, it can be seen from Table

90 that the Catholic Womens* Guild (No. 24) and the Womens*

Co-op Guild most closely followed the pattern of the town,

whereas the V.R.I. (No. 39) and the Towns* Womens* Guild

(No. 4) would appear to be least representative.

A number of interesting factors emerge from the bar-

charts in Fig. 34. In most of the organisations, all five

(or at least four of the five occupational groups) were

represented in the membership. Only the Angling Club (No. 33)
would appear to be attracting members only from occupational

group 3* In the Chess Club (No. 14) and the Camera Club

(No. 25) there were no members from group 5» and at least as
. ♦

far as the Camera Club is concerned, this may be explained

possibly on account of the expense involved in being an

*
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amateur photographer. As might he expected, the Bridge

Club (No. 23) had a large contingent of members (40$) from

group 1; what Is however more interesting is the fact that

5$ of its members were found in occupational group 4 and

another 5% in group 3. The secretary of this club confirmed

this, and although he thought this to be unusual, was not

able to explain the reasons for this. It would however

appear that this might be a function of the location and

character of the meeting place (Woodslde Community Hall),
and of the low annual membership fee of ten shillings.

Only four of the seven organisations in this category

were able to indicate the occupational group of their
%

leaders. As Table 89 shows, the proportion of members
♦

»

and leaders per occupational group is identical in the
♦

Angling Club (No. 53)» followed by the Camera Club (No. 25).
I

It is however of interest to note that in the Bridge Club,

contrary to the notion of dominance of occupational group

1, which so farhas been observed in connection with most of

the organisations, groups 4 and 5, which account for 10$ of

the membership, together provide 40$ of the leadership.

This can be considered to be an exception, but it would

appear that the small group of members in groups 4 and 5 are
♦

also very active in providing leadership. In the Camera

Club (No. 25), once again the "rule" to which the Bridge Club
* Perhaps this is one of these situations which Bottomore

is referring to when he wrote: "Th© high occupational
status of tie members of an organisation may on the other
hand, be an attraction to the individual whose own status
is low if he is anxious to climb." p. 368 op.cit.
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provides an exception, would appear to be confirmed again*

Groups 1 and 2 provided 40# of the membership, but 60# of
*

the leadership, and group 4, which accounted for 10# of the

membership was not represented among the leaders at all.

The Rothes Invitation (Racing Pigeons) Club (No* 30) provides

a further interesting exception in as much as this was only

one of five organisations in this sample, (the other four

being the Archery Club (No. 12), the Festival Society (No* 2),
the Rothes W.R.I. (No. 39) and the Communist Party (No* 55)•

in which occupational group 1 was represented in the member¬

ship, but did not provide any leaders. However in the case

of the Rothes Invitation Club it might possibly be considered

to be more surprising to find any members in group 1 at all,

since racing pigeons has traditionally been regarded as a
I

"working class" leisure pursuit. When comparing the compo¬

sition of the membership of these organisations with that
of the town as a whole (Table 90) it is of interest to note

that the two organisations concerned with gardening (N6»s20)
and (No. 46) most closely resemble the pattern cf the town as

OQ
a whole* But then, as Bottomore pointed out, 7 the nature

of the activities is of great significance. "A Rotary Club

whose members meet once a week to have lunch together is a

very different organisation from a horticultural society whose

members cultivate their own gardens and may meet only once a

year at the annual show."

29* T.B. Bottomore, op.cit., p. 370.
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Political organisations - Fig* 35

Of the four organisations in this category which were

able to supply data on the occupational status of their

members, three had members in all five groups. Two of these,

the Womens* Section of the Communist Party (No. 43) and the

Communist Party (No. 55) proper, would presumably point out

that it is part of their political doctrine to abolish any

differences based on occupational status. On the other hand,

5096 of the members of the Young Conservatives (No* 30) were

found to be in occupational group 1 and the remaining 50% in

class 3.

Looking at the bar-charts relating to the composition
♦

of the leadership it is Interest to note that in the case of

the Scottish National Party (No. 9) and the Communist Party

Womens Section (No. 43) the shift of dominance, which was

observed in most other organisations occurs also. In other
♦

words, in the case of the Scottish National Party, occupat-

ional group 1 provided 11% of the membership, but 28% of the

leadership, whereas group 5, which has 23% of the membership

was not represented among the leadership at all. A similar

trend, albeit less marked, can be observed in the Womens*

Section of the Communist Party. There occupational group 1

accounted for 17% of the membership, but for 25% of the
#

_

leadership, and group 5, which was represented by 17%©3>
the membership, was not found in the leadership at allC{p>

However, with the other two organisations, the Young

Conservatives (No. 50) and the Communist Party (No. 55), this

shift also took place - but in the opposite direction. In the
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4

case of the Young Conservatives group 1 accounted for 3096
of the membership, but only- for 1096 of the leadership. This

at first appeared to be surprising, but a possible clue for

this situation might be found in Bottomore's observation^0
relating to Conservative organisations in Squirebridge, where

he found that the members with high occupational status were

less inclined to attend regularly. One of the factors in

this, he suggested, was that the Conservative organisations

were regarded as conferring prestige, and that those members

with a slightly lower occupational status sought, by

"assiduous attendance and whole-hearted participation to raise
$

themselves in the world" • In the case of the Communist Party

(No. 33) occupational groups 1 and 2 accounted for 1396 of

the members, but they were not represented in the leadership

at all. On the other hand the skilled workers, which

accounted for 33$ of the membership provided 7396 of the

leadership. As Table 90 illustrates, the Communist Party

also happened to be the one organisation in this category,

with the occupational status composition, which most closely

resembled that of the population of the town.

It is of interest to note that only one of the organi¬

sations in this category would appear to cater for members in

all five occupational groups, namely the Golf Club (No. 36).
The Boxing Club (No. 3) on the other hand only attracted

members from occupational groups 3-3 (5096 being in group 3).
The Bowling Club, which is attached to the Recreation Centre

30. T.B. Bottomore, op.cit., p. 363*
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t '

and Social Club consisted entirely of members in occupational
♦

group 3. When comparing the composition of the leadership
4

with that of the memberships it is found that once again

group 1 was more prominently represented in proportion to

the actual number of members. For instance, in the Boxing
Club (No. 3) there yrere no members in group 1, but 17% of the

*

leadership belonged to this group. The Archery Club (No. 12)
as has already been noted was ah exception to this "rule";

but in the Golf Club and the Mountaineering Club once again
♦

occupational group 1 figured prominently in the leadership.
♦

Table 90 shows that none of the Sports Organisations repre¬

sented here could really be said to resemble in the occup¬

ational status structure the town as a whole, although,

(because of the predominance of group 3 in the general

population), the Bowling Club comes nearest to it.

The two organisations represented by the baxv-charts in

Fig. 37, i.e. the Glenrothes Recreation Centre & Social Club

(No. 21) and the British Legion (No. 32) are to all intents

and purposes the equivalents of "Working Men's Clubs", and

are therefore not catering for members in occupational groups

1 and 2. However it is of interest to note that no members

the British Legion would appear to come from groups 4 and
and none in the RecreationnCentre and Social Club from group

Old People's Organisations - Fig. 38

It is of interest to note that not one of the three

organisations represented by the bai>-charts in Fig. 38 would

appear to cater for members in occupational group 3* On thef
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♦

other hand, group 1 figured more prominently in the leadership

than in the membership, except in the case of the "Sunshine
♦

Club" (No. 27) where the proportions were equal as far as
»

group 1 was concerned. Group 4 was represented in all

three organisations in the membership, but not in the leader¬

ship. Once again, as with every other category, except in

a few cases, the leadership tended to be confined to the

higher occupational status groups. Table 90 illustrates that

the distribution of occupational groups in the Sunshine Club

(No. 27) most closely resembled that of the population at

large.
♦

Others -Pig. 39

Both organisations represented in this figure.were

"community associations"• The history and purpose of both,
♦

the Festival Society and the Glenrothes Community Association

have been referred to previously. It is however of interest

to note for instance that although occupational group 1
4

made up 33% of the membership of the Festival Society (No. 2),
none were among its leaders. In Bottomores* terms, one of

the factors might be that leadership in this society, particu-
♦ »

♦

larly since it had been declining for some time, was not

seen to be "status-conferring". Similarly the community

association had more group 1 members proportionately, than
♦

leaders (1996 as opposed to 12%), Both organisations at the

time of this study were going through a period of stagnation,

and according to their secretaries, it was difficult to find

people who were willing to serve as leaders and committee

members. However whether this was the cause, or an effect
of this decline would be difficult to determine.
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glenrothes
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Youth
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TABLE NO. 90
«

Comparison Occupational Status Membership/Population
GLENROTHES

Towns population
Organisation
No.

Occupatioml Group
1 2 3 4 5

7 14 54 18 7

Chi-square value

Youth 22 5 19 54 16 6 2.72
• 26 1 2 72 23 2 26.39

•
35 . 5 25 50 15 5 10.58
49 16 30 30 14 10 42.70
52 20 20 20 20 20 72.49
58 20 .23 37 13 7 36.67

Arts & 5 20 30 30 10 10 57.94
Cultural 10 10 20 40 25 5 10.78

13 25 40 15 10 10 127.58
16 20 58 18 4 0 204.32
33 5 75 15 5 0 310.91
51 43 28 29 0 0 235.72

Social 7 70 30 0 0 0 664.29
Service 11 100 0 0 0 0 1323.57

15 0 100 0 0 0 614.29
19 9 28 36 9 18 42.36

♦

34 0 33 33 34 0 62.17
45 9 53 38 0 0 138.96

Women's 4 50 50 0 0 0 435.71
4

♦ 17 0 17 30 44 9 . 56.44
24 10 10 40 40 0 39.95 '
29 0 50 50 0 0 124.87 "
39 1 99 0 0 0 600.21

4 56 0 0 50 50 0 85.19
Hobby/Spe cial 14 17 49 17 17 0 134.19
Intere3t 20 11 10 55 19 5 4.07

♦ 23 40 40 10 5 5 249.67 .

25 20 20 50 10 0 37.57
30 5 5 45 35 10 25.20
48 0 23 48 20 9 14.25
53 0 0 100 0 0 85.19

Political Q 11 18 22 26 23 62.52
43 . 17 8 17 41 17 85.88

♦ 50 50
♦

0 50 0 0 303.44
55 10 5 33 43 9 50.53

Sports 3 0 0 25 25 50 303.44
• »

12 50 0 50 0 0 303.44
28 0 0 100 0 0 85.19
36 30 40 20 5 5 155.22
46 62 27 11 0 0 503.46

Social & 21 0 0 80 20 0 40.74
Dancing - 32 0 0 100 0 0

. 85.19
Old People 18 0 10 50 40 0 42.33

27 10 20 50 20 0 11.38
31 33 20 21 26 0 129.87

Other 2 33 0
t 67 0 0 138.70

38 19 19 31 31 0 48.54

I
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Eaat Kilbride

Youth Organisations - Fig. 40

As the beu>»charts in the above figure illustrate, only

two organisations, the Scouts (No. 60-68) and the Duncanrig

Youth Club (No. 103) had members from all five occupational

groups. This is in contrast with the situation in Glenrothes,

where every youth organisation in the sample comprised

members from all five groups. It is also of Interest to
4

note that, as was the case in Glenrothes, the uniformed
%

organisations (i.e. the Scouts, the Venture Scouts and the

Girl Guides attracted the highest proportion of children of

parents in occupational group 1. The bar-charts relating to

the composition of the leadership once again confirm the

general trend, which has been observed throughout the Glen¬

rothes sample, namely the disproportionate representation

of occupational group l within the leadership as compared
♦

with th6 number of members in that group. Two exceptions

to this however have to be noted, i.e. the Venture Scouts
♦

(No. 69) and the Murray Youth Club (No. 101) where the

proportions were exactly equal in both the membership and

leadership. In the case of the other three organisations,

where such a comparison was possible the proportions varied

considerably. For instance, in the case of the Scouts
♦

(No. 60-68) Occupational group 1 accounted for 5$ of the

members, but for 18^ of the leaders, and group 5, although

represented in membership, did not provide any leaders. This

shift was even more marked in the case of the South Parish

Youth Club (No. 81) where occupational group 1 was not re-
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♦

♦

presented among the membership, hut provided 50# of the

leaders; and again in the Girl Guides (No. 96) where groups
#

4

1 and 2 accounted for 40# of the members and constituted

90# of the leadership. Finally, when comparing the compo-
>

sition in terms of occupational groups within the membership

of these organisations, with that of the town at large (see
Table 92), it is of interest to note that the uniformed

organisations most closely resembled the composition of the
4

towns* population, whereas in Glenrothes it was the non-uni¬

formed organisations which did so.

Arts & Cultural organisations - Fig. 41
* ♦ •

The bar-charts in Fig. 41 show that two of the organ!-
4

sations in this category had members from all five occupat¬

ional groups, namely the Light Opera Club (No. 80) and the

Burgh Pipe Band (No. 94). The other two organisations,

The Rolls Royce Male Choir (No. 84) and the Repertory Theatre

Club (No. 149) would appear to be catering for occupational

groups 2-4 only. As far as representation among the

leaders was concerned, however, in each of the organisations,
♦

for which figures were available, the lower status groups

4 and 5 were not found in the leadership. However, it is of

interest to note that in the case of the Burgh Pipe Band,
%

although all five groups were reputed to be in membership,
♦

the leadership consisted entirely of members in group 3.
♦

A shift of this kind however, as has been shown, was an

exception. In fact in the East Kilbride sample there were

only six organisations which had members in group 1, which
♦

were not represented in the leadership. A comparison ofQ
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the composition of the leadership with that of the member-
$

*

ship shows that the Rolls Royce Male Choir (No. 84) most
♦

closely reflected the composition of its membership in the

leadership (see Table 91). On the other hand, it would

appear from Table 92 that the membership of the Burgh Pipe

Band resembled the general population more closely than
♦

any other organisation in this category.

Social Service Organisations - Fig. 42
4

Once again, as was found with the organisations in this

category in Glenrothes, membership, (and even more so.
. ♦

leadership),of social service organisations was to a large

degree the domain of the higher status occupational groups.
♦

Only one organisation, the St. Andrews Ambulance Association

(No. 114) had members in all five groups. The Red Cross

(No. 128) also, the only other "First Aid" organisation in the

sample, had members in occupational group 4. but the remainder
4

would appear to be very much more exclusive. The Round Table
♦

(No. 117) consisted entirely of members in groups 1 and 2.

the Inner Wheel (No. 123) (the wives of Rotariens). and the

Royal National Life Boat Institution (No. 133) had only

members from group 1. However, in the strict sense of the

word, the R.N.L.I. has no "membership", but exists as a
♦

committee to raise funds. Once again it would appear that

Bottomore1 s "dictum" about membership (and leadership) of

charitable organisations consisting of those who could

afford to dispense charity, is shown to be correct.
♦

As far as leadership is concerned, there would appear
• »

to be only one exception to the trend of "higher-status
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4

dominance", which has been observed with the St* Andrews

Ambulance Association (No. 114). The bar-chart shows that
♦

all five groups were represented among the membership, but

only group 3 provided leadership. On the other hand, Just

as Was the case in Glenrothes, the Red Cross (No. 128) had

no members in group 1 - but 25% of the leaders were from that

group. Table 91 illustrates that there was in fact only one

other organisation in the East Kilbride sample (South Parish

Youth Club No. 81) where the difference ih composition between

membership and leadership was greater. The comparison

between membership and the population at large, as contained

in Table 92 shows that the St. Andrews Ambulance Association

(No. 114) most closely resembled the pattern of the town,

followed by the Educational Association (No. 127).
Women* s Organisations - Fig. 43

As can be seen from the bar-charts in this figure, only

one of the women's organisations catered for all five

occupational groups, i.e. the Calderwood Ladies Club (No. 98).
(In Glenrothes no women's organisation embraced all five

0

groups - as far as it is possible to generalise from these

two samples, it would therefore appear that there are very
♦

few women's organisations which cater for women in all
0

occupational groups, and particularly those in low-status
0

»

groups). Of the remaining three organisations, the Business

& Professional Womens Club of course specifically incorpor-
♦

ated in its name that it only caters for a given group. The
♦

composition of its membership was therefore a function of

its recruiting policy. It is also of interest to note that,

as was the case in Glenrothes, by and large the leadership of
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organisations In this category reflected the composition of

the membership closely, although the Auldhouse W.R.I. (No.118)
♦

was another one of the few exceptions where group 1 was

represented in the membership, but not in the leadership.

Table 92 illustrates that the Calderwood Ladies Club (No. 98)

resembled the composition of the general population most

closely, followed by the Towns Womens Guild (No. 132).

♦

As the bar-charts representing the clubs in the above
♦

category illustrate, each one of the organisations represented

in this sample embraced members from at least four

occupational groups, and two of them, the Freemasons (No. 108)
and the Photographic Club (No. 129) had 25% and 35%

respectively, of their members in group 5. It was also

observed in Glenrothes that organisations in this category

would appear to be able to attract a wide cross section of

the community, with members from the various occupational

groups mixing in the same clubs, in pursuit of a specific

Hobby or Special Interest. However, once again the bar-

charts relating to the leadership of these organisations

show that with the exception of two organisations, in every
9

case the higher status occupational groups accounted for a

higher proportion among the leaders than among the members.

The two exceptions were the St. Andrew Lodge (Freemasons)

(No. 108) and the Chess Club (No. 138) where group 1 was

represented in the membership, but not in the leadership.

On the other hand, in both the Bridge Club (No. 134) and the

United Nations Association (No. 107) four occupational groups

were represented in the membership - but all the leaders
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were drawn from group 1. With the remaining organisations

in this category, the same shift of emphasis can he observed.

Table 92 indicates that in this category, the membership of

the Savings Committee (No. 115) and the Motor Club (No. 139)

most closely resemble the composition of the population at
.9

large.

Political Organisations - Fig. 45
♦

I *

As was the case in the Glenrothes sample (see Fig. 55)
r ..

each of the political parties represented by the bar-charts

in the above figure, drew its membership from all five

occupational groups. Furthermore, a number of factors
4

emerged which are of interest. For instance the Westwood

Ward Labour Party (No. 91) had 20% of its members in occupa¬

tional group 1 and 20% in groups 4 and 5 combined. The 20%
♦ «

of members in group 1 however provided 70% of the leadership
«

and groups 4 and 5 were not represented ab all. In the ,

♦

neighbouring ward of West Mains however, which is older and

also incorporates parts of the old village of East Kilbride,

the Ward Labour Party (No. 109) had members in all five

groups, but the 2096 found in group 3 provided virtually all

the leadership. Details for the occupational group compo¬

sitions of the various wards that make up East Kilbride

were not available, but it might be possible to surmise that

the different compositions of these two ward associations of

the Labour Party are a function of the two different phases

of development of the towns which they represent. (The bulk

of West Mains was completed in the period 1955-1959 - whereas

a major part of Westwood was not completed till the period
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1965-1970). It Is also of interest to note thfit of these

three organisations, the Conservative & Unionist Association

had the kind of leadership structure which most closely

resembled the pattern of the membership. Although group 1

had only 5# of the membership and provided 10# of the

leadership - and group 5 had 10# of the membership and only

5# represented in the leadership, the "shift of dominance"

was not as marked as for instance in the Westwood Ward Labour

Party (No. 91). It was also a relatively rare occurrence

to find that all five groups, which made up the membership,

were also found in the leadership.

Comparing the membership composition however with the

population at large, as was done in Table 92 it was found

that the Westwood Ward Labour Party most closely reflected

the pattern prevailing in East Kilbride as a whole.
*

From the bar-charts relating to this category It would

appear that apart from a few exceptions, organised sports

activities were mainly pursued by the first three occupational

groups. Out of the organisations for which information was

available, only two would appear to cater for all five

occupational groups, namely the Sub Aqua Club (No. 136) and
♦

the EK Hamilton & District Gun Club (No. 147). In the case

of all the other organisations groups 1-5 would appear to

provide the majority of members, except in the case of the

Rugby Club (No. 74) where groups 1 and 2 were not represented

in the membership at all.

Given therefore the preponderance of members in the

higher status occupational groups in membership, it is not

4
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surprising to find that group 1, once again provided a higher

proportion of leaders than members. For instance, the Ladies

Hockey Club (No. 125) had 10$ of its members in group 1, but

this group provided 70$ of the leaders. Or, in the case of
m

the East Kilbride Sports Council (No. 145), which consisted
r

of delegates from various spofcts organisations, group 1

accounted for 28$ of the membership - but for 100$ of the

leadership. There were some exceptions to this, where the

composition of the leadership was identical with that of the

membership (such as in the case of the Torrance Rifle Club

(No. 135) and the Bowling Club (No. 148) - or the Cricket

Club (No. 119) where the difference was minimal. The overall

tendency however would appear to be that the majority of the

officials of sports organisations were of high occupational
51

status. Bottomore observed the same phenomenon in Squire-

bridge, and stated that the organisations themselves considered

it to be desirable that their affairs should be in the hands

of officials of some standing, who did not have to account

for every minute of their time, and who possibly could make

use of clerical assistance and had ready access to a telephone.

To some extent of course, this could be said to apply to

officials in any one of the categories into which organi¬

sations have been put in this study - however, it would seem

that this comment is particularly relevant in the case of

sports organisations, which, at least during the playing

season, require a great deal of day-to-day administration,

such as arranging fixtures, notifying teams, booking playing

fjaLds, finding referees etc.

31. T.B. Bottomore, op.cit., pp. 365-366.

4
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It is also of interest that the three sports

organisations which according to Table 92 would appear to
♦

reflect in their membership the composition of the towns

population most closely, were the Curling Club (No. 140),
the Gun Club (No. 147) and the Bowling Club (No. 148) -

*

which are all minor sports - but can be pursued by members
/

of almost all ages.
*

Others - Fig. 47

As was the case in Glenrothes, both organisations

represented by the bar-charts under this figure were
4

* ♦

"community associations". As can be seen, the East Kilbride
♦

0

Civics Association (No. 88) had members in four occupational

groups and the Whitemoss Residents Association (No. 105) which

oonfined its membership to a clearly defined geographical
4

area, consisted of members from occupational groups 1-3

only. In both cases, only members from groups 1 and 2

were represented in the leadership, thus once again bearing

out the tendency of higher status members to be "over-

represented" in the leadership, a tendency which has been

observed throughout this, and the Glenrothes sample.
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TABLE No. 92

Comparison Occupational Status Membership/Population
EAST KILBRIDE

Occupational Group
1 2 3 4 5

♦

Towns population 25 13 41 13 8

Organisation
*

Chi-squa]
4

*

No.

Youth 68 5 13 65 13 4 32.05
69 5 50. 40 5 0 134.26
81 0 20 60 20 0 49.34

♦

96 10 30 50 10 0
"

41.90
101 0 0 100. 0 0 143.90
103 2 3 75 15 5 58.48
112 0 40 40 20 0 92.87

Arts & 80 5 35 50 5 5 61.25
Cultural 84 0 38 55 7 0

"

88.63
94 11 0 63 21 5 38.69

« 149 0 47 49 4 0 129.71
Social 114 15 0 31 31 23 72.49
Service 117 60 40 0 0 0 167.08

123 100 . 0 0 0 0 300.00
127 40 40 20 0 0 96.83
128 0 50 25 25 0 155.63
133 100 0 0 0 0 300.00
143 22 56 22 0 0 172.40

Yfomen' s 98 10 25 45 15 5 21.90 i
118 20 0 80 0 0 72.10
124 25 '75 0 0 0 357.. 69
132 25 25 50 0 0 34.05

Hobby/Special 107 75 10 10 5 0 137.05
Interest 108 1 4 50 20 25 71.14

115 45 12 31 12 0 26.59
129 10 20 30 5 35 111.77
134 40 30 20 10 0 50.68
138. 10 50 35 5 0 128.11
139 5 13 58 24 0 40.36

Political 72 5 35 40 10 10 54.45
91 20

•
30 30 15 5 27.61

109 5
a

5 . 20 63 7 224.11

Sports 71 55 20 20 5 0 63.45
74 0 0 70 20 10 62.78

119 27 59 9 5 0 200.83
125 10 60 30 0 0 202.87
135 100 0 0 0 0 300.00
136 12 18 35 5 30 74.98

%

• 140 30 10 50 10 0 12.36
4

145 28 47 21 0 4 114.04
..147 10 20 40 15 15 19.23

148 50 0 50 0 0 60.98
Other 88 24 48 19 9 0 115.31-

• 105 50 30 20 0 0 78.99
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#

♦

Since Livingston is a very much younger new town than
♦

either Glenrothes or East Kilbride, naturally fewer

organisations were in existence at the time of this study,

although their number is growing all the time* Furthermore,

with some of the organisations the membership had not been
♦

consolidated yet to the extent which would have allowed the
«

secretaries to compile reliable membership records, or indeed
0

supply a breakdown of the membership into occupational groups.
♦

Consequently the sample, for which it was possible to draw

up bar-charts is smaller than in the other two towns, which
0

in turn does not allow for detailed comparisons, other than

at the level of general trends.

Youth Organisations - Fig* 48

The bar-charts under this figure represent the YMCA/
0

YWCA (No. 152), the 1st Calders District Rangers Unit (No. 158>3
and the Riverside Youth Wing Over 15's Club (No. 161). Each

of these in a sense represent a different category of organi¬

sation according to a distinction which is frequently made in

the Youth Service, namely a Voluntary Organisation, a

uniformed organisation and a local authority Youth Club.Q

Whilst it would be difficult to generalize from such a small

sample, it is of interest to note that the local authority

Youth Club (No. 161) would not appear to attract any members

in occupational group 1 and 2. The YMCA/YWCA (No. 152) was

in fact the only organisation in this category which would

appear to be able to attract members from all five occupational

groups. In this respect this category would appear to differ
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from the sample in Glenrothes, where every organisation

contained members from all five groups* In East Kilbride

however, as Fig. AO illustrates, the majority of clubs did
$ 9

not cater for all five occupational groups. The trend,
*

4

according to which the higher status occupational groups

were found to be more prominent in the leadership in

comparison, with the proportion they made up of the membership,

was once again apparent. This was particularly marked in
%

the case of the Rangers Unit (No. 158) where 3% in group 1 in

the membership, provide 50$ of the leadership. Table 93

illustrates that the pattern ofdistribution of occupational

groups in the membership, compared with that of the leadership,

was most similar in the case of the YMCA/YWCA (No. 152). As

Table 94 shows, this is also the organisation in which the

membership most closely resembled the composition of the

population of Livingston.

Social Service Organisations - Fig. 49
%

The two organisations represented in this category

were the Citizens Advice Bureau (No. 167) and the St. Andrews

Ambulance Association (No. 168). It would appear that, as

in Glenrothes, the St. Andrews Ambulance Association did not

have any members in occupational group 1. A comparison

however, between the membership and the leadership was not

possible, since figures for the leadership were not available.

In the case of the Citizens Advice Bureau (No. 167) it is of

interest to note that 15$ of the membership in group 1

accounted for 66$ of the leadership. On the other hand,
4k

70$ of the members were in group 5, which was not represented

in the leadership at all.
4

* The term "members" here denotes people who have undergone
training courses for volunteers staffing CAB enquiry desks.
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Two points of interest appear to emerge from the bar-

charts in this category. First, once again, as was the case

in Glenrothes and East Kilbride (with one exception) in

Livingston too, not one of the Womens8 Organisations catered

for members from all five occupational groups. Xn other

words, womens8 organisations can be said, from this evidence,'

to attract members from specific status groups. The

Craigshill S.W.R.I. (No. 169) catered for four occupational

groups and would therefore appear to embrace a fairly wide

cross-section of the community. The Howden Ladies Club

(No. 170) on the other hand, drew its membership entirely from
«

occupational groups 1 and 2, which also happens to be "

concentrated in one geographical area (see also Map. Fig.

L9). The Co-op Womens Guild, by contrast, attracted

members from groups 3 and 3 only. Secondly, a further

observation, which would appear to be applicable to womens1

organisations in all three new towns, relates to the

"representativeness" of the leadership. In each of the

towns it would appear that the composition of the leadership

more cloeely resembled that of the membership than in any

other category of organisation. Xn other words, although

the "shift of dominance" which took place in most organisations,
4

also took place in the case of womens8 organisations, it was

less marked than anywhere else. Of the Womens8 organi¬

sations represented under Fig. 30, it would appear from

Table 9b that the Craigshill S.R.R.I. (No. 169) resembled in

its composition the population at large more so than any other

organisation in this sample.

4
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Hobby/Special Interest Groups - Fig. 51
9

The two organisations represented in this category

were the Bridge Club (No. 173) and the Camera Club (No. 173).
It is interesting to note that whereas in Glenrothes the

Bridge Club (see Fig. 34, No. 23) had members from all five
9

occupational groups, and in East Kilbride (See Fig. 44, No.

134) had members from Group 1-4, in Livingston only two

groups were represented. In fact, 88% of the members were
%

from group 1 and 12% from group 2. In Glenrothes and East

Kilbride, these two occupational groups'accounted for 80% and

70% of the membership respectively. On the other hand, thb

leadership consisted of members of group 1 only, both in

Livingston and East Kilbride, whereas in Glenrothes, as was

noted earlier, group 1 only accounted for 40% of the leader-
#

t

ship. A comparison between the Camera Clubs in these three

towns shows that the composition of the Livingston Club and

the Glenrothes Club, were very similar. (Occupational groups
*

1 and 2 accounted for 40% in each case, group 3 for 50%

and 52% respectively, and group 4 for 10% and 8% in each

case. Group 5 was not represented in either of these two.

In East Kilbride however, the Camera Club (No. 129) had over

a third of its members (35%) in group 5* This marked

difference in composition may possibly be accounted for by

the following factors: First, the East Kilbride Club asked

for a lower annual subscription (i.e. £1.-) than the other two

clubs in Glenrothes and Livingston, where the annual subscrip-
4

tion was thirty shillings and two guineas respectively.
Second, the East Kilbride club met in public premises, i.e. a

♦

school which was readily accessible for members, even without

cars, whereas the Glenrothes Club had its own premises and

the Livingston Club met at Howden House - and both of these
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meeting places were readily accessible by car only. It
t

would therefore appear to be possible from this evidence* to

support the suggestion that cost of membership and

accessibility of the premises are Important factors* which

determine whether certain occupational groups are to be

found In membership of a particular organisation or not -

perhaps much more so than the actual type of activity which
♦

is offered.

The only organisation for which information was

available was the Craigshill Branch of the Scottish National

Party (No. 176). Only limited comparisons were therefore

possible* particularly since the East Kilbride sample did

not Include a Scottish National Party Branch. However* it

is interesting to compare the composition of the Livingston

Craigshill Branch (No. 176) with that of the SNP in Glenrothes

(see Fig. 35) both for their similarities and dissimilarities.

The respective bar-charts show that in Glenrothes there was

a higher proportion cf members in groups 1 and 2, namely 115$
and 18?$ respectively. Group 3 accounted for twice as many

members in Livingston than in Glenrothes* i.e. 50?$ as opposed

to 22?$* but the proportions of members in group 4 turned out

to be remarkably similar (20?$ and 26?$ respectively)* and

indeed in both SNP branches the proportion of members in
■» 4

group 5 was identical with 23?$ in each case. This also 9
happens to be the highest proportion of members in occupational

group 5* noted with any of the political organisations in

all three towns* which would suggest that at the time of the

/
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study at least, in terms of membership, the Scottish

National Party had more support, proportionately among the

members of occupational group 5 than any other political party.

Once again, as was foundwith Sports Organisations in

Glenrothes and East Kilbride, most clubs in Livingston tended
♦

to cater for one or two specific occupational groups - and those

attracting members from all five occupational groups were a

minority. In Livingston, only the Rugby Club (No. 182) had

members in all five groups. The Riverside Table-Tennis Club

(No. 159) had 5096 of its members in group 3 and the remaining

5096 in group 4. A comparison between the two Badminton Clubs,

the Grove (No. 177) and the Riverside Badminton Club (No. 178)

is particularly interesting in as much as it supports the

suggestion that different clubs cater for different

occupational status groups, sometimes even if they pursue the

same activity. For instance, the Grove Badminton Club had

6096 of its members in group 3 and 4096 in group 4, whereas

the Riverside Club had 6296 in grouppl, 2596 in group 2 and
♦

1396 in group 3. The bar-charts relating to the leadership

once again illustrate that the higher status groups provide

most of the leadership, (see also discussion of this point

under "Sports Organisations" East Kilbride above).
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TABLENo.93

LIVINGSTON-COMPARISONSOCCUPATIONALSTATUSMEMBERSHIP/LEADERSHIP
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TABLE No. 94

Comparison Occupational Status Membership/Population
. LIVINGSTON

Towns population
Organisation
No.

Occupational Group
1 2 3 4 5

7 12 55 17 9

Chi-square value

Youth 152 20 20 25 30 5 57.56
158 5 0 0 45 50 300.47
161 0 0 20 50 30 154.33

Social 167 15 0 15 0 70 480.68
Service 168 0 15 75 0 10 32.13
Women' a 169 10 25 50 15 0 25.06 t

♦

170 75 25 0 0 0 755.65

Hobby/Special
172 0 0 55 0 45 180.00
173 88 12 0 0 0 1018.29

Inte re st 175 8 32 52 8 0 47.40
Political 176 4 3 50 20 23 30.80 j

Sport3 159 0 0 50 50 0 92.51
♦

177 0 0 60 40 0 59.57
4 178 . 62 25 13 0 0 504.30

182 . 15 15 35 8 27 57.93
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As was noted in the introduction to this chapter, the

Reith Committee assumed that the various occupational
♦

classes would all play their part in the social organisations

of the new towns. Lewis Silkin re-iterated this aspiration

when he stated that it was his hope "that the different

classes "would mix freely in their leisure". . One must now

ask how far these expectations have been fulfilled in the

three new towns subject to this study. Table 95 shows the
♦

♦

proportion of organisations in each of the three towns, which
#

contain members of a given number of occupational classes.
♦

This in turn can be taken to be an indication as to the extent

to which organisations do act as "meeting grounds" for all

sections of the community

TABLE No.
9

Number of occupational groups represented in organisations
9

Percentage of organisations
containing:

at least at least at least at least 1 occ
5 occ. 4 occ. 3 occ. 3 occ. group
groups groups groups groups only

Glenrothes 30.6% 47.2% 61.1% 86.1% 13-9%
East Kilbride 17.9% 53.6% 76.9% 87.2% 12.8%
Livingston 21.4% 35.7% 64.3% 100.0%

It is of interest to note that in all three towns, less than

a third of all organisations catered for all five occupational
*

. On the other hand, in Glenrothes slightly less,
* As was also the case in Bottomore's Squirebridge (See

page 308 op.cit.) but it has to be noted that he used
only three categories which make a more detailed co
parison with his findings impossible.
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and in East Kilbride slightly more than half (47.2# and 33.8#

respectively) cater for at least four occupational classes.

In fact, as the table illustrates - as the minimum number

of occupational groups catered for decreases, so the

proportion of organisations in that particular category
rises. For instance, in Glenrothes 61.1# of all organi¬

sations had vdthin their membership people from at least

three occupational classes, and 86.1# from at least two

classes. A similar development can be observed both in

East Kilbride and Livingston.

At the other end of this particular scale it is found
e

that in Glenrothes and East Kilbride 13*9# and 12.8# of the

organisations cater for one occupational class only. The

bar-charts however Illustrate that it would be wrong to assume
♦

that one-class organisations necessarily cater for class 1.
0

(see for instance Fig. 40, No. 101, or Fig. 34, No. 33)* In

Livingston on the other hand, all organisations in this
♦

sample had at least two occupational classes among their

members•

Since however there were some differences in the occu¬

pational class composition of the population of these three

new towns (see Fig. 29)» it was thought to be useful to
♦

compare the composition of the various organisations with

that of the particular town in which they operated, in order
%

to achieve some measurement of the "representativeness" of the

membership. This, it was felt would give a further indication
♦

as to how far these organisations fulfilled a function as

meeting grounds for the different sections of each of these

*
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three communities. Table 96 summarises, by categories,
*

the results given in Tables 90/92/94, which indicate the

chi-square value of this comparison for every organisation

TABLE No.

Summary: comparison of occupational status membership/
population in all three towns.
Average chi-square value per category:

Category Glenrothes Rank East Rank Living- Rank
Order Kilbride Order ston Order

Youth 31*93 1 78.97 1 70.79 2

Arts & Cultural 157.88 7 79*57 2 - -

Social Service 475.10 10 180.63 8 256.41 4

Womens Orgs. 223*73 8 121.44 7 320.24 5

Hobby/Special
4 6Interest 78.59 80.81 3 532.85

Political 125.60 6 102.05 5 30.80 1

Sports 270.15 9 111.15 6 149 * 02 3

Social/Dancing 62*96 3 - -

Old Peoples 61.19 2
♦

-

Other 93*62 5 97*15 4 ..

Overall average
chi-square
value for all
organisations 173*13 109*07 233*11

* If composition of membership were identical with
composition of general population, then chi-square
value 0.00

From this table a number of interesting factors emerge

It would appear that judging by the above criteria of

«representativeness" the youth organisations in each of the

three new towns were more representative of the general

population in terms of occupational groups than any other

category of organisation (except in Livingston, where they
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were No. 2 In the rank order). It would therefore appear

that tiie youth organisations above all provided the kind of

meeting ground, where every eeotion of the community was

represented. However, beyond this definite statement,
♦

applying to all three towns, a number of trends appear to
g

be discernible, particularly when Glenrothes and East Kilbride

are compared! with each other. (Livingston more often than not

provides an exception in cases, where the different stage of
*

development of that town would appear to be significant.)
For instance, it has already been pointed out in the text

*

above that Social Service organisations tend to cater for

those who are in a position to "dispense charity". Table 96
would tend to confirm this in as much as both in Glenrothes

and East Kilbride the social service organisations ranked last

in their particular order (No. 10 and 8 respectively). The

womens' organisations too have been found to cater for
0

specific occupational classes only, frequently leaving out

the lower status groups. It is therefore significant that

in all three towns they rank low in the particular ranking

order. On the other hand, the Hobby/Special interest groups,

at least in Glenrothes and East Kilbride would appear to be

able to provide a meeting ground for a cross-section of the
♦

community. In Livingston however, as has been pointed out
♦

in Chapter 5, it is too early to draw conclusions, since

the type of organisation found in this category is among those

which can only get under way, once a given catchment area

has been developed up to a given point. It is also of

Interest that in Glenrothes and East Kilbride the political
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4 .

♦

♦

parties, taken as a category, rather than individually, (for
*

Individual scores see Tables 90 and 92) were no more than
♦

"moderately" representative of the population in their

membership. The exception to this was found in Livingston,
t

where however the sample only consisted of one organisation,
+ 4

i.e. the Scottish National Party, which at the time of the

study was in fact one of the organisations with a membership

composition which most closely resembled that of the town at
i i

large. The Sports Organisations would appear to be less
4

significant as instruments of "mixing" all sections of the

community, than might have been assumed, at least as far as
*

the samples for Glenrothes and East Kilbride are concerned.

It is however conceivable that they might play a more

Important role in this respect at an earlier stage of the

development of a new town, since in Livingston they rank third,
4

1

as compared with ninth and sixth in Glenrothes and East<?

Kilbride respectively. The Social/Dancing and Old Peoples
4

organisations were in this instance only represented in the

Glenrothes sample - the community associations, listed under

category "Others" in both Glenrothes and East Kilbride both

figure at mid-point in their respective ranking orders.

As far as it is meaningful to calculate an average
4

chi-square value - measuring the Representativeness" of all

the organisations in these three new towns, it is of interest
4

to note that generally speaking the organisations in East

Kilbride were more akin in the composition of their membership

to the composition of the general population, than Glenrothes
♦

and Livingston. Whether or not there is a relationship
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♦

between the "maturity" (i.e. stage of development) of a town,

and the degree to which its organisations become

"representative" would be difficult to demonstrate conclusively

within the remit of this research, although it is of interest' »

4

that according to Table 96 it happens to turn out that way.

In other words, East Kilbride, which is the town in the

sample which is nearest to completion provided the lowest

chi-square value in this comparison, followed by Glenrothes,
♦ ♦

which is not as near yet to its eventual target, - and the

highest chi-square value (more than twice that of East

Kilbride) is indicated by Livingston, which is the most

recent development, (For further details on relationship

between development of town end development of organisations,

see also Chapter 3)*
♦

Apart from ascertaining the incidence of different

occupational groups within the membership, an attempt has been
made in this chapter to establish how far the leadership

was representative (proportionately) of the membership. The
«

results of this part of the investigation, which have been

discussed above in more detail, are summarised below, in

Table 97, by categories according to town.

Again this table is of interest, both because, of the

parallels between the new towns, and the differences which

emerge^ For instance, it is striking that in both
%

Glenrothes and East Kilbride the category with the lowest
*

recorded chi-square value (and therefore those most suitable

in terms of composition of leadership compared with the
4

membership) were the Womens' organisations. And also in
4

Livingston this category ranked among the first three.
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TABLE No

Summary comparison of occupational status of membership and
leadership in all three towns.

Average chi-square value per category

Category Glenrothes Rank East Rank Living* Rank
Order Kilbride Order ston Ofder

Youth 37.40 3 46.17 3 164.11 4

Arts & Cult. 88.57 7 45.65 2 -

Social Service 118.34 9 74.52 4 -

Womens Orgs. 17.70 1 25.00 1 89.44 3

Hobby/Special
76.65 6 101.41 6 66.72Interest 1

Political 95.21 8 204.01 8 672.13 5

Sports 33.27 2 109.61 7 82.28 2

Sooial/Dancing • - -

Old Peoples 73.28 5 - -

Other 44.40 4 86.20 5

\

Furthermore, the Youth organisations in both Glenrothes and

East Kilbride ranked third, the Hobby/Special Interest group

ranked sixth in both, and the political organisations, again

in both, ranked eighth * and in Livingston too, the discre¬

pancy between the composition of leadership and membership

was greatest in this category. By and large, with only a

few exceptions, which have already been referred to above,

these differences were accounted for by the "shift of dominance"

towards the higher status groups. It has been shown that they
♦

tended to be represented in the leadership to a greater extent,

proportionately, than in membership. It is therefore possible

to state that a relationship exists between high occupational

status and the exercise of leadership, without however being

able to specify the precise nature of this Relationship.
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In this respect the findings of this study, as they

relate to participation and leadership, would seem to

concur with those of a number of other studies in this

field* Bottomore for instance, found the same to be true

in "Squirebridge". Similarly, L. Reissmann, referring

to a number of American studies^ stated!
♦ ♦

4

♦

"the combined findings of a number of separate studies
seemed clearly to support the existence of a positive
relationship between social class position on the one
hand, and the character and extent of leisure
activity and social participation on the other* Those
in "higher" class positions were more active and
diverse in their participation than those in "lower"
positions* Phrased in somewhat less rigorous terms,
this can be interpreted to mean that middle class
generally tends to dominate the organisational
activity, the intellectual life and the leadership
of the community,"

Further evidence, pointing in the same direction, at least

as far as the link between high occupational status and

holding office in associations is concerned, comes from

V/* Bell and M. Force who wrote, again in the American

Sociological Review:*'
"Men living in the high economic status neighbourhoods
belong to the greater number of associations, attend
more frequently and hold office more often than men
living in low economic status neighbourhoods."

From within the United Kingdom too there are a number of
♦

examples which would tend to support the above findings*

32* Bottomore, op.cit*, p. 369*
33* L* Reissmann: American Sociological Review, Vol* 191 1954*
34* W* Bell and M* Force: "Urban Neighbourhood type and

participation in formal associations." American Soc.
Review Vol. 21 No* 1 February 1956, p. 333*
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Vereker and Mays for instance found in their study of social

conditions in central Liverpool that the working class wbre
♦

less frequent "joiners" and that areas in which working class

predominated were characterised by a paucity of formal

activities.^ Willmott & Young too found that in Woodford^
"Clubs and other organisations plainly attracted middle class .

people more than working class". Similarly* Cauter and

Dowriham^ found in Derby that the middle-class people "were

easily most interested in joining clubs." Josephine Klein*^

in samples from English Cultures comments on the question of
♦

leadership as follows: "The history of working class

associational life is be-devilled by the fact that leadership

in many associations comes from the same classes who are

thought of as "they". In other words there exists an "de

haut en bas" relationship?^} As gjar as the tendency of
"joining" as a middle-class peculiarity is concerned, she

however warns that there are certain difficulties of inter-
%

pretation, i.e. there are forms of association, say emanating

from an informal gathering in a pub, such as Darts Clubs and
♦

Domino Leagues, etc., which are not readily listed by

(middle class) social scientists as formal associations. The

33* C. Vereker and J.B. Mays, "Urban Redevelopment and Social
Change: A study of social conditions in central Liverpool
1955-56. Liverpool University Press, 1961.

36. P. Willmott & M. Young: Family & Class in a London
Suburb, Routledge & Kegan Paul, I960.

37. T. Cauter and J.S. Downham, "The communication of ideas",
pp. 64-66.

38. J. Klein - Samples from English Cultures - Vol. 1,
pp. 206 & 7 Routledge and Kegan Paul 1965*

♦

♦

4
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fact that this particular study does not claim to include all

forms of social activity in these three new towns, has

already been referred to* However, having sounded this
♦

warning, Klein did not doubt the validity of the findings

of Young and Willmott and Cauter and Downham referred to

above. Furthermore, Peter Willmott, in another article, 39

which is more closely relevant to the present research than
f

4

any of the other studies quoted as examples, compared East

Kilbride with Stevenage and wrote:

"The residents of both new towns, after a little more
than a decade, enjoy a good deal more of this kind of
organised activity than do those of the 40 year old
housing estate (i.e. Becontree estate at Dagenham)*
This contrast with Dagenham is partly explained by
social class differences between the new towns and
the estate* Whereas the population of the latter is
overwhelmingly working class in occupation, both new
towns have fairly high proportions of professional,
managerial and white collar people* And in both new
towns, more of what might be called the middle classes
belong to clubs than do in other parts of the country."

This statement suggests that there is a relationship between

social class and membership (and therefore incidence) of
♦

social organisations; and makes also clear that

of the image which "haunted" the Reith Committee a series

of new Becontrees" has indeed been avoided. Furthermore,
*

the above chapter shows that mixing of different sections of
*

4

these communities does take place to a certain extent within
f

social organisations, and to varying degrees. . However,

whether or not it can be said to have met the ideals and

assumptions of the Reith Committee, end indeed the post-war

39* P. Willmott "Some social characteristics of a Scottish
and an English New Town
1963-64, p. 314.

Town Planning Review XXZV

I
*
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Labour government, responsible for passing the appropriate

legislation, largely depends on the political and ideological

standpoint of the reader interpreting these figures.

\


